


From the air

All houses look alike

D ISTAXCE reduces al! houses to the same general out
0 These are the people who read THE SMALL HOME: 

who subscribe long before they actually build. These are 

the people who eagerly examine each copy of THE SMALL 

HOME from cover to cover making mental notes of im

portant information, and who then file away all copies for 

future reference. Tliese are the people who for $1.00 each 

arm themselves with knowledge that assists them in 

securing the house of their desires.

0 THE SMALL HOME is the only magazine devoted 

exclusively to the small home. It is your magazine, built for 

you. Subscribe now.

line .... toy-like boxes making a pattern on the ground. 

One cannot distinguish the well built from the shoddily 

built. One cannot see which houses are cold in the Winter 

and hot in the Summer. From a height the eye cannot see 

the innermost construction details upon which comfort and 

satisfaction depend.

Even close examination fails to reveal the truth. Only

And, un-

vear

those who live in them can give the answer, 

fortunately sagging floors, leaky roofs, damj) basements, 

excessive heat or cold, poor ventilation, and inconvenient 

arrangements usually tell the construction sti^ry too late.

THE SMALL HOMEBeginning with the plan and proceeding from the foundation 

to the roof the most important construction features are 

built in and often covered up. Out of sight, but not out of 

mind for invariably those who are aide to select the good 

from the bad obtain the best results in building. They are 

rewarded by comfort, freedom from excessive repairs, and

1200 Second Ave. South, :Tinxeapolis, Minnesota

Turn to inside backFREE plan booklet,
of this issue for free plan booklet offer.pride in the appearance of their homes. cover
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SOME editors, idealistic souls, long 
for the day when their magazines 
' be published without advertising. 

The editors of The Small Home lay 
some reasonable claim to idealism, but 
none to that common longing of editors, 
for there is a definite place for the ad
vertising of high grade manufacturers 
in this

can

THE
SMALL
HOME

magazine, the official publication 
of The Architects’ Small House Service 
Bureau. That technical advertising for 
those in the mind of building has its 
place and value seems too manifest to 
need comment. Home builders must 
inevitably choose materials with which 
they are acquainted. Thus your editors 
strive to fill the advertising pages with 
displays of the tried and

FINANCING

PLANNING

BUILDING
true.Unfortunately, however much 

may desire advertising, and whatever 
its value to prospective home builders, 
the current state of the nation, with 
which everyone is acquainted, is such 
that advertising accounts for building 
materials and equipment are almost 

existent. Coupled with these ab
normal conditions, which we feel must 
pass in the near future as our need for 
new houses becomes more acute, is the 
ordinary seasonal one which regularly 
finds the summer issues of almost all 
magazines notoriously light in advertis
ing. Thus for this summer all previous 
records of minimum advertising 
priations seem to be completely 
celled.

we
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Editor appro-

ex
it is a fact well known that income 

from subscriptions for quality maga
zines does not pay the cost of paper and 
printing, to say nothing of pay for 
writers, illustrators, the technical and 
editorial staffs. Advertising income 
fills the gap that makes continued pub
lication possible.

Now, so that future strength may 
main unimpaired, we have omitted the 
July issue. Although this, the August 

is presented to you nearly a 
month in advance of its regular time 
of issue, it must fill completely the 
space until September comes around. 
It goes without saying that everyone’s 
subscription is automatically extended 
one month.

The publishers of The Small Home 
feel assured that our readers, realizing 
the present wholly abnormal condition 
and the need that arises from it, will 
almost unanimously encore an action 
to economize-taken under these circum- 
j^tances.
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Photograph 6v Antoinette Perrett

A picturesque nook in the country home of Henry Davis Sleeper, interior 
decorator, East Gloucester, Massachusetts. The furnishings are a part of 
the owner’s large collection of New England antiques. However, there is 
a suggestion here for the dining nook of a small home, for beautiful repro
ductions of furniture of this general type are available today at low cost.
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A ^ » .S C A P 1 N G T H K S >I

Mere words fail in the attempt to describe the joy and satis
faction the author experienced when first introduced to

architectural and landscape architectural treasures of the 
small home shown in this article. It must mean much to the lives 
of dwellers who may work and play in surroundings such 
these. Under their guidance, the path of the visitor discloses new 
and delightful discoveries at every turn—from the curving stone 
entrance walk, through the front door, into attractive well-related 
rooms, thence to a cosy patio facing upon a long cool panel of 
grass bordered by low foliage, and terminating in the distance 
with a brick terrace amply supplied with attractive and useful 
garden furniture.

A practical analysis of the property will disclose two outstand
ing factors: first, the extremely narrow lot—only fifty-three feet; 
and second, the utter simplicity of the design of both house and 
grounds, even to the smallest of details. These two observations 
should intrigue that large group of small property owners who 

apt to advance the limits of ground space and pocket-book 
excellent excuses for uninteresting homes. Here is proof that it 

be done well regardless of strict limitations.
The effective design and arrangement of the more important 

space divisions follow every rule of simplicity. There is no lost 
space nor unrelated corners. The front lawn, or semi-public area, 
provides an effective setting to the house—sixty feet from the 
public walk to the front entrance. The private area is confined to 
a small patio and a long narrow flower garden. The service area 
includes a driveway and garage court and a small circular drying 
yard.

Study the

the

as

are as

can

more important details from the photographs and 
plan. Each photograph has been numbered and the direction of 
the view and the position of the camera indicated on the plan by 
means of an arrow and a corresponding number.

Photograph No. 1 emphasizes the friendly relationship betw 
“a house and a tree.” The monotony of the long slrip of gravel 
drive has been lessened considerably by a slight curve just beyond 
the intersection of the driveway and the street. The change in 
drive direction allows a limited planting of shrubs at this point 
to partially screen the drive. It is not always easy to 
walk or a drive where space is limited. Too often we are apt to 
select the curve for the curve’s sake and the results are unnatural 
and illogical.

An interesting and practical feature is the large proportion of 
“lawn” area or foreground given over to English ivy, the shade

een

curve a

Photograph 2

Landtteaped by Charles H. Diggs^ 

AS.L.4., for his otcn home.

Marston and Maybury, A.i.A. 

Architects.

Editor's Mote: This is the third of a series 
of articles showing small home grounds 
landscaped inexpensively, in which every 
inch of space is made to count for use oi 
beauty, or both. There is a complete plant
ing list, one for mild climates and one for 
severe climates, as well as a plot plan 
showing the arrangement of the 
outdoor units. The author, Harvey H. Cor
nell, a practicing landscape architect, will 
answer any questions dealing directly with 
the landscaping of the plots shown here.

vanous
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of ihe live oaks preventing grass as a substitute. The use of low 
ground cover plants adaptable to intense shade should he 
encouraged. In temperate climates Vinca minor (periwinkle). 
j>arh\sandra. and lily-of-the-valley juay be used, although the

light for the development of itslatter requires some direct sun 
llowers. A few tree ferns have been scattered among the ivy, where 
the shade is most intense. The foundation planting is principally 

f low growth and decidedlv restricted. English holly and 
mon lilac provide a partial screen

Photograph Ao. 2 is a mure intimate view of the front entrance
stone walk. Notice the

com-o to the south.

and includes a portion of the stepping 
small strands of ivs ( 
small homes are covered with an over abundance of coarse vines

■reeping up the wall. So many times our

such as the Engelmann creej)cr. a variety of the Virginia creeper, 
ihe \ines obscuring much of the Hue architectural detail. The 
Boston ivy is much j)referred for masonry walls, because it is 
more refined in growth and more easily controlled. It clings very 
closely to the wall, preventing the English sparrow from estab
lishing a nesting place. It can be grown even in comparatively 
severe climates; although a portion of the vines winter kill, the 
roots, however, remain alive.

Photograph No. 3 is a view looking east towards the patio gate.
of white-washed brick. The gate hasThe walls of the patio are 

been j)laced on the axial line extending from a living room door 
through the center of the garden panel.

Photograph No. 4 is a view in the opposite direction, through 
the gate from the patio. Notice the ever present, always interest-

. typical of California, yet a pleasant 
ell extend to other slates, even though

ing Hower j)ots and \ases 
habit that could very w 
winter storage space for such objects may be limited. This view

design, the creation of depthstresses an important principle in
distance where space is limited by means of a Ion 

panel, the distance from the gate to the opposite end of the garden 
being approximately sixty feet. The grass panel is only ten feet 

ide and the flower border along the south side but five feet wide 
with several feet more for climbing roses.

g, narrowor

\\

Photograph 3
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Photograph 3Photograph 4
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View No. 5, from the opposite end of the garden, emphasizes 
effertively the importance of simplicity in garden design. The total width 
of this area, including the marginal shrub planting on the north side of the 
grass panel, is only twenty feet. The six and one-half foot lattice fence 
the south border is only a few inches in thickness, yet it provides 
screen

even more

on
an ample

with its climbing roses and requires much less space than a hedge, 
a row of shrubs, or a masonry wall. It affords the ideal soluti on where space
is limited and need not be expensively built, providing it is supported by 
adequate posts of iron or wood. A good shingle stain will eliminate the 
conspicuous glare of annually applied white or green paint. A detailed 
drawing and section accompanies this article.

Photograph No. 6 includes the detail of inexpensive but comfortable garden 
furniture, so arranged as a group to provide a perfect terminal feature to 
the garden area. Too little attention is given to the importance of good garden 
furniture. We either acquire something conspicuously cheap or eliminate 
the problem entirely.

A word as to costs. The house was built for approximately $7,500. The 
grounds development, possibly excluding the driveway but including lawns, 
planting, walks and fencing, did not exceed $600.

PLANTING LIST
Flanl List for Californio

1. Glossy Abelia—Abtlia grandiflora
2. Juno Buiterflybush—Buddleia davidi 

supcrba
3. Italian Cypress—Cupressm semper- 

virens
4. Monterey Cypress—Cupressus macro- 

car pa
5. Blue Gum—Eucalyptus globulus
6. Flaming Eucalyptus—Eucalyptus fid- 

folia
7. Heath—Erica blmda
8. Black-eyed Heath—Erica melanthera
9. Darley Heath—Erica meduerranea

10. Red Escallonia—Escallonia rubra
11. Easter Broom—Genista racemosa
12. Chinese Hibiscus—Hibiscus sinensis
13. English Holly—Ilex aquifolium
14. Jacaranda
15. Grecian Bay—Laurus nobilis
16. English Laurel—Laurus cerasus
17. Oleander—Nerium
18. Burning bush—Pyracantha jormosana
19. Tobira—Pittosporum tobira
20. Catalina Cherry—Prunus integrifolia
21. California Live Oak—Quercusagrifolia
22. Roundleaf Hawthorn—Raphiolepis 

ovata
23. Common Lilac—Syringa vulgaris
24. Pyramidal Arborvitae—Thuja pyra- 

midalis
25. Lauristinus—Viburnum tinua

Substitute List for
Vorthem and Central States
1. Rugosa Rose—Rose rugosa
2. Same, in variety.
3. American Pyramidal Arborviiae— 

Thuja occidentalis pyramidalis
4. Redcedar (Pyramidal form)—funi- 

perus virginiana
5. Lombardy Poplar—Populas nigra 

italica
6. Bolleana Poplar—Popuius boUeuna
7. Garland Spirea—Spiraea arguta
8. Bumalda Spirea—Spiraea bumalda
9. Vanhouette Spirea—Spiraea vanhout- 

tei
10. Max Graf (Bright Pink)—Hybrid Ru

gosa Rose
11. Siberian Crab—Malus baccata
12. Same, in variety
13. Wahoo—Euonymus atropurpureus
14. Ailanthus—Ailanthus glandulosa
15. Peking Cotoneasler—Cotoneaster acu- 

tijolia
16. Amur privet—Liguslrum amurense
17. Common White Lilac—single—Syrin- 

ga vulgaris alba
18. Winged Euonymus—Euonymus alatus
19. Peegee Hydrangea—Hydrangea pani- 

culata grandiflora
20. Pin Cherry—Prunus pennsylvanira
21. While Oak—Quercus alba
22. Prostrate Cotoneaster — Cotoneaster 

horizontalis
23. Same
24. Same
25. Same, in variety.
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ofi4»rn Furniture* of Hood Dosiqn

bo modern after all, since this contem
porary furniture is, in truth, but an out
growth of all the periods of home-fur
nishing that have gone before, and is 
therefore but a sort of modern adapta
tion of old styles to a newer day. In 
these new chairs and couches and tables 
we still find odd combinations of woods 
such as astonished us in those first de
signs but these woods are now so com
bined as to become lovely pictures.

We still find unusual colors and fab
rics but these when wisely chosen are 
beautiful, for never in the history of 
weaving have colors and textiles been 
as rich and varied as today.

use color but discriminatingly, 
and we combine wood and metal, glass 
and leather, to create beauty, a sense of 
harmony, and a fine simplicity, as well 
as durability, so that a few pieces con
ceived in the modern mood may be fit
tingly used in rooms furnished in period 
style, or with rare antiques, or with re
productions of the simple furnishings of 
early American days. A couch, a chair, 
a lamp, a coffee table, or a modern book
case. if wisely cbosen, may be used with

furniture was harshly angular; its cor
ners and cubes blatantly predominant; 
color was used unrestrainedly; nor was 
there always good design nor practical
ity. The furniture, in fact, seemed fash
ioned in a desperate desire to be differ
ent. That phase is passing. e still have 
unusual design but much of it will be 
found in harmony with modern living 
and homes.

If these styles will be carefully stud
ied. it will be found that they are not

HEX modern furniture was first 
introduced for present day homes, 

there was much scoffing and doubting. 
All that the homemaker could see were 
cubistic angles, glaring colors, eccentric 
design, and new woods that she believed 
would be altogether out of harmony 
with her present furnishings. She felt 
that to use these new chairs and tables, 
she must furnish 
alone, discarding all her other decora
tions. It is true that in those first davs.

w
room with them

For his own apartment, Donald Deskey has de
signed this interesting furniture, rugs, walls, 
and lamps. The couch is both wide and deep 
with bookcase at one end to hold reading lamp 
and ash tray. All the furniture is of Mexican 
mahogany, while the unusual walls are of cork 
insulation board. The mirror is inset in the 
corkboard without a frame flush with the wall.

by EL LEN ]>. W.iNGNER
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Where space is limited in 
the small home, the furni
ture designed by Gilbert 
Rhode shown in the photo
graph at the left and on the 
opposite page, will give 
added accommodation. The 
couch becomes a bed; the 
bookcase holds both desk 
and storage space, these be
ing separate units to be 
used singly if desired. The 
dining table is also an at
tractive reading table. 
These pieces in one room 
can make of it a living, 
dining, and sleeping room.

our older pieces and become the means 
of bringing a delightful feeling of new
ness to the old room.

Perhaps in no way has the modern 
craftsman introduced a more pleasing in
novation as in the use of metal. Once 
metal furniture would have suggested 
only the iron chairs and benches on mid- 
Victorian lawns. Today it may mean 
chairs and tables most comfortable and 
decorative of chromium plated tubular 
metal. It may mean a low, occasional 
table of
with ends turned back against the table 
to form capacious magazine racks, or it 
may mean that large sheets of heavy 
glass are supported by silvery finished 
metal to form a coffee table or even a 
dining table. And so well is this metal 
furniture designed that the names of its 
creators, Donald Deskey, Robert Locher, 
Oscar Bach, Walter Von Nessen, Russel 
Wright, and others bid fair to be as 
well known to future generations as are 
Sheraton and Chippendale in this. Metal 
is used as bands on polished wood in 
still other pieces, and brass and copper, 
that once only suggested utilitarian ob
jects, are now made into graceful furnish
ings combined with wood.

While the modem furniture is rather 
high in price modem design has also 
found its way into the simpler, less 

[ Continued on page 31 ]

piece of heavy aluminumone

The child's furniture shown in these two illus
trations, also designed by Gilbert Rhode, will 
grow with the child from babyhood to the teens. 
Scientifically planned, it is both simple and prac
tical. As shown it is finished in two tones of dull 
blue lacquer, a finish exceedingly eas>* to clean.
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Editor's Note: Many people do not
realize that such attractive and suit
able fabrics can be secured at small
cost. Yet they are available if one
but knew how to get them or where
to see them. Manufacturers and im
porters, understanding our desire to
help tlie small home builder, have 

invaluable assistance ingiven us 
making our selections. These mate
rials are all available on the market.

S H O I* F I ^ Ci
F A II II I i: SFOR

More information about them may 
be secured through an interior deco
rator or from the manufacturer.

Eiqhtopnih V4»nUiri§ D^nigns by CHARLOTTE LILIENTHAL

fabrics of ihese periods only those that are less expensive and 
that are also suitable.

When the simplified American Chippendale furniture is used 
in small homes, cretonne, chintz, velour, haircloth, and pos
sibly leather or linen are the choice in period textile.?. It is correct, 
however, to use the loiles. either American or French Provin
cial. W’e must remember that our forefathers were sailors and 
merchantmen and brought to their wives in their clipper ships 
many treasures from foreign lands, which found place in their 
homes. By association we now see fitness in their use, but Col
onial dames, for we are at the moment discussing the style 
called also Late Colonial, did little pondering, no doubt, as 
to that. They were glad for these touches which softened the 
austerity of their homes. Just so we, today, feel the relief that 
the use of toiles gives to our homes when adapted from the 
early American. are, after all. no longer very puritanical.

On a Chippendale wing chair, in the Haverill bedroom in 
the Metropolitan Museum in New York, as seen in the illus
tration. is a linen toile depicting Franklin and \^ashington in 
a scene called the Apotheosis of Franklin. Though from Eng
land. it gives authority for using toile. It has been reproduced.

e no longer demand a slavish following of period in the 
matter of period decoration, but in upholstering a strictly peri
od chair for instance, it is important that one know the period 
textile for covering that chair and. if possible, to use it. Never, 
on the other hand, have people been so interested in period. 
For draperies it is imperative to use at least the kind and color 
of fabric that best express the feeling of the period.

For Chippendale wing chairs, then, use permanent or slip 
covers—the latter called then "china cases,** of toile. of glazed

BOUT fifty years previous to and following the American 
Re\olution, a great deal of sophistication and refinement 

was evident in the furnishings of the larger houses of the 
wealthier people, first of the South and later of New England 
as well. Then Chippendale. Hepplewhite, and Sheraton furni
ture were at the height of their fashion in this country.

While these styles, especially the lighter weight in scale, are 
appropriate for the small home of today, the fine imported 
fabrics used then are too ornate and, besides, still too expen
sive, not sufficiently durable, and impractical for coal-heated 
houses in smoky cities. We shall, therefore, select from the

A

'rhe fabrics shown above are 
correct for a Chippendale wing 
chair such as that from the 
-Metropolitan Museum shown 
on the opposite page, or in a 
room furnished in simplified 
f ;hi}»pendale furniture.nf wiiich 
tlie horseliair covered cliair at 
the left, from Baker Furniture 
Factctries, is an example. The 
vase design above and the 
(ill i nese Ch i ppendale reproduc
tion. in the lower right-hand 
corner are both from Lehman- 
Connor, while the bird design 
in the center and the upper 
right-hand striped linen repro- 
iluclion are from Schumacher.





Fabrics suitable for use 
in French provincial rooms 
sh(*w a wide variety of de

upholsteryThesigns.
chintz, from Schumacher,
with its corner turned back
to show its wadding and 
quilting in imitation of the 
French petticoats, may be 
used for pads for the two 
French provincial chairs 
from the Baker Furniture 
Factories shown on this 
page. The bottom fabric, 
from Lehman-Connor, also 
usable as chair pads, is a 
reproduction of a design on 
an old Normandy petticoat.

for upholsterinp: Chippendale chairs, a better choice, pos
sibly, might result in the popular ‘‘Saxon blue, green, yellow, 
and scarlet furniture checks,” advertised then, or still better, 
llie type of fabrics we call today Georgian, the work of other 
designers of the day. We recognize them by their heavy bou
quets of large, voluptuous flowers drawn in the manner of 
Grinling Gibbons wood carvings. Their more or less set pat
tern makes them good for applying one motif on the back of 
the chair and the same on the seat if the chair, and the room 
also, are sufiiciently large. It is common to think of Grinling 
Gibbons, this woodcarver, as being of the Seventeenth Century, 
hut he was of the Eighteenth also.

Leather, especially red Morocco fastened on with brass nails 
set close along the lower edge of the seat and other edges was 
also characteristic, and is good for a man’s chair since leather 
does not wrinkle his clothes and red will take his eve.

The Chippendale chairs reproduced today for the small home 
dining room have either the correct velour, which is good on 
such chairs in even a small home, or checked horsehair in blue, 
black, and green, and plain horsehair in blue, black, and 
purple. Some antique Chippendale chairs are covered with 
horsehair enlivened with wool needlework.

W hen master bedrooms are of house depth, the canopied 
bed (field or flat tester), revived by Chippendale, can be used 
in the small home. To drape such a bed, toile in blue and 
white, red and white, or purple and white, printed linen. Eng- 

or East Indian chintz, checked and striped linen, and silk 
poplin are of the period.

For the valance, bedspread, and a flat piece of the fabric 
above the head hoard, use the same material. Scallop the val
ance and bedspread. Hang a split pair of curtains at the head 
board and a pair at each side of the two posts at the foot from 
inside the cornice. However, one pair is sufficiently decorative.

Draped four posts appeal to us aesthetically, but. at the same 
time, repel us because of their dust-catching propensity and 
their shutting out of air. Simple draping and the use of wash
able fabrics or glazed chintz are, therefore, more important 
than historical accuracy. Fringe and tassel trimming are also 
correct though somewhat fussy from our point of view. Chip
pendale always used the tightly-rolled bolster. The counter
pane may be adapted as now, however, to luck under the front 
edge of the pillows and then over in bolster effect for this 
period and for all succeeding periods.

A change has come over the color of Eighteenth Century 
fabrics as compared with Seventeenth. They are now in soft tones, 
seldom in the bright hues of the early period. Crimson still is 
in use. hut com yellow, turquoise blue, pale blue, plum, brown, 
tan, and green are the more subtle [Continued on

lish

page 32]
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0 YOU get very sentimental over the idea of having your 
own home? If you do, you are like thousands of other 

Americans. To build the home of their dreams is the ambition 
of most newly married couples. Popular songs are written 
about love-nests and a cottage-for-two. Pictures entitled “the 
old homestead” usually show a quaint, tumbled-down house, 
reflected in a malarial pool of water, damply shaded by giant, 
overhanging trees, and a very sentimental old couple on the 
doorstep. If an editor of a magazine wants to stir up interest 
in homes, he publishes photographs of Colonial houses 
lish farm houses, which have gathered about them the 
of many generations and the charm of age.

If you were asked to illustrate the mental image that 
to your mind when the word home was mentioned, what kind 
of a house would you draw? I think I can answer this for you. 
You would not be able to draw anything, for your dream hou 
would be a mixture of all kinds of fleeting impressions of old 
oaken-buckets, garden gates, crimson ramblers, cozy window 
seats, big open fireplaces, moss-covered and rolling roofs, vague 
shadows of big chimneys sending peaceful streams of blue 
smoke up into the still air, fences and flowers, children playing 
with puppies and a gray-haired, kindly woman knitting 
shaded porch. Beauty in the home is so intimately linked 
with the life and the people of bygone days and stories and 
dreams, that we can hardly ever build the houses of our iinagin-

D ation. A new house does not seem to have these qualities which 
stir our emotions.

No wonder, then, in an age when all life is running like a 
machine, when noises of engines rush past us on every street, 
when efficiency and labor-saving devices are the watchword of

Eng-or
romance

came

se

on a 4 tower for the owner and a gate for the milkman.
up

our working days, that we have these dream images of an ideal 
home intensified. What a relief from the world it would be to 
crawl into a home away from things made by machines, away 
from the noises, away from the dry and arid air of factories 
and cities into the sweet, damp air of gardens and vines. We 
long to recover that poise and calm of the home which be
longed to the generations before us. As we look out over the 
city from our tenements, and smell the green earth i 
park, fresh with spring vigor, 
volt from the cogs of the wheels that make us turn over and 
over our monotonous existence. Every spring the hope of 
building a little home which will be the embodiment of 
dreams creeps into the hearts of the city’s millions.

This tremendous urge to get away from the realities of life 
has brought about a strange period in our domestic architec
ture. It is a make-believe period. We seem to want to live in 
dream houses, in quaint, old fashioned houses, and in fairy 
castles. In the working parts of our homes we demand practi
cality, but we try to clothe them with a veil of unreality. We 
like houses which appear to be hundreds of years old, for they 
seem to have traditions and romance in them. Magazines which 
publish soft and amazingly flattering photographs of pictur
esque but modern houses lead us ’̂Continued on page 30^

m a nearby 
we are seized by a desire to re

cur

Gingerbread architecture. Where can the fireplace be?
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ground covers are distinctly fibrous- 
rooted in
means that when vou

the English ivy (Hedra helix) will cover 
the ground with an evergreen mat.

Another thick coated fellow for the 
shade is Asperula odorala with a com
mon name of woodruff. Eight or nine 
inches is its height. It blooms snowy 
while in May, and is very fine textured. 
Had you ever thought of merely matting 
in common violets in the shady places? 
This could be done especially in the 
great basin of the Mississippi. I can re
member old river bottoms of Iowa be
fore the drainage craze destroyed much 
of her native river landscape, where vio
lets covered literally acres of woodlands. 
The deep, acid leaf mold mixed with 
soil and
shade gave exactly the environment need
ed to produce vast tree-canopied fields 
of violets.

May 1 point out here that usually the 
shade growers like acid soil. That is 
natural, for their environment is old rot
ted organic matter. If your soil is heavy 
and alkaline, as it is in my own gar
den, you will have to mix in sand, some 
fiber or humus, such as peal or old rot
ted sods, and even then perhaps to add 
aluminum sulfate to he certain the soil 
is on the acid side.

And here is another general point to 
be noted while we pause in our discus
sion of actual materials. I suallv the

discussion of unsheared 
earth rugs. If you are not interested 

you can turn at once to the next page. 
But if there is a place on your home 
grounds where a deep, thick, unmowed 
carpet would just fit into the planting 
scheme, youTl be reading on.

There are a few dozen places where 
ground covers are the very thing for 
planting. Tve wondered why it is that 
so many people accept the orthodox, 
hard-to-mow. hard-to-establish, blue grass 
terrace bank. It is the usual thing. It 
gets somewhat monotonous when seen 
throughout a whole block. A bank is a 
bully place to turn loose a bunch of 
ground covers and allow them to fight 
out the battle, while you escape the 
necessity of pushing a mowrer up and 
down the slope, of clipping off the edge 
of the terrace, and of a dozen other 
things that come along in the usual life 
of the grass-faced yard slope.

There are other places where the 
ground covers will fit in exactly. The 
shady place, where even red top wdll not 
grow, can be matted down with peri
winkle (I ijica minow). or if you do not 
object to some height for such a carpet, 
the Japanese splurge (Pachysandra ter- 
minalis) is a good plant. Even low’ ferns 
can he used to advantage in such loca
tions. And where it is reasonably hardy

rjiHIS is
their growth habits. That 

plant them you 
will have to make the soil so very open 
and crumbly that you can spread the 
roots, separate them a bit so each will 
find its place in its own soil, firm the 
soil, and then wet them in. After that
you ll have to check up by carefully lift
ing the overhanging foliage to peek and 
.<ee if roots are exposed after the water- 

\^'ith a thick mat of fibrous rootsmg.
it is almost impossible to get just the 
ideal spreading of the hairy rootlets and 
the proper sifting of soil around them.

Actual contact with this problem has 
warned me. Planting Phlox subulata in 
my own garden and Dianthus alwoodii 
in another garden, and finding their 
roots not too well covered after the

bit of sand with almost full

watering, converted me to hand planting, 
hand firming, hand watering of these 
little low’-growing, bushy-rooted fellows, 
and to hand checking each plant. But 
here is another point. These fibrous 
roots are the very thing that knit the 
soil of a bank together and defy the 
rowdiest thunderstorm to wash out little 
gullies once the minute feeder rootlets 
have clasped soil particles in their fin
gers.

I have a bank on the north side of mv
home grounds. It is bordered by a side-

There is an important announcement about this on page 1. Please do 
It tells about the missing July number, lake you into our confidence

you ivill approve and that yinir co-operation is fully assured.

W here is the July issue? 
not fail to read it. 
irith complete certainty that
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There are many things that can be done about the house, 
at little cost, that will mean a richer summer. An awning

gleaming white woodwhere the lack was noticed last year, 
bench under the gnarled old tree that spreads its shadows far, 
a deck chair on the tiny porch that “gets a breeze, 
adornments more than repay their cost in the bliss they bring 
when one has leisure for a book and a tall lemonade.

But ventures thought of need to be begun while the summer 
is young, for blue-skied days bring crowded hours and urges 
to other things besides “fixing up. 
hangings for the sunporch or 
don’t wait until the heat of August beats down, but buy your 
bonnie plaids and cheery stripes right now. If the sunroom is 
to be partially or completely refurnished, there is more incen
tive to shop during the earlier weeks.

New woven davenports and chairs on simpler lines than 
brought out by other seasons, are built for the greatest ease 
this season, with deep seats and backs raked just enough for 
comfort. They have no 
in their clean-cut lines. Coverings of sleek waterproofed ma
terials are colorful in clear single tones—or in plaids that may 
joyously combine red and yellow, orange and green, or shades 
of a color, nice to live with in natural weaves or when painted 
brilliantly. And one may mix, if one chooses carefully, pieces 
of closely-woven seagrass with rattan., for instance.

For an open porch where rain may beat in, there are sum- 
furniture selections that excel over others. Old hickory is 

recommended—“old" hickory with a new smartness this sea- 
. It did not use to be padded for ease, but was left as 

came from the woods. Now we find it

such

If you want to make new 
new pillows for the veranda,

in during other summers is the worse for wear, you should see 
its much improved successors with their sunshades, their foot
rests. and what not all. This year they cost so little.

But if you are spending more, there is cane furniture to 
reckon with. In its group this season are Mexican imports 
that are especially nice in their combination of treated pigskin 
and cane. The pieces are singularly comfortable and lend 
themselves to pleasant accessorying with Mexican potteries and 
kindred articles.

If you like to have your yard or garden more “decorated” 
than “furnished,” stiffer chairs and tables of varnished arbor- 
vitae or of teakwood deserve a look-in. They have a certain 
amount of comfort to offer, too, though they major in pure 
decorativeness. Benches simulating the classic elegance of 
marble garden settees may often be discovered to be of wood 
lavishly coated with white paint and most invitingly priced.

Inspired things may be done with floors to enhance the set
ting for new or old summer furnishings. Small cotton rugs 

and should be colorful rather than commonplace. They 
come in bold, cheery plaids this season.

Porch floors may be painted, and not necessarily in coats of 
drab gray—but in blue, brick red, rich green. Such accents 
give vitality to schemes. And there is a smart thought in paint
ing woodwork to match floors.

For other schemes, sunporch shades may be made of oil
cloth; plain-toned, leaf-patterned or plaided, for more inter
esting decorative effect.

Flower pots standing in a prim row may be lacquered shin
ing black, turquoise blue, or chalk white; the flowers in them, 
by their color, providing the choicest note of accent.

extra flares and frills but are modern

mer

son
rugged and as rigid as it 
padded with such fitting and fashionable stuffs as homespuns 
and rag-rug weaves, delightful for rustic setting. There are 

that combine hickory and rattan in less rusticpieces, too,
versions that have a homely, friendly air about them.

If your favorite spot for “summer sitting” happens to be 
just a small patch of grass or a little porch—you may see 
virtues in a certain type of metal furniture. Small and light 
in line, it combines seats of wooden slats curved for comfort, 
with metal bracings and metal backs. The metal is painted 
cheery red, vibrant green, or yellow. The chairs fold for easy 
winter storing.

There are dozens of possibilities in little metal tables to go 
with chairs and settees of this variety. You know, because you 
have seen them; but you may not yet have come across the 
small rectangular table with glass top through which one may 
see plants that are potted underneath.

With this type of furniture, the common garden variety of 
deck chair is entirely at home. And if the one you have lolled

can
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WITH our intense .\anerican summers, there are very few 
gardens that have not at least one small corner where

plants are prone to shrivel and depart with the reflected heat 
of summer's high tide. The supposedly cool stones in these 
exposed places of the rock garden seem fully as capable of 
frying our dainty alpine plants as do the heated campfire 
stones that cook our vaunted eggs. But even though the more 
usual plants disdain our offerings, we need not despair, 
lure herself does not confine her gardens to cool moist spots, 
and often paints the baked*out lands w'ith the most gorgeous 
colorings on her palette.

If we will watch for those plants with moisture reserve in 
their fleshy leaves, we can turn our spot of desolation into one 
of glorified variety. For a backbone planting here w'e shall find 
that in northern gardens sempervivums and sedums take large
ly the place of the cacti of the south. There are some tender 
exceptions among them, and a very few sedums that cling to 
cool, wet rocks in the shade; but as a class the sun never burns 
too hot to please them. They have also the fortitude if given 
good drainage to withstand the most bitter winters with a few 
Mexican and tropical exceptions.

Of even greater interest is a little known borderland group 
that with some forethought for winter hardihood may be used 
with greater freedom in the north than we have hitherto re
alized—haworthia, gasteria, dudleya, echeveria. crassula. and 
the many varieties of mesembrvanthemums. They are extreme
ly interesting plants, happy in the hot rocks, and fortunately 

market. I w'as amazed recently to find one amateur

Na-

upon our
with two large outdoor gardens of these in my own wet, foggy, 

d drizzling winter climate (Seattle), where a silver freeze 
heavy fall of snow will alternate with mild days that seem 

like late spring. Winter daylight too is very short, for we are 
a long w'ay north, everything in fact that a desert succulent 
should not like, and his town and country gardens were both 
happy, while the partial winter protection for such as needed 
it was not too much for his own unaided spare moments. The 
majority of these do not need great amounts of soil, and a 
few’ in plunged pots that were invisible beneath the stone 
mulch in the garden, later added charm to the w'inler living 
room. Where this is not desirable, a frame is often sufficient

an
or

protection.
The main planting of any garden is usually far more satis

factory if made up of plants hardy to the region. The semper- 
commonly upon our market in some two dozenvivums are

types, though there are about sixty species in scattered culti
vation. Their former use for carpet bedding has placed them 
in the neglected list; but one has only to see the exquisite color
ings that the rosettes take among the hot stones to issue a most 
pressing invitation to the rock garden. Stones are a natural 
setting for them, and bring out the fine textures of their forms.

The illustration at the top of the page is of one of two dozen or more types 
of sempervivum (houseleek). Slones are a natural setting for them, and 
bring out the fine texture of their forms. Below ig Cotyledon pulveruleiila, 
suitable for southern gardens or for plunged pots in the north.
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which are decorative at all times in a rock setting, even with
out the blooms. Their Latin name is literally Liveforever. A 
fairly rich sandy loam meikes 
started they shift well for themselves, except for an occasional 
division of older masses when they begin to die from the center.

The roof houseleek (Sempervivum tectorum) clambers 
European housetops. It is of the larger sized group, making 
dense rosettes three or four inches in diameter. These are light 
green with bronzy leaf tips, sometimes tinged with pink. The 
flowers are pale red, and carried on stems about one foot high. 
While this name is given as synonymous with S. purpurascens, 
that known to the trade as such in California is a very dif
ferent shrubby plant with deep reddish purple rosettes. 1 have 
seen it there

good soil for them. Once

over

bushy shrub two or three feet in height, stout 
branches springing from the rosettes to bear yet others aloft, 
and

as a

carrying in profusion striking trusses of deep yellowflowers.
There are a number in this group of shrubby form, often 

with large rosettes as much as one foot across. The individual 
decidedly spatulate, and the bloom borne in panicles 

of yellow to pale straw color. They are useful where a large 
plant is needed, but less striking than S. purpurascens. S. 
spathulatum and a hybrid of S. tabulaeforme, both from the 
Canary Islands, are most often offered.

Sempervivum wuljeni is of the medium size group, and 
bears sea-green rosettes of one and one-half to two inches in 
diameter. The sprayed head of light-yellow, purple-eyed 
blooms is carried on a stout ten-inch stem.

Sempervivum montanum is one of the best known of the 
medium-sized group, but likes a slightly cooler position than 
most houseleeks. This forms close mats of dull 
about the same size as the preceding. The rose flowers are car
ried on stalks of six inches or so. 
notable for its coloring, the rosettes being a brilliant emerald 
green, and the flowers bright red-purple to pink. The fringed 
houseleek fS. fimbriatum) makes a good companion to these, 
with its looser rosettes from one to one and one-half inches

leaves are

green rosettes

5. funcki of similar size is

across, and brighter pink flowers with broader petals.
When we come to the smaller rosetted group, the spiderweb 

houseleek fS. arachnoideum) of course stands out conspicu
ously, with its tiny rosettes one-half to three-fourths of an inch

sun that forms the spidery websIt seems to be theacross.
on this, for the hotter the home, the more densely do these 
white threads grow. The three or four-inch stalks carry flower 
sprays of brilliant deep rose, shaded and marked with ruby. 
S. doellianum is a pale green, less woolly variant of this; and 
S. laggeri is also closely allied, wdth violet-tipped, gray-green 
rosettes.

The hardy sedums (stonecrops) are mostly well known. 5. 
pulchellum and 5. yosemitense need moisture, while S. 
and some of our Pacific Coast species are better with partial 
shade. 5. anglicum with gray-green foliage and 
sheet of pink-white blooms is of general all around delight, 
looking well both in rock garden and flagging. The spiny blue- 
green-leaved S. pruinatum fosterianum is a pleasing foliaged 
plant of somewhat larger size, that also creeps well over the 
rocks.

nevi

a covering

The large rosetted Mexican types are very surprising to nor
thern garden makers, and seem to merge confusingly into the 
sempervivums upon one hand and the dudleyas upon the other. 
These will need winter protection but some of the outstanding 
are well worthy the trouble of lifting. Among these are Sedum 
adolphi with great rosette of thick gold- [ Continued on page 32'\

Above, another form of sempervivum, quite different from that on the 
opposite page. Belov.’, the blossom of Echeveria tveinbergea, which takes 
to hot climates but which with little care may be grown in northern climates.



Doards and shiplap i>o. A or or i^o. 6 pine. 
Rigid asbestos shingles, tapered.
First grade oak, maple or birch.
4" rock fibre blown between the studs, joists, 
and in the roof slopes .....................................

13 Roofing....
14 Flooring...
15 InsulationThese cost schedules prepared by Mr. Clarence Bros, who 

is an experienced building contractor of Minneapolis, are 
so strikingly within the current appreciation of dollar values 

that for once at least it seems that many may own what at other 
times could only be desired.

The price of the lowest specification is so low that the cost 
of ownership would actually be less than rent. If this con
struction at S4,700 were placed 
equivalent at 10% would not exceed $570 a year, or $47.50 
a month. I do not know how one could do better than that.

The specification items tell what one gets for his money. 
All are good; some are fine. There is nothing about them that 
is fixed, for other equally sound materials could be substituted.

925.00
16 Millwork and

Cabinets........
17 Glass.............
18 Screens..........
19 Metalwork....

..Birch throughout for enamel finish.

..Light plate throughout. Storms glazed SSA

...16 mesh bronze ................................................

..Gutters, downspouts, flashings, deck over front
770.00

125.00
130.00

entrance copper ...............................
20 Brick masonry....Face brick allowance $28.00 per M
21 Rough hdwe
22 Trim hdwe...
23 Tile.............

$1,000 lot, the “renton a As required .......................................................
Allowance for selection .................................
Floor in the bath matt glazed, wainscot in 
the bath matt glazed tile 4' high and 6'6" over 
the tub with tile fixtures to match. Kitchen 
sink and counter top glazed tile......................

24 Basement Sash...Steel with metal screens and storms..............
25 .Med. Cabinet
26 Plaster..........

35.00
125.00

190.00
42.00

.Steel with Venetian type mirror......................
,Two coats on the basement walls, balance of 
the house including the basement ceiling three 
coat work on metal lath.

..Expanded metal or wire lath throughout.........
..“A” gauge cemented on felt ............................

15.00
\|

27 Lath.......
28 Linoleum
29 Floor sanding..._.411 wood floors electric sanded ......................
30 Weatherstrip....All outside openings weatherstripped and auto

matic door bottoms on bedrooms and bath 
doors ...................................................................

SPECIFICATION A 488.00
33.75.$ 5.853.83 

585.38
Total of Contracts .................
Plus contractor*s fee of 10%

18.00

$ 6A39.21Total 82.00
31 Plumbing. .Bath—5W enamel iron tub with shower over, 

china pedestal lavatory, and one piece silent 
toilet.
Kitchen—Flat rim sink with swing spout 
faucet, acid resisting and duo-strainer.
Basement—30 gallon automatic gas heater,
and two part stone laundry trays......................

..Hot water pressure system with cast iron radia
tion .....................................................................

..Outside of the house three coats including the 
storms and screens. Inside on birch four coals 
of enamel with the last coat rubbed. Floors, 
stained, filled and two coats of varnish or wax 320.00 

. Washable cloth in kitchen and bath over the 
chair rail, balance of the house to be papered

$ 14.00As required by City Ordinance..........................
.Workmen’s Compensation and Public Liability
Insurance .................................. .......................
Assume the lot level, black dirt stripped and
no large trees or rocks to remove....................
.Best practice.
.Size shown. Three reinforcing rods length-

1 Permit.....
2 Insurance- 35.50

460.003 Excavation.
66.60 32 Heating.....

4 Backfilling.
5 Footings....

435.00
33 Painting.39.68wise .....................................................................6 Basement wall8..All outer walls poured concrete 12" thick.

All inner walls where shown poured concrete
8" thick ............................................................
Entire space between joists over walls filled
with concrete ....................................................
Reinforced concrete 6" thick. Stone surface.—

332.40 34 Decorating.
7 Beamfill 127.0010.00 35 Carpenter 

Labor.......62.008 Porch floor
9 Basement floor.-.Ponred concrete 4" thick 

10 Front and rear
As required ..................... -........

36 Electric wiring...65 openings and ventilating fan
37 Electric Fix

475.00
195.00
150.00

75.90
Allowance for selection35.00steps..................Reinforced concrete .........................................

11 Waterproofing—Portland cement mortar integrally water
proofed ................................................................ Total .$5,853.8342.00
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HOUSE plans do not grow by accident, or if they are 
sound, by caprice. The space divisions represented 
by partitions, locations, the doors, windows, and stairs 
have such an intimate relationship that changing any 
one involves all the others. Study, skill, and resulting 
order bring them all to the best locations.

FT
0> II'-

SPECIFICATION B SPECIFICATION CTotal of contracts 
Plus contractor's fee of 10%

$ 4,985.64 
498.56

Total of contracts ................
Plus contractor’’s fee of 10%

.$ 4,265.29 
426.53

Total $ 5,484.20 Total $ 4,691.82

1 Permit___
2 Insurance...
3 Excavation

1 Permit.....
2 Insurance.

As required by Gty Ordinance......................
• Workman’s Compensation and Public Liability
Insurance ............................................................
Assuming that the lot is level, the black dirt 
stripped and that there arc no large rocks or
trees to remove ................................................
•Best practice.... .................................................
.No reinforcing steel. Poured concrete of size
shown .................................................................

6 Concrete Walls.. All outside walls of 12'^ concrete blocks. All
inside walls where shown of 8" concrete blocks 259.56 
Entire space between the outer ends of the 
joists where they rest on walls filled with 
concrete .........................

8 Bsmt. Floor___ Poured concrete 4" thick
9 Porch Floor.....

10 Front and Rear
Steps............... .

11 Waterproofing...,None. To be added if necessary.
.All dimension lumber No. 1 fir, air dried and 
all boards and shiplap No. 2 fir or No. 3 pine

.5 to 2 edge grain cedar shingles, plain 
.Second grade oak, birch, maple downstairs, 
third grade upstairs.

15 Insulation..—.....quilt and W' insulating board on 2nd floor
ceiling, and insulating plaster board on 
outside walls ............................................... ..... .

__ As required by Gty Ordinance..........................
.....Workman’s Compensation & liability insurance
.....Assume that the lot is level, black dirt stripped

and no large rocks or trees to remove..............
......Best practice ......................................................

I 12.00$ 13.00
31.00

28.75
3 Excavation.66.604 Backfilling ...............

5 Concrete Walls...All outer walls 12" concrete blocks, all i ”::
walls where shown 8" concrete blocks............
Poured concrete of size shown. No reinforcing 
The entire space between joists where they 
rest on the concrete wall filled with concrete....

8 Basement floor...Poured concrete 4" thick.............................
9 Porch Floor

12.00 66.60
inner 4 Backfilling.

5 Footings....
12.00259.566 Footings.

7 Beamfill. 32.46 32.48

10.00
7 Beamfill.75.90

Reinforced concrete 6" thick, stone topping. .. 62.0010 Front and rear 
Steps..............

10.00
Reinforced concrete..........................................

11 Waterproofing..Portland cement mortar integrally water
proofed ...............................................................
.All dimension No. 1 fir air dried and all boards 
and shiplap No. 2 fir or No. 3 pine 

..Second grade oak, birch or maple 

.5 to 2 edge grain stained cedar shingles 
2" rock fibre on the ceiling, blanket and W' 
plaster base on the outside walls......................

16 Miilwork and Birch in the living room, dining room and hall,
Cabinets....,....... balance of the house pine

17 Glass.................DSA in the sash and SSA in the storms
18 Screens............ .Galvanized mesh................... -
19 Metalwork
20 Masonry_
21 Rough Hdwe
22 Trim Hdwe...
23 Tile..............

75.9035.00 Reinforced concrete 6” thick with stone surface 62.00
42.00 Reinforced concrete12 Lumber. 35.00

12 Lumber13 Flooring___
14 Roofing........
15 Insulation.... 13 Roofing..

14 Flooring,
815.00

775.00
16 Miilwork and

Cabinets.......
17 Glass.............
18 Screens.........
19 Metalwork....
20 Rough Hdwe.
21 Trim Hdwe....
22 Brick Masonry...AUowance of $28 per M for face brick
23 Tile....................Unglazed floor in the bath with tile base and

fixtures to match. Wainscot is to be of portland 
cement on metal lath marked to represent tile.... 

..Wood sash, storms and screens included in 
miilwork.

25 Med. Cabinet....Wood medicine cabinet with plate mirror <In
miilwork)

.Basement plaster none. Balance 2 coat work 
..Second floor ceiling and all outside walls rigid
insulating board, balance wood lath................
B” gauge cemented over felt ..........................

AU wood floors electric sanded..........................

690.00
..All metalwork galvanized .................................
..Allowance of $28 per M for face brick............
.As required ......................................................
.Allowance for selection .....................................
..Floor in the bath unglazed, wainscot in the 
bath 4' high and 6'6" over the tub. Tile sink 
and counter top. Tile fixtures in the bath to 
match ..................................... ...... .............—.....

Pine throughout for enamel 
All glass throughout SSA 
All screens black wire mesh. 
All metalwork galvanized ...
As required... .......................
Allowance for selection........

67.00
130.00

605.0035.00
67.00110.00
35.00
90.00

130.00
175.00

24 Bsmt. Sash....... Wood with storms and screens (In miilwork)
25 Med. Cabinet Metal cabinet with plain plate mirror
26 Plaster

35.009.75 24 Bsmt. Sash..Basement ceiling only plastered. First and 
second floor ceilings on gypsum board lath and 
inside walls, outside walls on insulating board. 

.Basement ceiling, first and second floor ceilings 
on rigid gypsum board, inside walls on same
and all outside walls on insulating board.......

,.“A” gauge cemented on fell.............................
29 Floor Sanding... All wood floors electric sanded.......................
30 Weatherstrips.... Exterior openings only weatherstripped...........
31 Plumbing

27 Lath. 26 Plaster.
27 Lath....

275.10 266.0028 Linoleum. 33.75 28 Linoleum....
29 Floor Sand.......
30 Weatherstrip....Outside doors only ............................ .....
31 Plumbing..........Bath—Reverse trap toilet, wall hung iron

lavatory, enamel iron tub, no shower.
Kitchen—Plain flat rim sink, swing faucet. 
Basement—30 gallon range lank with side arm
heater, two part laundry tray................. .........
.Steel moist air furnace, gravity type installa
tion with air spray humidifier in the cold 
air return ................................................. ..........

it 22.50
18.00 18.00
52.50 22.50

Bath—Reverse trap closet, china pedestal lava
tory, enamel iron tub with shower over. 

Kitchen—Plain flat rim sink with swing faucet. 
Basement—30 gallon automatic gas water heat

er, two part stone laundry trays................
Steel furnace with centrifugal fan for circula
tion of heat. Air washer and humidifier in the 
cold air return....................................................

395.00423.00
32 Heating. 32 Heating.

260.00375.00 33 Painting. .Outside two coats including the storms and 
screens. Inside on pine three coats enamel with 
the last coat eggshell, floors stained, filled and
two coats of varnish or wax.............................

34 Decorating.......„Walls of the kitchen and bath painted, balance
of the house papered...........................................

.As required ............................................... ........
36 Elec. Wiring......45 outlets, no fan.................................................
37 Elec. Fixtures....Allowance for selection ...................................

33 Painting. ...Outside three coats including storms and 
screens. Inside four coats enamel with last 
coax eggshell, but not rubbed. Floors filled,
stained and two coats wax or varnish.......

..Washable cloth on the walls of the kitchen 
and bath. Balance of the house papered....

250.00285.00
34 Decorating.

85.00127,00
35 Carpenter 

Labor.......
35 Carpenter

Labor...........
36 Elec. Wiring.
37 Electric Fix..

As required ..............................
.55 outlets and ventilating fan. 
.Allowance for selection .........

425.00460.00
140.00
125.00

90.00
100.00

Total .$4,985.64 Total $4,265.29
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ArtistDrsiifned for an

ArchitectI. A.,A. B. M. CORKl BIA, A.

Although in reality new, this house has much the 
mellowness and atmosphere of some old inn, one 
which having long dispensed hospitality to the countryside 

has become a very part of it. With its early American 
feeling and simplicity of design it is a type which appears 
at home in widely varying sections of the country, but this 
specific house is located in St. Louis, Missouri.

The exterior walls are an attractive combination of 
materials, the first story of brick, the upper walls of clap
boards. But should one’s eyes roam no farther than the 
brick wall alone, there would be much of interest. First, 
the soldier course that forms finish, ornament, and base 
alike, then the texture of the material, texture in this case 
including the variation of color as well as that of surface. 
Further ornament is supplied by the sturdy batten shutters 
which emphasize the wTndow openings of the first story, 
but obviously these could be useful also; at least they 
could be shut on occasion, and this cannot be said of all 
shutters today.

As for the entrance, with only a low doorstep, with its 
side lights and three light transom, nothing could be 
simpler or more in keeping with the design of the house. 
Forming a part of the entrance composition also is the 
quaint little window directly above the door, one which 
lights the balcony overhanging the stair hall.

\^"hat might otherwise seem the severity of tlie plain 
gable roof is relieved by the narrow dormers w'hich break 
the cornice line at the front. Located directly above the 
windows on the first floor, they contribute to the appear
ance of orderliness characteristic of the exterior design 
—a reason for everything, a place for everything, and 
everything in its place. Houses about which this can be 
said are the ones which remain longest a pleasant feature 
of the landscape.

There is no break in feeling between exterior and 
interior, no getting out of character as one steps into 
the hall, or for that matter into any of the other 
of the house. But the hall in particular is a delightfully 
informal place, one that reveals the atmosphere of the 
entire house. The walls are of wide boards, plentifully 
decorated with the knots, W'hich give such interest and 
variety to this type of construction. The second floor
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The exterior of brick and clapboards

balcony at the front, and the stairway with its balustrade 
of slender spindles, are alike unique.

In the living room, as in other instances throughout 
the house, ornament is derived through the frank expo
sure of construction members. The partition wall 
between this room and the hall is sheathed with knotty 
boards; the ceiling is likewise of boards, the under side 
of the floors above. The ceiling beams are very 
obviously stout timbers designed for support and orna
mental only incidentally, not members constructed of 
boards solely for the purpose of ornament—if any. 
Other wall surfaces in the room are hung with an old- 
fashioned. all-over landscape paper.

As we w’ould expect from other features of the house, 
the fireplace is one of straightforward, substantial 
design, generous in proportions. The opening is brick 
faced, with wide mortar joints, the mantel shelf high, 
the chimney breast flush with the wall. There is an 
elaborately scrolled crane, a quaint touch reminiscent of 
an earlier day.

The plans show' many features uncommon in the 
small house, among them the maid's room with its 
adjoining lavatory on the first floor, and—for the owner 
is an artist—the spacious studio on the second floor. A 
balcony overlooking the stairway and lower hall con
nects the studio with the larger bedroom, but both of 
these rooms are also accessible to the hall at the rear.
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very certain that a high grade job is 
done where the wall joins the footing. 
This mortar also should be waterproofed.

This type of waterproofing may be ap
plied as plaster to the inside of the wall 
with excellent results. It is thus a meas
ure of great value in making water-tight 
all those old basement walls that have 
been leaking or that have been damp 
from sub-soil saturation.

It is necessary also to have basement 
floors so resistive to water pressure or 
to infiltration of dampness that a per
fectly dry floor is assured. While this 
is relatively difficult to do after the 
house is built, it is an extremely simple 
matter and an inexpensive one to accom
plish during construction. Again the 
waterproofed concrete is recommended.

It is especially necessary to get a tight 
joint where floor meets wall. The Port
land Cement Association recommends as
phalt at this place. For heavy water 
pressure the basement floor should be 
reinforced.

Integrally waterproofed concrete or 
mortar may be obtained through the use 
of Portland cement which has been fac
tory treated so as to give it waterproof
ing qualities, or by adding the water
proofing compound directly to the batch.

A T K K !• 1C O O F I A G

h If the tntffifr a i 3M e t h o d

ArchitectS P K N C K R ,A L li E K Tb y

first measures to take are to have the 
ground pitched away from the wall and 
to be sure that the roof water is drained 
away properly.

The second measure of defense, and 
this should be concurrent with the first 

is to make the wall itself water-

VERY spring and fall my mail is 
flooded with letters from people who 

are inquiring about leaking basements. 
With these people there is always a 
problem of what measures to take to 
make corrections. There is always a 
question about costs.

One man complained that water came 
in across his basement floor after every 
rain. He could not understand it because 
he said the contractor had assured him 
there was a tile drain all around the 
footings. It was thought that the drains 
from the rain conductors must be stopped 
up, and the back fill was opened to view 
them. There were no footing drains. The 
contractor showed that he had paid for 
the tile. Where it went no one knew.

Another open back fill disclosed the 
footing drains resting on top of the foot
ings and thus somewhat above the level 
of the basement floor. In this case water 

the basement floor continu-

E

one, 
proof.

Now engineers agree that the most 
waterproof foundation wall is one of 
poured concrete, 
monolithic construction, the whole foun
dation of the house poured without in
terruption so there are no construction

This should be of

joints.
But concrete which is waterproof must 

be dense. The best way to make it dense 
is to use a minimum amount of w^ater 
and a maximum amount of cement, and 
then, for certainty of performance and

r-fr^r
ran across 
ously leaking out of the misplaced drains 
into the mortar joint where the founda
tion wall rested on the footings and then 
onto the floor.
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OF BASLMLnr FLOOR- ■UIn one case no drains. In the other -p*

case, drains in the wrong position.
There are countless variations of these 

stories—^thousands of wet basements that 
do not have to be so.

Manifestly, the time to secure a dry 
basement is while the foundation walls 
are being built. They can be built as 
staunch as ship walls to hold out any 
drop of moisture. They should be built 
as occasion demands, in consideration of 
the special circumstances of each case.

Walls that must stand like dams 
against water pressure or those in very 
damp excavations, like clay, become a 
much greater problem from a water
proofing point of view than those in 
gravel where water drains away readily 
by natural processes.

The first measure of defense is to keep 
water away from the wall. When the 
grade is pitched toward the wall, sur
face water follows the incline and runs 
down the wall to the footing levels, 
where it may find its way across the top 
of the footings into the basement. Then, 
if drains from the down spouts are brok
en or not cemented tightly at the joints, 
they concentrate water at places where 
there may be vulnerable locations in the 
wall, with consequent floods. The simple
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will befor purposes of creating not only extra 
density but water repellent qualities, in
tegral waterproofing should be used.

Poured foundation walls are not or
dinarily more expensive than block 
walls. The comparative prices change 
with conditions of locality. Sometimes 
a poured wall is cheaper than the block 
wall, sometimes the reverse. The differ
ence is likely to be little. The cost of 
waterproofing is a negligible factor from 
the point of view of the positive results 
obtained and the whole cost of the foun
dation.

For concrete block walls 
cement mortar may be applied to the 
outside of the walls with marked ad
vantage. The mason should make sure 
that a first rate bond is secured between 
the block and the cement, working it 
well into the mortar joints and being

The whole operation is, as 
seen, extremely inexpensive if done when 
the house is being built. The cost of 
putting on a coat of plaster after the 
house is finished is not a matter of great 
cost. In any case, the plastered base
ment wall is greatly improved in ap
pearance.

There are other methods of waterproof
ing. Each one has its special place and 
special qualities. Some of them are only 
for purposes of excluding dampness, some 
of them to resist the high pressures that 
occur when buildings are completely sub
merged in water. But the waterproofing of 
the basement walls of a house is nearly 
always a relatively simple procedure, re
quiring only complete understanding of 
the conditions that must be met and these 
must be known before the building is 
started.

coat of
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HE LAMPS OF HOME BUILDIAG
by WILLIAM GRAY PI RCELL

Story tellers of long ago recounted the exploits of a great hero who could not be conquered while his

‘back-to-earth,” which her feet should never have left. It isfeet touched the ground. America is now 

no mere figure of speech to say that the very life of living itself, of business, of education, of art, and of 

religion, is as dependent upon organic contact with blessed Mother Earth as are the seeds which must

fall into the warmth and moisture of worked fields before they can live again to any purpose.

real satisfaction of life. Whether they are 
really capable of contentment with the 
joys to be had of mountains, lakes, and 
forest appears questionable. Now, at any 
rate, they will never have an opportunity 
to find out.

These nature-crooners evolved a kind of 
suburban bouse plan characteristic of the 
de luxe real estate subdivision, very prac
tical arrangements, certainly, with 
ters’ bedrooms,” servants’ bedrooms, and 
all the pre-depression front of our coupon 
aristocracy.

There is not a log, or a stone, or a plank, 
or a pole railing in these two “cabins” that 
has any more reality than the fabricated 
sets on a movie lot. Cracker] ack masonry, 
nailed on logs, adzed-over machine sur
faces, are all held together with hammer 
battered commercial iron work, and there 
are elaborate and expensive fakeries of 
imitation dowels and useless dovetails and 
mortices.

The whole performance is exactly in the 
spirit of that Fontainebleau of the degener
ate French Louis’, who built elegant peas
antries in farmistic meadows and loitered 
out from their city ennui to play at silken 
milkmaid and velvet plowboy.

Rejoice that you have not $25,000 to in
vest in a cabin. If you love the forests and 
mountains as do I, and understand the 
ways of this life and the tools for living it, 
even so you will have the battle of your 
life in trying to build the simplest vaca
tion place. Every friend, neighbor, me
chanic, manufacturer, equipment sales
man, and advertisement will bring almost 
irresistible pressure upon you to substitute 
plausible imitations for the original real
ity for which your very impulse to build 
a cabin is desperately hungering. Take 
your stand on basic building materials, 
honest use of them, and a truly simple life. 
Stick to it in spite of “help” of any kind.

brought a decade of flounces, ruffles, 
shirrs, hems, tucks — more time, not less, 
to he spent in sewing. The typewriter 
trebled the average length of business let
ters, and increased their number a hun
dredfold. Automobiles have enormously 
multiplied the time spent in travel.

What we are after is not really to save 
time or lessen labor, but to make our occu
pations more interesting and to fill our 
hours with something good to be doing.

Electrical conveniences act upon us like 
sudden wealth. We are unable at once to 
deal effectively with the new relations. 
Purchases by the suddenly wealthy have 
no sensible inter-relations. No wholesome 
necessity knits these unfortunate “rich” 
into the fine art which a good daily life 
can be.

And so with these charming mechanical 
aids to daily living. They seem only to 
free us into desirable occupations, the 
pleasure of which the equally intriguing 
machines immediately rob us. Machines 
take much of the fun out of work and 
nearly all the work out of recreation, 
which is really the basis of what fun there 
is in it.

But this is not the fault of the machines. 
W^e simply have not learned how to adjust 
our lives to them. We operate the machines 
and try to think up more things for them 
to do, instead of organizing them to do the 
necessary things speedily and thus permit 
us to do what we thought we always 
wanted to do. Well, what was it we wanted 
to do? Really, we don’t know. Row a 
boat, perhaps; hoe the garden; take a 
walk; have a feast; see a show; all of 
which we could do and did before the 
machines came.

The chauffeur and housemaid at least re
ceive pay for operating our gasoline and 
electric slaves, hut youths and fathers and 
wives give most of their hours to the same 
kind of labor with machines and receive 
neither salary nor ultimate satisfaction. 
Let’s learn how to live by means of these 
beautiful and ingenious aids to clean and 
unconfused duties.

VAN EVERA BAILEY and I are just 
now at work on several vacation homes 
in the California mountains. Mr. Bailey 
was the author of the article on 
“Bathrooms” in the April number of The 
Small Home. The two women who will 
live in the one at Lake Arrowhead have 
a good perspective and also see the quality, 
rather than the quantity, of living with un- 
movied spirits. The little house is stark in 
design. Its vertical boarded sides face the 
forest road like a miner’s shack, and it

mas-

seemed to me that without becoming sen
timental we might sweeten up the entrance 
a bit with a porch roof supported on a 
couple of log posts and a beam from the 
woods near by.

“No! The entiresay our clients, 
value of a vacation is to get just as far 
away from Hollywood as possible — noth
ing rustic, no porchiness, no flower boxes, 
no breakfast nooks.”

And so the stone fireplace is equipped 
with a practical hook-chain rod (not a 
crane) for hanging utensils, hot hob 
shelves right and left, with a grill between, 
and the opening high enough so you will 
not bump your head.

As our friends teach domestic science 
to the depressionettes in California south
land schools, and daily create intelligent 
food with all the neatest laboratory gad
gets of this electric age, it is certain that 
they are going to illustrate at least a part 
of their idea of a satisfying vacation 
around (and in) this fireplace.

T HINKING of this tiny summer home 
under the giant yellow pines and of 
the satisfactions which come from daily 
contact with what is genuine — genuine 
people, genuine buildings, honest hearted 
living — I have a low down longing for a 
large bowl of thoroughly cooked aspara
gus and an unworthy yen to hurl it at those 
responsible for the world’s two worst log 
cabins recently illustrated in national 
periodicals.

Here are families, one east, one west, 
with $25,000 and a longing to get some

X HE first effect of labor saving and 
time saving machinery frequently results 
in only a multiplication of the special la
bor thus simplified. The sewing machine
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Perhaps one of the first considerations 
of the prospective home owner is that of 
cost. Is it cheaper to owm or to rent? 
What is the cost of financing? What is 
the cost of upkeep and maintenance? 
How about taxes and insurance? How 
much will my house decrease in value 
over a period of years—in other w-ords 
is it a good investment? This is a prob
lem that each individual family will need 
to work out for itself.

The problem then is: W hat is the 
cost of housing to the renter over a peri
od of years in comparison to the cost to 
the owner? The owner will have his 
equity and the renter may have his sav
ings account.

The actual comparison of costs be
tween renting and owning is only one 
consideration. There are values and bene
fits that families receive that cannot be 
measured in money cost.

It is difficult often to find a suitable 
neighborhood which is desirable for 
children as w’ell as adult members of the 
family. In home owning there is a great
er selection in such neighborhoods. The 
accessibility to shopping centers, to 
churches, schools, and playgrounds is 
worthy of consideration. The freedom 
from traffic, if there are small children, 
needs most careful attention. The desira
bility of the neighboring families, the 
congeniality among children, should re
ceive attention. Beauty also is a consid
eration in the selection and location of 
a neighborhood. Streets which are well 
kept and well planted add to the attrac
tiveness of the general surroundings. As 
mentioned in the above paragraphs, it is 
obvious that there are also cost consider
ations, but these other values w’hich can
not be measured in terms of money are

H. Roy Kelley, A, I. A., Archttect

O W ]\
home ownership values.

W hether we buy ready-built or wheth
er we build, the individual house receives 
more consideration if we own than if 
we rent. If we are to build we are par
ticularly eager to plan the house around 
the activities of the family. We not only 
plan for household operations and the 
actual work that goes on in the home, 
but we plan for recreation as well. In 
other w'ords we plan around family 
needs and family desires. In renting houses 
it is difficult to take these factors into con
sideration. There is perhaps no known 
method of measuring irritation that comes 
from poor house planning and the an
noyance that poor arrangement may 
cause, particularly to the homemaker. 
So accustomed do families become to im- 

and doing the most w'ith w'hat

II I. B K R T i

is advisable depends upon the particular 
requirements of the householder. If the 
householder is a permanent resident of 
the city and is in a position to make sat
isfactory financial arrangements, he is 
ordinarily in a position to enjoy the ad
vantages of home owming. If. however, 
the householder must have freedom of 
movement, or if it W'ould be unsafe for 
him to undertake the obligation of pur
chasing, his w'ants w'ould ordinarily be 
best satisfied by renting.

’'One of the most influential considera
tions in home buying is pride of owner
ship. The home owner takes pride in 
owning and improving a house and a 
piece of ground. He enjoys the respect 
of his fellow citizens due to this pro
vision for the welfare of his family and 
his independence as a home owner.**

LL families that would like to own 
homes doubtless are not home own

ers. Families who may seem indifferent 
as to whether they rent or own might 
wish to become home owners if they 
would take the time to consider some of 
the home-owning benefits and values.

The Committee on Home Ownership 
and Leasing was one of the tw’enty-five 
fact-finding committees of the President’s 
Conference on Home Building and Home 
Ownership. Its report has been pub
lished by the Conference*. With regard 
to the problems of ow'ning as compared 
with renting the Committee says:

hether home ownership or leasing

A

provismg
they have, that they forget the ideals of 
house planning and the satisfaction and 
happiness that really come from plan
ning that is well done.

We are now trying to teach our chil
dren that the entertainment of guests

* Home Ounership, Income and Types of Dwell- 
ings. \ ol. H. President’s Conference on Home
Building and Home Ownership. 19.32.
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MOlieilX VEIl^ilOX OF IM'Tt H iOLO^lAL

The house above, however, as are most 
modem houses in this style, is essentially 
full two stories. Only the comers of the 
upstairs rooms are cut away by the roof, 
and dormer windows, the modem solution 
to the lighting problem, make the bed
rooms bright and airy.

The plan was designed to provide the 
greatest amount of livable space within the 
28'x23' dimensions of the house. A study 
of the plans proves how successfully this 
was accomplished and how tmthfully it 
may be cited as an example of the typical 
sen'antless home.

The kitchen, neither too large for con
venience nor too small for comfort, is 
efficiently planned to save steps. The liv
ing room with its many windows and 
Colonial style fireplace will be an attrac
tive gathering place for the family. The 
drawings provide for a porch either at the 
rear or at the side as above.

Although it is the inalienable trade 
mark of the present day style, it is 
not the gambrel roof that makes the well 

designed Dutch Colonial house so pleas
ing. And although it is a time honored 
color scheme, neither is it the gay green 
shutters and spotless white walls so charm
ingly and so often combined. Rather it is 
the quality of informality inherent in the 
style, a quality that makes it particularly 
suited to the small home.

The Dutch Colonial is not a passing 
fancy either, but a style that has been 
proved by long years of use. 
family who builds such a house has the 
comfortable assurance that it will, under 
ordinary circumstances, be readily market
able.

Thus the

The original Dutch Colonial houses had 
rooms in the second story which were dis
tinctly attic type, with low, sloping ceil
ings and windows in the end wall only.
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Faithful Pedro

yfOLLY little gnomes are these 
to bring a quaint and amusing 
touch to the garden. Made of 
terra cotta of stoutest composi
tion, they will not crumble but 
remain their joyous little selves in 
rock or flower garden. Costing $5 
each, shipping charges extra, 
these garden ornaments are 17 
inches high and may be ordered 
from F. B. Ackerman, 50 Union 
Square, New York City.

'J'HE flower pots shown below 
are of the famous Impruneta 
Terra Rosa, 
deep and rich in color and of 
unusual texture. Ranging in di
ameter from 8 inches to 23 inches, 
their cost also covers
scale—the 8 inch pot is priced at 
$2^0, while the 10 inch pot is
$3.75, shipping charges collect
from Carbone, Inc., 338 Boylslon 
Street, Boston, Mass.

red Italian clay

wideh p«ti«ntiv willinfl to "lot*" p«nni*n tHlI 
of nub and iwaatt; 0( (horny, srowlns 
cacti; or tvan cisarattc athtt. Gay Italian

pettary. $2.50 POfbMid.
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BRIDGE on terrace or porch 

on hot summer afternoons a cold 
drink is doubly welcome when 
served in this modern manner. A 
strong metal tray clamps firmly to 
table legs below the table level. 
In red, black, or green enamel, it 
costs but $1 per pair postpaid 
east of the Rockies, $1.25 per pair 
west. Essential Products Com
pany, 424 East Wells Street, Mil
waukee, Wis.

one book

SMALL H4IMES 
of Arehiieetural 

DiHtin0*tion
EHob-nail £amp

Quaint and espedally at home in a Colonial 
letting. All glau baw, bob-nail atyle, parcb- 
mentaha^. Standa 17 iocbea high. Lace, 
polka dot bordera in red—black ailhouette 
figurca.
10 inebea.
Check with order

SUITABLE for sunroom, or ter
race is this refreshment stand that 
is made of wrought iron with tile 
top that is unharmed if cooling 
drinks are spilled on it. It is 23 
inches high and 14 inches long. 
A two-quart jug and six glasses 
with red or green bands and 
colored glass straws accompany it. 
Shipped by Ovington Bros., Fifth 
Avenue, New York City, with all 
charges prepaid on receipt of the 
price of $12.

Edited by Robert T. Jonca, A. I. A.
Tlie best plana created by Bureau archi

tects. Originated in all parts of the country. 
Show all styles, and aizca up to six principal 
rooms. Each deatgti illustrated by photo- 
grapha or perspective drawings, 
and floor plana.

Shade ia 7 incbea high, spread#
$4.95 complete.

*5?? ‘^he Graft §hopPostpaid
THE ARCHITECTS’ SMALL HOUSE 

SERVICE BUREAU 
1200 Second Ave. So., Minneapolis, Minn.

117 S. E. Fourth Street 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

Antique ®oofe

Tinted old fashioned etchings on a 
colored wood background make 
these book ends absolutely irre
sistible. Antique in style, finish, 
appearance—6 inches high, 5 inch
es wide—choice of red, green or 
black.
Check with order $1.50 per pair.

summer day, there 
should be at least one hot dish 
served at dinner. To make the 
table attractive is this etched glass 
casserole in which the food may 
be baked and brought direct to 
the table. In fact, it is really two 
dishes in one as the glass cover 
may be used for biscuits, pies, or 
puddings. The cost is $2.25 in me
dium size. From Coming Glass 
Works, Coming, New York.

EVEN on a

^he Graft Shop

117 S. E. Fourth Street 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
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?uch as the Bela grape will assure, the 
common woodbine or Virginia creeper 
(Ampelopsis quinqaijolia) and its close 
relatives will do well on a bank; they 
have done well in a very difficult situa
tion on this north bank of mine. And 
we'll add to this vine list the wild 
clematis (Cleamaiis montana and C. 
stellataj, both of which will give fine 
flowers and abundant odd seed pods.

Now what to plant as a ground cover 
for the hot, dry, rather sterile soil 
position? Stonecrops, by all means. 
Tliere is a multitude of these fellows. 
Being rather succulent in their leaves 
they will not stand rough treatment as 
the snow - in • summer plant, which 
tramped on will almost immediately 
lift its little leaves afresh. But these 
brittle-leaved stonecrops will stand sun, 
heat, sandy soil, and slay happy while 
doing it. You could not ask more of it.

Accept the whole list of sedums as 
some of your best materials for a rock 
garden; but for the thick, matted type 
of growth that you’ll want where 
grriund covers are needed in full sun 
exposure, the golden moss (Sedum 
acre), which slicks close to the ground 
and gives a mossy sort of covering, is 
good. Sedum sarmentosum is one of 
the finer dwarf varieties- And the va
riety stolonijera is a late summer 
bloomer that does not grow over six 
inches high.

Do not miss the thymes for sunny 
places also. There is a fine big list of 
Thymus; album, a white thyme, citri- 
odorus, a yellow, coccineum, a brilli
ant scarlet crimson, lanuginosus. a 
woolly-leafed fellow, while the com
mon thyme or vulgaris grows up to 
six inches. This old vulgaris variety is 
the old-fashioned thyme of our grand
mothers’ gardens.

a number of places, it has become a bit 
of a problem to keep it within reasonable 
bounds. But that very aggressiveness is 
one of its virtues. Once started on a 
bank it will cover that bank if nothing 
short of a major attach gels in its field 
of conquest.

Another part of this north bank that 
is in the shade is covered with Sullivan's 
honeysuckle (Lonicer sullivanti). Like 
periwinkle and English iv)‘, this vine 
honeysuckle beds green straight through 
the winter. Right at the edge of 
a snow bank it shows bright green 
leaves. The position in my bank-garden 
is the most exposed and has actually 
been neglected in the matter of water, 
but this honeysuckle vine keeps right 
on spreading until now I can go out 
as snow is disappearing and see its 
merry green leaves peeping out, or 
when the bloom time comes it throws 
the sweetest sort of yellowish flowers 
tiiat resemble very frilly and enlarged 
blooms of the bush honeysuckles.

In a way I like vines very much for 
blanketing banks. I like to keep the little 
perennials such as snow-in-summer, 
ground phlox, and the like for edging 
flowers around perennial beds or as 
dainty bits of the rock garden, and to 
give the vines a chance on the banks. 
Even the wild grapes (Vitis labrusca 
and V. aestavaiis) will give a tangled 
blanket over a bank. -Although I have 
never seen it tried I think the Bela 
grape which is a cross between the 
Concord and the wild grape, would do 
well in such a position and if you are 
looking for a jelly grape, in any posi
tion, this is the place for it. It is 
hardy well up into the Minnesota 
counties and might be tried in shel
tered positions even into southern Can
adian plains. Although not giving jelly

Keudtnce of Harry A.
Herzog. A.I. A.. in Port
land, Oregon. Archiitct, 
Harry A. Herzog. 
Cabot's DOUBLE-WHITE 
Collopakes on exterior 
cedar shakes and bricks.

Will Your \iomc 
Be Spotless
Five Years After It Is Fainted?
It can be if you follow the example of Mr. Harry A. Herzog, 
A. I. A. Here is what he says about painting his home:

"Five years ago, I built a little home for myself. The exterior is hand 
split cedar shakes and the chimney common brick. I used two coats of 
Cabot’s DOUBLE-WHITE fof the finish. Curiosity as to the lasting qualities 
of this material kept me from repainting as soon as I normally would.

I recently made a careful investigation and I was unable to detect 
one spot on the shakes or bricks where the original material is exposed. 
The only signs of deterioration rhar J could detect were the powdering
of the surface and the slight popping of a few of the brick joints-------
the utter whiteness of this material had not been in the slightest lost —
---- 1 intend to give it but one additional coat and see how long that is
is going to last. T he clean whiteness of the exterior is always a pleasure 
to me and a source of wondering comment to all who see it.”
Made on a new colloidal princihle, fewer coats of CaboPs Collopakes 
go further. Because of this and oecause you have to repaint less often, 
Collopakes save money. Send coupon below for more information.

Cabot’s

Collopakes
Made by the makers of Cabot’s Creosote Shingle and Wood Stains

Manufacturing Chemists 
141 Milk Street 

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
Please send me Color Card and full description of Cabot’s DOUBLE-WHITE 
and Collopakes.

lac

Tiame. Low growing phlox make 
jeeder rootlets have become firmly embedded in the soil, heavy rains seldom 
wash them out, even though they grow on the steepest banks.

excellent ground covering. Once the minutean

Address. •-SH 7-6 - «2
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|‘D GIVE up everything in 
(Jen before parting with my rose 

H&.VC A. Rd'tCV bushes. There aren’t many of them,
but just one rose would repay all the 
effort and thought I give to my gar* 
den. So many people are afraid to 
grow roses—why, I haven’t been able 
to figure out, unless it’s the winter 
problem which does require 
extra work in the late fall. There isn’t 
a flower that will respond in such 
child-like manner to a little kind treat
ment as the rose. There are just a few 
things to remember—the right setting, 
proper preparation of bed, and thor
ough winter protection.

Let’s consider the kind of a setting 
roses should have. Most of the authori
ties agree that roses are the most effec
tive when planted in beds rather than 
strewn amongst the shrubbery and 
other perennials. The reason for this is 
due to the fact that sun and 
bedding preparation is desirable for 
good results. Choose a .spot in your 
garden—the sunniest one you can find— 
then design the shape of your bed to 
fit the other landscaping. Next, be 
sure that the soil in this bed has good 
drainage. Now, with your spade or a 
shovel dig up the soil within the 
marked bed design—^just as you would 
for any kind of planting preparation. 
I find it better to spade up the soil 
in this way than to dig deep trenches 
like those used for celery. After the 
spading is finished a little nourishing 
of the soil is in order. Roses like a 
specially prepared diet. By mixing a 
spade full of well-roUed cow manure 
and about two quarts of sand with the 
soil that is to go about each plant, the 
proper diet can be maintained. If you 
find it hard to get cow manure, a good 
commercial fertilizer will serve your 
purpose. 1 always prepare bed and 
soil the first thing in the spring, and 
let it warm up a bit before setting out 
the roses in late May. First of all, do 
not crow'd the bushes. It’s better not 
to set the plants directly opposite each 
other, but rather about two feet apart, 
diagonally placed. Mark the places and 
dig your holes. Then comes the little 
task everyone dislikes. The roots must 
be clipped a little. It is desirable for 
good blooms. With pruning shears. 
cUp the root and young root growth 
about half an inch back to the live 
wood. Remember the roots must be

gar-my

Automatic
with less work 
at less expense 
in less time
with more ENJOYMENT

little
with the aid of

GARDEN
MAINTENANCE
By H, S, Orlloif and H. B. Raymore

] Here is a book that 
the thousand

GARDEN
maintenance answers

and one questions that 
face every gardener. 
Both authors know their 
subject thoroughly and 
write clearly in a com
mon sense way. Their 
book covets soils and 

fertility; maintenance of flower gardens, 
lawns, trees and shrubs; the care of a 
rock garden; insects and diseases; prun
ing; planting and transplanting; propa
gation ; winter protection; garden tools, 
38 illus.; 316 pages; cloth binding.

The little giant automatic reel is in
stalled in basement, connected to
water supply. Easy to pull out to 
desired length. To rewind, simply 
cum the key, and the hose automat-
ically returns to the reel. Outside,
ail you can see is a neat metal plate. 
Write for free booklet. LITTLE
GIANT MFG. CO., 1403 Thirdlittle
Ave. So., Minneapolis, Minn.

ri
'■ JU8URBANThis bookThe needed injarmetion found 

on only one page may easily be 
worth this book's entire cost.

garden

brings both
For a postpaid copy, send ^2.50 io enjoyment

and profit 1The Architects’ Small House Service 
Bureau. 1200 2nd Ave South. 

Minneapolis, Minn. ADVENTURES IN A
SUBURBAN GARDEN

Bv Louiaa Beaba Wider

Price ^3.50 postpaid
By one of America’s best practical
gardeners and writers; a gold mineVour House Is

Not Complete
■without an open air annex.
Hidden from prying eyes, 
such an outdcxrr 
garden room be
longs only to the 
family and its 
closest friends.
On its carpet of sod. screened by green walls 
and rooted by leaves and sky. children can 
romp in safety, grown-ups can rest and relax. 
And because its plant turnishin 
tinually more valuable, every 
vested increases, on the average, three times 
in tour years, seven times in ten seasons!

of information uses and be-onhavior of 300 varieties of plants.
Gives actual experiences with bulbs.
roses, annuals, perennials, alpines,
svildlings, color schemes, and care
of the garden.

19 iiiu*.; 269 pages; uid 
paper maps; cloth binding

THE ARCHITBCTS’ SMALL 
HOUSE SERVICE BUREAU 

1200 Second Ave. So. 
Minneapolis, Minnesc^

several inches of wood on each bloom 
branch. 1 find it most important to 
buy tlie right kind of rose bushes. .Al
ways two-year (dd. field-budded stock 
dn belter for me. After your roses 
have been planted or cultivated, it is 
a good plan to cover llie soil with a 
two-inch-deep tobacco mulch, 
saves the labor of keeping the weeds 
down and keeps the soil cool and 
moist—helps keep down insects and 
pests. It is also valuable for its fer
tilizing powers.

Let us consi<ler just a few of the 
wonderful varieties you can have in 
your rose garden this year. The hybrid 
teas are most attractive. But the per- 
petuals are pood.

Es grow con- 
dollar so in-

Yow cart have such an outdoor room, 
conveniently and inexpensively, with 
the aid of this book

This

The OUTDOOR 
LIVING ROOM
By L. W. Ramsey and C. H. Lawrence

healthy to supply life and vigor to the 
bush when it is beginning to grow. 
After the root treatment, place the 
bush in the hole. It is a good plan to 
have someone to help you hold the

borders; furnish it with plant while vou shovel the dirt around 
easy chairs under an in
viting tree or vine-covered 
artwr; add further charm 
and interest with a suitable 

pool or bit of statuary. More than 100 illus
trations and clear, informative text make each 
step easy of accomplishment.

For a postpaid copy, send ^2.50 to 
The Architects’ Small House Service

Step by step, it helps 
evolve a plan tor your out
door living room; shows 
how to w’all it with green 

; carpet it with 
lawn; touch it 

with colorful flower

ttHt^UTOOOR
, IIVIMO ROOM

Kanine Korral

A practical method of keeping small 
dogs safe and out of trouble. 4 
panels form an enclosure 8 feet 
square—one panel swings as a gate 
and has a strong latch that hol^ it 
dosed. The Kanine Korral is rigid, 
durable and sanitary. Priced 
$20.00 and up, according to size. 
Can also be used as a play yard for 
baby. Send for free catalogue.

tor ptivacv’ 
' a beautiful

up

it. After filling the hole two-thirds full, 
let the hose run in the hole until it 
is thoroughly soaked and water-filled, 
then put the rest of the dirt around 
the bush up to about an inch below 
the union of the bud and understock. 
Water again. Pack the dirt around the 
bush, then move on to the next plant. 
Unless your plants have been cut back 
by your nurseryman when he sells 
them to you. do so yourself, leaving

Hybrid Teas
MULTICOLORED.

President Hoover. A blending of cer
ise, pink, scarlet and yellow. Beau
tiful pointed buds, large flowers, 
thick heavy petalage, and an exquis
ite fragrance.
Talisman. The most talked about 
rose today! Brilliant orange red buds 
that open into large fragrant blooms

^Continued on pa^e 31~\

at

Bureau. 1200 2nd Ave South, 
Minneapolis, Minn.

CROWN IRON WORKS CO.
1303 Tyler St. N. E. 8o9*W Graybar Bldg. 
Minneapolis, Minn. New York City
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HOI OF STAOE ^« EA EH Y
\^Contimied from page 11 ]

to think that they can build homes which 
are retreats from the realities of life. 
They have stimulated a demand for 
houses in the Old English style, in the 
Colonial style, in the Spanish peasant 
style, and indeed in all those styles which 
belong to older generations of simple, 
peaceful, quiet loving peoples.

Certain clever architects, moved by 
the same sentiments of home, have 
tried to reproduce for Americana the 
romantic houses of older generations. 
Since they could not purchase for their 
clients some quaint, old English farm
house, as an antique dealer might do 
with a bit of furniture, they have stud
ied the art of reproducing the charm 
of hand-built houses softened by the 
accidents of time. Clever artists, these 
architects. They have been able to 
build, with modern mechanics and ma
chine-made materials, houses that look 
three hundred years old within one 
year of completion. Even if these homes 
do not have any stories woven into 
their fabric, they appear as though they 
should have. They are very dramatic 
and appealing, especially when they 
are seen through the medium of the 
photograph.

But unfortunately where there is one 
artist of skill who can design and e:i- 
ccute houses that are picturesque and 
perfectly faked, there are thousands

who try to imitate him and make a 
complete failure of the job. It re
quires great cleverness to build copies 
of antique furniture which are so per
fect that they almost fool the expert. 
It likewise takes skill to build houses 
that imitate the old, medieval dwell
ings of the peasants who built every 
part of their homes by hand. Yet the 
modern fashion in American homes 
demands these quaint designs, and 
there are plenty of builders who try to 
produce them.

The speculative builder has learned 
that the public likes anything which 
seems to be hand-made or old. He 
has gone the limit in faking his ma
terials of construction to produce this 
effect. He uses riots of color and 
roughest of stuccos, believing that by 
such means he is imitating craftsman
ship and age. Everywhere we see 
houses of the old English farmhouse 
type, erected by speculators from the 
plans of architects who sell the de
signs, relinquishing all further interest 
in the development of the scheme. 
Many young architects turn these 
plans out on the side, as pot-boilers, 
getting fifty to seventy-five dollars per 
set. When such houses are turned 
over to the mercy of the builder, he 
develops them with his own choice of 
building materials that give the rougli-

IS'ot a Castle. What then?

chips on the surface like the marks of 
the adz. Plaster surfaces can be given 
that appearance of ancient work by 
covering them with plastic paint, 
smearing it this and that way, covering 
it with color squirted from the air 
spray, and finishing it with a glaze that 
is fully as effective as the shine on the 
elbows of an old suit of clothes.

All of this work increases the cost 
of building homes, and in most cases 
does not achieve the results desired. 
A great many of our modern houses, 
as a result, are ugly bits of stage scen
ery, and instead of satisfying our long
ing for the realization of our dream 
homes are disillusioning us. I pre
dict that thousands upon thousands of 
these homes are going to be abandoned 
within a generation, only to haunt us 
by their uninhabited ugliness.

There is but one remedy. People 
of taste, when they build their homes, 
should try to make them look new, 
clean, modem, efficient.

est kind of texture. He thinks he is 
simulating the work of the best archi
tects, but this matter of using ma
chine-made materials in imitation of 
the hand-wrought product requires 
great skill. Although the design may 
have much in its favor, suitable plan, 
pleasant proportions of parts, and 
other praiseworthy features, when this 
doctoring of materials is carried on by 
the uncouth builder, there is sure to 
result an architectural monstrosity.

The delicate art of retouching build
ing materials to make them look old 
and hand-made has become a com
mercial necessity. Our magazines are 
filled with colorful advertisements, 
showing roof tiles, plaster ornaments, 
wTought iron hardware, and many 
other materials, which are sold in 
faked condition. Machines have been 
made which will stamp the touch of 
the craftsman all over the material a 
thousand times. Wooden beams can 
be run through machines which cut

Th^ President’s Fonfereiiee on Home 
llnildin;;:' and Home Ownership

The final reports of the numerous com
mittees of the Conference begin to come 
forth. Already there have been printed 
three of the eleven volumes that are con
templated. The whole work, in which 
will be combined the final reports of all 
of the committees, will represent a colos
sal study of the home building and borne 
making problems of the nation. They 
will represent the best thought of a large 
number of the nation’s leading special
ists on the aspects of housing and home 
ownership, with which in one way or 
another all of us are faced.

The Small Home recommends these 
volumes to all who are interested in 
delving deeply into the subject. They 
will be intensely valuable to home econ
omists, teachers, and lecturers, as well 
as to the ultimate home builder.

The three volumes already off the press 
are entitled:
1. Planning for Residential Districts: 
including city planning, subdivision, util
ities, and landscape planning.

2. Home Finance and Taxation; includ
ing loans, assessments, and taxes on 
residential property.
3. Slums, Large Scale Housing, and 
Decentralization; including blighted 
areas and slums, large scale operations, 
business and housing, and industrial 
decentralization.

The volumes can be purchased for 
$1.15 each, postage prepaid, from Dr. 
John M. Cries, Executive Secretary, 
President’s Conference on Home Build
ing and Home Ownership, Department 
of Commerce Building. Washington, 
D. C. Any one volume, of which there 
will be eleven, may be secured separately.

Eight more volumes are in process of 
preparation. It is contemplated that they 
will appear in the course of the next few 
months. Volume number 5, House De
sign, Construction, and Equipment, will 
undoubtedly be of especial interest to 
readers of The Small Home.

A special price of $10.50, postage pre
paid. will be made for the complete set.
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Modern Furniture of Cvood Design
^Continued from page 7]

you
practical simplicity, depending for its 
decorative values not on carving and 
scrolls and gimcrackery generally, but 
on the sheer loveliness of wood, metal, 
and glass, on the satin finish that 
speaks so plainly of careful, painstak
ing workmanship.

In this casting aside of unnecessary 
decorative features, head and foot 
boards of beds have been all but elim
inated as being neither necessary nor 
ornamental; the same has happened to 
the carved bedposts. Nests of tables 
looking like an inverted letter “u” are 
seemingly of one continuous piece of 
wood dispensing with legs and stretch
ers; mirrors are without dust-collecting 
frames and dressing tables have con
venient glass shelves that no acids stain.

One may even find these new chairs 
and tables unpainted so that they can 
be stained, varnished, or lacquered to 
meet any color need or to be in tune 
with other furnishings. Well made and 
of good construction as they are, their 
prices are not high. A desk for ex
ample, is priced at $13.89; a large set
back bookcase costs $12.89.

costly prices. Not only have lower 
prices crept in, but the sharp, cubistic 
angles have slowly passed out. To be 
contemporary, a chair or table need 
not have sharp comers sticking out ob
trusively. The grace of the curved 
line is as commonly found in this 
present-day furniture as in that of 
previous eras. Chairs definitely “mod- 
eme” will have curved backs and arms, 
and tables will have exceedingly grace
ful curved supports, either of metal or 
of wood. Small tables for coffee or 
books may have simple legs of straight 
sturdy block-like design, but these will 
hold a circular top and bottom tray. 
The large chair may have curved arms 
and the bookcase may have rounded 
comers on its box-like shelves. One 
of the noticeable features of all this 
furniture is the absence of ornate dec
oration. It is simplicity itself and be
cause of this is more and more gain
ing in favor. And it is practical, built 
to endure, and more than all else is it 
comfortable.

Proof is to be found on every hand 
that this new furniture has a most

can^t
hange

WEATHER
but
you can change 
the temperature 
inside your home

Everybody talks about the heat. 
Why not do something 

about it
THE SMAI.L HOME OARDEAEK

?■
^Continued from page 29]

Sbuttins out the heat of 
the sun with Gimco Granu
lated Rock Wool.

of glowing golden yellow—stained 
and veined with coppery red. The 
inside of the Talisman is a glowing 
shade of orange rose. A strong vig
orous grower with glossy green foli- • 
age.

RLD ROSES
Mme. Edw. Herriot, Coral red shad
ed with yellow and bright scarlet— 
passing to shrimp red. Excellent. 
Fine grower.
Crusader. A wonderful deep crimson, 
double to the very center like the 
Columbia. Splendid grower.
Olympiad. Brilliant Red. Plant is 
strong and perpetual bloomer.
/. C. Thornton. A most brilliant, 
bright, glowing scarlet-crimson with 
buds of exquisite form. Fine, full, 
well shaped, high-centered, fragrant 
blooms.

Golden Ophelia. The flowers are yel
low at the center, paling slightly at 
the outer petals. Vigorous grower. 
VUle De Paris. Round buds of clear 
yellow. Big globular flowers of the 
same shade. A distinctive yellow rose. 
Splendid grower.

WHITE ROSES

Caledonia. Color when first expand
ing is slightly lemon tinted chang
ing to a pure white as the flower 
develops. Habit very erect, and a 
vigorous grower.
White KiUarney. Pure white, long, 
pointed buds, and blooms profusely.

You can make upstairs rooms as cool as down 
—keep the whole house eight to twelve degrees 
cooler on even the hottest days, by having your 
dealer put a thick barrier of Gimco Rock Wool 
Insulation over the ceiling and in the walls.

It shuts out the heat of the scorching sun— 
keeps in the coolness of the night—gives you 
real summer comfort in every room in the house.

Tucks ea»il7 into every 
crack and crevice.

Climbers
Dr. Walter Van Fleet, Delicate flesh 
pink deepening to rosy flesh at the 
center. Petals are beautifully undu
lated and cupped.
PauTs Scarlet, The most vivid scar
let climber in existence. Flowers of 
good size, borne in clusters.
Silver Moon. Beautiful half double 
flowers—four inches or more across. 
Color, pure white with mass of gold
en stamens at the center.
Dorothy Perkins. A soft shell pink- 
flowering profusely in large clusters. 
Very fragrant and lasting.
American Pillar. A single flowering 
variety of great beauty. A lovely 
pink flower with clear white eye and 
clusters of yellow stamens. A sight 
not easily forgotten.

In going through your catalogs or 
talking to your nurseryman about 
roses, you will also find good varieties 
in the hybrid perpetuals. Whatever you 
do with your garden this year, just re
member that roses can be grown sat
isfactorily to give you much joy.

Expensive? Far from it! Let your dealer tell 
you how inexpensive it really is. Phone him 
today.

Sealal “Bats’* fit into the 
wall spaces and stay put. 
Easy to cut.

The NEW GIMCO SEALAL "BAT 
PROVIDES FULL WALL-THICK 

INSULATION

//PINK ROSES
Betty Suttor. Exquisite, both in long 
buds and fully developed, double, 
delightfully scented flower. The in
side of the petals is of a delicate 
rosy pink—the outside a bright rosy 
pink.
Mme. Nicolas AusseL A bright cop- 

red in the very long, ^apely

... and at no greater cost than 
the ordinary one inch types of 
insulation. This new fidl wall- 
thick Sealal “Bat”, moulded 
into fluffy, 4''xi5"xl8" sections 
is made entirely of stone and 
can not burn, fits easily into 
the spaces between the stud
ding and will not sift out or 
settle. Gimco Sealal “Bat” 
(full wall-thick) not only 
makes upstairs bedrooms cool
er, but reduces fu?l bills 30% 
to 40%.

pery
tapering bud that develops into a 
large, full, double flower of an ex
quisite opalescent salmon pink.
Los Angeles, One of the best flame 
pink, toned with translucent gold at 
the base of the petals. Exquisite.

Old homes may have “New 
Comfort” blown into waDs 
and over ceilings.

fVnte for \our free copy 
of "New Comfoh for the 
Modem Home". Learn 
haw cheaply you can change 
the temperature insideyour 
home.

Mr. Jim Coe Oitmer 
Says, "Remember Gim
co and forget the heat".

YELLOW ROSES
Souvenir de Claudius Pernet. A 
striking shade of sunflower yellow, 
deeper in the center. Does not fade 
like 80 many yellow roses. A vigor
ous grower. The buds are long and 
pointed, carried on long stiff stems.

GENERAL INSULATING & MFG. CO.
ALEXANDRIA, INDIANA

D.W.S. WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE MANUFAaURERS OF ROCK WOOL PRODUaS
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[Continued from pageRoL-TOP is simpler, in keeping, and also correct. 

For Sheraton side chairs to be used else
where, a French cotton with a classical 
design is possible-

Contemporary with Chippendale, 
Hepplewhite, and Sheraton were Louis 
XV’ and X\T in France. These styles, 
however, are too ornate for the average 
small home, but in their simplified 
French Provincial they have charm and 
marked suitability for many.

French Provincial fabrics are toiles 
with rustic scenes, the characteristic 
rose-red and the less common blue-and- 
white checked ginghams, Normandy 
plaids, and chintzes with roses and 
tracery vines. Clever is quilted chintz 
in calico patterns, with saffron-yellow, 
blue, red, and rose-red grounds, pur
chased by the yard, quilted with wad
ding on the back in imitation of the 
petticoats the thrifty French cut up 
for upholstery. Similar is plain glazed 
cambric in a lacquer-red or bright 
green, quilted. These all arc used for 
permanent upholstery of bergeres and 
arm chairs, or for loose, thick cushions 
on these and rush-seated arm chairs, or 
for side seats. With ladder back types 
thick cushions tied onto the back add 
comfort and seat pads tied on are char
acteristic.

TTie toiJes drape recessed beds and 
■w'indows, and gingham makes simple 
curtains for a bed, curtains for win
dows with ruffled valances, a ruffle be
neath the mantel, or lining of cup
boards. Plaids, glazed percale, colored 
linen, or sateen, are usable for over cur
tains also. Vfuslin and bobbinet, when 
necessary, are adaptable for glass cur
tains.

be most highly valued. The vogue con
tinued in America also.

Materials for Sheraton beds, on the 
other hand, may be of printed linen 
or striped material. The printed cot
ton, with a classical design, or the 
chintz of Sheraton’s day, harmonize, 
even if Sheraton himself did not sug
gest the use of them.

For the draped four-post beds, Hep
plewhite emphasizes fulled or “petti
coat” valances. Note a similar valance 
on a New England Sheraton type bed 
from the Metropolitan Museum shown 
in the photograph. Cornices were used 
for both beds and windows in both per
iods. Another antique Sheraton type bed 
however, shows a scalloped counterpane 
over a scalloped valance from the edge 
of the bed, a single pair of short curtains 
at the head of the bed, and a flat piece 
over the head board. Pointed valances 
and fringe trimmings for over-curtains 
are historical for Sheraton decoration.

Hepplewhite side chairs reproduced 
for the small home dining room have 
velour instead of velvet, also plain hair
cloth in black, blue, or purple, or chec- 
quered in blue, black, and green, but 
striped haircloth is also correct as well 
as red or blue Morocco leather.

The Sheraton chairs on the market 
for the dining rooms of small home 
dwellers are few. Some come covered 
with the correct damask “with little 
figure details of the Louis XVI order” 
and a row of small brass-headed nails. 
Because of this covering they are not • 
so practical and are slightly ornate in 
their appeal—not so much, however, as 
the Chippendale with large figured 
Italian damask. Fine striped damask

tint!- in fashion for modern homes.
The Venetian blind was introduced 

in 1767 and preceded shades or glass 
curtains in common use. Green was 
a popular color to paint these blinds, 
and still is even today. Window drap
eries were of the same material as bed 
draperies. The custom also of match
ing over-curtains to upholstery con
tinued. Window draperies hung from 
rods and had valances or cornices. 
Chintz, silk, and occasionally printed 
linen were the materials used.

- - a door that 
Operates Easily 
The Year Around

‘Silk’
poplin is a good substitute.

Later on in the century, when Hep
plewhite furniture w'as in fashion, das- 

a result of the discoverysicism,
of Herculaneum and Pompeii, crept 
into the design of fabrics. With Shera
ton. still later on, about 1793 or 1795, 
refinement increased. “During the Hep
plewhite and Sheraton periods of fur
niture, the chintz ceases to have its
pattern detached and grouped. Archi
tectural details with figures disappear 
and once more the designer returns to 
flowers as the subject for illustration. 
The foliage, however, now takes the 
form of vertical stripes, being con
tained within lace-like ribands placed 
at even distances.”

Hepplewhite in his book says about 
bedspreads: “Printed cotton or linen 
are also suitable, the elegance and va
riety of which afford as much scope for 
taste, elegance, and simplicity as the 
most lively fancy can wish.” It was 
at this time that the ban was removed 
from cotton printing in England, but, 
in spite of improvement in English 
design, East Indian chintz continued 
to be smuggled in or copied, and to

. . . rolls up over-head — 
no sassins or drass'^S 

on the ground
Rolling up overhead on many ball 
bearing rollers, and perfectly 
counterbalanced, even 
child finds Rol-Top easy to oper
ate—in winter or summer. Its 
balanced steel-truss construction 
assures years of uninterrupted ser
vice. Built in various sizes and of 
special artistic panel designs it is 
the ideal garage door—and one 
that will pay for itself many limes 
over in convenience and door ser
vice. If planning to build be sure 
to have complete details on Rol- 
Top’s superiority of construction 
and at what little cost it may be 
installed.

small

HOT IIOCKJii IX THE $>ilMMEH OAKHEXThe Kinnear Mfg, Co.
$8-68 Fields Avenue

Co lumbus, Ohio

[Continued from page 77]

The haworthia is in rosette form, while 
the gasteria carries its leaves on an 
axis from the base. They are both medi
um small plants easily carried on in pots 
of sandy loam with a little lime rubble 
and thoroughly rotted manure. Re-pot
ting once in three years is usually

ample, so the extra labor of removing 
to shelter during the coldest months 

The flower spike of

en leaves; and S. treleasi, forming a large 
fleshy pink and gray rosette, with yellow 
blooms from August on into winter.

The echeverias have much in com
mon with the sempervivums. and are 
even more closely allied to the cotyle
dons and dudleyas. While splendid for 
southern gardens, or for use under 
glass in the north, they are largely of 
Mexican origin, and with the excep
tion of E. amoena, not hardy.

Cotyledons and dudleyas have had 
their names much mixed. In seeking 
them look under both names as well 
as echeveria. Dudleya pulveridenta bas 
found its way into the north as a car
pet bedding-out plant.

A number of unusual small aloes, 
notably A. variegata, may be treated 
in a similar manner to the foregoing 
group. They too are miniature century 
plants. Closely allied to the aloes are 
the haworthias with their beaded ro
settes, and the gasterias. both hand
some small plants among the stones, 
adding beauty to their curious sub
stance. H. fasciata and G. 
are both striking with stiff upstanding 
leaves sparklingly beaded (tubercled).

is not excessive, 
the former is about twelve inches high.
that of the gasteria up to twice as 
much. The individual leaves are from 
one to six inches in length.

I Mail

Couponh

TODAY

The Kimnear Mfg. Co.
Columbus, Ohio.

Please send me details and prices on 
Rol-Top Doors in the following quan
tity and size.

Size,No.,

Name

Stieet

verrucosaCity

Gasteria verrucosa—a striking plant with sparkling beaded leaves.



^ Pleasing exterior appearance and conveni
ent floor arrangement are not the result of 
chance. They arc achieved by knowing the 
fundamentals of good design.

0 Knouiedge of houses, construction facts, 
interior decorating, and landscaping not 
to be acquired in a moment. But, careful 
reading of The Small Home over a period 
of a few years will help a great deal.

^ Remember. The Small Home is practical 
for the greatest number of home ozvners 
because it lunits its loork to houses not 
larger than six principal rooms.

■/kmi ■

ENGLISH
HOMES

FREE STYLE-BOOK
Choice of Style ‘Book of House Blans Free 
with a Tear’s Subscription to the Small Home.

1^7*OUR choice of any one of the five splendid 

home-building style books exactly as shown 

here—sent free with a one year subscription to 

the Small Home. The style of one’s home is 

really a matter of personal preference. For that 

reason you are offered your choice of five differ

ent plan hooks illustrating Modern American 

homes. Colonial homes. English homes, Spanish 

homes and homes of brick,- 

ing houses designed to be built at moderate cost. 

Photographs and perspective drawings together 

with floor plans and descriptions of important 

details explain each house design.

% Here in compact form, you secure a prac
tical selection of ideas and suggestions that help 

you to choose your future home. Subscribe now 

—12 months of technically sound home-building 

information—plus your choice of any one of the

style books for only $1.00. Just fill out the 

coupon. Write plainly the name of the book 

you want. (Present subscribers please w'rite 

“Renewal" after their names.)

12 issues for
:ach one contain- BRJCK HOMES

THE SMALL HOME 

1200 Second Ave. So., 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

s. ar>»t

August, 1932.

Enclosed is $1 for a year’s subscription to the Sm.\ll Home. 

Begin with the current issue.
Please send my free copy of.

I

Homes, at once.
(write noTM of book)

IName. Address.
I

IState. City.

j
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Gnrse Howard Burroxn, ClntlunJ, ArchtUit

*ixvESTE» ONLY to iusure a dry basement
HE owner’s investment represents the difference in 
cost of Medusa Waterproofed Gray Portland Cement 

and an un-waterproofed cement.

Medusa Waterproofed Cement was used for the concrete 
basement floor, mortar for the masonry wall construction, 
and for the plaster coat applied to the foundation walls.

The owner writes us "My recreation room in the base
ment is dry and as pleasant as my living room.”

Medusa Waterproofed Portland Cement—successful for 
22 years—contains Medusa Waterproofing Compound 
ground in at the mill and produces concrete and mortar that 
is automatically waterproofed throughout the entire mass. 
This waterproofing method is permanent and economical.

If you are building, or your present basement is damp, write 
for the free circular 'HOIV TO MAKE BASEMENTS DRY.-'

MEDUSA PORTLAND 
1002 Engineers Building

T

MEDUSA
WATERPROOFED PORTIAND CEMENTS 

White mnd

Originated by Medusa—Froved byTime CEMENT COMPANY 
Cleveland, Ohio

r^#'V I
Department S
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TERMS

THAT is exactly what this little Colonial house is, for here there are but four walls, 
a roof, and openings nicely spaced and precisely balanced. As a result there is a restful 
orderliness about it, and its prim simplicity has a charm that the more elaborate often 
misses. Planting, too, has been skillfully handled, for while there are trees as well as 
shrubs about it, those which are close are not of a size to dwarf it or to obscure its clean 
cut outlines. The colors are the characteristic green and white of this style of archi
tecture, but although it is a color scheme common enough, it is never commonplace.
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The three fabrics illustrated on this jiage are all typical early 
American reproductions suitable particularly for the wing chair shown 
below (William A. French and Co. i, the upper two being usable on 
the early American settle shown at the right (Virginia Craftsmen t. 
The first print is a clever and inexpensive imitation of a woven fabric, 
in orange and blue, with the ordinaiy- rough surface of a hand woven 
fabric (Thorp and Co.). The seoomi illustration is of a glazed chintz 
with a rich cream colored figure on a virile red ground iLehman- 
Connor Co.). The third print is a typical C?ueen Anne chintz with 
English flowers intertwining (F. Schumac her and Co. t.

9nOI*l*IXI* FOK FABIIMS

L I L I E N T II A LC II A R L O T T Eb y

0 matter how few the earmarks of period may be in the fur
niture and furnishings of a modern home, some knowledge

g a final choice of 
we use the coarser

Nof period in textiles is essential before makin 
fabrics. For simple collage furnishings, 
fabrics of the more primitive Pilgrim home, when New England 

still a colony of old England. These stuffs are in better taste 
for this type of home than the expensive wools and imported fine 
damasks and velvets used in the wealthier homes of early America, 
north and south, in the Seventeenth Century, just as in old 
England.

Draped back ruffled curtains of dotted swiss, muslin, and 
grenadine have become traditional to give the quaint collage 
atmosphere. None, however, are necessary for the diffusion of 
sunlight or for privacy over decorative diamond panes or cut-up 
lights, though it may be desirable to use them if over-curtains 
have not been used. Over oulswinging casements the} are, ob
viously, impractical. Similarly it has become the custom to loop 
glass rosettes and to trim them sometimes with ball fringe. Laier 
mid-eighteenth century inventories reveal an occasional use of 
muslin curtains. Not, however, until the Nineteenth Centurv were 
glass curtains historically common. They shut out loo much 
twilight in those days of candle light. Inventories show that the 
use of over-curtains, however, probably for warmth was fairly 
common in even the Seventeenth Centurv.

was

In the American Wing of the Metropolitan Museum in New 
York a mid-Eighteenth Century room, although later than the 
period we are discussing, that is up to 1725, and although from 
a home on a wealthy country estate, gives authority also for the use 
of over-curtains. Over small, picturesque, romantic out-swinging 
casements they should hang in an informal length to the bottom 
of the apron. With the larger upper and lower sash windows, if 
the type of material like stiff glazed cambric or chintz demands 
it. their more formal—not necessarily formal—length to the floor 
is possible.

Similarly, a homespun pattern of mohair drapery, plain or plaid 
coarse linen suggestive of homespun, and toile, all of which are 
right for the period, might demand floor length treatment. For 
the shorter length, the correct East Indian or Queen Anne chintz, 
simple checked gingham, and possibly plain linen or toile are 
likely to be useable.

A fulled valance also gives an informal atmosphere, but is right 
onlv when it extends all the way across the opening. When over- 
curtains are not to he drawn, we use painted wooden poles and 
rings; if to be drawn, the modern brass rods to facilitate 
drawing.
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For curtains for an early 
American room, the three 
fabric? sJiown at the left are 
suggested. The "Old Dia
mond” glazed percale is a 
typical reproduction on an 
old drab ground of sufficient 
distinction to harmonize with 
a pine background. (Lch- 
man-Connor Co.)

Fascinating is the way in 
which the light picks out the 
cream scrolling tree design 
on brown background illus
trated below the diamond 
print < F. Schumacher & Co.)

The Indian Village design 
long ago gave inspiration to 
our American toiles. The 
print shown at the extreme 
left is hand-blocked in India 
on Irish linen, and imported 
by the Hindustan Art Co.

Plaited or gathered ruffles, plain or edged with colored ball 
fringe, are correct for trimming valances or over-curtains of such 
materials as glazed cambric or chintz and ball fringe only for 
toile and linen.

Drapery folds hung straight are in harmony with the lines of 
windows and doors and thus do not break the architect’s straight 
lines, but so customary is it to loop ruffled curtains that in this 
instance we have become used to the error. Later rooms in the 
American Vt ing show over-curtains held back looselv so that the 
effect is practically straight. This should be a guide to avoid ex
aggerated draping.

East Indian chintz enjoyed a great vogue in these days of East 
Indian trade, not only as over-curtains, but as wall hangings and 
furniture covers also. \^ e re<‘Ognize them by their bird and floral 
motifs and Oriental symbols familiar in Persian rugs, and their 
typical soft Indian blues, greens, reds, and yellows on white, 
cream, black and other colors. They were the inspiration for' 
Queen Anne chintz.

■*\\e recognize (the latter) by their lightness and by the long 
thin designs of intertwining flowers of Indian type ...” most 
frequently the cornflower and carnation.

In homes where New England furniture predominates, it might 
seem a foregone conclusion that French toiles are out of place. 
On the contrary, with their French peasant scenes they are suitable 
with cottage furnishings though contemporary with late Colonial 
and American J'ederal since they were first printed in 1760, 
shortly before the American Revolution. Our own modern ‘‘early 
American” toiles of this time are especially right.

The colors of all these early stuffs were strong and bright— 
blue, green, red, yellow, and plum. Red, that gay, vivid, virile 
color, only begun to be appreciated by us since the ^X orld W ar, 
w’as favored in crimson, old-red, and red by our ancestors, whom 
we are inclined to think so mouse-colored mentally as well as in 
outward appearance.

It was a fashionable custom in early American days and up to 
modern times to match up curtains with upholstery. This led to 
the naming of rooms as the Green, Blue, Red, or Yellow Rooms 
from the color of the curtains and upholstery. The modern trend 
is more variety in upholstery fabrics with some matching up when 
the over-curtains are of patterned materials like chintz.

Some pads of chairs in the Woodbury room tie up to the blue 
over-curtains by the use of the same printed linen. To contrast 
with the curtains others are of red woolen cloth, known in Colonial

Loose seat pads sometimes 
add comfort to early American 
rush seated chairs. For a chair 
such as that shown at the left 
• Baker Furniture Factories), 
the two materials shown above 
are right in scale and design.

The upper of these two 
materials is 
chintz with very small flowers 
of unusually lovely coloring. 
The small checked material 
below is of rough texture, of 
natural linen color and henna. 
(Both from Thorp and Co.).

demi-glazed



A hand woven coverlet that can 
be had in any colors covers the 
cherry and maple bed illustrated 
above (William A. French & Co.). 
Less expensive are the seamless fac
tory-made coverlets in imitation of 
handwoven. For such a bed the dis
tinctly early American plazed per
cale, illustrated at the right of the 
Indian chintz, is especially suitable 
(Lehman-Connor Co.C as well as 
the Star of Bethlehem fabric below, 
(F. Schumacher and Co.).

At the left is a reproduction of 
an old Fast Indian Palangposh. Its 
strong coloring on a cream or black 
background makes it particularly 
suitable as a bedspread for a man’s 
or boy’s room (Hindustan Art Co.). 
Below the palangposh, to the left is 
a chintz, which may be purchased 
by the yard, reproducing fragments 
of an Indian print. In virile color
ings of red, cream, blue and white, 
it also is suitable for a boy's bed
spread (Lehman-Connor Clo.).

days as “say/’ a clolh resembling serge. (We have a striped upholstery 
serge now hut it is expensive.) On the primitive rush-seated chairs, 
the joint stools, and settles, loose pads then added comfort. For cot
tage furnishing chair pads are correct made of chintz, in East Indian 
or quaint glazed calico-patterns, also of eastern inspiration, of small- 
sprigged flowers, or in the diapered, small geometrical designs. Select 
chintz with roses, pansies, or morning glories of the old English gar
den: plain linen in the popular red; and prints in imitation of cross 
stitch, the latter for a child's chair. These are all fascinating, quaint, 
simple stuffs of unusual charm.

For covering the easy or wing chairs. Queen Anne patterns and East 
Indian chintz, if their patterns do not increase the height effect of the 
chair back, toile, and “furniture checks" are right. The ]>opular 
check however, in Colonial parlance, seemed to be either a wide or 
close diagonal or lattice pattern rather than the square of our under
standing. However, on a later antique Chippendale settee is a woven 
star pattern alternated with a darker square and diamond motif that 
does give a square-checkered effect.

Suitable bedspreads for use with an early American maple button- 
turned spindle bed, or a quaint, short, sturdy low post bed or a low 
panel maple one. or reproductions, or perhaps for a Windsor l>ed 
adapted from the Windsor chair familiar to all, are, among others, 
a Colonial coverlet or handwoven homespun or only a paUhwork 
quilt. If eager searching in your attic discovers no such old treasures, 
you may now buy reproductions of the hand woven coverlets or inex
pensive hut most fascinating percale, printed in imitation of a patch- 
work quilt. The latter has all of the old interest of color and retains 
the antique Star of Bethlehem pattern. The final touch of verisimili
tude is its hack of quilted cotton batting. Its inqjrovement is in more 
harmonious blending of colors than in some of the old patch work 
quilts.

Also easy is it to buy one of the low-priced, so-called Dolly Madison 
spreads of crinkle or Austrian cloth, familiar some years ago in roller 
shades for modern rooms. [Continued on pa^e 32]
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LISTP L A N T I \ G

Plant List for California Substitute List
for ISorthern and Central States

1. Sugar Maple—Acer saccharum
2. Belle Poitevinc—Pink—

1. Oregon Maple—Acer macrophyllum
2. Glossy Abelia—Abelia grandiflora
3. Ahutilon—Abutilon hybridum
4. Strawberry-bush—Arbutus unedo
5. Boxwood—Bu-xus sempervirens
6. Yellow Chorizema—Ckorizema ilicijolium
7. Rock Cotoneaster—Cotoneaster horizontalis
8. Japanese Quince—Cydonia japonica
9. Black-eyed Heather—Erica melanthera 

10. Rose Escallonia—Escallonia rosea

Hybrid Rugosa Rose
3. Tartarian Mai)le—Acer tartaricum
4. American Elder—Samhucus canadensis
5. Amur Privet—Lipustrum amurense
6. Bumalda Spirea—Spiraea bumalda
7. Same
8. Same
9. Garland Spirea—Spiraea arguta

10. Weigela—ITeigela—Eva Rathke
11. Fliiwering Plum—Prunus triloba
12. Winged Euonymus-—Euonymus alatus
13. Peking Cotoneaster—Cotoneaster acutijolia
14. Virginia Rose—Rosa lucida
15. Canoe Birch—Betida papyrifera
16. Siberian Crab—Malas baccata
17. Siberian Crab—Malas baccata

11. flowering Peach—Amygdalus persica rubra
12. English Holly—Hex aquifolium
13. Roman Myrtle—Myrtus communis
14. Heavenly Bamboo—.'Vandjna domestica
15. Evergreen Thorn—Pyracantha yunnenensis

t,

16. Narrowleaf Firelhorn—
Pyracantha angustifolia

17. Laland Firethorn—
Pyracantha coccinca lalandi

18. Tobira—Pittosporum tobira
19. Catalina Cherry—Prunus lyoni
20. Portugal Laurel—Prunus lusitanica
21. English Cherry-laurel—Prunus laurocerasus
22. Carolina Cherry—Prunus caroliniana
23. Purple-leaf Plum^—Prunus pissardi
24. Prunus grancitum nana
25. Strawberry Guava—Psidium cattleianum
26. California Holly—Photinia arbutifolia
27. Virginia Creeper—Ampelopsis quinquefolia
28. Roundleaf Yeddo-Hawthorn—

18. American Cranberr>’ Bush—
View 3Viburnum americanum

19. White Belle Honeysuckh
Lonicera bella albida

20. Pin Cherry—Prunus pennsylvanica
21. W'^ayfaiing-tree—Viburnum lantana
22. Black Cherry—Prunus serotina
23. Same

The view above is one of the most 
attractive on this small property, 
and rightly so, for it represents the 
approach, the first greeting to a 
friendly visitor- An informal en
trance has led naturally to an in
formal flagstone walk.

24. Purple Leaf Plum—Prunus pissardi
25. Ural False Spirea—Sorbaria sorbijolia
26. Bechtel Crab—Malus ionesis bechteli
27. Same
28. Thicket Hawthorn—Crataegus coccinea
29. Ornamental Crab—Malus baccata var. ornament ale
30. Same
31. Fragrant Viburnum—Viburnum carlesi
32. Bolleana Poplar—Populus bolleana

Raphiolcpis ovata
29. Indian Haw’thorn—Raphiolcpis indica
30. Strawberry Saxifrage— KATHERINE BASHFORD

Saxijraga sarmentosa
31. Confederate Jasmine—

Landscape ArchitectTrachelospermum jasminoides
32. Eucalyptus
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Quiet secluded nooks, as illustrated at the 
left, are always appreciated on the small 
lot. Here a stepping stone walk leads from 
the porch across the lawn, where it joins 
the walk through the flower gardens.

new 5

was little felt. The problems of ex
cessive taxes and increased costs in 
maintenance have led to a careful con
servation of property division, even in 
smaller communities, and the small lot 
of fifty to seventy feet has been the re
sult. However, the present tendency is 
to widen and shorten the lot to make 
room for a garage at the side, and there 
will be a growing tendency to have the 
living rooms at the back of the house. 
The front yard bordering on the street 
is the last place parents want their chil
dren to play in this motor age.

On the continent, this economical utili
zation of space has existed for a longer 
period, and we find there on every hand 
the intimate charm of small enclosures 
with hedges and walls serving their best 
purpose.

The house under discussion in this ar
ticle has been located approximately 
sixty feet from the front property line, 
affording an ample, open lawn area as a 
setting. Space allotted to service and 
maintenance is limited to the barest 
needs — a single drive and garage court, 
a drying yard, a kennel, and a small 
storage yard for compost, tools, wood, 
etc. The driveway is not unattractive, due 
principally to 
hedge on the north side and miscellane
ous plantings between drive and house. 
The garage court is unusual because of 
its small area, thirty by thirty-five feet, 
and its relation to the garage, the garage 
doors facing to the rear and completely 
hidden from all important viewpoints. 
The small area undoubtedly necessitates 
a little extra cramping and turning, but 
this is one owner who refused to give up 
his whole back yard to a turn court.

This economy in utility allowed most 
of the outdoor area for recreation and 
pleasure, an ample front lawn, a chil

dren’s play area, a rear lawn and small 
flower garden.

Study the photographs in relation to 
the plan. Each photograph has been 
numbered and the direction of the view 
and the position of the camera indicated 
on the plan by means of an arrow and 
a corresponding niunber.

Photograph No. 1, taken from the 
street, is perhaps the most attractive view 
of this house. So many houses, especi
ally the small ones, are placed too high 
above the ground, with ugly exposed 
basement walls and an uncomfortable 
and detached relationship between the 
first floor and the adjoining garden and 
lawn. This usually makes a small house 
look even smaller. The house plan and 
grounds should be interwoven and friend
ly. It is often possible to bring this 
about before building begins, through 
minor mechanical and architectural ad
justments in the design of a house. In 
fact, in the near future, many houses will 
have no basements, and heating systems 
will be above ground.

The house in the photograph appears 
to “belong” to its site, and fairly nestles 
into the surrounding plantings. Only one 
large tree has been used in the planting 
scheme at the rear of the house, yet 
proper enframement has been provided 
through the use of low trees and large 
shrubs, but not too large to overpower 
the one-story dwelling. The clipped 
hedge and front border planting provide 
partial privacy and increase the appar
ent size of the lawn area.

Photograph No. 2 is a closer view of 
the house taken from the front lawn. 
The foundation planting has been planned 
carefully, with emphasis on the word 
restraint. As with most small homes low 
windows always increase the need for 

[Continued on page 27]
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The illustration above is of a view across the 
rear lawn toward the garage court. The 
shade of the large eucalyptus has suggest
ed the flagstone terrace as a desirable spot 
from which to serve tea. The path below 
leads through the flower gardens. Beyond 
the break in the hedge, to the right, we pass 
into the drying yard, andalittlefarthertothe 
left into other service portionsof the grounds.

well trimmed border

View 6



LMOST the limit of the last-minute for garden making has 
been passed. May 20th should see every root under the 

ground, leaves starting, even some flowers blooming in your 
landscaj>e plantings.

But there are always those people who have delays which get 
in the way; contractors perhaps have not finished on the date 
they hoped might see the house completed, or just every-day trials 
and tribulations have had to be met. and the garden and grounds 
have been thrust aside until this very last minute.

It is to the people who want a garden desperately, now that the 
dead-line days are here, that this last-minute message is sent.

\ou can have a last-minute garden this year—a good one with 
blooms, foliage, masses of plants if you will really act now.

In the first place you can afford to spend as much as two days 
getting a plan. Here's the value of doing this. If you will lay 
out the scheme of your garden now, the walks can be put in their 
permanent place (even after the flowers are planted in most 
cases I. the lawn areas can still be seeded permanently and the 
beds where you plant annuals will be in better condition next 
fall when you make late perennial plantings than if you had not 
cultivated them at all this year.

Get the plan first. Make it yourself or get professional help. 
But make your plan. For if you do. and follow it. you w ill have 
pla<‘ed most of your money spent for a garden this year in per
manent garden investment, instead of losing it next fall. If you 
rush into a hit-and-miss scheme this spring, you would have to 
junk it all next fall. If you get your basic scheme established 
you'll salvage at least seventy per cent of the money you spend 
on grounds this spring and summer. Thafs why, even though you

are right up to the last limit of the dead-line, you should get a 
plan to follow even in the last-minute garden which will be made 
with emergency materials.

All right, with a plan to follow vou get the ground ready for 
everything. The walks, gravel, grass, or brick, are either estab
lished in the case of gravel or brick, or are ready for seeding in 
the case of grass. It would be far better if the lawn was estab
lished but it isn't so you must take it as it comes.

My suggestion is that you plant your garden beds first and 
plant the lawn after you are through pulling in plant materials. 
It will save tramping over newly planted lawn to gel to the beds 
if you wait to have the lawn seeded as a last move. Furthermore, 
lawns can be planted up until the middle of June, while some of 
the plant materials you have to deal with cannot.

One of your first problems will be to gel a screen that will en
close your private garden area. Giant cosmos, castor beans, can- 

■there's your foundation masses for emergency enclosure of 
your grounds. They will take the place of shrubs. For the most 
part landscape designers would tell you not to use these ever. 
But I advise them in this emergency. In the emergency garden, 
geraniums, foliage plants, and other polled plants, set out in beds 
or used in pots that are sunk in the ground or placed at accent 
points, are desirable. Such materials are all you have to build 
with if you want a reasonable personable garden this summer. 
Fd even suggest that you scout the seed stores to get some of the 
big elephant ear bulbs iCaladium esculentum). to plant in front 
of the cannas and the castor beans.

You'll not have a great selection of varieties left when you dive 
into this last minute garden. Get these larger units from local

A
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seed stores or greenhouse men, in pots, preferably, and ^\ell 
started. Caiinas might even be two feet high and in five imh or six 
inch pots. Cosmos may be merely in flats and ready to separate 
and plant. Rely on your greenhouse man as to varieties. Select for 
size and foliage. Then get these planted where you’ll have the 
shrub masses next year.

Oh, yes, by all means add dahlias from pots to this list of 
“enclosure” material if you can find them. And again you ll have 
to take what you can get, and get them as big as you can. always 
taking care to see that they are not so root-bound in the pots that 
thev have started to deteriorate.

There are your annual “shrubs; the big material against 
which you will plant your annual flowers. For the most part you 
can throw in a lot of well rotted barnvard fertilizer for these
plants. Then you will have better soil for the shrubs you may 
plant there in the fall and next spring. So pile it in heavy, for 
most of these high-growing annuals revel in it.

Plant the castor beans where your permanent plan may show 
honeysuckle, elderberry, or similar shrubs. Plant the cosmos and 
dahlias in place of the Hugonis rose, the spirea, or the yellow 
currant; the cannas where there may be hazel, buckthorn, or any 
other coarse textured shrubs, and slap in a group of caladiums 
just to get a contrast with the finer textured dahlia or castor beans; 
that will give you an effect you’ll find difficult to duplicate in more 
permanent materials.

If your grounds are enclosed with a fence supplement the mass
ing of the larger growing annuals with vines—morning glories, 
the wild cucumber, the moonflower, cardinal climber, and Jap
anese hop, all out of flats or pots if you can get them already 
partly grown. Plant seed if you can't. All annuals grow lustily 
and you’ll have bloom and foliage by the end of the summer if 
you act quickly. One good move is to soak moonflower or morning 
glory seed in tepid water before planting. It often swells seeds 
so they break through tough seed coats, and starts germination 
hours earlier than when planted dry.

For the mass of your annual beds you will use first the fairly 
high annuals which will include annual larkspurs, snapdragons, 
balsams, scabiosas, marigolds, African marigolds, the bachelor 
buttons, four-o-clocks, nicotina, asters if you are not afraid of the 
“yellows," zinnias for deep reds and bronzes and poor soil, and 
the annual single flowered chrysanthemums which are also 
known as painted daisies. You can use hollyhocks, and canter
bury bells and fox glove, all biennials, if you can find them in the 
seed stores or greenhouses.

Along with these annuals and biennials you may wish to plant 
some late, hardy pom-pom chrysanthemums for if you will get 
the rooted cuttings or plants right away they may bloom late this 
fall and be in their permanent position on the plan. Another 
medium sized plant element you can plant is the hybrid lea roses, 
out of pots. Keep them cut back and they will keep right on 
blooming through the season and lend an exquisite finish to your 
garden that no other flower will give. And still another flower 
that 1 would recommend, for you can plant it as late as July 1st, 
and if the frost will just hold off a little it will give bloom, is the 
gladiola. Plant three plantings of these, say ten days apart, the 
last before July fourth, the first just as soon as you can get them 
in the ground.

There is
flower beds. Get both the giant and the middle size snapdragons 
in the new gold-pink types. The asters, if you attempt to grow 
them, can be varied in height, textures, size of bloom, by selecting 
various strains. And that is true of the zinnias. You can almost

wealth of middle-sized plant material for your

build a garden with this one group of annuals.
Now we turn to the other annuals, somewhat lower, which will 

blend dowrn to the edges of the flower beds. There are pansies, 
alyssum, candytuft, annual phlox, portulaca. the old-fashioned 
linaria, poppies, nasturtiums, petunias, verbenas, smaller sca
biosas, and probably two dozen others, but if you can get 
these you can fill your beds. \Continued on page 28]
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Designed in the modern mood, this group of accessories will
solve many a problem. At lower left are carved bookends of
grey-green soapstone. The vase, matching the one above, is
of white pottery pebbled in black. The cigarette box is of
pewter with black enamel. Just above the cigarette box is a
squat pottery jar with orange markings, and to the right of
the squat jar, is a small copper bowl. Above are blue pottery
candleholders. and silvered metal horses standing on ebony
blocks to be used as bookends. R. H. Macy and Company.

31 O €0 dOder If

\ ail the revivals, adaptations, reproductions, the influence of 
the Bicentennial celebration, and in the new trends and designs 

that have marked this year, now'here does the artisan of today 
seem to have a surer touch than in the making of the smaller 
decorative accessories that we so often merely dub “gadgets” as 
though of slight consequence. On the contrary, they are most 
important. If wrongly chosen they can bring a note so jarring in 
effect as to mar an entire room otherwise well planned; rightly 
selected they can add life and distinction even to a room that 
might have seemed drab and uninteresting.

Because this is indeed the day of the gadget, the day when 
everv shop large or small seems bursting with these new acces
sories. this note of warning as to their wise selection needs addi
tional stressing, a warning that is being silently conveyed by the 
best manufacturers themselves, who are calling in from home and 
abroad the aid of eminent artists and designers. They feel, and 
rightly so. that the careful fashioning of a candlestick, vase, or 
flowerpot is as important as the making of a chair or table.

Strictl) modern is the use of metal in making many of these use
ful. decorative articles. Metals at one time, to the most of us. 
meant strictly utilitarian objects with, possibly, a few iron chairs 
and dogs on the lawn. Aluminum meant pots and pans, and if 
we thought of other metal furnishings at all. pewier seemed the 
only non-precious metal that came to mind. Copper suggested 
durable eaves, with brass calling up pictures of non-leaking 
plumbing. Then a change crept in. Various metals were found 
to take on a satiny sheen and glow, they were found to be ductile 
and pliant as well as durable. Lsed at first architecturally, they

I

Suitable for either the simple home or the large mansion is this pottery 
cons(»Ie set that may be had in green, ivory, or black with special 
crv'stalline glaze. The oblong flower or fruit bowl is fourteen inches 
long, the candleholders six inches high. Aetco Studio.

M A N (i N K KK L L K Nb y \> .
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In satin-finish brass or copper Walter V’on 
\essen has fashioned these interesting 
and highly decorative articles, shown in 
the upper of the two photographs below. 
At left the low candleholders have curved 
lips. Beside them the firm and stable 
bookends are most unusual as is the flower 
holder at riglit. this having three graduated 
cylinders on triangular base. Stern Bros.

At the bottom of the page is shown a 
three pot flower stand in copper so de
signed that the plants are on different 
levels. A French Provincial copper water
ing can in three-quart size stands at right. 
All pn*duced by Chase Brass & Copper Co.

Variety marks this collection of pleasing accessories. At left is u pottery 
vase in blue» black, or white with one of a pair of copper vases at right. 
Between is a pair of bookends with conventionalized horses in blue and 
red. At left is a unique cigarette box in chromium, and below amusing 
blown glass figures so beloved as table decorations. Bloomingdale Bros.

soon began to play an important part in the making of chairs and 
tables, and then in fashioning the smaller accessories needed by 
every room. Aluminum at the studio of Russel Wright was 
turned into flower pots with tapering circular tiers, rolled into 
one-piece tables, trays, bowls, lamps, and unusual bookends. 
Brass and copper, chromium, nickel, and steel were all made into 
trays and bowls and other decorative objects to bring a glow 
and warmth to our rooms. Glass was combined with metal in 
tables by Donald Deskey, Robert Locher, and Walter Von Nessen, 
each of these men bending metals to their needs and turning 
glass to new uses. And all were working to produce articles of 
good design that could be sold at prices in line with the average 
income of today.

Even famous makers of tile have swung into line, producing 
figurines, center pieces, and other bits of decoration in various 
hues and with crystalline glaze, so that they seem like pieces of 
valuable old-world pottery. Adventurers indeed are these modern 
artisans who come out of their studios bringing artistic treasures 
of their designing to the homemakers of today.

Going from studio to studio, we were amazed at the beauty 
of many of these modern “gadgets.” Here we found a black wal
nut buffet, old and rich in color, and on its top, a fruit bowl of 
satin-finish copper with a copper compote on either side, the 
whole an enchanting blending of color. Seeing it, we understood 
the Mayan love of copper; the place it held among the treasures 
of the Aztecs. On a terrace outside this room, a luncheon table 
stood ready and here metals added their gracious touch. A hot- 
service cover of chromium with black bakelite handle covered a 
plate of hot rolls, with nearby a hob nail glass jam pot on its 
chromium plate.

In another home recently visited, on top of a low mahogany 
bookcase one of Russel Wright’s silvery aluminum bowls held 
trailing sprays of ivy and, in the small greenhouse opening off 
one end of the room, we caught the [Continued on page 28]
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Today it i? much more interesting than formerly to decide about 
laundry equipment to plan the kind of a washing machine or 
ironer to buy. Washing machines come round and square, big and 

little, but that is not really the point. The question is, what do you 
expect your machine to do? Have you a big family and large washes? 
Do you send big pieces out. like sheets and tablecloths? Do you 
expect to do blankets or bath rugs in the machine? Is it to be used 
only for baby's washing? These are some of the questions that govern 
the purchase of a machine, and with the good laundry we planned 
last month, we reallv ought to have satisfactory work done at home, 
for then the expense of equipment and building is soon paid for.

Machines will wash clothes, but the points of difference in their 
construction develop a reason for choosing according to the special 
likes and needs. We hear such words as “gyrators,” “vacuum cup,” 
and “rotary,” and we wonder. \^hat do they mean? It is just a 
question of whether the to-be-purchaser thinks the gyrator is espe
cially suited to her work rather than the pressure and suction 
mechanism. So often much of it is hearsay from neighbors, and 
buying a machine is not from study or special investigation. Any 
mechanical washer has force, and produces a quick exchange of soil 
with soap and water. This action makes it possible to clean about 
from eight to ten pounds of clothes in from ten to fifteen minutes, 
rather than the “one piece at a time” process, which has heretofore 
been the washboard method. Putting the clothes to soak will loosen 
the dirt, but some force must assist the actual work, so every washer 
has a tub or water container, and in this tub is a mechanical ap
pliance more forceful than hand manipulation, in that it is driven 
by a motor.

The tubs of the washer vary from wooden tubs to metal, and metal 
covered with enamel. The best washers for commercial use are of 
monel metal, but that is too expensive for the small home. The 
difference in the amount of care is the only question, for the tub that 
is easily kept clean, non-smelly, and free from corrosion will give

The revolving reversing cylinder washer, illustrated above, 
holds the equivalent of eight sheets. The tank is nickled cop
per with rustless aluminoid cylinder, while the exterior finish 
is Duco. TTior-Hurley Machine Co.

A press ironer is shown above, one which will iron many 
things, from handkerchiefs to men’s suits. The first 
washer to the right has a square tub of porcelain enamel 
and a free swinging wringer. The Meadows Mfg. Co.

The cleansing action of the washer at the extreme right 
is by means of a central paddle called an “activator.*’ 
There is also an emptying pump which forces water from 
the tub to a sink. General Electric Co.

The author of this article on small home laundries has 
prepared more detailed information on this subject in 
her book Laundrying, published by J. B. Lippincott. She 
is also the author of Housewifery, published by the same 
company, and her daily occupation is that of Housekeep
ing Director of Home Making Center, New York.
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good results. The most popular tub is the enamel one. for it is easily 
wiped out and the scum from lime water deposits is easily cleaned 
away. Wooden tubs need the must care, because the wood water- 
soaks and from long use will pulp unless aired and dried. The 
use of a wooden tub requires thought so that the staves do not shrink 
and the tub leak.

The gyrator part of this class of machine is like a fan with one to 
four blades. The blades attached to the mechanism connected with 
the motor cause a swirling or swishing action in the bottom of the 
tub. The paddles or fans make a half circle, so the clothes are first 
swished one way, and then the reverse action swirls them the 
site way. W ilh many of these washers we hear considerable discus
sion of two speeds—fast and slow—and that is a good point, for 
we may then wash with more or less force and rapidity of swirl, de
pending on the sturdiness of the fabric. The real reason for having 
two speeds is on account of need of care of delicate fabrics; also for 
the housewife whose tasks may keep her away from the laundry 
a little longer than she anticipated, it is a better plan to use the slow 
speed for much of the work. On her return to the laundry, she might 
shift to fast speed for a moment or two, as the agitation will do 
much to stir up the dirty water before going on to the next process.

The vacuum cup machine is built on the principle of a funnel 
which rises out of the soapy water, and by the action of the funnel 
a suction is created, which draws out the soil from the clothing. 
Instantly the cup goes down and presses the clothes. The action is 
always either one of pressure or of suction. Such a machine is gentle 
in action, and the clothes have little strain. It is considered espe
cially good for very thin lacy fabrics and for woolens. If colors are 
at all delicate one will find there is less blurring. These machines 
come with one, two, or three funnels, and besides, some give the 
opportunity of washing small loads by setting the plungers lower. 
This is easily done by drawing out a pivot and letting the funnel 
drop.

The gyrator washers require about twelve gallons of water, the 
vacuum type about fourteen gallons. It is not good economy to do 
a very small load, for it is better to save both on electricity and on 
soap, and get a capacity value.

A third group of washers for general consideration is the rotary- 
type. These machines are like those used in the commercial laun
dries, and are built quite like a peanut roaster—a revolving drum or 
the cage rolls the soiled clothes in an outer cylinder which holds the 
soap and water. The mechanical action of these machines depends 
on a gear which rolls the clothes several times one way, then re
verses for the same number of times. These machines have great 
value in making the shift of soiled water rapid and complete, for as 
the machine empties, it rotates, throwing out the dirty water and 
permitting less soil to contaminate the next water. Some manu
facturers have given little thought to facilities for emptying soiled 
water.

non-

oppo-

Whether we use a gyrator, a vacuum, or a rotary type of machine, 
we must give some consideration to capacity possibilities. Capacity 
of a washer was formerly [Continued on page 29]

The illustration at the top of the 
page shows two views of one wash
ing machine. Looking into the 
inside, one can see how this 
washer is capable of doing two 
things at once, washing the clothes 
and whirling them dry. The lower 
view shows the washing compart
ment with the agitator fitting over 
one of the two central shafts. The 
upper view shows the wire basket, 
which fits over the other central 
shaft, and in which the clothes are 
whirled dry. The soapy wash water 
from the basket falls back who'e 
it belongs. Graybar Electric Co.

The interior of the machine shown 
at the bottom of the page shows 
a laundry unit that washes, blues, 
removes suds, rinses, starches, and 
dries clothes for hanging on the 
line. With the spinner type 
washer, the complete operation is 
accomplished in the shortest pos
sible time, and with very little 
effort. In this machine, there is 
an electric driven pump for emp
tying the tub when the washing 
is completed. This same machine 
may come equipped with a gaso
line motor for homes which do not 
have electricity. Allorfer Bros. Co.
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ithout respect to relative costs of bungalows 
and two-story houses, bungalows have an 
irresistible appeal to many. Even when bun
galows cost more, some people will demand 
them principally because of the ease of com
munication when rooms are all on one floor. 
This design, well arranged as to separation 
between living quarters and bedroom quar
ters, can be recommended.
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Both bungalow and two-story plans show 
alternate locations for the porches, with cor
responding re-locations for entrances. Thus 
these houses may be turned broad side or 
endwise toward the street, as lot require
ments and principal views make desirable.

ERSONS having little to spend for 
housing often say, “I want to build 

an inexpensive bungalow.” Very well, 
why must it be a bungalow?

The two designs shown this month, one 
of them a bungalow, the other a two- 
story house, each of them with four 
rooms, have been studied as to relative 

demonstration in favor of

But note particularly how this addi
tional area is disposed of by comparing 
the plans. In the bungalow the living 
room is 19' 6" x 13' 0". In the other this 
room is 26' 6" xl3' O ', and in addition 
it has light and ventilation on three sides, 
while the bungalow living room with its 
smaller space has but two outside walls. 
The kitchens are approximately of the 
same size, though the bungalow one is 
a little larger without added value. 'There 
is a large difference in the bed rooms. 
Those in the bungalow are 11' 0 ' x 9' 6" 
and 10'0'xl3'0", whereas in the two- 
story house they are 12' 0 " x 13' 0 " and 
14'0"xl3'0". '

The two-story house by virtue of its 
two stories has rooms of better circula
tion, and better lighting. It is manifest 
also that there is better privacy for the 
bed room section in the two-story house.

If necessary, the two-story house could 
go on a narrower lot. At the same cost 
per square foot for ground area, the two- 
story house on a narrower lot would al
most certainly cost less than the other 
when both cost of house and lot are con
sidered.

In any study of this type of inexpen
sive housing, it will be seen that for 
houses of approximately the same ac
commodations the bungalow must have 
approximately twice as much foundation 
wall, practically twice as much roof, all 
the doors, windows, trim, and heating 
and plumbing.
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costs with
the bungalow of an apparent saving of 
$300.00. Thus the two-story house will 
actually cost about 6% more than the 
bungalow.

Now for the excess of 6% in cost you 
get about 33% more room. The area of 
the bungalow is approximately 950 
square feet. The area of the two-story 
house, adding together that of both 
stories, is approximately 1,230 square 
feet. Is it not apparent that the saving 
in cost for the bungalow is at too great 
an expense? One is inclined to believe 
that in a re-sale market the two-story 
house would sell far more readily than 
the bungalow excepting for persons who 
demanded the latter type of plan as a 
type of convenience.

One interesting comparison may he 
drawn between the square foot cost of 
the bungalow and the square foot cost 
of the added 300 feet of the two-story 
house. 'The cost per square foot for the 
bungalow is about $5.00. 'The cost of the 
added 300 square feet of the two-story 
house is at the rate of about $1.00 a foot.
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The costs given here do not represent the ulti
mate economies that could be reached by 
using the least expensive of materials. They 
represent a fairly average grade. Items such 
as waterproofing, heavy insulation for ceil
ings and walls, and copper roof flashings in
dicate that principles of substantial and per
manent construction have been recognized.That appears to be a bargain.
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Two story houses of small ground area, 
such as the one at the right, that do 
not seem out of proportion as to height, 
are difficult to design. The matter of 
scale with respect to all details must 
be handled with extreme care. This de
sign indicates well how proper balance 
can be reached through skilful design
ing. The living and dining room com
bination is particularly recommended for 
economical living and furnishing. It is as 
splendid a room as could be found in 
many a larger house. The location of the 
fireplace on interior waU is an economy; 
the simple form of construction another.

21 Roofing.........
22 Flooring........
23 Insulation.....
24 Millwork—

Cabinets........
Glass and
Glazing.........
Screens.........

25 Carptr Labor......As required ......................................
26 Lathing—PIstr.—All walls plastered on green wood

lath applied according to best
tice. Two coal work .............
Bath: reverse trap toilet with while 
seat; 21x24 china pedestal lavatory, 
5|/2 recess tub.
Kitchen: 20x30 flat rim sink, swing 
spout faucet, duo-strainer. 
Basement: 2 part laundry tray,
floor drain .......................................

.Moist air furnace with air washer 
in the return.....................................

,5 to 2 cedar, factory stained ..........
•Second grade oak 13/16xlJ/2-.._....
.2" Rock fibre walls and ceiling.....

108.00
115.00
117.00

167.00
Th« T wo- 

Story House
The

Bungalow
93.60

103.00Total of contracU .... 
Contractor's fee 10%

$4,529.97
453.00

$4,205.40
420,54

Northern pine throughout;
Total $4,982.97 $4,625.94

•Sash DSA; Storms SSA; 
Black wire mesh ............ 688.00

475.00
540.00
435.00The Two. The

Story House Bungalow

1 Building Permit..As required by city ordinance........
2 Compen. Ins.___ Complete workman’s compensation
3 Liability Ins,....
4 Window Qng...
5 Remov. Debris.
6 Excavation.

$8.00 $8.00 prac*
31.30 19.12 283.60 23850

27 Plumbing.4.50 4.00
15.00 15.00
7.00 7.00

.Assume a level lot, black dirt
stripped, no trees or rocks..............
Best practice.... ...............................

61.00 76.50
7 Backfilling.
8 Footings....
9 Basement Walls 12'' block walls for the basement;

8" block walls for porch and en. 
trance foundations .........................

7.50 10.00
8x20; no reinforcing steel. 32.52 37.64

495.00 438,00
28 Heating.

225.00 190.00168.00 201.60
29 Linoleum....
30 Tile.............
31 Bath Access.

B” gauge cemented on felt .. 
Tile floor and base in the bath 
Allowance for selection .......

24.0010 Beamfill. .Space between joists filled with con
crete over the blocks........................

11 Basement FIoor..Poured concrete 4" thick................
12 Waterproofing....portland cement mortar with

integral waterproofing on outside of 
block walls.......................................

40.00
27.007.00 10.00 42.00

52.00 83.20 7.50 7.50
32 Floor Sanding....Flectric sanded, best practice,
33 Elec Wiring...
34 Elec Fixtures.
35 Painting........

18.00 15.00
.-All in flexible conduit 96.75 78.75

28.50 23.40 .Allowance for selection..................
.Three coat enamel work throughout 
entire house. Floors filled and 
nished or waxed two coals. Outside 
frames, etc., two coats lead and oil.
Siding 2 coats.................................
.Walls of kitchen and bath painted. 
Balance of house papered..............

75.00 75.00
13 Front Entrance

Foundation......
14 Rear Entrance

Foundation......
15 Porch Founda

tion...................

,.8" concrete blocks 4' below grade.... 14.00 4.75
var-

8" concrete blocks 4' below grade.... 6.50 2.20

225.00 197.00.8" concrete blocks 4' below grade.... 
16 Brick Masonry ..As shown complete. Face brick at

$35 per M.........................................
All gutters, flashing, etc., copper...,
.As required .....................................
Allowance for selection..................
.All dimension No. 1 air dried; all 
boards No. 2 fir...............................

34.80 33.70 36 Decorating.

118.00 105.00204.00
111.50

167.30
137.0017 Metalwork....

18 Rough Hdwe.
19 Trim Hdwe...
20 Lumber........

$4,529.97 $4,205.40 
. 453.00 420.54

38.00 30.00
Contractor's fee 10%60.00 60.00

Total541.00 509.64 $4,982.97 $4,625.94
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children of school age in the family it is well to consider a 
school in a location where arteries with fast moving traffic 
need not be crossed. A preferable location for houses, particu
larly for families with small children, is on narrow streets or 
dead-end streets, which necessarily provide for little traffic. 
The parks and playgrounds of a neighborhood add to its value, 
as well as easy access to libraries, club houses, and churches.

Some regard also should be given to the location of neigh
borhood stores which rightfully belong in major traffic inter
sections, and to access to such stores.

Zoning and City Planning. If the city has a city plan and 
is zoned the prospective home builder should familiarize him
self with the city plan and with the zoning ordinance. The 
residential districts, of course, should be zoned against fac
tories, garages, and stores. Some consideration should be given 
also to private restrictions and the length of period that such 
restrictions run. In some cases these private restrictions may 
be about due to expire, in others they may run on for a num
ber of years. Perhaps the most important function of zoning 
is to protect neighborhoods for home use. Zoning also retards 
obsolescence, but perhaps one of its great benefits is the pro
vision for open spaces. The open spaces in a neighborhood 
provided by covering only a portion of the lot itself, as well 
as open spaces in the entire neighborhood, is of great impor
tance to the prospective home builder. Provision for light, 
sunshine, and a location suitable for prevailing winds should 
be of first consideration. Housing specialists are now insistent 
on covering only a small portion of the ground in a neighbor
hood or subdivision. There is a tendency now toward longer 
city blocks which provide wider building lots.

Therefore the prospective home owner should become fami
liar with the city zoning ordinance and also study a copy of 
the city plan if one exists. He should attempt to find out for 
himself the relationship of a neighborhood to the city plan,

SOME of the uncertainty of the future of home ownership 
might be eliminated if there were more information on 

site selection and more discretion used in the selection of the 
neighborhood. There are many instances where the prospec
tive home owner buys his lot so far in advance that the neigh
borhood in which it is located so changes that it is no longer 
desirable for residence. This predicament has been caused by 
too little knowledge and consideration of the selected locality. 
The lack of stability of values caused by the shifting of popu
lation from one district to another, due to one cause or an
other, has not encouraged the owning of homes. Almost every 
city of a few thousand population or more contains many ex
amples of blighted areas—areas where good residences of one 
day have become a mixture of boarding and lodging houses, 
or a combination of residence structures and business buildings.

A few of the important factors to be considered in selecting 
a neighborhood are briefly discussed.

Land Values. The selection of the location for the new home 
becomes a matter of trading. One must give up certain desir
able items for those that are less desirable unless an unlimited 
amount of money is to be spent. It may be necessary to pur- 
cKase a small lot where land values are high instead of a 
larger lot where land values are low. Therefore, if one can 
spend only a limited amount the selection of the neighborhood 
may be left to only two or three sections of the city. The pros
pective home owner should become well acquainted with the 
problems of values, taxation in the particular locality before 
deciding upon it. The items which follow influence to some 
extent land values and the protection of the home investment.

Transportation. It is important to consider the various needs 
of the members of families with regard to places of employ
ment, schools, playgrounds, churches, shopping districts, and 
the like. If transportation is by automobile, the width of 
streets and street congestion should be noted. If there are small

SECTIONAMERICAI NHOMESBETTERTHE
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A section of Radbum, at the right, a 
development of the City Housing Cor
poration, New York, Is the result of co
operative planning. Each house has two 
fronts, a motor entrance, and a garden 
entrance, a few of which are shown here. 
Children and pedestrians have a separate 
system of walks which do not conflict 
with automobile roadways. Clarence S. 
Stein. Architect.

Neighborhood association is of great im
portance in maintaining the beauty, the 
upkeep, and the desirability of living in 
that neighborhood. Such an association 
keeps the neighborhood from deteriorat
ing and should be of help in preventing 
blighted areas.

by BLANCHE HALBERT

where stores and the like are to be located, and trends of busi
ness and residential districts.

The description of a neighborhood and its importance is 
well phrased in the following paragraphs from ‘Tlanning for 
Residential Districts.”*

‘‘The relation of the home owner to a whole city or region 
is different from his relation to the neighborhood in which 
he lives. Perhaps the neighborhood constitutes a few blocks, 
a subdivision, or a whole town—whatever area tends to consti
tute a distinct social and economic unit. City planning, in re
lation to home building and home ownership, largely resolves 
itself into the relationship among different kinds of neighbor
hoods, and the relationship of each to the larger community.

“The neighborhood is vitally important. The individual 
unit may he good, of good design and construction, properly 
located upon an adequate lot and oriented to the sun, but in 
an unsuitable neighborhood it would be a bad investment. 
The importance of the neighborhood is a vital question in city 
planning. The stabilization of the neighborhood through plan
ning has the effect of stabilizing the individual home.”

Type and character of neighborhood. If there are children 
in the family the type of neighborhood and the kind of neigh
bors are of considerable consequence. The style in architec
ture of the house will depend somewhat upon the architec
ture which has been built, upon the topography of the land, 
etc. So it is well not to decide upon the architectural design 
of the house until after the site has been selected. In selecting 
the individual site it is often better to consider the building 
of an inexpensive house on an expensive site than vice versa. 
The neighborhood should be also protected by police and well

guarded against fire. The fact that a neighborhood is grow
ing rapidly is not a sensible criteria to depend upon for choice 
selection, for often fast growing neighborhoods change rapidly 
from residential to semi-residential districts.

Utilities and Improvements. It is most important that utili
ties and improvements have been made before the site is pur
chased if the home owner is to avoid unexpected expenses. 
Such utilities should include an adequate supply of water, sani
tary methods of sewage disposal, gas, facilities for light, as 
well as street improvements. There should be paving of streets 
leading to lots, as a purchaser who has been uninformed does 
not always realize that he may later be assessed for these im
provements. The cost of utilities is so large a proportion of 
the entire house and lot that careful attention should be given 
to such improvements.

Aesthetic Considerations. The retention of trees and original 
beauty is an important consideration in selecting the neighbor
hood, for beauty has a real value. Too often in cities beauti
ful rolling country has been leveled into flat, uninteresting land 
on which row after row of houses grow. Sometimes several 
types of houses and many styles in architecture are needed in 
the same subdivision. Street trees and street planting add to 
the beauty and value of the neighborhood. So important has 
been the value of trees that an actual value has been placed on 
them for the purpose of appraisal. Open spaces are important 
in order to provide air and sunlight as well as to provide views 
and the neighborhood or subdivision without open spaces is 
not only lacking in its provision for health and comfort hut 
it also fails to provide for beauty and attractiveness. Parks 
and playgrounds usually are needed. In certain communities 
Architectural Control Committees have been established. Such 
a committee is of great help in providing good architectural 
design throughout the subdivision. It is necessary for pros
pective home owners to submit plans of houses to this com
mittee before such houses can he built. In some places the 
planting of home grounds is also agreed upon by the com
mittee. Such a committee is invaluable in providing harmony 
in architecture as well as architecture suitable for the build
ing site.

Planning for Residential Districts” is the first volume of the publi
cations now in preparation by the President’s Conference on Home 
Building and Home Ownership. It contains excellent suggestions and 
information on the selection of the neighborhood and factors which 
determine the duration of neighborhoods, as well as information on land
scape planning and planting, and utilities. It includes the report on Cty 
Planning and 2^ning, which is also of great importance to the prospec
tive home owner. This book may be obtained from the President’s Con
ference on Home Building and Home Ownership, U. S. Department of 
Commerce, Washington, D. C., for $1.15 postpaid.

•
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T SEEMS to be a large house but it really is not. W hat 
makes it seem large is its spread out character, its 

many gabled roof, and the garage extension to the rear. 
The attic space can be divided as shown, or may be left 
merely as attic for future extensions at any time the owner 
wishes. The garage may be made narrower to accommo
date but one car. One has only to study the plans to 
understand the convenience and the accommodations 
which the house affords. Indeed, ‘‘a lot of house at rea
sonable cost” is one way in which it has been described.

To make certain that their house would be as pleasing 
as possible and ensure their own complete satisfaction in 
it, the owners had the construction supervised by an 
architect, and the grounds, even though small, laid out by 
a landscape architect.

The walls of the house, which are of solid masonry, 
are built of a hard-burned, sand-faced brick, over which 
was applied a coat of paint of a light cream color. To 
emphasize it and to contrast with the neutral toned walls, 
the trim alone was left the natural color of the brick.
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which are essential for success in iheir 
own work. Thev are interested spectators 
of the experts they employ, hut they let 
them alone, provide them freedom for 
doing their work. We all have many and 
varied needs. Time is fleeting. Joy re
quires a happy environment, so that an 
all around success in life rests in large 
measure on one’s ability as an executive 
of his own affairs. If you can pick the 
right lawyer, banker, plumber, janitor, 
or architect, and make him willing to 
work for you a second lime — you are 
there.

THEHF. have been a number of nation
wide contests for the best short essay on 
‘'\^hy I Employed an Architect.” As I 
drive about the village streets or read 
the women’s magazines, I wish the people 
whose busy minds I see at work could 
be induced to state “‘Vi hv I did not em
ploy an architect.” The obvious wast
age of good building material, deplor
able confusion of parts and pattern, im
mediate discount of resale value through 
unintegrated style, must rest on some 
reason, prejudice or hope, which could 
be set down for dispassionate review'. 
These people are entitled to beautiful 
houses. They desire beautiful houses. 
Why are they refusing themselves beau
tiful houses?

THE

LAMP§ OF HOME B IJ I L O I A G

by WILLIAM GRAY PURCELL, A. I. A.

w is it that the price of real estate 
only half a dozen blocks from where you 
live is twice your own. or only half as 
much, as the case may be?

People.
But there are just as many people in 

that section, or an equally satisfactory 
number, as in your own. How then do 
these people differ from your neighbors?

Wealth, intelligence, cultural inheri
tance, group feelings due to race, occu
pation, education, or habits in the use 
of leisure.

But do not natural beauties of site, 
hills, lake or stream, fine trees, a broad 
view, have a bearing on properly values?

Only in a secondary way after the 
other considerations resting on human 
relations have been fixed. The most de
sirable property often holds its values 
in wholly characterless and inconveni
ent locations, while, at the same time, 
terrain of natural beauty goes begging.

One is wise then in selecting improved 
or unimproved property for permanent 
residence where people tuned to his own 
world of living and recreation have set 
up the kind of home he desires to have.

Not entirely, for the character of a 
given location, even where all the lots 
are built upon with good houses of har
monious type, is constantly changing; 
people come, people go. Ashland Ave
nue was Chicago's most fashionable West 
Side boulevard. Within the span of an 
unrenewed mortgage, five years, a group 
of key families in the social structure 
moved to the North Shore. Property 
values shrank sixty per cent and expen
sive homes, which could not be sold for 
the face of the senior financing paper, 
were turned into boarding houses. The 
same thing happened on the exclusive 
South Side Drexel Boulevard for reasons 
resting on social incompatibility. People 
and their relations are the constant de
terminator of property values.

WTiat. then, is one to do; how protect 
himself and what he now owns, or pro
poses to buy?

Several things, at the least, must be 
done, or loss will be suffered. First, one 
must not permit himself to be “carried 
away” with admiration for any piece of 
property or real estate until the imper
sonal advice on present status and prob
able future has been secured from a real
tor who understands these complicated 
values. Second, one must keep always in 
mind that real estate is not a fixed value 
like a gold dollar, but is more like a 
crop whose planting, reaping, and fallow 
may be a twenty to fifty-year cycle in
stead of one year. Third, one must con
stantly co-operate with the community 
and city government to make the neigh
borhood attractive for desirable people 
and uncomfortable for the undesirable 
kind. Clean up, paint up, repair; plant, 
prune, preserve orderliness; drive out 
the law breakers. Constant, informed, 
experienced watchfulness is the price of 
liberty, stability, wealth. W ork unremit
tingly to keep your immediate environ
ment alive, neighborly. Know who are 
your professional advisors. Respect their 
counsel. Educate others in the collective 
need for exact information, and keep 
using the experts, in all lines, who know 
how to apply their experience to main
tain normal cycles. \our home is part 
of a living, social, and economic organ
ism — or a dying one.

YOU do not have to build a new house 
to achieve happiness, to enjoy surround
ings of beauty, or to help revive the 
building industry. Check over your home 
and its setting this season; take an im
personal look at your furniture and 
equipment; resolve to spend a definite 
sum for the permanent satisfactions which 
selected improvements will bring you. 
Tour local architect will save the small 
fee he will charge to help you decide 
which possibility will be the most effec
tive and how best to accomplish a re
sult. His counsel will also smooth out 
the worries and confusion and make the 
doing as much fun as possession of the 
successful result.

w HEN 1 see the determined modern 
matriarch with a roll of plan clippings 
unfolding a long memorandum from the 
pocketbook and all set to make life mis
erable for the architect, who knows how 
to make a beautiful, practical, and eco
nomical home if he were only given half 
a chance. I often wonder what would 
happen if she was tactless enough to use 
the same methods in her dealings with 
lawyer, milliner — or cook. A perfect 
portrait of this feminine mind in the 
making is drawn by Mr. Tarkington in 
"Mary's Neck.” Everv one will get a 
chuckle out of Mrs. Massev's remodeling 
— except those in the building industry. 
Some things are too real to be funny.

SUCCESSFUL people are invariably 
those who get their true life and satisfac
tions out of working hard and playing hard 
at their own specialties. Every one of 
us very properly feels that there are at 
least a few things in which we ourselves
really excel. If we are to be successful 
we must plan for ourselves the most 
time possible in which to do and enjoy 
what we can do well. We should be con
sciously reluctant about spending time 
on experiments outside our natural gifts. 
You will observe that successful people 
are invariably appreciators of the skill 
and experience of others. Thev have a 
clear understanding of the conditions
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^HEERY and pay would be the 
breakfast table that numbered this 
jam pot among its fittings. With lid 
and tray finislied in satin copper and 
its hob nail glass pot in a blush pink 
tone, it is a delightful accessory. It 
may also be had with chromium lid 
and tray and clear glass if desired. 
The price of $3.00 is the same for 
either finish. Chase Brass & Copper 
Co., 200 Fifth Avenue, New York 
City.

Faithful Pedro

the summer table on porch, 
lawn, or terrace could anything be 
more decorative than this flat cake 
platter and spade-shaped server? 
The surface is of glazed white porce
lain adorned with pink rosebuds so 
that it looks like chintz. For the 
hostess who seeks to make her table 
individual this imported plate would 
be most attractive. The plate is 
eleven and one half inches in 
diameter. It may be ordered from 
Ebeling & Reuss, Empire State 
Bldg.. New York City; its cost is 
$2 postage prepaid.

it p«li«nt)v wiilina lo pennicn fw!i
of mib and iwtati; or thorny, growlns 
cacti; or «van citcratta athas. Gay Kalian

Pettpaid.. $2.50pettary

WM A FRENCH & CO
Decorators of Interiors 

MINNEAPOLIS

House ^^PPER has always been beloved 
by all nations through the centuries 
but is especially to be desired today 
when skilled modern craftsmen are 
turning it into art objects in all 
styles of finish. This low bowl in 
onyx finish costs only $1.40, postage 
collect. It may be ordered from the 
United States Metal Refining Co., 
61 Broadway, New York City.

Designs

one book

SMALL HOMES 
of Arehite0*tural 

Dintineiion
3^ob-nail £amp

Quaint ami eapeaaliy at booie io a Colonial 
aetcing. All gla» baK. bobwil atyle. parcb- 
ment shade. Stands t7 inches high. Lace, 
~~lka dot borders in red—bbek silhouette 
_gurc8.
IO inches.
Check with order

Edited by Robert T. Jones, A. I. A. 
The best plans created by Bureau archi

tects. Originated in all parts of the country. 
Show all styles, and sizes up to six principal 
rooms. Each design illustrated by photo
graphs or perspective drawings, 
and floor plans.
THE ARCHITECTS’ SMALL HOUSE 

SERVICE BUREAU 
1200 Second Ave. Minneapolis. Minn.

Shade is ^ inches high, spreads

$4-95 complete.

^he Graft S^op

117 S. E. Fourth Street 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

THE art objects beloved of our 
grandmothers have again swung into 
favor, and we of today are finding 
many of them well worth a place in 
our more sophisticated homes. Of 
this revival, nothing can more surely 
bring the touch of that bygone day 
than vases such as this. Of white 
porcelain, with quaint bouquets and 
gold bands, it may be had five inches 
high at $2.00, or eight inches high 
at $4.00. postage collect from the 
Period Art Shoppe, 19 West 24th 
Street. New York City.

$500Postpaid

Antique &vids

Tinted old fashioned etchings on a 
colored wood background make 
these book ends absolutely irre
sistible. Antique in style, finish, 

•6 inches high, 5 inch-

^\S familiar as an old song are the 
scenes from early American history- 
reproduced in the printed sateen 
toile, in a range of soft tones on 
white, covering this comfortable. 
Tailored bedspreads in single and 
double sizes at $1.45 each are made 
to match as are curtains at 95 cents 
a pair. The comfortable, wool filled, 
is priced at $4.50 and may be or
dered from the Palmer Bros. Co., 
230 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

appearano 
€s wide—choice of red, green or
black.
Check with order $1.50 per pair.

15he Graft §hop

117 S. E. Fourth Street 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

J
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Banish sweltering heat 
from npstairs rooms ^

BEDROOMS 10® COOLERI
Mr. John IT. BUtir, Floas-Now you can moor. III., aava: "ff 'e have
very Utile attic apace in
our home. Yet Balaam-

do it without ff'ool haa hclpetlamasingly 
ire making our iipataira
bedrooma 10 degreea cooler
thanoutside temperalurearemodeling even on the hotleat days
and nighta.

DISCOMFORT ENDEDI
Mr, Ralph Lloyd. Wa.<ih-
inglon C. II,, Ohio, aaya:
**Before lee lined our attic
teith Balaam* VooL our
home teaa almost unhear-
ahle during the aumrner.
Ar'air, pi'^n in extremely hot
teeatfrer, our house ia al-
icaya cum/Qrfa61^>

ISO S LEEPLESS MGHTSl
Mr. A. C. Seyfarth, Chi

lli., Ill tuircago. aaya:
Balaam-Wool insulated
home . . . there haa not
been a night during the
hottest summer months
ichen ice could not sleep 
comfortably upstairs. »»

KEEPS BEDROOMS
CmtLJ

Mr. E. P. Martin, Wichita,
Kansas, says: “ff'e never
knete urhat real living teas
before. .\otc. (/ionA;8 to
Balsam- ff 'ool. bed-our
rooms are alicaya cool and
cum/orfal*I«^ even on the

Ask your lumber hottest night.s.'’

dealer about this easy
method that really
costs you nothing!

followed the easy method thousands 
are using. The Balsam-^ool method!

There’s no tearing up of your home, 
either inside or outside. A workman 
takes the rolls of Balsam-^ool up 
through your attic entrance. He tucks 
the thick, blanket-like strips in between 
the framing members in your attic— 
in this way seals every crack and 
crevice against the hot rays of the sun, 
as only ayZexiWe insulation can.

Efficient? Backed upby nine years 
of scientific research, building 
authorities point to this proven 
fact: it gives 2 times the mine of

insulated'"^ construction!
The money it saves on winter fuel 

bills pays for Balsam-Vt^V>ol. Jt realh 
costs you nothing! Ask for proof!

Go to your lumber dealer today. 
Find out for yourself how easily, now, 
you can make your whole house cool 
in summer, warm in winter. Or send 
coupon below for full details.

Wood Conversion comp.vny
CliKjuet, Minnesota

On summer nights—w hy should your 
family have to roam the house . . . 
sleepless .,. because bedrooms simply 
uvn't cool off? Isn’t it time to end 
this discomfort—once and for all?

See the manager of the lumber yard 
near you. Get him to show you how 
you can make your rooms—without 
remodeling—pleasant and livable, 
cool and restful.

Note—in panel at right above—how 
others have taken the simple way 
to assure themselves the real com
fort cool rooms can bring. They 
accomplisliedit atlitllecost. They

common

It NOW—MAILTHIS COUPON
f uc/fs UooT) Conversion Company,

Dept. F-7, Cloquet, Minn.
Pleasie send me full fact?—without anv obli
gation to me—on how I can make my house 
cool in summer, warm in winter.

inHA

’ A guaranteed Weyerhaeuser product

Balsani'Wool Blanket
Q Pn)[x»sed New 1 lome□ Present Home 

Af/rne......................

THICK... FLEXIBLE INSULATION ., , efficient Address
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Automatic

Kanine Korral
A practical method of keeping small 
dogs safe aod out of trouble. 4 
panels form an enclosure 8 feet 
square—one panel swings as a gate 
and has a strong latch that holds it 
dosed. The Kanine Korral is rigid, 
durable and sanitary. Priced at 
$20.00 and up, according to size. 
Can also be used as a play yard for 
baby. Send for free catalogue.

The little giant automatic reel is io> 
stalled in basement, connected to 
water supply. Easy to pull out to 
desired length. To rewind, simply 
turn the key, and the hose autpmat- 
ically returns to the reel. Outside, 
all vou can see is a neat metal plate. 
Write for free booklet. LITTLE 
GIANT MFG. GO., 1405 Third 
Ave. So., Minneapolis, Minn.

CROWN IRON WORKS CO.
1303 Tyler St. N. E. SoQ-W Graybar Bldg. 
MmoeapoliB, Minn. New York City

for walU 
rockeries 

ly pools 
a slopes 
A borders

w HEN I think about garden tools, 
I’m always reminded that a crack ten
nis player needs a good racket; a good 
golfer proper clubs; and a successful 
fisherman the right kind of rod and 
tackle. Why not proper tools for the 
sport of gardening? There are about 
a half dozen specially constructed im
plements that will be needed in every 
garden tool kit to assure better results. 
Let’s consider them.

actually sweep up the leaves an<l Ut
ter that collect on your lawn. When 
mowing, the long grass can be re
moved, leaving enough of the short 
cuttings to mulch the turf.

Dandelion Weeder. What lawn 
is without dandelions? The dandelion 
weeder is a simple tool that gets right 
under the long root and lifts it out 
easily. I535

\^new
^fintroduced in ^
Anderson McCully*s new book
American Alpines in the Garden

V'

Turf Edger. Many a garden would 
be attractive if the edge of borders 
and beds—also the turf along the side
walks — were kept clean. The turf 
edger is just the thing and it is large 
enough to make the work speedy.

The Dibble. Another useful tool at 
transplanting time is the dibble. The 
iron point and circumference of this tool 
are designed to make it useful in the 
setting of seedlings. The dibble can be 
bought with a curved handle or a straight 
handle. I like the straight type better.

Tool care is important too. The ten-

The Spading Fork. Th areere
two types of spading fork—the stand
ard weight and the English digging 
fork. For spading garden beds where 
the soil is light or for the transplant
ing of perennial roots, the standard 
fork is a good implement to use. For 
heavier soils and the transplanting of 
shrubbery, the English fork is sturdier.

Curved Tooth Garden Rake. 
After the garden Has been spaded, the 
curved tooth steel, level head rake is 
used to refine the texture of the soil. 
This tool is indispensable.

TwO'Pronged Forged Weeding 
Hoe. Weeding is one of the jobs most 
gardeners dislike. With the two -pronged 
weeding hoe it’s rather simple. This hoe 
is easily manipulated without cutting the 
plants — and gets around the base of 
the roots to lift out unwanted plant life.

Speedy Cultivator. This tool is a 
four-toothed implement that loosens the 
dirt to let necessary air into the soil 
and keep it from caking. It is so con
structed that its use is practical in 
any type of garden — flower or vege
table.

A key to sure suctmi with the beautiful piaoti 
nstive to the roast. With it you can easily
select many (UfTerenl kinds to beautify your garden. 
Karh one of r,35 plants Is described 10 that you can 
tell quickly if it is suited to your coodUions. Full 
detaUs of size, KTOwing habit. f(diage, preferred toil 
and exposure, and the size, color and number of 
blnnms.
Explicit directions for making a rock garden, prepar
ing a moraine, using water features, growing from 
seed, purchasing, and transplanting. A leading 
authority calls these "decidedly the best 1 bare 
erer read."

free booklet 
gardenson 19 photographs; 262 pages 

$2,50 postpaid from

The Architects' Small House Service Bureau
Mipneapelti, Minn.1200 Second Avemie South• this new booklet 

Garden and Lawn in The 
Spring” is given free with a 
one year’s subscription to The 
Small Home.

• the booklet contains 16 well 
illustrated pages of practical 
garden information. Just the 
kind of a booklet that will 
help the average gardener 
obtain better results for his 
efforts.

• the price of The Small 
Home on newsstands is 10 
cents per copy. A yearly 
subscription at one dollar 
brings the magazine to your 
home each month at a cost 
of cents. Subscribe now. 
Send one dollar. Ask for 
garden booklet.

tiYour nis player, golfer, or fisherman wouldn't 
leave his tools out-of-doors to weather 
and become rusty and damaged. Why 
should the gardener do it? And re
member this. When purchasing your 
tools see that they are forged out of 

of bar steel that has been

AJ-

SUBURBAN
GARDENThis book

brinss both 

enjoyment 
and proRtI

one piece
properly tempered. Cheaply made 
tools are often riveted together — or 
welded — and they soon work loose. 
On this type cheap wood is put into 
the handles. In the good tool the best 
wood is used for the handle and it

i;I

ADVENTURES IN A 
SUBURBAN GARDEN

By Loui»» 5««b« WiUUr
is properly waxed.

All gardens vary in size. Some need 
more tools than others and some gar
deners like to use more different types 
than others. For a very small garden 
a spade, rake, hoe, trowel, and dibble 
would see you through the summer. A 
larger garden should have the types 
listed above. Whatever you get this year 
for your garden, do not neglect the 
brume rake and turf edger for your 
lawn. These are important for neatness. 
-D. W. S.

Price $3.50 postpaid 
By one of America’s best practical 
gardeners and writers; a gold mine 
of information on uses and be
havior of ?00 varieties of plants. 
Gives actual experiences with bulbs, 
roses, annuals, perennials, alpines, 
wildlings, color schemes, and care 
of the garden.

19 ilius.; 265 pages; and 
paper maps; cl^ binding

One-Piece Socket Type Trowel. 
This trowel is most important. One or 
two scoops of dirt and the proper sized 
hole is prepared for the plant of aver
age size. It can be used in transplant
ing, but there is a specially-designed 
transplanting trowel that ha.B a sharp 
edge that is fine for dividing roots be
fore transplanting.

Brume Rake. In caring for your 
lawn this rake is wonderful. You can

The Small Home 
1200 Second Ave, So. 
Minneapolis^ Minn.

THE ARCHITECTS SMALL 
HOUSE SERVICE BUREAU 

1200 Second Ave. So. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota
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O LO> I AL

O T T A U E

Designed for lot with

slope to rear and

parallel to street

Shingled ^alls, trelliswork on 
garage doors and screening the 
porch, shutters at the small paned 
windows, miike the exterior of this 
cottage pleasing to see. The liv
ing room is entered from the street 
at the higher end of the lot. This 
room, together with dining room 
and kitchen are on the same floor 
level. From the living room a 
short flight of steps leads up to the 
bedroom wing over the garage, 
and from the upper hall in turn 
another short flight of steps leads 
to a third bedroom in the attic 
story, adjoining which are a sec
ond complete bath and closets.

!

Good circulation between rooms, 
and generous closet space are but 
two of the conveniences of these 
plans. From the interior the gar
age is accessible directly from the 
service entry at the side, several 
steps down from the kitchen and 
at garage level. From this entry 
stairs lead down to the basement.
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very careful selection. In this case 
masses occur at the corners, with a 
tracer)' of vines on the chimney to 
give additional height to the planting. 
Shrubs used directly in front of the 
windows will not grow beyond the sills 
and shut off desirable light. Ten vari
eties of shrubs are shown here, yet the 
planting is not overdone.

Photograph No. 3 affords one of the 
most attractive views on the property, 
and rightly so, for it represents the ap
proach. the first greeting to a friendly 
visitor. An informal entrance has led 
naturally to an informal walk of flag
stone. Note the effective enfraraement 
planting on either side of the steps— 
cotoneaster and English ivy.

Photograph No. 4 is a view across 
the rear lawn area, towards the garage 
court. The attractive shade of the 
large eucalyptus has suggested the 
flagstone platform as a desirable spot 
to serve tea.

Photograph No. 5 provides a view 
from the flagstone platform mentioned 
above, into the small green lawn court 
adjoining the porch, a patch of sun
light surrounded by cool walls and a 
variety of low shrubs and herbaceous 
perennials accustomed to shade. There 
is perhaps no spot in the vicinity quite 
so effectively quiet as this little porch. 
Quiet secluded nooks are always appre
ciated on the small lot. From the door 
of the porch a stepping stone w'alk fol
lows along the axial line to the flower 
garden.

In photograph No. 6 a break in the 
hedge extends beyond, through the 
flower garden to the storage and dry
ing yards at the rear of the lot. The 
small flower garden, thirty-five by forty 
feet, is bordered on three sides by a

five-foot hedge and on the north by a 
vine-covered wire fence, almost as thor
oughly a screen as the hedge. The pat
tern of flower beds and walks is simple 
but effective. A little statue has been 
placed at the cross axis of the walks. 
It should be noted that in comparison 
to the size of the lot the garden area 
occupies a very small proportion of the 
total area—a good lesson in restraint, 
where a larger garden is unnecessary 
and undesired. Even if maintenance 
must be kept to a minimum, there is 
always room to tuck in a small flower 
garden, and what is a small lot with
out a small patch of flowers?

An analysis of the planting scheme 
should perhaps mention first the clipped 
hedge surrounding the property as a 

barrier reenforced exceptscreen,
along the front, by a low, woven wire 
fence. The effectiveness of this strip
of green can not be denied. Even when 
climatic conditions are severe clipped 
hedges are not used enough and the 
number of varieties of plants available 
are not so limited as one might think. 
Privet can be used almost everywhere 
now, as hardy strains are being placed 
on the market even in the northwest. 
It is unfortunate that the eastern and 
southern boxwood can not bridge the 
gap from coast to coast.

A word concerning costs would in
clude the following facts. The total 
cost of the house was eight thousand 
dollars, the value of the lot approxi
mately two thousand. The cost of the 
landscape work, including grading, soil 
preparation, establishment of lawns, 
nursery stock and planting and all 
structural features such as driveway, 
walks, steps and fencing, did not ex
ceed one thousand dollars.

Residence at Spring-
field, Massachusetts.
Architects. Smith and 
Baesotte, Hartford, Con
necticut. Roof and side 
wails finished with 
Cabot's

A Spring Cure for 
Shingle Shabbiness!

Creosote 
Shingle and Wood

Stains.

New Life and Beauty for Your House
I^ENEw your shabby shingles! 

Cabot's Stains go on fast and easily — restore the ap
pearance of your house with their soft clear colors — 
add years to the life of the wood with their genuine 
refined creosote "best wood preservative known.

Then brighten trim and shutters with Cabot's Gloss 
Collopakes, the fadeless colors that keep their gloss 
outdoors. Ask your dealer or painter for Cabot's 
Stains and Collopakes and insist on getting them.

//
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to grow your own perennials from seed, 
by planting annuals in the spring, and 
not placing them too closely it might be 
possible to get perennial seedlings 
started right under the annuals so that 
as you pull out the annuals in the fall 
you have young, well established seed
lings of the perennials you want, in place 
for the following season.

Beyond the advantage of having the 
raw earth blanketed during the summer 
time, the cultivation, fertilizing, even the 
root penetration of annuals in beds where 
you will later plant perennials is bene
ficial. The last minute garden is so very 
much ahead of no garden and grounds 
development at all that anyone who does 
not jump into building one if the oppor
tunity offers is a great loser.

After the seed is sown cover with a 
screened mulch of thoroughly rotted fer
tilizer that has been positively reheated 
to remove the danger of spreading weeds 
over the lawn. Then roil this lightly 
while dry. The mulch should be spread 
on at a rale which will give the lightest 
sort of a mat when it is rolled: not thick 
but sufficient so a hose can be dragged 
over it without raking out the lawn.

Then water and keep moist. With hot 
days you will have a lawn up from the 
sprouting Italian rye within ten days; a 
bluegrass lawn by the end of the season.

If you can get potted perennials, or 
can lift whole clumps with such earth as 
will be required to protect their roots, 
you may wish to set in a few along with 
the annuals. Or if you are very anxious

1»E4 OllATIVE A< 4 E«iKOIIIE§ lA THE 
.>H»HEIt.X AHMMI \^Continued from page i3]

cheery warmth while the many unique 
objects in glass now to be had are so 
amusing when used on the dining table 
that humor is aroused at once. Even the 
most serious guest cannot see these life
less monkeys and birds, or dancing fig
ures cavorting around on a black mirror 
plateau without a laugli starling to bub
ble.

gleam of a copper watering can happily 
named “Rainbeau,” this designed by 
W'alter Von Nessen for the Chase Brass 
k Copper Company, as was the three- 
pot copper plant holder. This sturdy 
stand cost but SS.95 and the Rainbeau 
in pint size, $1.2,'). \^'e show here a pic
ture of tliis useful stand for table, book
case, or window ledge and beside it a 
French provincial watering can of three 
quart size, to be had in either brass nr 
copper. These metal candle holders in 
brass or copper are priced at $3.90 a pair 
and the small copper lamp at $2.50.

Bookends, too, as well as trays, vases, 
and bowls are to be had in new shapes 
and unusual composition, animals for 
some reason seeming very popular as 
hohlers of reading matter, these in metal, 
in silver finish or gaily jiainted and 
lacquered. One pair we found that 
lo<»ked like old jade were extremely dec
orative. To our surprise they were found 
to be made of soapstone and their price 
94 cents.

No matter where the homemaker turns 
these small accessories are to be found, 
true objets d'art for our rooms. Tiiey 
can add beauty to the living room or a 
graciousness to the informal table: they 
can turn the simple ser\dng of afternoon 
tea into a function by means of the softly- 
gleaming tea sets and trays and flower 
holders. They can bring color to dark 
corners, can snap an entire room into

The contemporary craftsman is on the 
alert to devise new and striking designs 
in harmony with the livable simplicity 
that marks the average home. Many ob
jects are frankly made for quantity pro
duction and are none tlie le.ss beautiful 
because of that. Olliers show painstaking 
handwork but both hold good lines, none 
is extreme in pattern, all decorative, dif
ferent and serviceable.

In the city of Newark there is a 
museum wherein exhildlions are held 
bearing out the oft-quoted saying of that 
city’s famous librarian, John Cotton 
Dana. It seems especially fitting to quote 
that saying in writing of gadgets, “Beauty 
has no relation to age, rarity or price. 
Each exhibition seems clearly to point 
not only to the beauty held in much of 
contemporary design but also the need 
of a careful, wise selection. Not price, 
not rarity, just good design, good pro
portions and lines must govern the choice 
of these gadgets for our rooms so that 
they will be in harmony with our other 
and older types of furnishing.

THE EAST MIX! TE HAHHEX
[Continued from page 2i]

be done to keep them frctm the mid-day 
glare.

And now we turn to the question of 
the lawn. One trick in making a suc
cessful lawn is to get it up quickly. You 
can do this during the warm summer 
days better than if the lawn was planted 
early. The one clement in putting 
through a successful lawn this late in 
the season is to never allow it to dry out 
once it is planted and watered. Keep it 
moist but not wet. This means frequent 
sprinkling with a fine spray nozzle.

In making the lawm seed bed it should 
be finely raked after covering lightly 
with some rotten fertilizer, and perhaps 
Sf>me sand, if the sedl is heavy. My own 
formula for lawn seed in moderate cli
mates is 8.5 per cent of re-cleaned 21 
pound test Kentucky bluegrass with the 
balance special grasses depending on 
site, climate, season. In planting a late 
lawn I would add 10 per cent of Italian 
rye if 1 could gel it. It is a nurse crop 
that will spring up immediately, give 
shade to the tiny bluegrass plants as they 
come through, and kill out at the first 
freeze in the fall. Then I would mix in

Through all this, remember if you can 
get them out of pots or fiats, already 
started, you are days and days ahead. 
It will cost more than if you had started 
them earlier yourself and grown them 
from packets of seed, but you are meet
ing an emergency and you must be ready 
to pay a little more than you wouhl other
wise.

One thing remember. Do not ]>lant 
them loo close. You are only after a 
general effect; a reasonable cloaking of 
naked soil covering nude ground area. 
Most of these will thrive better if you 
give them a space in which to expand. 
And how they will bloom! If you will 
keep the old flowers cleaned off you will 
find that day after day the annuals will 
deliver blossoms and blossoms. In fact, 
I am warning you. if you go through with 
such a scheme you will ne\’er again see 
the amount of bloom, the continuousness 
of such bloom, in your garden—unless 
as you plant for your permanent plan 
you leave a few little pockets where you 
can plant annuals of one kind or another 
each year and thereby vary the scheme 
a little and add interest through such 
change.

Mulch the earth around your annuals 
after you have planted them. Cover with 
newspapers weighted on the corners with 
clods, if they tend to wilt in the sun. 
Plant them in late afternoon if that can

ff

at least four per cent of the balance as 
redtop to supply shade-loving grass in 
the mixture, and the one per cent re- 

would give over to re-cleaned Shonn at the left in the illustration above is a hot service plate cover designed by 
Gerth and Gerth. At the right is a powder box in either satin silver or pastel 
enamel finish. (Stern Brothers.)

maining
Dutch white clover. Use plenty of seed 
on late lawns.
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All the spinners should be packed 
with care enough to have the load 
quite even, or to explain—the wet 
clothes of about equal bulk should be 
arranged around the inside of the basket 
to counterbalance on each side of the 
center. This makes spinning more com
plete and gives less vibration to the ma
chine. Those machines that spin and 
wash in the same tub and at the same 
time, naturally stand more firmly when 
clothes are washing down in the bottom 
while others spin on top.

The ironer is really second in impor
tance, for the washer is first. Unless one 
is very particular, it is possible to have 
many things left unironed, and so the 
work of the ironing is less. Every gar
ment has to be clean, but all do not have 
to be ironed. The electric iron is the 
accepted labor saver, and little need be 
said about it, excepting to suggest that 
for household use it is a mistake to buy 
too small an iron. For body clothes a 
6 lb. iron, for sheets and table linen an 
8 lb. iron, really makes the work easier. 
A “cordless” iron is a new type and one 
that reduces the chance burning of cords 
and the dragging of the iron by the cord.

The ironer is considered such a part of 
the home equipment that one finds today 
a fourth as many ironers as washers. In 
fact, nearly every manufacturer has made 
or is about to place an ironer on the 
market. The most important point in 
selecting an ironer is for the homemaker 
to study the size of her sheets and her 
tablecloths to be sure that the ironer may 
do a cloth folded in half, thirds, or 
fourths. The efficiency of the ironer may 
be perfect on small pieces, but the best 
size ironer for the special use of the 
housewife’s needs is a practical point she 
must answer. Some ironers have a 24" 
cloth roll, and that means the ironing 
board, so-to-speak, is 24 inches long. 
Some are 27", some 48". There is no 
doubt but that the larger ironer will care 
for the two-fold sheet and will finish the 
garment in twice passing over it; the 
48" ironer, however, rarely has a free 
end of the cloth roll. A free end is better 
and easier, because it finishes ruffles and 
cuffs with better results. The question 
then is: Is the ironer to be used pri
marily for fiat work, or are there many 
shirts, lots of ruffled curtains, and is all 
the bedding single?

The construction of an ironer is con
sidered better when the heated “shoe,” 
which is really the ironer, is equal to 
one-third of the revolving cloth roll in 
circumference. In that way the hot 
ironer roll is in direct contact with the 
damp fabric to a much greater extent, 
and the ironing is more rapid. Some 
manufacturers meet this point by having 
small cloth rolls, perhaps two or three, 
so the moisture is quickly evaporated. 
The whole point is that an ironer that is 
to do the best work in the least time, 
should heat well, retain its heat, and 
should be big enough to reduce the han
dling of the damp garments in the finish
ing process. Clothing ironed half dry 
and then left to dry, always loses its gloss.

rated by count of sheet load, but since 
sheets vary as to size and quality, the 
load was irregular and often overesti
mated to the point of strain on the motor, 
or underestimated to waste soap and 
water and electricity without full return. 
The real machine control should be by 
pound weight. No one can be accurate 
without a scale, but from the Laundry- 
men’s Association we may gel help if the 
scale is not possible:

1 sheet about lbs.
1 towel about 2^ oz.
I blanket about 4 lbs.
1 tablecloth about 1 lb.
1 napkin about 1 oz.
1 bedspread about 2 lbs.
In our article last month, we described 

a drain to make emptying of water easy, 
but there is further possibility of help, 
and that is by buying a suction attach
ment called an “ejector.” The hose which 
is screwed to the mixer faucet will fill 
the machine with water of the right tem
perature. When emptying is necessary, 
the short part of the ejector makes a suc
tion, and the syphon which is produced 
draws up the dirty water into the sink.

Hand wringing and hand washing were 
all labor producers, but the washing ma
chines have been made with good rubber 
wringers, or the latest productions have 
swirling baskets called “spinners.” They 
are an adaptation from commercial laun
dries. The extractor spins the clothes 
free from water by whirling them in a 
metal basket, so that the water is thrown 
from the wet clothes out through the 
holes of the basket. The conversion from 
wringers to spinners is easily understood 
when button breakage is recalled. In 
most cases the extraction of water de
pends on the time the spinner is given to 
complete its work—five to eight minutes 
will whirl out the water depending on 
the power of the machine.

Gutters, rain-pipes and roof 
flashings that rust will sooner 
or later fail Repeated paint
ing only delays damaging leaks 
and expensive repairs.
Avoid this by building or re

pairing with Anaconda 
Copper. It cannot rust. 
Gutters and rain-pipes 
of Copper for the aver

age 8-room house cost only 
about $40 more than rustable 
metal—an amount saved over 
and over again in freedom 
from repair bills.
May we send the booklet, 
“Copper, Brass and Bronze in 
the Home”.^ Address Dept D, 
The American Brass Company, 
Waterbury, Connecticut.

Ana^ndA
from min, to coniumer

ANACONDA COPPER
■JOH\ H.4\C0CK SERIE:s-

When You Siffii on a Dotted Line
^ou find the home theor
plans you like. You figure the 
cost and decide you can swing 
it. And then you sign on the 
dotted line, “ years from 
date, I promise to pay . . .

You’ve made a promise to 
pay so many thousands of dol
lars at some future time. You 
intend to pay, and will, if you 
are here. If not, your estate 
(your family) will pay. But 
can they, without your earning 
power?

Life insurance against a mortgage should be part of 
every home owner’s budget. Have you figured it into 
yours? Let us send you a budget plan that will help you 
arrange your personal finances to include this necessary 
item. Then your family can call their home really their 
own from now on.

>»

_^
Life Insurance Company

OF Boston. Massachusetts

John Hancock Inquiry Buheau, 197 Oarendon St., Boston, Mass, 
l^lease send me the John Hancock Home Budget Sheet. 1 enclose 
2c to cover postage.

Name...........
Street and No, 
Citv.............

An agitator type of washer with six^sheet 
capacity, mottled green vitreous enam
eled tank, a large aluminum agitator, 
aluminum cover, water pump, and (dr 
compressor. (Thor-Hurley Machine Co.)

Slate.
s. H,

nt'ER SIXTY-MS^E YEARS /V BUSIXESS
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FIRST STAR . . . the price of the 
magazine on newsstands is ten cents 
. . . the subscription rate per year is 
only one dollar. Xowhere, say those 
who have discovered The Small Home, 
can you buy so much practical help tor 
so little . . . you cannot afford to be 
uninformed , . . subscribe n(jw.
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SECO^D STAR . . . THE SMALL 
HOME is edited by architects whose 
technical knowledge and artistic ap
preciation assure a dependable, interest
ing. and helpful editorial policy.
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iO'V,I A'THIRD STAR . . . The ARCHI
TECTS^ SMALL HOUSE SERMCE 
BUREAU, publishers of The Small 
Home, is the only public service institu
tion of its kind. It has the official en
dorsement of both The United States 
Department of Commerce and The 
American Institution of Architects.
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FOURTH STAR . . THE SMALL 
HOME is the only magazine that deals 
exclusively with the ])roblems and in
terests of the owners and builders of 
moderate sized homes. Palatial resi
dences, country estates, elaborate apart
ments are left for other magazines to 
cover. The Small Home is your 
magazine and ours.
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7l % ‘ FIFTH STAR . . . THE SMALL 

HOME, through the ten years of its 
life has earned an enviable national 
reputation for honesty and fearlessness 
in presenting facts and figures about 
houses, gardens, furniture, and decorat
ing. You will want to know The Small 
Home better. Subscribe now.
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IS I

OF TODAY’S HOUSE?
HA'J* is your idea of a new house for yourself? 

_ _ Do you like the tent pole idea—rooms slun^ from 

a tripod of steel masts? Or, do you prefer the intriguing 

image of steel plates to form wall, floor and roof? What 

is your opinion of houses turned out like automobiles, 

where, at one fell swoop, you buy everything you want, 

from push buttons on the lighting system to carburetor on 

the oil burner? How would you like to do without plaster 

or w^ood or basement or attic in your house ?

Foolish questions—beside the point.

You want a house to live in,—one that will yield some 

comfort, some pride, some sense of having 

done a good thing for yourself.

You do not care if it is French, Early 

Tripod, or 1933 Line Production; excepting 

as it has some reasonable relationship to 

your needs and your purse.

You may not say it, but you want 

architecture.

That’s what The Small Home is edited 

to bring you.

That is why we will show next month 

many illustrations of beautiful houses and 

will ])rint many stories to aid you in keep

ing your house fine and your pride in it

Ideas built the Parthenon; ideas flung the finely spun net 

web of steel across the Hudson at Grant’s Tomb for all 

men to marvel upon; the Empire State Building burgeoned 

forth from the minds of men.

These are monuments to the human spirit. That’s what 

your home can be.

Its steel, stone, wood, brick, plaster, must be arranged 

into rooms, into walls, into substance that will be fine, last

ing and suitable to your needs. But, it must first be 

idea.
an

The Small Home is full of them.

free
booklets

2

These tw'o booklets, 
tinguished Small Houses” and 
“Your Garden And Lawn in 

The Spring” are given free with 

a one year subscription to The 
Small Home, They may be had 

on renewal as well as new sub

scription. Please use the coupon 

order blank below.

Dis-

i DISTINGUISHED
i SMALL HOUSES

high.

After you have built your house, people 

will see it as your home. They will see its 

setting. They will look for the things you 

have put into it yourself, they will inspect 

and ap|)raise what you have hung on the 

wall,—what you have placed on the floor. You will furnish it, decorate 

it, plant flowers to garnish garden paths. At first these finishing touches 

are only ideas—intangible, and requiring expert cultivation and inspira

tion—but sometime in the course of building, painting, and placing, they 

mature and become intimate, practical ideas that involve your purse and 

your patience—that stimulate your fancy, and give you endless hours 

of happiness. Yet ideas may be mis-applied—may become impractical.

That’s what The Small Home is edited to prevent.

THE SMALL HOME June *32YOUR CARDEN* 

AND LAWN 
" IN THfc SPRINC

! Wl NK3>«KTS-S
vcvia Mf 1200 Second Ave. So., 

Minneapolis, Minn.
L-.

Gentlemen: Attached is a one dollar bill. Please
enter my subscription for one year to begin with
the current issue. Send the two free booklets on

houses and gardens at once. This is a new □ order.
renewal Q

Name

Address..

City
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in thousands of progressive American homesglared chintz than the semi-glazfd; »r to 
use glazed chintz for over-curtains, but, 
for the bedspread, the viashable un- 
glazed of the same color. If glazed ma
terial is used, line the spread.

In particular for little girls’ rooms, but 
for maids’, too, bedspreads of washable 
checked gingham, plaids, plain cham- 
bries, and dotted Swiss, are attractive 
with gathered ruffles, or single or double 
flounces dropping from the edge of the 
bed. Bungalow cloth is one of the nearest 
approaches in drapery stuffs to dress 
ginghams. It comes in fast colors in 
forty-six inch width, in large plaids, wide 
stripes, or narrower checks or stripes.

When pillows are adapted to the cot
tage furnishing of today, they may be 
of ruffled checked gingham, calico pat
terns, especially with large star quilt 
patterns cut out and applied on glazed 
cambric, even bandana handkerchiefs 
of eastern origin and possibly toile. 
Materials with diagonals, squares, blocks 
and stripes make others.

The shapes may be simple round or 
square, boxed or not, and trimmed with 
ruffles, muslin banding and cording, 
bandings and ruffUngs all of glazed cam
bric. Temptation, these days, lies not 
so much in pewter tankards of those days 
as in using too many of these luxurious 
pillows.

For lamp shades bewitching charm for 
the cottage home lurks in such materials 
as pleated cambric or chintz bound on 
their edges, gathered dotted swiss, ging
ham, and unbleached muslin, and pos
sibly plain linen stretched on the frame.

Lampshades can hardly be discussed 
separately from their bases so that it 
should be said the appropriate bases for 
such shades are the inexpensive repro
ductions of old Sandwich glass whale 
oil lamps (now popular) and those of 
early American in pewter.

It is possible to adapt many jars and 
pots as lamp bases and thus achieve in
dividuality and charm. They may be 
electrified. Such arc gray crackle mar
malade jars from England; crackled gray 
ginger jars from (^ina; New England 
brown bean pots; and early American 
glass pickle jars of tall, graceful shape 
with flowers raised all over.

Specifically, black and white checked 
gingham with a black or red glazed cam
bric binding is so simple, yet effective. 
Rose-red gingham gathered and trimmed 
with pinked scallops of rose-red glazed 
cambric is quaint. Unbleached muslin 
with colored ball fringe for trimming 
both top and bottom edges or colored 
wool thread button-holed on these edges 
has a great deal of charm.

In conclusion, these all are stuffs either 
historically correct or adapted, but in 
harmony of spirit with the sturdy, simple, 
early or Pilgrim maple, reproduced today 
for the small home householder who 
wants in her home the charm of primitive 
cottage atmosphere. They are right, too, 
with the English country oak furniture 
just beginning to be reproduced.

but more popular now in bedspreads.
Other more attractive spreads than 

Austrian cloth ones are of unbleached 
muslin, handtufted with candlewicking 
in all of the old patterns in blue, rose, 
yellow, green, and lavender, the inexpen
sive reproduced output of southern moun
taineer women. ^

Bedspreads of chintz, too, are right in 
the early American scheme with designs 
of this period or of French miles. M 
sunfasted, they are likely to be wash
able. though but a few have this latter 
guarantee. However, it U oRen pos
sible to wash the more expensive prints 
with care and precaution so they will 
not fade, even though the importer 
gives no such guarantee. Recognizing 
the interest in chintz bedspreads, mer
chants now sell the cheaper materials 
ready-made as bedspreads, with curtains 
to match, but a better choice of design 
and more correct choice of color for the 
room are likely when these fabrics are 
bought by the yard. Besides, buying the 
yardage makes possible still further use 
of the material in the room as, for in
stance, the covering of a modern slipper 
chair. A few now offer, therefore, ma
terial by the yard of the same design and 
coloring as the matched curtains and 
bedspreads.

For men’s rooms we still import the 
East Indian one-piece bordered Palang- 
posh (calico bedcovers), more com
monly called by us wall hangings. 
Characteristic molif.« are The Tree of 
Life design, the pine cone or ‘‘Alam” 
shape, the religious symbol of the Mos
lem, generally large, and, later, the 
curved pointed leaf of the Indian jungle, 
the “Kheri,” reproduced and familiar in 
English Paisley shawls. “A foliated de
sign interspersed with birds and animals 
covers the surface. Many of these 
Palangposh have depreciated somewhat 
in their material, their drawing, and espe
cially their coloring.

The best of present day products, how
ever, are on native Indian cloth, either 
cotton similar to the famous old Indian 
cloth or Mr. Gandhi’s new “Khadi” cloth, 
a hand loomed fabric. They also have 
the reproduced old Indian designs, not 
those with depreciating foreign in
fluence; they use characteristic color 
combinations of olden days; and add the 
best of the present.

Spreads to be made may be of un
bleached muslin, dyed at home, and when 
dyed will take on a different look. Try 
Colonial yellow or indigo blue. At
tractive ball fringe may trim them.

Simple, washable, good-looking, plain- 
colored linen is also right, but it is 
wrinkable. It lends itself to a straight 
«ide-drop or valance, bound on its edges 
perhaps with a contrasting linen, and 
teamed on top with a cording covered 
with linen.

Semi-glazed chintz requires no wash
ing, of course, and wrinkles less than 
glazed. However, it may be that it will 
be preferred to buy the less expensive

There are Times When This 
New Boole becomes the Boole 
oF Bootes
Rainy Days 
Convalescent Days 
Holidays at Home 
Neighborhood Parties 
Winter Sports
Special Holiday 

Programs
Quiet Games For Warm 

Weather
Puppet Shows and Backyard 

Circus
373 DiFFerent Suggestions

y

FTER all, there are no more satis
factory days and evenings than 

those spent by the whole family play
ing together. These times mean so 
much to the growth and development 
of your children — they are the times 
you will remember and cherish for 
years to come. So we have made a new 
book brimful of laughter, wholesome 
fun and comradeship for you —

A ing offered solely in connection with 
The Parents’ Magazine. If you are in
terested in giving your children the 
proper recreation, you are also interested 
in every other phase of good care and 
training. Here is a magazine that is the 
combined contribution of more than fifty 
of the best child specialists who, from 
month to month, bring you priceless 
knowledge, sound advice, and new 
ideas. Care, feeding, discipline, char
acter training, play, education, social 
adjustment, book and movie guides, chil
dren’s fashions—The Parents’ Magazine 
covers every sort of child problem from 
crib to college.

////FAMILY FUN
Here is a book that will show you how 
to play with your children — how to 
make playtime a part of your family 
life. Here are the jolly games you used 
to know in your own childhood, and 
dozens and dozens of games you’ve never 
even heard of, games for indoors and 
outdoors, amusement for just the family 
circle, for every sort of holiday, and sug
gestions for many parties, too.

Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt wrote of 
‘‘Family Fun,” ‘‘I think it is a most de
lightful book for any home to possess. 
. . . I have often been at a loss on rainy 
days and evenings for new forms of en
tertainment, and a book of this kind 
would have been a great joy.”

This Is An I m-
portant Saving!

With
The Parents’ Magazine, “Family Fun” 
will be sent you without a penny of cost. 
And your subscription will come to you 
at a saving of $2.50 over the regular 
price of $6.00 for three years. Send no 
money now — just sign and mail the 
coupon and your magazine subscription 
will start at once. When you receive the 
new book, “Family Fun,” send us a first 
payment of $1.50, and $1.00 a month for 
only 2 months. If you are already a sub
scriber—you may take advantage of this 
offer by extending your present sub
scription.

three-year subscription to

You Cannot Buy 'TAMILY FUN'^- 
Jt Is FREE! A Gift to the Friends of 

The Parents’ Magazine

This splendid book of amusement is be-

SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION COUPON WITH BOOK FREE
THE PARENTS’ MAGAZINE 
114 East 32nd St., New York, N. Y.

I accept your offer of “Family Fun” as a gift with a three-year subscription to 
The Parents’ Magazine. I will send you a first payment of $1.50, and $1.00 a 
month for two months thereafter.

Name.

Address



a FUSELESS home
OW you needn’t have a fuse in your 
home. If the lights go out, all you 

do is flip the little switch handle and ser
vice is restored instantly.

That’s all there is to it when the new 
Westinghouse Nofuze Load Center is lo
cated on the kitchen wall or other con
venient spot in your home. No more 
groping in the dark to find out which 
fuse has blown! No annoying discovery 
that there’s no extra fuse available. No 
impatient pause in the midst of dinner, 
evening’s entertainment, or busy morn
ing’s work waiting for light or power.

Wherever you find the convenient West-

N inghouse Nofuze Load Center you’ve 
found a home in which fuse replacement 
troubles are unknown.

It’s safer too. With the ordinary fuse box, 
people sometimes “fix” it with a penny, 
paper clip, or hair pin and thus destroy 
its protection. This is never necessary 
with the Nofuze Load Center, as there 
is nothing to burn out — nothing to 
replace.

Nofuze Load Centers are listed by the 
Underwriters Laboratories. Ask your 
elearical contractor about them or let us 
send you complete information on the 
fuseless home. Just mail the coupon.

NOFUZE
LOAD CENTER
has banished fuse troubles from 
homes by eliminating both fuses 
and safety disconnect switches 
from house wiring protection.

W^stm^ou^ SEND FOR BOOKLET

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company 
Room 2-N—East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Gentlemen: Please send me a copy of your booklet. The 
Fuseless Home.

Name..........................................................................................................

Address ....................................................................................................

Quality workmanship guarantees every Westinghouse product

City State SH 6 3Z
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tiling on living expenses. In addition to 
the cal)in illustrated we offer a number 
of other simple plans for building with 
Shevlin Pine. Just check the coujxm be
low and enclose 10c for eacli plan desired.

MAIL

four to six people. The cabin has both 
front and rear doors and six windows, 
assurinjj abundant li.tjht and ventilation. 
Convenient built-in counters and shelves 
simplify cooking and storage of supplies. 
Notice the gay shutters of Shevlin Ihne. 
When the cabin is not in use, these close 
tightly, making the cabin proof against 
casual intruders.

What more could you ask ? This cabin 
has been reliably estimated to be built for 
S.S94.* Your ordinary vacation expenses 
for a year or two could pay for its cost.

This is not a knock-down or ready-cut 
cabin hut is a permanent structure de
signed to be built on your site by your 
own cari')cnter or by yourself. Your local 
lumber dealer will sup])ly the Shevlin 
Pine Log Siding and other material 
needed.

SEND FOR THE PLAN: Here is 
yniir chance to escape from the city dur
ing the heat, provide a summer home for 
your wife and children, and save some-

CI'.RTAIXLY. it's true. This charm
ing cabin has been es])ecially de

signed for ]>eople who want a snug, com
fortable ])lace in the country at moderate 
cost. It’s the cabin you may have dreamed 
about owning “some day” at a building 
cost you can afford today.

\\'ould you like the complete Plan with 
list of material ? Then mail the coupon 
with 10c to cover cost of handling and 
this Plan will be sent by return mail.

Everything Essential For Happiness

Shevlin Pine Log Siding makes even 
the must simple cabin picture.s(|ue. Either 
stained or jiermitted to weather naturally, 
it blends with its surroundings, and is at 
home in the woods, or at the lake. It looks 
like peeled pine k\gs, and has all the 
charm of log construction with none of 
its costly disadvantages. Shevlin Pine 
Log Siding is made with ship-lap edge. 
It is nailed in place just like any other 
siding, is quick to put up, and reasonable 
in price.

The sturdy cabin shown here is 21 
feet wide by 14 feet deep, and has ample 
room for sleeping accommodations for

SHEVLIN PINE SALES COMP.-W’V 
Executive Offices, Dept. 1126,

900 First Xational-Soo Line Building, 
Mimicapolis, Minnesuta

ric.nse send:
Cabin Illustrated.................

Tlircc-Room Cabin...............

Onc-Room Cabin.................

Four-Room Cabin...............

“Cabin That Grows”....

Knotty Pine Livinc-Room 

Knotty Pine Recreation Room..Plan KP5532—10c O 

A copy of “Log Cabins Up To Date" will be sent free. 

We Plan to Build (Please kIvc afiproximate date):

.Plan LS5632—10c □ 

Plan LS343J—10c □ 

Plan LS1432—lOc □ 

.Phan LS2432—10c □ 

■ Plan LS4532—10c □ 

Plan KP1232—10c □

Our site is located (Plca.se rIvc aildrcss).. .

Name 

.\ddress 

City
( Mail coupon to Executive Offices or Nearest District 

Office)

.. State
at Northern Valley prires. Ksti-

iiintefi in otlior loculltios may vary acennlinc to liunCiun. 
freight rates, labor ensts, etc.

•W 1 IC\‘'- ISi <:•
M 1 \ -i..\l'i n.is

• N.iri
■ IIP ,■) NKW Vi'KK 

' H--: ;
'IP >\T< ). (iNT.ARli)
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We know that

MANY WILL BUILD’

w more of the Bureau activities or in its pub
lications. You as a reader of this magazine 

have simply to write to the Architects’ 

Small House Service Bureau—the publishers 

of The Small Home—to obtain valuable 

technical assistance. Address correspondence 

to The Architects’ Small House Service Bu

reau, 1200 Second Avenue South, Minneapo

lis, Minnesota.

E KNOW that many people plan to
Manv ofbuild new homes this year, 

them realize that today, as buyers in a buy

er's market, they can accomplish more with 

their money than has been possible for many 

They are aware, too, that the exist

ing favorable conditions may change at any 

time, and they hasten to reach their goal 

before the tide suddenly changes, carrying 

the house thev wanted bevond their reach.

years.

This magazine. The Small Home, is the 

official publication of the Bureau. If vou 

are not a regular subscriber we urge vou to 

become one now. L^se the special subscrip

tion order blank on page ^^2.

For these people, The Small Home and the 

Architects’ Small House Service Bureau 

stand ready with technical assistance. The 

questions of buying a lot, of employing an 

architect, of securing a design, of supervis

ing the house construction, of landscaping 
or of furnishing find their answers in one or

* The answers to a questionnaire sent to Small Home readers residing in all parts of the 

country reveal that 26^y plan to build within a year--48'"( in three vears—and that 60^'^ of 

our readers have started a building fund.
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H. PHILIP STAATS, Architd

NEM ENGLAND TODAY RETURNS TO THAT OF YESTERDAY FOR ITS INSPIRATION

Here we see the outlines of the house from which this and others of similar design derive the 
name "saltbox*’ houses. The low, curving sweep of the roof at the rear shelters a generous, 
flag-paved porch. Surrounded by its own plantings of shrubs and evergreens, and against 
a wooded background, the house nestles close to the ground in charming, small house fashion.
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A HOL'SE THAT C03IBIXES BLSIAESINt WITH PLEA^I'BE

HE owner of this house, a man in 
the real estate business, maintains 

the living room as his office during busi
ness hours. For this reason he was, even 
more than is commonly the case, desirous 
of having the house expressive of local 
architecture and in harmony with its 
New England setting. A “saltbox” house 
seemed particularly suited to these re
quirements, and also met another of 
paramount importance—strict economy 
in design and construction.

This “saltbox” style of architecture is 
named, so they say, from the long, low 
sweeping roof which gives the house a 
silhouette resembling that of the old- 
fashioned wooden saltbox used in the 
kitchen. At any rate the style has a 
picturesque character and a long history, 
for some of the earliest houses of New

T

England are in this style.
Hospitality begins here at the very 

entrance, for the main doorway is re
cessed, thus affording shelter to anyone 
waiting admittance. Against walls of 
narrow white siding, dark green shutters 
and doors stand out crisply. Yes, the ex
terior doors, too, are painted a dark 

instead of the traditional white.green
although, if it comes to that, dark green 
doors on houses of Colonial style are not 
uncommon, and nothing new either. The 
roof is of shingles left to weather. The 
chimney, ample in area since it carries a 
number of flues, is of red brick.

The interior walls are of sand finished

H. PHILIP STAATS, Architect.

plaster. In the living room the heavy 
ceiling beams are exposed, and upright 
timbers of the same type flank the 
chimney breast and mantelpiece. These 
members not only look but are old, for 
they were taken from an old barn in the 
neighborhood which was being torn 
down at the time the house was con
structed. The limestone used for the fire
place was quarried locally, and the 
panelling and mantel pieces were planed 

the job much as in the olden days.
The living room, twenty-seven feet 

long, extends the depth of the house. 
Besides several windows, it has a door at 
the rear opening upon the porch, and 

at the side which is not indicated 
the plans. Both of these are divided 

in the center, Dutch style, so that the top 
half may be opened while the lower re
mains closed and latched. In keeping 
with the character of the house, the floor 
is of wide planks of random widths. 
Other details reminiscent of an earlier 
day are the quaint H and L hinges of 
wrought iron on the doors to the cup
boards at either side of the fireplace and 
the painted panelling of the mantel breast.

on

one
on
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t'txotographs by Mattie hatvards tieuntt

licularly need the garden pool. Lnfor* 
tunately for most of us, our water supply 
comes through 
splashing laughing mountain stream; but 
while this does compel us to obtain large 
effects from small supplies, it does not 
by any manner of means place a garden 
pool beyond the reach of even the most 
simple of homes.

It is not necessary to have

HE garden pool — lapping waters, 
tinkling ripples, cool mirrored re

flections. sparklin 
sheen of the moon’s silver wake. There 
is nothing more easily able to make or 
mar the home grounds than the garden 
pool. As the hearth is the heart of the 
house, so should the pool be the beating 
pulse of the garden. Just as a house 
need not have many rooms to feel the 
cheer of a fireplace, so a garden need 
not have manv vistas to include a pool.

In our land of hoi summers, we par-

TTiIK GAIIIIE.^ 1*001.
kisses, or the meter instead of aO’ sunr

M c V V L L Y\ N I) E R S O Nh y

The fc»rmal pool shown above works out 
far better in the pattern of the small gar
den wedged between house and alley than 
would an informal pool. Below, irregular 
ami informal plant borders and paths, step
ping stones, rocky slope, all point the way 

small [)0ol of naturalistic design.

running
water, but w'hen a small trickle is pos
sible, there are a number of devices to 
make this seem much more. In the for-to
mal pool its entrance may plash down 
a series of small shelves. The shell shape 
makes good music, and a very thin 
trickle breaking from the lip gives con
siderable plash. If brought down the 
ramp of steps, a bed lined with pebbles 
that ripple the w’ater will make a very 
shallow rill seem quite a little streamlet. 
The Spanish Californians used brightly- 
shining pebbles. In the North we must 
handle the brilliant colors with greater 
care than is necessary beneath a South
ern sun. The brightly-glazed azulejos 
that are so natural to the Spanish patio 
are not easily introduced into our North
ern gardens. Their shining surfaces do 
magnify every drop of water that passes 
—an eighth of an inch slipping over 
them seems a real stream. Our darker 
and duller Northern tiles have some of 
this effect.

Sometimes a pool's sides and bottom 
are painted blue or sea green to give 
an added effect of depth and clearness. 
While this seems very effective in swim
ming pools, there has seemed to me more 
disaster than joy in such really small
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pools as 1 happen to have seen so treated. Considerable skill ior gauging effect 
is necessary here, and above all things 
paint as paint must not be realized in 
the illusion. Clean water with perhaps 
a prettily-f>ebbled bottom seems more 
usually the happy choice.

The formal pool more* often stands in 
the sun. and is particularly admirable 
for growing water-lilies. Their fragrant 
waxy blooms and floating pads add just 
the right softening touch lo the severe 
outlines. A depth of from two to two 
and a half feet is ample, the deeper being 
necessary only for a few of the larger 
types. Some of the smallest may be 
grown in only twelve inches. Separate 
containers filled with very rich loam, up 
to even one-half well-rotted manure, ar^ 
better than placing the soil in the bot
tom of a pool—this does not apply to 
natural ponds of shallow depth, where 
hardy water-lilies may be naturalized.

Water-lilies are very gross feeders. 
Sprinkle a little silver sand over the top 
of the box to keep the manure from ris
ing in the water. Hardy varieties may 
usually be planted in April, and tender 
in June in the North. They bloom in 
about six weeks from planting, though 
circumstances and varieties alter cases a 
little. It is better for the plants to raise 
the water level as the leaves reach the 
surface, though this is not imperative 
for their well being.

Both for health and for beauty these 
plants should have ample surface. One 
water-lily in a small pool is far more 
beautiful than several. The pads need 
room to spread, while the entire plant 
is mirrored in the surface of a sheet of 
water. When plant meets plant, both 
the beautv of the water itself and the

Frederick Cole. Landscape ArchitectPhotograph by Anderson McCully

charm of the reflections are lost. For In a !?unken garden of formal design, a 
raised pool takes the place of sundial or 
bird bath at the intersection of four paths. 
This small pool not only serves as a bird 
bath but has sufficient depth and space 
for a fine water-lily and several goldfish.

the average water-lily in a small pool 
feet of surface are needed.nine square 

In larger pools twice as much is allowed. 
For very tiny pools and basins, there are 
smaller varieties such as yellow pygmy 
and chromatella. A little larger are the 
wine-red gloriosa, and the marliac rose 
and marliac white.

Water-lilies need sunshine so are not 
at their best in shaded pools. The very- 
fragrant while Mrs. Pring, the deep lilac 
August Koch, and the dark pink Inde
pendence are good-sized, day-blooming 
tropical water-lilies that take more kindly 
to shade. For a small pool Patricia is of 
similar nature, but more moderate in size.

^Continued on. page 23]

The informal pm)l shown below is in ihe 
center of a small raeadow-like open area, 
where the sunlight plays most of the day 
upon sparkling water. Trees and shrubs at 
a little distance form a background for the 
pool an«l a screen from neighboring views.



This is the second of a series of articles on decorative fabrics for the 

Small Home* The object is to acquaint the home maker tcith the 

less expensive fabrics note on the market, so that she may be better 

fitted to make selections of durability and lasting fitness for 

the inexpensive home icithin the means of a limited income.

DENIM
Denim came from Nimes {de Nimes) in France. Though 

denim once held front rank as a “first covering” for upholstery 
and though it is now sunfasted and a more attractive fabric 
than formerly, still it has been superseded by the less sturdy 
sateen. The former comes in small diamond patterns of rose, 
rust, blues, and greens, and other allover geometrical patterns 
and stripes. Sometimes for dining room and men’s chairs and 
davenports it is serviceable with its long-wearing domestic twill, 
but. in general, sateen is conceded to be more attractive and 
sufiBciently long-wearing. To a very great extent, wear depends 
upon the usage of the material by the family. Were it not 
that there are still women who feel unnecessarily hesitant about 
the wearing quality of upholstery sateen we would not discuss 
denim. Decorators consider it “out.” If it is used, it is with 
the idea that, when soiled and worn, it will be slipcovered or 
re-upholstered with a better fabric. Some people, however, do 
this immediately when they want a more decorative fabric or a 
material that will key in better with their scheme.

HORSEHAIR
Horsehair has a cotton (worsted or linen) warp but we 

include it here, and a tilling of horsehair the length of a 
hair from a horse’s mane (15", 18", 23", 30”). The material 
is coarse and very wiry, mostly plain, occasionally striped and 
geometrically tigured. Almost any one in this generation has 
unhappy memories of slipping miserably on old-fashioned 
Victorian chairs or sofas with springs higher in the center and 
horsehair covered. In re-upholstering these chairs or repro
ducing them we now flatten the springs so that, then, horsehair 
is not so slippery. Moreover, we give its unappealing texture

b y CHARLOTTE LILIENTIIAL

OTTON has long held sway as “king.” In its realm are, 
therefore, so many fabrics for the small home that we 

here proceed with a second article discussing them. More atten
tion, within recent years, to both texture and improvements in 
d\e stuffs make them a thrilling choice for beautifying the 
home. Indanthrene colors are vat dyes, the fastest known to 
science. The guarantee of one importer is that “should any 
of these colors fail to give satisfactory service in use under 
normal conditions we will replace the material or refund the 
purchase price.” “Special dye,” the term of another jobber, 
when used, “signifies that this item is guaranteed only to the 
extent of replacement of material.” Not all cotton, or other 
fabrics for that matter, carry these guarantees and one must, 
of course, expect to pay more for sunfasting. However, sun
light, especially in summer when windows are open, together 
with oxygen and moisture, according to recent scientific investi
gations have a deteriorating effect on all fabrics, cotton 
especially, mercerized less.

c

CORDUROY
Corduroy, literally corde-du-roi, French for king’s cord, since 

it was originally the corded, mercerized pile material used by 
the huntsmen of the king of France, rightly heads the list since 
we mention cotton as “king.” It now comes, however, princi
pally from England, but is also domestic. Its use by the hunts
men would indicate that the fabric is not only long-wearing, 
as we know, but that it has some fineness of texture. It is 
difficult to find, but when found has the most attraction in faun 
color, golden brown, or gray, sometimes deep blue. It is 
generally thirty-six inches wide. Because of its durability, 
texture, and inexpensiveness, it should be the choice, in place 
of velour, for many a very much used davenport or over-stuffed 
chair or. when double-faced, for portieres.

STRIPED COTTON REP

Thibaut, Inc.
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a surprising amount of interest with machine crewel work. 
Dining room chairs with seats thus decorated with gay wools, 
if of early American or Victorian periods, are much more 
pleasing. Generally, however, it is preferable to use other more 
attractive and less expensive period materials in covering these 
chairs. Haircloth’s greatest asset is its durability.

POPLIN
Poplin comes in three qualities: the cotton casement called 

casement or English casement, mentioned in last month’s 
article, and recognized by its fine, long-wearing twill or cord, 
in ecru and sunfast colors; also a heavier over-drapery quality; 
and, in addition, in a coarse twill between the two in weight 
with a silky look. This latter is really cotton mixed with so- 
called silk and is, therefore, different from silk dress poplin. 
It is a curtain or pillow material in an excellent color line and 
is both domestic and imported, plain and changeable. In the 
cheaper qualities, unfortunately for the small home dweller, 
silk poplins are not inexpensive, they are probably forty-five 
inches wide.

If they can be afforded, they make a rich but not too rich 
-curtain for living and dining rooms in simple homes, for 

some bedrooms, and for bedspreads. However, the heavier 
quality poplin may be sunfast and tubfast and is, then, when in 
light tints, a more practical bedspread material for a girl’s 

than the “silk”; also in the darker colors it is good for
rooms.

over

room
over-curtains in men’s bedrooms, and in some dining 
Though not sunfasted, if lined, it may be used for over-curtains. 
Some manufacturers and the uninitiated are likely to call the 
cloth with an even heavier cord, a poplin, but this is a rep.

REP
Rep is a material that has come back since the war. It will

cottony” upholstery materialbe remembered, perhaps, as a 
that was plain and that faded very quickly and a cheap 
material, cheap as to price as well as appearance. Now it is 
guaranteed sunfast. In fifty inch width it is to be had in 
varying qualities, generally better and more expensive than the

can be found with someformer rep, but an inexpensive rep 
good colors and fairly good texture. (Rep comes in so-called 
“silk” qualities, also for upholstery and draperies.)

STRIPED COTTON VELOUR

■i'T(W I
9

III

t

Schumacher

SATEEN
Sateen, also spelled satine or
imported cotton or satin-finished fabric imitating satin. Its 

use is primarily for lining of over-curtains and as such comes 
in white, cream, ecru, and all colors in thirty-six and fifty inch 
widths. The more expensive English sateen is fast to sunlight 
and washing- The cheaper, a g

Much better, heavier, mercerized qualities (in 32", 36". 50" 
and 54") some not shiny, are 
ture. sometimes living room. The sunfast and washable are 
effective with contrasting pipings of light weight sateen. Sateen 

also in lighter, very dainty, unusual colors useable for 
bedroom slipper chairs, sometimes as slipcovers, also for 
bedspreads and fitted foundation-bed covers. For upholstering 
of sli])per chairs the sateens with small all-over patterns are 
particularly suitable. If sunfasted, ^Coniinued on page 25]

called “satin,” is a domestic
or

lycerined finish, will not wash.

for upholstering bedroom furni-

comes
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by FREDKRICK A. STRAl’EL

ACR0\\ I) very quickly gathers about 
any unusual occurrence on the 

street. The curiosity seems out of 
portion to the event. During the 
everyone had an eye for possible spies. 
One day in 1917 the last at table in a 
North Coast Limited dinin^ 
both curious and concerned over the 
strange actions of an inoffensive looking 
man with a two-foot rule and 
book. But it was only an architect be
ginning a real laboratory investigation 
to find out if possible exactly what it 
w-as that really satisfied in the “Pull- 
man“ seats and tables then recently come 
into great demand as a more convenient 
and friendly method for the rite of din
ing nearer the place where the food w’as 
prepared.

In 1917 this more honorable and dig
nified way of dining in the kitchen had 
only just come to general attention, and 
it seemed to us as architects that none of 
the arrangements really solved the prob
lem. A couple of built-in benches 
ordinarily added to the old kitchen table 
and the whole given a coat of colored 
enamel. The group was often moved 
over near the window where this was 
possible, but the real story was not told 
and the possible mechanical and con
venience advantages were almost wholly 
undeveloped.

In fifteen vears great progress has been 
made to perfect this universal household 
arrangement, but there is still room for 
improvement. The architectural, decora
tive, and plainly possible utility adjust
ments may be overlooked, so the present 
review of the “Pullman” type of built-in 
dining furniture seems timely.

First, there is the need, and the social 
sentiments, behind every woman’s desire 
for some such arrangement. It is almost 
certain that the idea originally 
from the novelty and fun of eating in a 
dining car. plus the plain fact that a 
great deal of house work 
plished in a dining car with a miiumum 
amount of fuss. But the compact travel
ing kitchen of the railroads and its 
iniluence on domestic architecture is 
another story.

Seated in a dining car you may ob
serve a number of things which contrib
ute to your pleasure. The window sill 
is level with the table top. You may 
rest your elb(»w on it in comfort. The

pro-
war

car were

a note

were

came

was accom-
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In the dining nonk on this
page the wonderful view over
the lake suggested the use of 
a broad unobstructed plate of 
glass, free from hinges, screens, 
and mullions, which would ob
struct a clear vision of the

This calls for unscenery.
questioned ventilation of the
kitchen.

The two nooks on the opposite 
page are similar with differ
ences in detail. In the one be
low. the mullion between the 
two casements provides a place 
for electric nutlets as well as 
w'all lamp. In the one above, 
the rounded corners of the 
table permit easy access to the 
benches. Dispensing with table 
legs also has its advantages.

\^ e are showing you some photographs 
and drawings of breakfast pullmans as 
they should be. These are 
directly upon an original measured draw
ing of standard dining and sleeping cars 
— for the folding table which the porter 
places in your “space” during the day 
also creates the same utility arrangement. 
These proportions as adjusted to house
hold conditions have been tried out in 
use and checked bv conferences with 
the owneresses.

There is one most important matter 
not shown by details and that is location. 
In our opinion every effort should be 
made to place this table and seat on the 
side of the kitchen nearest the rooms of 
the house. From the regular dining 
room door or from the bed room hall in 
bungalows one should not be obliged 
to traverse the kitchen to reach his place 
at this informal dining table. It is not 
jjleasant to run a gauntlet of the dishes 
and pans used in the preparation of the 
food, and these pullmans can be ar
ranged in plan so as to direct the first 
attention to their offerings of pretty 
dishes and appetizing food, even when a 
practical screening of the working de
partment is not entirely possible.

You will find in a great majority of 
plans, especially the smaller ones, that 

^Continued on page 30]

table itself is the correct height. The 
window is broad and unobstructed. It 
invites you to look out. but its low head 
keeps the sky glare out of the eyes and 
gives an appearance of intimacy. The 
chair (a built-in seat in cars until about 
1900) is a comfortable height and a 
proper distance from the table edge. 
The elbow room to your neighbor is suf
ficient. The distance across the table is 
a minimum, but even strangers dinin 
opposite seem to find suflicient dish 
space to be friendly. And last in the 
general catalog, it is not awkward to be 
seated or to leave your seat.

Although you will agree 1 am sure 
with the above as fundamental, you will 
find there are still kitchens without these 
advantages in dining—with high tables, 
too high windows, uncomfortable benches 
without chair hack slope and placed so 
that it takes a gymnast to take his seat. 
The benches even when well-designed 
are often so far back — to fill a plan 
area, or as a concession to gelling in and 
getting out, — that one must sit on the 
very edge of the bench, or else, if the 
space in the plan for table and benches 
is small you are jammed into the other 
fellow's feet and knees. The electric 
light is ordinarily glaring or far away. 
The electrical utility outlets absent or 
out of reach.
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EKtimates secured by Clarence K. Bros, Contractor, shoicing three 

different costs of building the same house according to the same 

specifications, the difference being in the contractors themselves.

by ROBERT T. JONES, A. I. A.

WAS afraid of these figures. They seemed outrageously 
low to me. Even the highest bid seemed to promise so 

much house for so little money that, judging from past 
experience in building this house, I could not believe it would 
be wise to print it. Yet Mr. Bros, the contractor, assures me 
that it is too high. He also assures me that Bid No. 3 is too 
low. But read his letter:

“In making the comparative estimate on your plan 6-A-91
1 have experimented a bit with the bidding of sub-contractors 
and I wish to note a few of the interesting items.

“The column headed High Bid No. 1 represents the prices quoted by certain good and reputable concerns, who are making 
an effort just now to capture the type of business represented 
by this house, but who are unable in the most part to meet the 
competition of those other contractors who from longer experi
ence are better geared to the task of producing house construc
tion. I refer particularly to the mechanical items, the lumber 
and millwork items, and the concrete work, which can be 
bought for less. I do not believe that Bid No. 1 is fairly repre
sentative of the price at which the home should be bought 
today.

“The bids and estimates representative in Middle Bid No.

2 were fixed either by myself on a basis of wage and material price W’hich is fair and representative of the present competitive 
market, or else by other reputable concerns accustomed to 
handling this type of work. The prices are lower than in Bid 
No. 1, yet they would without doubt buy as good a job as 
the bids represented in the first column. A price within five 
per cent of Bid No. 2 would probably be a fair price for this 
house under the specification and carefully and well built.

“In the third column I have indicated what happens in a

I

demoralized market. The sub-bids in this estimate were 
furnished in the majority of cases by men w'ho were doing work 
almost wholly for the speculative builders. The prices shown 
on the estimate are not the lowest which I obtained by any means, 
but I did not consider it wise to offer the lowest for publication. 
For instance, the concrete work was figured on the basis of 25c 
per cubic foot, which is a low price for form work. But I 
submitted a price about 20% lower than this. Another example 
is represented in the carpenter labor. The price in Bid No. 1 
would produce a wage of about 85c for a crew of normal speed, 
doing a careful job. The price shown in Bid No. 2 was given 
me by two men who have been in my employ for several years 
and the work would have been well done. But if it is a case of 
considering low’ bidding, given under stress of getting the work

was
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Middle bid 
$3245.24 

524.22

Low bid 
$4523.98 

452.39

High bid 
$5880.35 

588.03
Total of contracts.................
Plus contractor's fee of 10% 
Total cost of house (not 

including architect's fees) $5766.46 $4976.37$6368.38

LowHigh Middle
BidBid Bid

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 
$ 12.00 S 11.00 S 10.00..As required by City Ordinance..............................

...Complete workman's compensation ......................
Public Liability ......................................................

...Assuming lot to be level, black soil stripped and
no rocks or trees to remove....................................

...Best practice............................................................
..Under ail walls and chimney—no reinforcing........
...Entire space between outer joists resting on foun

dation walls filled with concrete............................
7 Basement floor...Poured concrete 4" thick.............................
8 Porch floor....
9 Outside steps

and arcaways....Poured concrete-..........................................
10 Waterproofing...One coat liquid asphalt over entire outside of

basement walls............................................... .........
No. 1 fir air dried joists and studs—rest No. 2
fir or No. 3 pine......................................................
.5 to 2 edge grain stained cedar shingles

■ No. 2 Oak, Birch or Maple...................................
.4" rock wool over entire 2nd floor ceiling.
Side walls to have 1" rigid insulation 
board for plaster base..............................................

1 Permit.....
2 Insurance. 18.1223.7728.30

3.005.756.50
3 Excavation

75.0087.60102.20 10.0010.0015.004 Backfill..
5 Footings.
6 Beamiill.

59.2565.7670.10

12.00 10.0015.00

66.0079.2079.20

68.0093.50 85.00Poured concrete 4" thick.

18.0027.0032.00

20.0028.0035.00
somehow, without consideration for careful 
framing and finishing, it is possible to get 
this work done on a sub-contract basis for 
from $275 to $300!

I am bringing these points to light to 
shown how dangerous it is to take a low 
bid at the present time without due con
sideration of the recent record and the 
principles of the sub-contractor. I say 
‘recent’ because many of those who have 
been doing acceptable work during the 
past few years as general contractors have 
slipped into the habit of taking sub
contracts in order to get work and to 
relieve themselves of the risks of being 
general contractor and of running a crew.

Carpenters and other mechanics who 
have been taking sub-contracts in such a 
manner have told me recently that the 
price was buying only its equivalent in 
quality. If the job nets the carpenter forty- 
five or fifty cents an hour, it is forty-five or 
fifty cent an hour work that they give in 
return.

Now Bid No. 2, the middle figure, which 
schedules this house at approximately 
$5800, not counting the architect’s fees, 
represents an expense for building this 
house which, to say the least, is remarkable. 
We have not had any such values as this 
for many years. I suspect that there will be 
a great many towns and villages, and cer
tainly many cities, where it would be impos
sible to obtain a figure at this low level 
for a house constructed in accordance with 
these approximate specifications. Yet, since 
this figure represents about a 30% reduc
tion from the cost of building this house 
say four years ago or five years ago, similar 
percentage reductions in other cities may 
make just as eloquent a story in those other 
localities for people who are interested in 
building any kind of house at all.

[ Continued on page 31 ]

11 Lumber.

12 Roofing....
13 Flooring...
14 Insulation.

>1079.35 995.00 725.00

IS Millwork and
Cabinet work....Birch in living and dining rooms—and

kitchen—balance pine ..............................
.All glass double strength “A” .................
Bronze mesh................ ...............................

640.00 607.00775.0016 Glass.........
17 Screens.....
18 Metalwork.
19 Brick masonry...Inclading fireplace hardware
20 Rough Hdwe,.
21 Trim Hdwe.

63.5078.00 65.00
155.00

.All galvanized
135.00168.00
35.0035.00 35.00

65.00 65.0065.00Allowance —...........................................
. In bathroom—Floor of rubber tile 

Base glazed tile 
Wainscot Keene cement 
Fixtures to match tile....

22 Tile work.

55.5069.50 65,20
23 Basement sash...In millwork
24 Medicine cab....In millwork
25 Lath and Plas,...Outside walls on insulating board. Inside walls 

on gypsum wall board. Living room ceiling on 
metai lath. All 2 coat work with putty coat finish...
In kitchen—“A” gauge inlaid on felt.....................
.All floors electrically sanded ................. ...............

247.54259.66287.50
37.70 27.9540.9526 Linoleum.

27 Sanding...
28 Weatherstrip....All exterior openings wcatherstripped—outside

doors to have narrow thresholds—no automatic 
door bottoms............................................................

16.0018.0022.00 n
61.00 51.0065.00

(a) In bath—Reverse trap closet, China pedestal 
lavatory, enameled iron tub with shower over..

(b) In kitchen—42" Acid proof sink................
(c) In basement—automatic water heater and

stone laundry trays.........................................
Hot water system—coal heat..................................

29 Plumbing.

486.70
387.00

445.00
349.00

495.00
436.0030 Heating........

31 Painting and 
Decorating.... Outside—3 coats. Inside 3 coats enamel on wood

work. Washable cloth in kitchen and bath. 
Balance paper ........................................................ 440.00

490.00
405.00
400.00

490.00
625.0032 Carpenter labor..........................................................

33 Electric wiring.. All in conduit—no stove wiring.
allowed.........................-------------

40 openings
76.0084.0090.00

85.00 85.00 85.0034 Electric Fix...........................................................................................
35 Miscellaneous.......................................................................................
36 Basement walls..Outer walls 12" poured concrete. Inner walls

8" poured concrete .................................................

50.0050.00 50.00

326.12435.25 387.90

5880.35 5242.24 4523.98 
588.03 524.22 452.39Contractor’s Fee

86368.38 $5766.46 $4976.37Total-------

Note: Terrace omitted.
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Er^TFLLNESS is the feature of the first importance, 
with which everv homemaker should strive to endow 

her living quarters. Lighting is the element which may 
improve or destroy all this reslfulness of furnishings and 
their arrangement. Built-in or architectural lighting is 
a step away from fixtures, and makes the lighting an 
actual part of the structure and design of the room 
itself. This way of lighting is not a fad, hut is the 
natural trend towards adapting electricity to the numer
ous ingenious treatments with which it may be used. 
All built -in-Iig htin 
lighting, hut at the same lime most built-in-lighting is 
heller than the ordinary lighting from fixtures. This 
lighting may be adapted to most any style of architec
ture. its location, treatment, and installation being con
trolled. however, hy the architectural features of the 
house.

The necessary requisites of good lighting are: suf
ficient illumination for the intended use of that light, 
and sufficient diffusion to insure soft, warm lighting, 
instead of the glare which causes harsh shadows and 
false colors. Built-in-lighting eliminates the fixtures 
which have been projecting down from the ceiling of 
the room, causing disturbance to the general appearance. 
There should be a combination of beauty and utility in 
home furnishings, and that is what this tvpe of lighting 
will accomplish.

There are unlimited possibilities in the new wav of 
applying architectural lighting to the new home. This

does not necessarily mean good

COVE LIGHTING IN THE SMALL HALL

HIDDEN LIGHT ABOVE ENTRANCE

EXTRA ILLUMINATION FOR USING THE TELEPHONE
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Illustrations are of demon
stration houses wired under 
the supervision of Miss Wood, 
the author of this article, 
working with the Home Light
ing Department of the North
ern States Power Company. 
William G. Dorr, Architect.

In the living room at the left, 
built-in lights in the low 
ceiling of the passageway bal
ance the lighting of the 
bookcases. It is not, however, 
necessary to have both sets 
of lights on at one time, for 
an interesting effect.

PASSAGEWAY AND BOOKCASE WITH BUILT-IN LIGHTS

should be planned right along with the other built-in 
features of the home. In advising that planning should 
be done from the first, it does not mean that it is 
impossible to construct this lighting in homes already 
built, but in these latter the installations are more 
limited. Therefore whenever it is possible it is best to 
plan it at the time the working drawings are made.

One way of lighting an entrance is by the use of lan
terns on both sides of the doorway. Note, however, the 
illustration of the lighting which comes from above the 
doorway; the entire entrance is illuminated and the 
beauty of the panelling is also brought to your atten
tion. This is most pleasing during the evening; during 
the day-time the light source is not visible, and the sun
light is left to bring out the panels of the door. Deep 
reveals at the doorway or projecting cornices offer 
simple solutions for concealing lighting equipment 
which will illuminate the entrance.

Halls, in most small homes, are usually quite small 
and unimportant. They may become more attractive 
and the appearance of their size increased merely by the 
treatment of the lighting. By the use of a cove, small or 
large in accordance with the size and architecture of 
the room, lights may be concealed behind it and direct 
the lighting to a ceiling, which in turn will give the 
appearance of increased size to the room. This same 
treatment may be used for other rooms where size is 
desired. To obtain the lighting by this means the ceiling 
should be light in color and so constructed as to give 
a good spread of the reflected light over the entire 
ceiling.

Niches mav easily become centers of interest by using 
light coming from the lop. side, or bottom, according 
to the effect that is desired. Beauty may be brought out, 
or ugliness hidden, according to the angle and color 
of lighting.

Lighting may be balanced as well as any other deco

DINING RCK>M WITH ILLUMINATED CEILING

rative feature. The illustration of the pine panelled 
living room shows a rather good example of such 
balanced lighting. A bookcase and passageway were the 
two architectural elements to be worked with. By pro
viding
attaching small bulbs this space was most interestingly 
and usefully lighted. Perhaps the old type of goose
neck lamp suspended in front of the bookcase for 
reading titles may be recalled. Compare its appearance 
with this illustration. The passageway was small with 
a low ceiling so a glass panel with lights concealed 
above, made possible this simple effective lighting.

trough at both sides of the bookcase for
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Tlie sink of the kitchen at the 
right has practically tiie equiv
alent of daylight after the set
ting of the sun. Such a light 
is well diffused and restful, 
causing no glare nor eye strain.

The bathroom shown below 
has been given careful lighting 
for the use of the mirror above 
the washbowl, by means of 
flush panels of light on either 
side, where shaving and the 
applying of make-up can be 
carried on as in the best of 
daylight.

SPECIAL LIGHTING ABOVE SINK

The room of the home used most generally by the entire 
family, is the living room. Here the possibilities are innumer
able. It must be first said that the architecture of that room 
be considered and the lighting be adapted to enhance rather 
than destroy the appearance of the room. Fixtures which are 
imitations of period lighting equipment are for the most part 
false and at their best do not show true use of old gas and 
candle lighting, neither do they show the true use of electricity.

The ceiling should be the source of the general illumination. 
Then one should decide how lighting may best he applied. 
For the room which has a high-beamed ceiling, lights may 
be concealed and diffused by glass panels placed between the 
exposed beams. In event that the living room has a bay win
dow, lighting may be used in panels at the sides or above— 
thereby making the space as attractive at night as it is during 
the day.

The use of wall brackets on either side of the fireplace has 
been overdone. In homes where there is a particularly good 
picture to be hung above the fireplace, crude reflectors have 
been placed above the picture so that it may easily he seen. The 
more effective way, if a light is desired upon the picture, 
is to have a small niche in the mantel shelf, to conceal lights 
which are directed upon the picture; or another device is a 
light behind small louvers in the ceiling, which direct it down 
upon the picture. The writing desks of today, though they be 
of period design, may be found with lighting built-in, or a 
small light might easily be placed within the top of the desk 
to illuminate the writing space.

The correct lighting of the dining room depends upon how 
much that room is to be used. Some families desire a concen
trated light upon the table, others just a soft light evenly dis
tributed throughout the room, and still others desire quite an 
intense light so that the room may be used for children’s studv. 
Any and all of these effects may be obtained by building the 
lighting into the ceiling. All three types have been obtained 
in the dining room illustrated. Here ^Continued on page 29]

LIGHTING FOR BATHROOM MIRROR
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The LAMPS OF HOME BUILDING young children, 
dream house, two story with four bed
rooms and

They show me their

bathroom upstairs, 28' x 
34'. That is the very least they can pos
sibly get along with, and their earnest
ness registers pleading, as if the archi
tect could regulate the cost of labor and 
materials if he only would. But their 
budget, which will not expand another 
dollar, finally forces them, after much 
heartache, to get along with three bed
rooms and bathroom, 24'x28', with 
specifications calling for finish that is 
plain enough.

That very afternoon into the office 
come another lady and gentleman. So 
far as one can observe, they dress and 
behave like the morning callers, and 
they, too, have a couple of small chil
dren. These dreamers of an ideal house,

by WILLIAM CRAY PURCELL. A. I. A.

We cannot afford to build more house than we need. What is the minimum of a home 

for each of us? How is this to be determined so that we may compare what we want 

with the funds to be laid down for it? Usually the money available determines the 

size, rather than a wise study of true needs. But if our funds will not cover with satis

faction what our heart has longed for, we should not complain. The same sum will 

buy it all and build it right if another (and probably for you a better) home project 

ttcenty per cent less ambitious in size and character is selected.

to take the fiddle and actually play any 
belter, that is of course not expected of 
us, even in as familiar an art as music. 
But in the very complicated and difficult 
art of creating a beautiful house, the 
majority of people are certain that they 
themselves can do it with no preparation, 
no experience, providing of course the 
arbitrary and stubborn old architect who 
makes the blue prints will only make 
everything just as they tell him to. We 
can all agree, I think, that there is an 
infinitely greater amount of excellent 
music produced than there are good 
houses.

Even the architect will admit at once 
that if these amateur designers could 
build their house say fifty times, one 
trial right after the other, if they were 
sufficiently impersonal so that they could 
at once see the esthetic, economic, and 
mechanical errors of each trial immedi
ately upon its completion, if they had 
had some technical and artistic educa
tion, and if they had some gift in the 
matter of the building art, then it is 
reasonable to expect that the fiftieth 
trial of their house would really be a 
great success. A good many “ifs”! Yes, 
there are. Those “ifs” bar our 
ress to beautiful houses. It is the ar
chitect who has devoted all of his edu
cation and used all the years of his ex
perience toward keeping these “if s” from 
disturbing the successful outcome of his 
client’s dream house.

the picturesHEN you look 
and plans of other people’s houses, as 
they have actually been built, you find 
that not one of them wholly satisfies. You 
can see plainly where many mistakes 
have been made. You wonder how people 
could have overlooked such obvious pos
sible improvements. When you get to 
actually building your own house you 
feel that you know just exactly how you 
want it to be and that it will be just 
about perfect.

But there is a curious thing about that 
procedure which is to take one from 
plans to production in home building. 
It is true that really meritorious houses 
are very scarce—ask any architectural 
editor—and it is equally true that all of 
these considerably-less-than-perfect houses 
were initiated by and built for women 
and their husbands, who felt just as you 
now do about their ideal house. Indeed,

over

after much serious economic discussion, 
and no inconsiderable potential swearing 
at the architect, are persuaded to omit 
the fourth bathroom, to struggle along 
somehow with garage space for but three 
cars, and to abandon “for the present” 
finishing the ball room. “But that is ab
solutely the last concession I can possib
ly make,” says madam. However, when 
the bids are in hand a couple of months 
later, they, too, gaze impatiently at the 
cash in hand (plus what they can bor
row), swear some more at the banker 
and the architect, and reluctantly elimin
ate from ten to fifteen thousand dollars 
from the specifications for this “ideal 
home” of theirs.

It is as plain as a pike staff that this 
aristocratic pair, who have gradually 
worked themselves into a feeling that 
necessity ties them to the grand gesture, 
could, with their minimum funds, build 
in entire beauty and completeness all 
that they could possibly require if only 
their mental set could be naturally and 
painlessly shifted to a simpler and un
doubtedly more happy way of looking 
at life. And exactly the same recommen
dation applies to the over-ambitious 
three bedroom and bath owner and

having completed the building, they feel 
about their darling house just as they 
do about their darling child, “pretty 
nearly perfect,” while we neighbors can 
feel (and possibly see or hear) so plain
ly that it is very far from being even sat
isfactory.

How is it possible that all of us who 
so eagerly desire the ideal house, and 
believe that we have secured it, often 
come to find out, little by little, to our 
dismay that our very polite and compli
mentary friends do not really think our 
house is so wonderful, and the candid 
expert who passes upon it in the Good 
Home Contest tells us that it is pretty 
bad, indeed impossible.

prog-

owneress.
No home so small but a happy smaller 

one can be more beautifully built. Do 
not destroy the daily satisfactions for 
years to come by slashing specifications 
and details to meet your budget. Choose 
a more modest basic layout.

^\ND then there is the money factor 
standing in the way of our longing for a 
beautiful house. Most of these ideal houses 
are conceived with no real relation es
tablished between the project and its true 
ultimate cost. When it comes to letting 
contracts, that must be met with dollars 
very soon, a major part of the ideal ma
terials, complete equipment, and beauti
fully designed finish, simply disappears.

I often wonder how people arrive at 
their “irreducible minimum” of home 
size and accommodation. Consider this 
amusing situation. Into our office come 
a lady and gentleman who have two

THERE are a number of factors in the 
usual planning and production relations 
of house building which operate to can
cel the virtues of many houses which 
might have been really meritorious.

First, as I see it, planning and build
ing a house is a good deal like playing 
the violin. We know when it is well- 
played. We can tell something about 
what is wrong when poorly-played, and 
we have a very poor opinion of crass 
amateur playing. But if we were asked

pROM New England, from the South 
and the Great Valley, from California, 
and from Canada, came a sheaf of your 
personal Christmas cards. ^Tiat a variety 
of ideas, beautifully made, but best of 
all were the letters enclosed. You write 
as to a long time friend; I forget that 
really you have had a dozen letters from 
me. We shall save all your recommenda
tions for a good, satisfying Christmas, 
and talk about them next December.
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fi\It for WINTER

6v AUTIU K IIAWTIIORNK rAHIIART, A. S. L. A.

UTUMN cold first brings blazin 
color to the garden. Then, as though 

becoming grouchy and disgruntled. Old 
Man Winter tears off the bright robes of 
tree, vine, and shrub, until the\ stand 
naked and twiggy in the gusty puffs of 
mid-winter breezes. The garden tones 
become drab. It is a period of transition. 
Autumn color is a climax. Spring bulbs

and early flowers festooned with new 
leafage are a stimulating overture. 
appreciate them more because there is 
this neutral-color period of winter.

Still, how very cheerful it is to find 
spots in our winter landscapes that offer 
some color. Hardy evergreens never look 
so green and inviting as when there is 
a white blanket of snow on the ground, 
or when their cheering touch of greenery 
relieves the grays, drabs, and neutrals 
of the leafless landscape.

Some people with unhappy quirks in 
their thoughts do not like evergreens. 
They say they are too sombre. But for 
me the evergreen is a jolly warrior who 
faces the fiercest blast Old \^’inter can 
throw at him. The evergreen supplies 
green garlands at a time when other 
plants are hibernating.

There are two general uses for ever
greens in the winterscape. Certainly one 
is to furnish a winter screening of some
thing you would like to keep out of view. 
Perhaps you would like to block out the 
view to the neighbor’s chicken run; 
not a pleasant or inspiring sight to watch 
bedraggled chickens mincing about in 
sloshy mid winter mud. Or it may be 
that vour city has thoughtfully placed 
a rubbish dump down in the valley a few 
blocks away, perhaps to “build up” the 
land in a little swale, where in older 
years there was a fine little bog with cat-

A c-

it’s

In the upper corner. Savin’s 
juniper, a plumy evergreen 
of dwarf habits, is shown
massed at one side of an en-

supplying perpetualtrance
greenery.

The second photograph from 
the top shows a row of moun
tain pines in the background 
used as an informal screen
ing. The small evergreen in 
front is Savin’s juniper.

At the right, western red 
cedar, Colorado blue spruce, 
and a big Savin’s juniper 
combined in one big group 
give interest in contrasting 
textures, colors, and forms.
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tails, reeds, blackbirds, and scrubby but 
interesting willows. Whatever you would 
screen the year around, the coniferous 
evergreens offer you twelve-month screen
ing material.

In close low screens we have not yet 
appreciated the possibilities of clipped 
evergreens. England has the box and 
yew hedges which lend distinctive char
acter to the old country gardens. Per
haps we have thought that we did not 
have any box or yew so we could not 
produce similar effects. But we have the 
Colorado blue spruce which can be ob
tained also in a green phase. W e have 
the Virginia red cedar. And in many 
localities the arborvitae is an evergreen 
hardy and trimable.

1 have never seen the western red cedar (Juniperus scopulorum) trimmed 
beyond shaping it into a conical excla
mation point. As such it was used as a 
specimen in the lawns. It is naturally 
close growing even when untrimmed. It 
is my belief that if the central leader is 
clipped out when the little trees are one 
to two feet high and the tree forced into 
a bushy form, this species could be 
formed into a thick, tight-clipped hedge 
of no more than fifteen inches in thick
ness and as tight as privet or English
yew.

You never saw a Colorado blue spruce 
trimmed? Probably because nearly 
everyone is so partial to that tree 
specimen. It deserves such popularity. 
W^hen used in lawn or garden as a speci
men or as a high point in a larger bor
der, it cannot be surpassed. But you can 
trim Picea pungens, either the green or 
the silver form, and trim it as close as 
you do a privet hedge. When trimmed 
it thickens, bunches, becomes

as a

A big. burly Austrian pine in the fore
ground stands in rugged contrast with the 
more refined mountain pine in the back
ground. Such contrasts are sometimes 
charming and at the same time forceful 
in effect and lend interest to the view.

ney or light pole. Or better, use these 
conical evergreens as an all year around 
enframement of some desirable view. A 
vista, a cluster of Black Hills spruce on 
one side, and a Colorado blue spruce on 
the other, and you have a landscape pic
ture.

tight
wall, through which a person would al
most have to cut a way. The /. scopu
lorum hedge will be a very dark yellowy 
green and can be kept to five or six feet 
in height; but the P. pungens hedge will 
crawl
will force itself out to become eight to 
nine feet thick.

May I stop to remark that I get land- 
scapial dyspepsia sometimes when I see 
spruces and firs scattered about a lawn, 
all serving as specimens; as tit-tal-toe as 
polka-dots on a dress. The natural habit 
of these trees is to mass. They huddle. 
They interlock branches. \et we find 
them on informal home grounds almost 
without exception, herded off by them
selves. in spotty design-conical shape, 
conical shape, conical shape!—an .end
less repetition. Do you remember the 
storv of the three trees? One there, one 
there, and one over there? You can find 
an illustration of this story on most any 
lawn with three conical evergreens.

Don't spot them around this way. 
Bunch them occasionally like God does. 
I say that with no irreverence; only pro
found professional respect for the Great 
Landscape Designer’s effects secured 
when He covers whole mountain ranges 
with pine and spruce forests, and borders

the open parks, not with raisin-pudding 
designs of the tit-tat-toe type, but when 
He gathers them into intimate, close-hud
dled groups. In mass they tell another 
story; give a different effect than that 
powerful but monotonous repeated cone.

Another thing—you do not need to be 
finicky about massing only one kind to
gether. Pile up a couple of con-color firs 
with a spruce; or give a big Scotch pine 
with its yellow trunk and Japanesy head 
a chance to sneak in behind the closely 
spaced firs. The pine will top that group 
with a festoon of pine twigs and needles.

Texture and color contrasts as elements

to twelve or fifteen feet andup

A low informal screening may be 
cured by using the mountain pine (Pinus 
montana). Do not confuse this with the 
mugho pine. The mugho grows in dwarf 
shape and size; not over three or four 
feet and has an entirely different mission 
in life than P, montana. P. montana will 
grow up to ten or twelve feet in bush 
form, and where you have room it will 
give you as good shrub-height screening 
in winter as lilacs do in summer.

One tree of the Black Hills spruce 
iP. albertiana), the concolor fir (Abies 
concolor)^ the Norway spruce (P. ex- 
celsa)^ will each give you a screen for 
taller, vertical features such as a chim

se-

of interest in a planting are often ignored. 
In the evergreens we have a chance to do 
some very interesting detail by simply 
realizing that they can be mixed and 
blended to bring color and texture effect 
of charming force and quality.

[ Continued on page 26]
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The house at the right, generations old, is 
worth the extra trouble and expense of remov
ing the shingles, applying Celotex, and replac
ing the shingles because of its durable con
struction and fine design.

In the upper of the two lower photographs. 
Rock Wool is shown being blown into the 
wall through a hose.

In the lower photograph Cabot’s Quilt bas 
been placed between the studs preparatory to 
finishing the interior for living quarters.

I S IJ L A T 1 > « THE O L U II O I S E
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of the plastic decorative materials can be 
applied. In the latter case, it is conveni
ent to fit the quilt-like material between 
the joists or else to partially fill these 
spaces with one of the mineral sub
stances.

As the major part of the heat loss 
from the average house is from the roof, 
it will pay to be liberal in the applica
tion of insulation to this portion. Most 
of the sheet insulation has been standard
ized at a scant half inch, and if I were 
insulating my own home I would apply 
two thicknesses, being careful to break 
joints so that they do not come close 
together. Most of this material comes in 
sheets four feet wide and from eight to 
twelve feet long, although some can be 
obtained in sheets as large as eight feet 
by fourteen feet. Sheet cork also is a 
high-grade insulating material, and is 
used in smaller and thicker sheets. The 
two-inch thickness is best for use in 
attics, although three-inch is not too 
much if you want to do a real job.

It is very possible that you have an 
attic space that has ample headroom but, 
because of the cold in winter and heat 
in summer, it has not been usable. Ap
ply insulation to such a roof and you 
have added such a volume to your home 
that the cost is more than justified. You 
mav think that this attic would not be 
habitable in winter because it has no 
radiators, but because heat rises to the 
ceiling of the rooms below and filter? 
up through the attic floor, you will find

ANY readers of The Small Home 
are living in homes that have been 

built for some time and were erected 
with no attention to the insulation prob
lem. Such houses are naturally more 
difficult to insulate than buildings under 
construction, but their owners can go a 
long way toward making them easier to 
heat in the winter and cooler in the 
summer.

Anyone who has crawled into the at
tic of a story-and-a-half home on a hot 
summer day appreciates the extent to 
which the sun’s rays can penetrate the 
average roof, as we would say. What 
really happens is that the radiant energy 
from the sun impinges upon the roof, 
which usually is dark-colored and there
fore an excellent absorbent of heat, rais
ing the temperature of the outer surface. 
The material of which the roof is con
structed usually being a good heat con
ductor, the heat moves through the roof 
material, and the under surface becomes 
almost as hot as the outer. This heat is 
transferred to the air in the attic which 
soon becomes unbearable.

If the attic is used for living purposes, 
of course the only thing to do is to in
sulate the entire roof. If the attic is 
merely storage or waste space, it is 
cheaper and easier to insulate the floor 
construction of the attic space. In the 
former case, any of the rigid insulating 
materials can be applied to the rafters, 
and most of these form surfaces that can 
be decorated, or to which plaster or any

M
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it warm enough under average condi
tions, provided the job of insulation is 
well done.

One of the interesting methods of in
sulating such an attic space is carried 
out by authorized representatives of a 
concern that holds basic patents on the 
process. The material used is dry and 
flaky, and is fed through a large flexible 
hose to a high-pressure air gun, in which 
it is coated with a binding liquid, sticky 
in character. The operator directs the 
gun against the surfaces to be insulated 
and the sticky, flaky material is built up 
to any desired thickness, under control 
of the operator. It is very much like 
paint-spraying, except for the character 
of the material used. The result is a 
coating of insulating material driven into 
all cracks, and effectively preventing air 
infiltration as well as heat leakage.

In any of these applications particular 
pains should be taken at the eaves line, 
as this usually is where cracks are to 
be found. If I had only a limited amount 
to spend on insulation I would insulate 
around the top of the wall in preference 
to the roof area, and I would insulate 
the roof in preference to all the side 
walls of the house.

Now we come to the side walls, and 
this presents a real problem in the al- 
readv-built home. Practically only fill 
material can be used unless the plaster 
or the outside finish are removed. In 
this case the studs are laid bare for insu
lating as in a new house. If fill is used, 
it is blown between the plaster and the 
outside wall through holes about two 
inches in diameter cut around the ceil
ing line and just below any fire stops.

Of course a hole must be cut 
between every pair of studs.
The holes are then finished with 
plaster and the entire wall re
finished.

Sheet insulation can be ap
plied directly to the plaster 
walls, but this means taking off 
the trim and entirely re-apply
ing it, which may be an expen
sive task, especially if there are 
many windows involved. If your 
home is located where the win
ter winds are fairly constant in 
direction, I would suggest ap
plying insulation only to the 
two most exposed walls, taking 
chances on the “loo’rd” walls, 
as the sailor would say.

I would be only courting 
trouble if I were to give you 
figures for fuel saving with an 
old house that had been insulat
ed. I can assure you, however, that any 
intelligent application of insulation 

pay in actual dividends and will 
make the home much more comfortable 
in summer. If you use in the neighbor
hood of ten tons of coal each winter, 
the saving would be of the order of 
two tons—and, in addition to saving 
the cost of this quantity, you are sav
ing yourself the diluted joy of shovel
ing it into the heater and the ashes out.

Each year I again remind readers of 
the paper I edit—it is read by oil-burn
er dealers—that thev frequently can 
make a homeowner happy by the insul
ation of a single room—or two—that 
always has been “hard to heat.” Such 

[ Continued on page 31 ]

Rock Wool, shown in the upper left-hand 
photograph, is placed between the ceiling joists 
of the second story to prevent loss of heal into 
the attic.will

In the upper right-hand comer, blankets of 
Balsam Wool are shown placed between rafters 
to prevent heat loss through the roof.

Flax-li-num is illustrated in the lower photo
graph nailed over the upper side of the ceiling 
joists. Were the attic to be used it would be 
necessary to cover the insulation with boarding.

Editor's Note: There are many other good 
insulating materials, but space permits 
the shoicing of only a representative fete.
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le accessories for the bath- 
om, not including the linens, 
me to a total of $43.95. This 
;ure could be still further 
[luced by the use of less ex- 
nsive shower curtains or vanity 
ble, or by the omission of 
e vanity table altogether. Next 
)nth. the kitchen of our Bud- 
t House will be equipped with 
1.97 remaining from the $1,200 
lowance for the complete house.

y ELLKN I). M'ANGNER

Hiul

1>. (iKOSVENOR

Bathroom

no dust could collect either under or be
hind them, and they blossomed out riot
ously in color. Green tubs, blue tubs, 
tubs as rosy as the dawn or black as 
night, and with non-tarnishable plumb
ing and fixtures that look as lovely as 
silver. Washbasins, too, became gay and 
bright in rose and green and turquoise 
so that even the small boy thinks it a 
delight to wash his face there.

With such tubs and basins, who want
ed the chaste towels of that older day, 
tow'els that only ventured into color with 
an occasional blue, green, or pink stripe. 
Towels must be rich in tone, hold lovely 
designs, and so we have them in exqui
site three-lone effects—peach, green, and 
ivory; dull red, cream, and black: 
orange, white, and pale green. These 
towels have names as lovely as theA. 
There is Palmetto, Lotus, Carnival, and 
for those who are game-minded, a set 
dubbed Backgammon, all with matching 
face cloths and bath mats. Shower cur
tains at once swung into lin< 
ized taffeta, gingham, or chintz—tubfast 
materials to suggest the richness of the 
fabric world and the colors of the rain
bow.

With all this beauty ours for the 
choosing, we began to plan the bathroom 
for our Budget Bungalow. The color 
scheme was of peach, green, and ivory, 
since the tub and basin, already installed, 
were in pale green, the lavatory having 
black legs. The walls were tiled in peach 
with a green border at their base, while 
the floor was finished in a deeper shade 
of green tiles.

For a room so softly toned to begin 
with, it was not a difficult nor costly mat
ter to finish and equip it. For the shower 
curtain, a rubberized crepe in peach was 
selected, this having a border of pale 
green so that it appears like a continua
tion of the wall itself. The cost of this 
curtain was $6.95. While searching for 
it. we gathered prices on other curtains, 
finding some of serviceable duck at 
$1.98. with rubberized chintz at $3.95, 
others of a little belter quality at $4.95, 
prices ranging from these up to S22.50 
for a lovely celanese moire. Our curtain 
in two colors and of excellent quality 
seemed to us a lucky find at our price.

As there was only a small space left 
in the room for wallpaper, we felt that 
our budget would permit us to buy what 
might seem extravagant if many of the 
panels w'ere needed. Since our room 

\^Continu€d on page 30^

F THERE is one place in the house 
where more than in any other one 

may safely indulge a liking for color 
and unusual decorations it is in the bath-

I
A few years ago, the family bathroom.

room, like the home kitchen, was believed
to be the last syllable in beauty and sani
tation if it were all white, or possibly 
white and blue, and tiled throughout. 
Sanitary as an operating room, were 
such places in appearance, and as cold 
and chillv. And then color came, brin 
ing unusual papers and wall coverings. 
Bathtubs lost their legs and were sealed 
down to the floor and in the wall so that

O*^

ITEMIZED COST OF 
FURNISHING THE BATHROOM

$ 6.95Shower curtain.......................
Waterlily panels, 3 at $1.50-.,
Vanity table and stool..........
Scale .......................................
Two black glasses at 50c.......
Clothes hamper........................
Small shoe polisher and stool 
Curtains .................................

4.50
13.95

■rubber-8.75

1.004.95

1.002.85

As for the walls, one can find water
proof papers, paints, fabrics, and tiles 
in every color and design.

TOTAL $43.95
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button, instead of an electric bell buzz
ing in the kitchen, you hear that four- 
lone chime resound throughout the house. 
^Tien the back door button is pushed it 
sounds only two chimes. Sweet idea, 
isn’t it?”

Charmed, Mrs, Pipp pushed through 
the front door, smiling as the faint 
echoes subsided. She started to explore 
the ground floor but the salesman, know
ing his business, gently directed them 
upstairs.

‘■pretty stairway, isn’t it?”
Both Mr. and Mrs. Pipp thought it 

was and the salesman said that here, 
again, the modern architect uses his in
genuity in properly adapting the right 
kind of a stairway to its environment. 
Just a little more time, money, energy, 
and thought applied to this feature com
mands attention and affords buying ap
peal. Stair risers were easy, treads were 
broad and the railings and newel posts 
artistic. Those stairs just seemed to fit 
in and belong there,

‘T hope they’ve put in plenty of good 
large closets,” murmured Mrs. Pipp. 
“Some of the houses I’ve looked at have 
been terrible in that respect. There’s 
nothing a good housewife likes better 
than roomy, well-ventilated closets. I 
just won't consider a house that hasn’t 
got them.”

Lee soon reassured her that the closets 
were large, well-equipped with rods and 
cupboards, and ventilated from the out
side.

II K A S THAT E I. L \ II O V S K

b y STAN L E Y L . .M c M 1 r li A E L

beautiful morning and Mr. 
and Mrs. Frederick Pipp—principally 

Mrs. Pipp—were out “house hunting.” 
For several years they had occupied a 
comfortable apartment but were growing 
tired of the confinement attendant upon 
such
wanted a home of her own and what Mrs. 
Pipp wanted she usually got—some how. 
some time.

Mr. Pipp’s business had prospered in 
a mild way and he was ready to indulge 
his wife in an ambition which he too 
secretly shared. Like a good many other 
wise couples they had been studying the 
magazines and newspapers and making 
occasional inspections of new homes, to 
“tune in” on the latest and best in home 
construction. Now they were earnestly 
at work making real inspections, with 
the thought in mind of actually acquir
ing a home to live in, and eagerly ab
sorbing information to be used in sub
stantiating their judgment in making 
their purchase. Dates were made with a 
number of responsible realtors who were 
to explain to them the merits of their 
various offerings.

Driving up in front of a cozy-looking 
two-story house of English architecture, 
they alighted and were met at the door 
by the salesman, Mr. Lee. Greetings 
exchanged, the salesman led them out on 
the lawn to obtain a view of the front 
of the dwelling.

“No one thing can be said to be of 
super importance in judging a house 
which you are about to buy,” he ob
served. “Nothing in life is perfect and 
that certainly applies to houses. What 
you should seek to do is to satisfy your 
artistic senses and at the same time get 
a well-planned, convenient interior, em
bellished with those modern features 
which today are so essential in living. 
\^Tien you find the house, which, after 
careful consideration, embodies the high
est score, you will probably be wise in 
buying it.”

“I like those slanting roofs,” observed 
Mrs. Pipp, “and the way the shingles are 
applied.”

“Roof lines are very important when 
considering the exterior of a dwelling,” 
declared the salesman. “TTie day has 
passed when square, box-like houses 
built in duplicate in long rows can sat
isfy the modern purchaser. It costs com
paratively little to apply sound archi
tectural practice in home building, and

1 WAS it always pays, particularly when resale 
value is considered. No one should buy 
without having in mind the important 
thought that some day he may want to 
move into something more pretentious 
and sell to a new owner.”

“Gosh,” said Mr. Pipp suddenly, “this 
is the first house I’ve seen that’s had 
enough hose connection cocks. Four of 

Mr. Pipp, while not possessed 
particularly deep intellect, was 

supremely practical. He liked the con
veniences of life and, in purchasing a 
home, intended to get them. Mrs. Pipp, 
on the other hand, was a living exempli
fication of artistic thought. Beauty ap
pealed to her and, except when she in
spected a kitchen, seldom thought of the 
practical side of home planning. But, 
ah, she did inspect a kitchen and she 
knew what she wanted in modern plan
ning and equipment.

said Lee, “this is one house 
where the hose can be easily attached. 
Notice, loo, that the builder ran out sev-

I

method of living. Mrs. Pipp

1”em!
of

"Yes,

eral small sprinkling lines to the lawn, 
so they can be turned on and the grass
watered automatically. Didn’t cost much, 
either, while the plumbing work was be
ing done. Used old pipe. Sprinkler 
heads are cheap when one considers their 
convenience. Notice the foot scraper 
there at the front door. There’s another

“What’s that dingus?” demanded Pipp, 
surveying a board platform, tipped at an 
angle, with a moulding below. The sales
man informed him that it was 
rack, placed below the clothes rod in the 
closet. Pipp grinned, in memory of shoes 
kicked about aimlessly on the closet floor 
at home.

“Plenty of wall plug electrical outlets, 
too.” commented the salesman. “Double 
ones, placed on several sides of the room. 
Some builders think the only place you 
use plugs is in the living room, 
increasing use of all kinds of electrical 
appliances the new house should be 
bountifully supplied with outlets in every 
room. Cost a little money but they’re 
well worth it. Radio wire outlets in the 
bedrooms, too, permit a sick person to 
listen in. This is being done today in 
even small, inexpensive homes.”

There were three rooms upstairs. Be
tween two of them was an exceptionally 
attractive bath. In the other was a small 
compartment wdth shower, toilet and 
washbowl.

“Buyers are demanding greater refine
ment in the matter of bathrooms,” ob
served the salesman. “A house with only 
one bathroom is hard to resell. I believe 
the day is coming when an owner 

f Continued on page 2S]

shoe

around at the back door, too. Did you 
notice that the garage has new type 
doors? They are light, easily operated 
and a joy to the average woman who has 
to open or close them.”

“Oh, isn’t that a nice clothes drying 
rack,” squeaked Mrs. Pipp as they spied 
a circular frame mounted on a heavy 
post on which the washing could be set 
out to dry.

“Yes, that’s another little innovation

With

the modern contractor now installs,” ob
served the salesman. No more long 
ropes or wires to catch your chin on 
some dark night when hurryinj 
the lawn.”

across

Lee was careful to pilot them around 
the house, so they might enter at the 
front door. Instead of opening the door 
he pushed a button.

“Listen!” he commanded. From the 
interior came echoes of sweet-sounding 
chimes of several notes.

“W-what is it?” demanded Mrs. Pipp. 
somewhat awed.

"^Tiy, it’s 
said Lee.

an electric chime door 
When you push the

will
bell.'
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THE GARDEN l»OOL
\^Continued from page 5]

ss

35 ^
When choosing among the tropical vari
eties, be careful to note whether they are 
day or night bloomers, then choose ac
cording to your own needs.

Margin planting is less used in for
mal pools, the coping being frankly a 
part of the pool; but a few aquatic 
plants, sometimes at the comers, again 
at one end, add variety and reflections. 
Arrowhead, sweet flag, water arum, 
and the pickerel rush grow in shallow 
water from two to eight inches deep, 
are moderately tall-growing, and give 
contrast in leaf and form. Papyrus 
always makes a good reflection, and is 
airily graceful. The water hyacinth 
and the water snowflake are floating 
plants for rather shallow water, and 
add pleasing variety.

All pools need oxygenating plants 
both to keep the water clear and to 
provide protection for the mosquito
preventing fish. These grow beneath 
the water, and a number do not need 
any planting at all, though do better 
if tucked into a water-lily box. Among 
them are Myriophyllum (milfoil), with 
little hushes of fine needle-like leaves, 
and Ceratopkyllum (coontail).

Occasionally an adjoining planting 
of iris or bog plants largely increases 
the apparent size of the formal pool, 
particularly if the coping continues 
around the bog garden. This planting, 
however, is most often seen with the 
informal pool.

As was intimated earlier in speak
ing of the formal pool, it is the natur
alistic pool that is the most difficult 
to place harmoniously in most small 
gardens, though of course, in some 
settings and with some types of archi
tecture, this is the pool needed. It is 
outstandingly the pool for the rock 
garden and nowhere reaches greater 
beauty than among the rocks. Irregu
lar and informal shrubbery borders, 
winding paths, rolling ground, all point 
the way to the natural pool.

The strong ties here are with the 
garden, and often the pool merely 
peers with an elfin glimpse beyond 
jutting shrubbery at the house. We 
are seeking a rocky dell, a woodland 
stream, a meadow lakelet. There will 
be little bays and promontories, judici
ously planted shores, the piqued inter
est of water half revealed, half con
cealed, sunlight and shadow. This 
shoreline is just where so many in
formal pools fail. It takes a good eye 
and a good sense of proportion to draw 
the irregular curve of a garden pool. 
Too much curve, too many indentations 
leave a fussy effect that is anything 
but desirable. A small natural pool 
is often planned in the “kidney” shape.

Of course brick and tile are not 
suitable here, and the less the cement 
is visible the better the pool appears. 
Stones make the most natural coping; 
but above all things do try to avoid a 
rim of round boulders unless it is 
frankly a formal effect of round cobble- 
stoned pavement. Flat stones of as 
good size as possible outcropping

irregularly from the surrounding banks, 
some projecting over the water, otliers 
running back, will make an ideal shore
line. Your architect will see that they 
are properly cemented to the pool 
side if the surrounding ground is to 
be kept dry, or openings left for the 
creation of a bog garden. Usually, too, 
he will provide for a rim of mucky 
soil just within the edges of the pool. 
The moisture-loving plants creep over 
the stones to mirror their faces in the 
water below, rosy mimulus and most 
primulas, Saponaria ocymoides, lady- 
slippers, maidenhair and other ferns, 
Gentuma calycosa (gentian), Myosotis 
Ptdustris, (forget-me-not), and Sedum 
yosemitense (stonecrop) will all be 
happy growing in moister ground, yet 
out of the water, while the yellow Al
pine mimulus will plunge headlong 
from the rocks to swim in the w’ater 
itself. The dwarf Japanese maples ac
cent a promontory, and at the same 
time reflect their flaming tints. Coton- 
casters and the low-growing junipers 
are delightful. When the pool is larger 
probably nothing quite exceeds the 
trailing beauty of the mirrored wis
teria.

Just as in the formal pool, there are 
ways here to make a little water seem 
much more. Two or three very small 
pools with one or two shrubs carefully 
placed to hide the ground between will 
give the effect of one large pool, for 
the eye seeing water on both sides, 
infers its presence also beyond the 
planting. This is a device much used 
with “barrel pools.

A stream is simulated by a long and 
winding pool that need not be wide at 
all, one or two feet, carrying ample 
illusion. A stepping stone, or a small 
arched footbridge add still further to 
the effect. Screen both ends with 
planting. If water-lilies are not wished 
here, this need be only a few inches 
deep. Of course if a little running 
water may be used, its introduction 
from a concealed tap hidden by the 
rocky fall at one end adds very much 
to the picture.

This is also true of the pool. Noth
ing adds more to the feeling of the 
rocky dell than the plashing of the 
water from the rock spring or tum
bling fall. When in connection with 
the rockgarden, the soil is frequently 
graded up onto the opposite side, so 
that a goodly rocky slope is there for 
it to cascade over. A screening planting 
at the top adds still more to the effect.

Fishes, clams, mussels, and oxy
genating plants keep the water clear 
and free of algae and scums. In des
perate cases one teaspoonful of copper 
sulphate to each thirteen cubic feet 
of water may be used for clearing. 
Permanganate of potash, about one 
teaspoonful to four cubic feef of water 
is even better, though it may require 
a dose on several succeeding days. 
Watch any fish when using this last. If 
they gasp at the surface, remove them 
or add fresh water immediately.
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HOME SHOPPER • • •S3IALL• • THE
THIS cricket has been christened "The Cure, 
by two nieces of an aunt we know. They 
pounced upon it in a shop, just before Christ
mas. They explained that they must have it 
for their aunt, whose habit of ignoring chairs 
and sitting on the floor seemed to be incurable. 
Mere niece-disapproval did not help . . . but 
a sturdy hickory cricket, with a woven rush top. 
reproduced from a very old model—! It seems 
that this aunt has taken "The Cure,” and likes 
it. Of course its original was made when floors 
were unthinkably cold, but, warm as 19.‘^2 floors 
may be, we like to have such a charming small 
cricket, for a footrest. In hickory, with rush 
top, it is $9.50. With plain hickory lop, it is 
$5.50. It may be ordered from The Small Home 
Shopper, postage collect.

99
Make RADIATORS 

ORNAMENTAL 
as well as USEFUL

ROTECT WALLS AND DRAPERIES 
From radiator-smudge

Bmmutify your Horn* by Vaing
MILLER RADIATOR COVERS

P
A pair of stronK. adjustable iteel Brackett 

(eaallj attached to the radiator) and an Attrac- 
tire Shelf or Seat of warp-proof wood with 
rounded corners and edges, nicely sanded all 
ready for paint or slain to match your wood
work. Brackets hold tops securely to radiator.

Brackets, only SI.50 per pair. Shelves or Seats, 
1 foot wide by any length required, only 50e 
per foot. Special widths on request.

Write for attractive folder.

The Miller Specialties Co.
Dept.]. VAN WERT. OHIO

HOMANCE speaks from far Cathay, in a 
Chinese ginger jar lamp. The base is of green 
Chinese pottery, impressed with a scroll design. 
The green glaze bleeds off at the lower edge of 
the base, leaving an interesting irregular edge 
of the biscuit showing. A very good grade of 
genuine parchment is used in the shade, which 
will be decorated to order, in stripes or bands 
of color. The lamp and shade together are 
approximately twenty inches high, while the 
lower rim of the shade is about fourteen inches 
in diameter. It is decoratively one of the most 
adaptable types of table lamp available. Com
plete, with wired base, ready for use. and parch
ment shade, decorated to your order, it is 
$12.50. You may order from The Small Home 
Shopper, express collect.

BRICK HOMES

BBICK HOMES

H ERE is a fine reproduction of an antique 
hooked rug about 100 years old, made on an Alsdorf iXeedlecraft pattern w'hich may be had 
hand blocked in colors ready for hooking. The 
pattern gives the key to the mellowed tones of 
the original rug—the floral design in old reds, 
soft purple, and magenta, with the green leaf 
colors mellowed to tones of bronze-green and 
blue-green. The center ground is a light tan. 
The border may be done in old black fabrics, to 
reproduce the faded black border of the 
original, or in soft tones of brown or old red. 
Old materials reproduce the tones of the original 
better than new. Knit fabrics such as jersey 
are considered particularly good. The same 
material need not be used throughout the 
pattern—in fact, the old rugs owe much of their 
charming color-gradations to the use of different 
kinds of materials. The finished rug is 40 by 64 
inches. The price of the pattern is $4.50. It may 
be ordered from The Small Home Shopper. 
Order pattern number 111.

a new booklet 25i
32 pages showing perspective drawings 

and floor plant of an extremely select 
noup of modem brick-house desig 
Two-story houses and bungalows. Li 
lisb. Colonial and Georgian in style. A 
general description accompanies each de
sign. A valuable guide book 
architectural style.
Architects’ Small House Service Bureau. 
Inc., 1200 Second Avenue South. Min
neapolis, Minn.

ns.
ng-

to correct 
Order from The

The Real Log Cabin II ERE is the "’Florentine” pattern in etched 
glassware. Although it has the necessary 
delicacy and rfchness of design to carry off a 
rather formal table setting, it is not expensive. 
Notice the ribbed shaping of the stem, most 
apparent in this photograph in the stem of the 
sherbet. Notice, too, the graceful flare of the 
bowls, curved inward again at the edges. The 
service includes a fooled bridge tumbler, a 
finger bowl, a goblet and a sherbet glass. The 
price per dozen is $10. Each type may be 
ordered separately, by the dozen or half-dozen. 
The Small Home Shopper will order for you, 
express collect.

By Chilioa D. Aldrich

Build a log cabin. Read this well writ
ten and well illustrated book. Shows
diagrams, plans and photographs, a 
reliable guide to useful cabins—large 
or small. All details, choosing site, 
making gable ends, windows, porches, 
fireplaces, and furniture, are discussed 

WAS $4.00fully.

$2.50Now Only
THE ARCHITECTS’ SMALL HOUSE 

SERVICE BUREAU 
1200 Second Ave. So. 

Minneapolis, Minn.
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graceful, long-stemmed compote, of distin
guished lines. The price of the compote is $5. 
The grouping here suggests the modern tendency 
away from “sets”, and toward combinations of 
designs similar in feeling. The Small Home 
Shopper will order for you. postage collect.

-the old maple sugar PLACE”

MAPLE SUGAR
Try HILDEX MAPLES and taste 
the difference! Pure unadulterated 

sugar-syrup-sprcad-candy.
Special Sampler Jlssortment

I Jar spreadI quart syrupi I pound candy
$3.50 ($4-00 west Miss. River')

Send no money—just pay the postman. 
Moneybackgtuirarttee. PrUeListon Request.

W HAT bookworm has enough bookends to 
hold the volumes he insists on keeping within 
easy reach? And why shouldn’t he have as 
many as he likes, when he may choose them in 
carved soapstone, in soft brown tones, in cream, 
or in brown-and-cream veined in pink, from 
$1.50 and up? The pair in the illustration is 
decorated in carved Chinese dragons, with coil
ing tails. Others are smooth blocks of soap
stone, surmounted by Chinese Foo Dogs. The 
pair photographed is $7.50. They may be 
ordered from The Small Home Shopper, express 
collect.

HltDEXE4JMJ^ITTLE fir trees in serried ranks march over 
the cream ground of this jolly print. The trees 
are in bright shades of yellow, red, and blue, 
gay tin-soldier colors. One of a series of 
effective and inexpensive prints imported from 
England, it is sun-fast and tub-fast, and there
fore an excellent choice for sunny rooms, the 
year round, and for summer draperies and slip
covers. The fabric is a smoothly woven percale. 
The Fir Tree Print is $1.25 a yard. It may be 
ordered from The Small Horne Shopper, express 
or postage collect.

ROl TE 10
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House

Designs

in
one book|<*ASHIONS of the table are steadfastly return

ing to sterling silver—and here is a group 
typifying some of the reasons why. There is 
an interesting modern feeling in the design of 
the candlesticks, with their fluted, flaring 
standards and cups formed by silver discs, 
placed pyramid-wise and inverted. They are 
priced $5 a pair. The sugar and creamer, with 
their horizontally shaped bowls and scroll-like 
handles, are $5 the set. And in the center is a

Small Homas of Arcbitoctural 
Oiatiaction

Edited by Robert T. Jonea, A. I. A.^ * J!
i The beat plana created by Bureau archi- 

Originated ia all parts of the country.
(t.11 4■! I teas.

Show aU styles, and sizes up to six principal, .-At
1 Each design illustrated by photo-• / t^ * i rooms.

graphs or perspective drawings, 
and floor plans.

■> *5?!!Postpaid
til • * *:* - L<- THE ARCHITECTS’ SMALL HOUSE 

SERVICE BUREAU 
1200 Second Ave. So., Minnaapolia. Mina.

PORTABLE HUMIDIFIER!
Ginger-Jar

Lamp
Convenient, economical, the new Lewis Portable Electric 
Humidifier solves the dry air problem simply and effectively.

Simply Fill with water 
and plus in cord. 
Order direct From 
Lewis Air Condi
tioners, Inc., 847 
Second Avenue So., 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

Prict $16.50 Postpaid

'k i

., . with banded parchment 
shade made in our own 
workrooms . . . .

COMPLETE 
WITH SHADE

$12.50

FRENCH & CO.Wm. a.
All EUctric—Automatic of ' Interiors

MINNEAPOLIS
Decorators •

FOR ’ HOME * OR ^ OFFICE
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OARLAXDS FOR WIATER[a Beautiful Lawn
Hn Six Weeks* Time ^Continued jrom page 77]

for the small home, except one or two 
specimens, one in the shrub border, 
one in the open as a specimen, or 
a tight little mass of three to five 
bunched so they will flank the house. 
In cities the land is dear—too dear. It 

little chance to stretch our

A single spruce in your lawn gives 
Its form and color will giveaccent,

that accent especially in winter. But 
when you begin to group the cone 
type of evergreen to get a blob of 
mass instead of a single specimen,
then give some attention to mixing 
species, and to throwing them into 
groups instead of making them stand 
apart as prim soldiers always on 
parade.

The spruces and firs have their spe
cial forms; always graceful, always 
rather prim. But the larger pines are 
rowdies. One of my earliest associa
tions with evergreens was with a row 
of Scotch pines growing along the 
carriage drive in our old Iowa home. 
They were old enough to have big, 
rough, pitchy boles and thick plated 
bark. They made great trees for 
climbing, especially so because they 
were forbidden. A really industrious 
small boy could ruin a whole suit and 
dirty his hands for a week on the 
pitch blisters on limb and trunk. But 
aside from these qualifications, those 
pines, every one of them, had charac
ter. They struck out for themselves. 
Their heads took on individual shapes. 
They leaned, as they took the notion 
to lean, one way or another. Some of 
them were well cloaked to the ground 
with frondy branches. One or two of 
them had a brush at the top not un
like the fresh-sheared tail of a Brob-

gives us
arms and plant pines. But the home 
owner in suburb or small town can
have a grand time with these larger
evergreens.

On the pocket edition country es
tates no larger than a city lot we must 
build pocket edition gardens. There 
are smaller trees that will give winter 
green and at the same time be in scale 
with the scheme of the grounds. The 
first is the mountain pine. It needs 
space, for its form is that of a billowy, 
sprawling shrub. The other extreme 
of form is the strict cone of the west
ern red cedar that I mentioned as a 
possible candidate for hedging. It can 
be trimmed a bit to shape it, and then 
it becomes a column of green. These 
are useful as specimens or they serve 
well as green points in the shrub bor
der.

SOD in six weeks! A rich, velvety stretch 
of lawn that chokes out weeds before 

they can grow! A deep, thick, uniform turf 
that’s everlasting. That's W’hat you get with Sanitas Prices Reduced 

for Spring Decorating
T^ecorators are selling Sanitas at 

prices twenty percent lower than 
last year. This makes Sanitas a better 
investment than ever.

A complete new line of attractive styles 
is being oflfered. Plain tints and decora
tive designs for every room in the house.

Sanitas is the original, washable cloth 
wall covering. Dirt stains and finger
marks can be cleaned off with a sponge 
and warm water. Clean Sanitas just like 
woodwork and it will retain its original 
colorful charm for years.

See the wide range of styles in the 
Sanitas Sample Book, at your decorators.

Samples and Booklet On Request

The Standard Textile 
Products Co.

Dept. 39

Scott’s Creeping Bent
recORni:cd as the ideal ernsi, for golf putting greens—is 
nou' producing Super-Lawna. Instead of sowing seed, 
you plant scolona (chopped grass). In a few weeks you 
have a lu.turiant lawn like the deep pile of a T urkiab 
carpet. Makes your home a beauty spot. With 
proper care no replanting is ever necessary. Grows 
readily anywhere except m the extreme South.

A Hanover N. H. Customer writes: “All you wrote me 
about your Creeping Bent hci proven true. I have the priest 
Iflion in this vicinity and is admired by everyone."

From Lansing Michnian: “We had an excellent turf 
within SIX weeks from the time we planted your Creejsmg 
Beni. U IS remarkahie how fast this lawn developed. '
From Huron, S. D.: “We have the most beauti/ui laum 
m the city. People from all around driw here to see ic.”

A valuable treatise 
on how you can have 

a beautiful lawn—tells how to make a new Uwn 
and how to replant ,m old one. This new booklet 
“Bent Lawns" is free to you. Write for copy.

FREE BOOKLET There is another class of resinous 
evergreens that should be mentioned 
particularly. The whole group of smal
ler junipers such as the Greek, the 
Irish, their close relatives, and their 
variations give small spiky forms for 
base plantings and mixed beds of 
dwarf types of evergreens. Of an en
tirely different style are the plumy 
junipers of dwarf habit: the common 
ground juniper, the Savin’s, the Wau- 
keegan, and the creeping juniper. 
These are your lower elements in weav
ing greenery into the winter garden. 
Each has distinctive form. Any of 
them will give a certain effect when 
used as specimens. Or they can be 
massed. Here again the fact that these 
trees and the shrubby forms are on a 
smaller scale than the spruce, fir or 
pine trees, gives the gardener who must 
work in smaller scale an opportunity 
to form landscapes in semi-miniature. 
The conical arborvitae or junipers are 
the accent materials. Combining them 
in groups and giving some thought 
when this is done to texture and color 
contrasts, offers the method by which 
much of the form, balance, composition 
of a larger landscape can be presented 
by these materials. It will be not so 
roomy as a larger planting with pines 
and spruces but it will have the effect 
in reduced magnitude.

Remember the thing you are striv
ing to do is to get w'ell-placed green 
accent in your winter landscape. Or 
you are using evergreens for year- 
around screens. You have the whole 
range from the dwarf arborvitaes and 
the lower-growing types of junipers to 
the white, Austrian, Scotch and yel
low pines.

You don’t have to be content with 
an utterly drab garden and home 
grounds in winter; indeed not. Plant 
some evergreens for winter greeneni’.

O. M. Scott 8C Sons Co.
Marysville, Ohio143 Main Street

dignagian French poodle.
1 have never seen it done, but I 

should think that a Scotch pine plant
ed in a shrub border and allowed to 
run up above it, until the tossle-lopped 
bunch of new branches at the lip was 
held far above the mass of the shrub 
border, would be most striking in any 
garden, large or small. There is some- 
tiling particularly appealing in the out
line of a gaunt old Royal Palm on a 
Gulf Coast view, when that old tree 
is seen against darkening skies. But 
that picture is no more appealing in 
its way than the feathery head of a 
veteran Scotch pine viewed against the 
leadish cloud bank of a dull January 
evening. The green head of such an 
old pine lifting above the twinkle of a 
light in
flooding—home memories. Winter, and 
a green tree, up there facing it, or bow
ing and bending as it braces its body 
against blizzard thrusts—! Give me an 
old pine against a winter’s sunset, at 
that moment when the sun is drowned 

cloud-muffled horizon, and I’ll 
find strength and inspiration from that 
bit of winter landscape. After all. 
much of our joy from any landscape 
comes from the mental associations we 
build up from the scene we behold.

The white pines do this trick too, 
slightly different way. Their 

needles are finer, they are fluffier, not 
so rugged, and yet they give the sense 
of sturdiness and present the touch 
of fine-leafed green.

But these larger trees are too big

Trees 
’ Plants

Finest VarietiesBest Quality
2S G ladioll, bloom'g size mlz.colort 25c 

6 Rese of Sharon, assorted colors 25c 
3 Purplo Japan Barboiry 
2 Snowball Hydrangea, 2 yr. old 25e 
2 Dwarf Red Splrea
2 Spiroa Van Houttel. 2 >r. old 25c 
5 Oriental Poppies. Scarlet
3 Now Chinese Elms. 2 to 3 ft. 50c
3 CllRibing Roses, 3 colors........ 50c
4 French Lilacs, 4 colors..
1 Colorado Blue Spruce, 4 yr... 1.00 
1 Chinese Magnolia, 12 in— 1.00

Or aU the above Bargaini for $5.00

New York320 Broadway

25c
25c

CLOTH50c

i
$1.00 \£1

Satisfaction guaranteed. Order today. 
Will ship when wanted. We pay post- 
age. Big FREE Catalog shows hiin- 
dreiis of bargains in trees, shrubs, 
plants, evergreens, vines, roses, 

hedges, etc. Many new varieties. Write for it today.
SPRING HILL NURSERIES 

Tippecanoe CUy, Ohio
DEPARTMENT 12

for walls 
rockeries 

V pools 
A slopes 
A borders

window brings memoriesModern

< LO!>iET RE^I<;A>»
If you arc remodeling, planning, build
ing or )ust making improvements in 
vour present home vou will welcome 
these suggestions,
• “COMPACT CLOSET DESIGNS" • 
Illustrated folder mailed on request, 
including specification sheet and ex
planation of a remarkable and reason
able designing service available to meet 
vour individual requirements. Address 
all inquiries to

535
I netc plants 

introduced inLin Ander.^on McCully’s netv book

American Alpines in the Garden
A key to sure tuccesi with the beautiful plants native 
to the Pacific coast. With it you can easily seleot 
many different kinds to beautify your garden.
£3ecb one of 535 plants la described so that you cas 
tell quickly if It li suited to your cooditiooi. Full 
details of size, growing habit, foliage, preferred toll 
and exposure, sod the size, color and nuenb^ of 
bloomi.
RzplicU directions fw making a rock garden, preptr- 
Ing a moraine, using water features, growing from 
seed, purchasing, and transplanting. A leading au
thority calls these "decidedly the best I have ever 
read."

in

ELIZABETH WOOD
19 photographs: 2H2 pagea 

$2.50 postpaid from“Compact Closet Designs"

Beaver Dam, Wi.'i.Box 42 The Architects’ Small House Service Bureau
1200 Second Avenue South Minneapolis. Minn
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W hat Perennial 
completely disappears 
in the Summer...?

FIRST AID 
IN GARDENING

MART gardeners everywhere 
recognize the Gardeners* 

Chronicle as an authority. Its 
columns contain practical Informa
tion, useful to every home owner 
who gardens. A special depart
ment renders first aid to perplexed 
tillers of the soil,—answering ques
tions, solving knotty problems, ex
pertly and promptly. This service 
alone is worth the subscription 
price of $2.00 per year.

s Yes—ami u
fresJi and green, just a» 

aa the weather gets cool again t 
You will find a description o{ the 
habits of this unique, bat widely 
known perennial on page 106 o( 
Dreer’s 19.12 Carden Book. And 
there are hundreds of equaily inter
esting facta about the habits •( 
flowers in this complete and author
itative reference work.
There is no need to depend on the 
superficial information contained in 
seed catalogs, for a Copy of the 
1932 Carden Book will be sent free 
on request to those interested In 
vegetable and flower seeds, posoa, 
perennial plants, etc.

np again.

Single Copy 25c

GARDENERS* CHRONICLE
522-V Fifth Ave.

HENRY A. DREER
New York, N. y. Dept. N-3

1306 Spring Garden St., 
Philadrlphia, Pa.

r FKEE
ROSE BOOK

^ Known for Reliabiltty& Our '-onstaot aim ia to off>-r t/is twrv brwi seeds
PeMaiaaMs.thehighaaCin purity and eerminstMnand t)>v ones tiuit bring tAs mo$t$attt/aeturvr*MUU.^M 
Oor repotacien rests on thh. H
Olds’ 45th Annual Catalog I 
Tells the Truth About Seeds I
It contains 96 pages of sceomte deseripttoos with fl 
eonret illustrations of the best new and standard ■ Tittles of gl*M, VegetaMa, and Flowor Issda, ■ 
Including Mtiibt. Aonts. and .Sbmbs, H
^ndpottalforacojfvIncbidingCom^ I plimcnCaryTriafPackgf PlotPcrSccdg. I

L. L. OLDS SEED COMPANY I
Drawer 26 Hadlaoii.Wls^^^l

36th edition,
Castle,” printed in exquisite colors, 
tells how to grow these roses, and 
many other flowers. Gold mine of 

information. Beginners ought not be without 
this book. Lme pric<‘s. Write few copy. It’s 

HEIXER BROS. CO.
Box 224 New Castle, Ind

Roses of New

FREE
there is no flower so springy as the paper white narcissus. 
About the last week in January, I always start two or three 
bowls of these bulbs. The bowl shouldn’t be too shallow. 
About two and a half inches deep and five or six inches in 
circumference is the best size. Into each of these bowls, I 
place three narcissus bulbs, packing them with small stones or 
shells. On these I keep water and see to it that the water com
pletely covers the stones at all times.

Here’s the way I take care of my narcissus bulbs in order to 
have them bloom ’round Easter time. It takes about fourteen 
days—after being set into the stones and water—for the bulbs 
to sprout. I put them in a cool and dark place for this length 
of time. When the sprouts are about an inch and 
I gradually bring them from their dark nursery into sunlight 
and warmth. It’s best to do this gradually. Within about four 
weeks from this time, I have large strong flowers. Remember, 
it takes about two weeks for sprouting and four weeks for 
developing into blooming plants.

Now, here’s something very few people have tried and the 
results are most interesting. Get an Avocado (alligator pear). 
After cutting it open you will notice a large, chestnut looking 
seed. This is somewhat flat on one end. Satisfy your curiosity 
by placing the Avocado seed, flat side down, into a low bowl 
of water. The water must be deep enough, however, to almost 
cover the seed. Place this in a sunny window. After three or 
four weeks time you will notice the seed is splitting in half 
and spreading open. In another two weeks you will see a small 
fern-like shoot growing out of the very depths of the seed 
crevice. This will continue to grow. I left mine in the bowl of 
water for two months time after the sprout appeared. It was 
then about six inches high so I transplanted the seed into a 
pot of dirt. In about a year’s time the Avocado seed had 
produced a small tree about the size of a small rubber plant. 
Avocados cost but little. You can get them from your delica
tessen shop. Buy a ripe one. You will have a lot of fun watch
ing the seed crack open to send up its springy green shoot. Be
sides, it’s somewhat of a “new wrinkle” in indoor wintertime 
seed planting, and is a happy relief from the customary lemon 
and grapefruit seeds that have been so popular for planting in 
low bowls for table use.—D. E. S.

Automatic

half high,

Kanine Korral
A practical method of keeping small 
dogs safe and out of trouble. 4 
panels form an enclosure 8 feet 
square—one panel swings as a gate 
and has a strong latch that holds it 
closed. The Kanine Korral is rigid, 
durable and sanitary. Priced at 
$20.00 and up, according to size. 
Can also be used as a play yard for 
baby. Send for free catalogue.

The little giant automatic reel is in
stalled in basement, connected to 
water supply. Easy to pull out to 
desired length. To rewind, simply 
turn the kev, and the hose automat
ically returns to the reel. Outside, 
all you can sec is a neat metal plate. 
Write for free booklet. LITTLE 
GIANT MFG. CO., 1403 Third 
Ave. So., Minneapolis, Minn.

CROWN IRON WORKS CO. 
ijoj TylerSt. N. E- 8oq-W Graybar Bldg. 
Minneapolis, Minn.

Kunperd’s
New York City

CATALOOl FREEDo You Grow Roses?
j Here ij the latest 
■ practical information

M Plant the finest
Gladioli in the world—the cqrt la 

|H nogrester. There Isa big surprise in 
^ Kunderd's 19J2 Catalog—itcontaiaa 

, 6 6(X) varieties that have never been 
« equalled for beauty and type. New 

" "4 ColU-ctions are offered and startling 
j LOW PRICES announced. Mr. 
-I Kunderd harvested, this year, his 

finest and moit beautiful bulb crop. 
His FREE HOOK makes it possible 

M to grow healthy bulbs perfectly free 
M from all diiK.aite and insect pests. 
H Send for this FREE book of lUO pages.

HOW 
TO GROW 

ROSES
I-

A. E. KUNDERD. 3Sl Lincoln Way West. Goshen, ind.
Pleai’esend me the FR£E 1S32 KandcrdCladiolnsBook.

By Pyle, McFarland and Stevens
ISfl ILLUSTRATIONS 
4S IN FULL COLOR
ARCHITECTS’ SMALL HOUSE SERVICE BUREAU 

1200 Second Avenue So„ Minneapolis, Minn.

Samt. . .. ...
$2. Sf. or R. F. D.

City. .State
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^Continued from page 7]
Swiss or dotted swiss. It takes its name 
from Switzerland where the Swiss first 
made it and still make a specialty of it. 
It is also domestic. In addition to the 
uses of muslin, swiss is for cottage or 
early American living or dining room 
curtains, and for bedspreads and draped 
dressing tables if used over a heavier 
colored material. Swiss now appears 
with various colored dots and embroid
ery. It is finer and a better purchase 
than muslin. Swiss, as well as all dot
ted materials, should be held up to the 
light before buying as some tints Jose 
color against the light.

(Swiss) organdie, forty-five inches 
wide, washable, sometimes sunfast and 
with permanent finish, comes in an 
alluring color line. The better organ
dies have a crisp feel with an open 
mesh. They make frilly, dainty curtains 
or draped dressing tables for a girl’s 
room if used over sateen. Often they 
are useable for bathrooms, if perma-

serviceable material. Enquiry should be 
made with regard to grenadine and 

made with swiss before

is possible for even over- 
infants’ or

sateen
curtains, especially in 
girls’ rooms, since it resembles the 
attractive texture and color of silks,

comparison 
buying the latter.

Muslin lakes its name from Mossoul,but is not as expensive. It often drapes 
a simple dressing table, makes bureau 
mats with contrasting bands of other 
sateen, and chair pads and loose 
cushions for reed furniture. The fact 
that sateen has been adopted into the 
drapery family from the dressmaking 
should give it a standing, and does with 
those who really know the material.

Velour is a fifty inch, thick, long- 
napped or cut-pile material of cotton, 
generally in a good color line. The 
better mercerized qualities have a silky 
look and are more durable, but the 
cheaper may be adulterated with jute, 
ramie or silky China grass, a nettle. 
Its characteristic use is for double- 
faced portieres and for upholstery pur
poses. As davenport coverlets it finds 
another use. However, in the small and 
simple home, formal over-curtains anil 
upholstery of velour, though it wears 
well, are too stuffy and not in keeping.

Asia, the city where it was originally 
made, and where the most beautiful 
muslins still are made. It is also domes
tic. Generally cross-barred in various 
interesting ways but dotted too. and in 
thirty-six or forty incli widths, it makes 
simple, fairly practical bedroom, bath
room or kitchen curtains. It may, how
ever, become gray in Mashing,

Swiss is really a thirty-six inch sheer, 
transparent, crisp muslin with an em
broidered dot. though M'e always call it

A Pu Hon
the Cord —
Draw Cord

Traverse

\A/iiy deny your
Home the Beauty 
of Draw Curtains?
...now that you can have 
practical DrawCordRods

tly finished, and in darker shades in 
Organdie,

Kirsch has eliminated the last obstacle 
in the way of beautifying your win
dows. At the new popular prices any 
woman can have draw curtains and 
draw draperies with all the good 
things that go with them—

Comfort and health — through con
trolled light and ventilation! Beauty 
through the lovely draping effects it 
makes possible! Convenience because 
curtains and draperies are opened or 
dosed at a touch of the hand or draw 
cord.

nen
young women's bedrooms, 
grenadine, and point d’esprit, the last 
to be discussed, are all a belter pur-

TRANSPARENT CURTAININGS chase than dotted swiss.
Point d'esprit, a Frencii name for a 

tiny, seventy-two-inch dotted net in 
white or ivory, is a worthy material for 
all rooms in an early .‘American house 
or English cottage and bedrooms of no 
period. Curtains of it come ready-made, 
though it is possible to buy yardage, 
especially of finer quality. Once to be 
had only in white or ivory, they have 
staged a come-back by appearing now 
in fascinating fast lints of fifty-four 
inch width for bedroom use.

More charming than marquisettes 
and more popular now are voiles in 
various qualities and prices. In ecru 
tints they are good in the simple, 
cottage living room. Now in colors, 
which are sunfast and tubfast, they are 
particularly choice for bedrooms. Even 
neMer Is the printing of voiles.

Ecru or cream marquisettes, white 
nets, and bobbinets no longer hold first 
place as transparent curtainings as for
merly, though they are still used, 
especially the Frencli marquisettes of 
finer quality. Space prevents discussing 
them. With the exception of the latter 
and bobbinets, round-meshed nets, they 
may be said, however, to be practically 
off the market.

Grenadine, however, so often con
fused, when plain, with marquisette or 
voile, is now deservedly being more ap
preciated than it was, say ten years ago. 
It is a very sheer, dainty material in 
ivory or white either plain or with 
small or large dots in white, black, or 
color for glass curtains. The white- 
dotted is suggestive of dotted swiss and 
has the same uses but is a richer, more

TRAVERSE DRAPERY 
HARDWARE

Ever>thinR conoected with Kirsch Traverse 
Drapery Hardware—cords, pulleys, slides, etc. 
—is bidden within the rod. You open or close 
curtains or draperies—all at a touch. No sae- 

cords—nothing to Ket out of order. Cur
tains and draperies overlap at the middle — 
when closed—to insure absolute privac>'.

Kirsch Traverse Drapery Hardware comes 
in extension and cut-to-measure styles. Cut- 
to-Measure Traverse Draper>’ Hardwarc is 
made to the exact measurement of each win
dow for a permanent installation.

Kirsch Extension Traverse Drapery Hard
ware Sets are popularly priced, and come to 
you fully assembled and ready to put up. All 
>ou have to do is haos the draw curtains and 
draw draperies. Available in sizes to hi 
windows from 20 to 86 inches—in sinitle. 
double and triple styles.

Also include in the complete Kirsch line 
are” Gold Seal" Kirsch Extension Rods, Atavio 
(ornamenul) Sets. Wood Pole Sets. Wood 
Cornices, and the latest Kirsch innovation— 
Comice Pole with Extension Traverse, each 
and ail insuring artistic window treatments.

Tliibaiit. Ihc. PRINTED VOILE

I BEAK THAT SELL .% HOI SE
Continued from page 21 ]

demand a bathroom of some sort in con- gra^-p to help himself rise from the
nection with every bedroom. With tub. Also, that ihe soap dishes and
more bathrooms being installed more toilet paper container are set into the
business will be done and prices will walls. Little touches, costing very
become lower so the builder can sup- little money, but they make the room
ply them.” ultra modern. Note, too, that there is

Mrs. Pipp looked pleased as they plenty of cabinet space in this room,
viewed the bathroom in attractive tiles. something which is often skimped in
She noted that there were plenty of many bathrooms. There’s a drawer
towel bars securely anchored, and ai- below', loo, in which a vibrator, electri-
though there was a furnace register in cal hair dryer and other utensils may
the room there were also outlets for be stored. That cabinet, there, is for

an auxiliary linen supply needed for 
this room alone. That little indenture 

been left out,” said the salesman as in the wall at floor level is for a bath-
he saw her gazing at it. “One can’t room scale, should you care to have
tell, however, when gas might be need- one. That’s a noiseless valve toilet,
ed on this floor. Certainly the double without a tank. Cost a little more but
electric outlet is a welcome idea. No- worth it. The several hundred dollars
lice that solid bar which a bather may spent on refinements in this home lend

Get Your Copy of This 
Remarkable Book

a value of much more in convenience, 
looks and liveability.”

Downstairs again, the salesman care
fully piloted them to the stairway lead
ing to the basement. He believed in 
keeping in reserve the pleasure of 
showing the ground floor where most 
of the wakeful hours are spent.

’’Now, isn’t that fine.” exclaimed Mr. 
Pipp, as he noted a small workbench 
which the thoughtful builder had 
rigged up at a cost of only some left
over lumber, and a little labor, under 
a large cellar window. ’‘I’ve always 
wanted a place to tinker and I've sev
eral friends who have built themselves 
workbenches but I never saw a con
tractor who was thoughtful enough to 
furnish one. Bet it didn’t cost five 
dollars but I'd give—”

This is a beautifully illus
trated Si.00 value Book.

1; 80 pages are brimful 
‘information and help, 
'rinen by the leading 
uthority. Mr. C. W. 
Lirsch. and answers 
irtually every question 
>n window draping. 
:olors, st>’les of ma
terials, etc. To get your 
copy of this limited 
edition, send 25c to
day to cover the actual 
cost of placing the 
book in your hands.

both gas and electricity.
"I suppose the gas outlet might haveKIRSCH COMPANY

625 Prospect Ave., Sturgis. Mich., U. S. A.
You may send me the 80-page book bv 

Kirsch. "How to Drape Your Windows." 
25c is enclosed.

Same.................. ...............................................

Address.............. .......  - - . - - - - ---------

... State___City___
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RICHNESSw
CHARACTER

Ascending, the kitchen was next in< 
spccted. Here Mrs. Pipp was in her 
glory.

“Well, for goodness sake,” she ex
claimed, “here is a house with a stove 
placed in the right place. They usually 
put it near a door where somebody 
bumps into you every time it is opened. 
Well-lighted from the window, too, and 
there’s a nice shaded light over it for 
night work. What’s that?”

“That is a little ventilated closet in

just opens the outside door, slips the 
bottle in and departs. WTien you want 
your milk you slip the spring lock and 
there you are.

The bright cheery breakfast room 
and the dining room were next looked 
over. In the latter two large mirrors 
flanked a space evidently planned for 
a buffet. Opening one mirror door he 
exhibited a deep set cabinet for sur
plus glassware or china. The attractive 
view from the dining room windows 
was favorably commented on by both 
Mr, and Mrs. Pipp, who explained that 
their apartment dining room window 
revealed a perfectly lovely view of an
other dining room window in an 
adjoining flat building.

Finally the salesman led his clients 
into the large living room, which had 
been occasionally glimpsed as they had 
passed by it. A large rug and some 
easy chairs had been installed so Lee 
suggested that they sit down and rest.

The salesman then dilated on some 
of the things which a house buyer 
should watch when inspecting property.

“One of the real essentials of a good 
he said,

as he invited Mrs. Kpp to feel the 
smooth finish of a door jamb at her 
elbow. “The difference between good 
and poor workmanship is almost in
stantly apparent. Notice the quality of 
the wood used, the manner in which it 
has been finished, the way comers are 
joined and the manner in which nail 
holes and imperfections have been hid
den.

nail holes and imperfections appear. 
Then note the care with which it has 
been scraped and the quality of ma
terials used in its final finish.

“Observe the manner in which the 
architect and builder have tried to 
make the living room interesting from 
a planning standpoint and liveable 
from a use viewpoint. Are there plenty 
of electrical double plug outlets well- _ 
placed? Have radio outlet facilities 
been supplied? Are the windows prop
erly screened and weatherstripped? Is 
the view from the main front window ■ 
pleasing and one which cannot be cut 
off or affected by future building oper
ations? Is the house in keeping, as to 
price, design and construction with 
other homes in the immediate neigh
borhood or is the lot overbuilt or un
derbuilt?”

Lee went on to say that the live, 
aggressive home builder was today 
seeking to install, whenever financially 
possiLle, every new device or idea that 
inventive genius can conceive. By the 
same token the modern house buyer is 
attracted to, and demands, every new 
device which the market affords, con
sistent with the price placed on each 
individual property.

“How do you gel into that fire
place?” suddenly inquired Mr. Pipp.

Lee walked over, turned a little lever 
and the face of the screen split into 
two heavy doors, which opened with 
ease. Swung wide, they exposed the 
entire fireplace to view. When shut the 
doors protect from dangerous sparks, 
though the screen permits the cheery 
flames to send their light and heal 
throughout the room.

f5 ^ 4
which to dry out your tea towels.” ex
plained the salesman. “Heretofore you

«strung them on a towel bar or hung 
them on hook. They don’t add to 
the appearance of a kitchen and this 
builder put in a separate closet in 
which to hang and dry them.” 4^

“He put a nice row of windows over 
that sink that's set at the right height, 
too,” said Mrs. Pipp. “Over at our 
apartment I look into a blank wall 
when I wash dishes in a sink that’s
loo low. To my mind there’s nothing
like lots of light in a kitchen and par
ticularly window looking out over

ifsink.'
The salesman pointed out the sani- home is attractive woodwork, 

tary features of the kitchen, the fact >
that it was tiled to eye level, with 
washable sanilas above. Heavy lino
leum, toned to the decorative scheme, 
covered the floor.

Mr. Pipp was fidgeting with a small 
door in the wall near the kitchen door. 
Finally he got it open. It revealed a 
small aperture a few inches wide and 
ten or twelve inches high.

“What’s it for?” he demanded.
“That’s where the driver leaves your 

milk in the morning.” he smiled. “He

WALL-TEX
“Then look at the floors, to examine 

the quality of flooring, the way in 
which it has been laid and whether WALL COVERINGS

ACKGROUNDS of Wall-Tex 
create an atmosphere of quality, 

a feeling of richness that makes every 
room more lovely and impressive. 
Here are soft, pastel colorings—dis- 
tinaive patterns of character on a 
coated fahic foundation—beauty and 
utility in that perfect balance which 
every home owner has hoped to find.

BK n L T - I X L I II T I X ii
[Continued from page 74]

(lie ceiling is composed of small glass 
panels, frosted and slightly tinted, to 
add warmth and charm to the

from the corners may be used so that 
cutting into the ceiling is not neces-

The sink, range, and work table are 
spaces where usually the center ceiling 
light does not help because of shadows 
cast upon one’s work. The illustra
tion shows what may be done by hav
ing panels built in above these spaces, 
giving one light at these locations.

Amusement rooms located as most 
of them are today, in the basement, 
usually have very small windows, which 
at iheir best, do not give much light 
even in the day time. If the panes of 
the windows are of an opaque glass 
and bulbs wired behind the stiles, then 
lighting may be obtained in this way. 
Panels may also be placed up in the 
ceiling to give a good soft light in 
the room.

All built-in lighting is not perfect, 
and will not be, unless it is carefully 
studied and properly adapted to its 
use and location. It does, however, 
give every home owner, builder, deco
rator. and architect, the opportunity 
to make a home more individual, prac
tical. and beautiful. This type of light
ing is the means of furnishing the 
home with more charm, restfulness, 
and more perfect co-ordination of deco
ration and architecture, and because 
of these possibilities it is most prob
ably the lighting of the future.

room. sary; the sockets may be attached to 
The lights are hidden in a trough the ceiling in the corners, covered by
around the large glass expanse, they glass in a hinged frame the shape of
are on two separate switches, allowing 
just a small amount of light 
amount as is desired. Special reflec
tors have been placed directly above 
the center panels and are on another 
switch, so that the lighting may be ob
tained just upon the table below. Such best thing w'e can do is to make the
a large light source is not necessary lighting for reading as good as pos-
for the average home, as two of these sible. This may be done, by use of

flush type illuminated panels at either 
side of the bed. providing that the 
bed is located in a niche.

Here is new richness — in a durable 
wall covering. No need to worry 
about dust streaks or grease spots. 
Simply wipe them off your Wall-Tex 
walls with a damp cloth. Or wash 
Wall-Tex with mild soap and water 
— without the slighest harm.

Here, too, is a wall covering that re
sists scuffing—and the fabric protects 
a^insf ugly plaster cracks. After years 
of service Wall-Tex still possesses its 
original beauty. If ever you wish to 
redecorate your Wall-Tcx walls, this 
fabric covering can be painted with 
perfect results.

Ask your decorator or dealer to show 
youTex fabric ccH’emfS — or mail the 
omjton for newest samples and free 

hoohlet on incenor decoration.

an equilateral triangle, having one side 
nr a large attached to the ceiling and the apex

screwed into the intersection of the 
walls below the light source. No mat
ter how hard reading in bed is on our 
eyes, we still continue to do it, so the

effects may be obtained by the use of 
smaller glass panels, perhaps of about 
twenty-four by thirty-six inches in size, 
depending most assuredly upon the size 
and use of the

beautiful new (xutemj of Wail^
The bathroom requires the best of 

With glass lighting to allow actual appearance of 
facial features to be seen for shaving 
and applying of make-up. Therefore 
the mirrors should be very well lighted 
as the one in the illustration. Flush

room.
shelves and small bulbs at the top of 
the china closets, the beauty of the 
chinaware and design of the cabinets 
are both apparent; this light also acts

COLUMBUS COATED 
FABRICS CORPORATION 
Dept. V-2, Columbus. Ohio
Send samples of newest Wall- 

Tex patterns and free, illustrated booklet 
containing color chart and many suggestions 

interior decoration by Virginia Hamill.

I
safeguard against breakage of panels of light have been placed on

either side of the mirror and the built-
as a
china when taking or placing it on the 
shelves. in dressing cabinet also may be pro

vided with lighted panels on both sides 
to give good lighting for either a per
manent or portable mirror.

A woman’s workshop is the kitchen, 
and this room can be made just as 
inviting as any others in the home.

onGeneral illumination of a bedroom 
may come from recessed lights in the 
comers of the room. Glass triangles 
with deep etched designs upon them 
may be used to cover the light source. 
Another method of lighting

Nanw-
Sweet.

Cuy uni State-..

room
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The curtains were hung straight to a 
point just below the sill, so three yards 

ufficient for them and for the

three large towels for one dollar, with 
a smaller size at six for 
hea\7, firm durable toweling and in 
dainty colorings. In figuring the cost 
of our bathroom, we shall not include 
the linens as this is a matter for each 
homemaker to decide for herself.

For the glass curtains, a hea^y cream 
net was used, two yards at 39 cents 
a yard being sufficient. For the over- 
curtains we used a plain glazed chintz, 
pale green in tone, at 69 cents a yard.

dollar, of
were s
narrow scalloped valance that hid all 
the fixtures. The cost of the curtain
ing, therefore, came to $2.85. Furnish
ing this little room did not take very 
much from our budget as the follow-

5 reasons why BRASS 
PIPE saves you money

ing list will show, and yet it is an 
attractive room both in color and in 
the excellence of the articles chosen
for it.

PlLLMA.^iS!■—It outla5ts ruitaHepipcs 

several times.
2— It eliminates repair bills 

due to rust.
3— It cannot rust'cholce, to 

discolor the uutcr and 
retard the flou'.

4— It cannot rust tkrougli, 
to leak and damage in' 
tenors.

5— It resists splitting from 
freezingmuckhcttcrihan 
rustablcpipc.

]JE cost of Anaconda Brass 

Pipe for the average 8- room house is only about $60 
more than pipe that merely 

resists” rust for a limited time.
Anaconda Brass Pipe is 

trade-marked every foot. This 
identification by the largest and 
most experienced manufacturer 
of Copper, Brass and Bronze, 
assures dependable quality.

Let us send you the booklet, 
“Copper, Brass and Bronze in 

the Home. ” AddressDept. D-1, The American Brass Company, 
Waterbury, Connecticut.

T [Continued from page 9]

becomes the regular place for dinner — 
the guests who come feel more com
fortable in the room, however small, 
which is obviously the regular family 
eating place. And so the dining room 
and its choosily-selected furniture stands 
unused around the year, and a vivid 
illustration of the fact that the kind 
of thinking which left the old “parlor’’ 
a dead plug in the home life of thirty 
years ago, is still with us and ready to 
take the real joy out of life as soon as 
the sense of merely having a thing in
stead of using it takes possession of us.

0! lady house planner — beware of 
honorific waste. A particular kind of 
a room will never prove your social 
statu.?. Your house will show clearly 
enough to all just what and where you 
are. Your only joy and usefulness to 
the world and your neighbor will come 
from being what you are as hard as 
you can, as beautifully as you can — 
morning, night and noon. The unused 
room “looks it,*’ and what you omit 
to do in one room tells more about you 
than what you actually do in another one.

One more point in the plan adjust
ment of this modern dining utility for 
those of you in 1932 who will not 
build but may improve your homes.

Fir.-«t — if you have a breakfast nook 
you can readjust its parts to make its 
practicalities and sentiment include 
whatever of my recommendations ap
peal to you. This will relieve unem
ployment for carpenters, painters (may
be, unless you paint it yourself), and 
electricians.

Second — if some place around your 
kitchen you can find a six-foot wall 
space or a three-foot w-indow with 
eighteen inches on either side you can 
build a sort of a square bay window 
on the outside of the house that will 
just exactly contain a breakfast place 
equipment such as we show in the 
design.

In all these breakfast pullmans it 
is ver>' desirable to lower the ceiling 
to either an octagon — flat-vaulted — 
arched, pointed, or bow’ed, because in 
this way the orderly shape of the 
kitchen at the ceiling is not disturbed, 
eliminating so many restless jogs. 
More important, it gives this dining 
place an intimate formality and cun
ning dignity. The breakfast nook is a 
nook in fact and no longer something 
just put in the comer of the room. 
It begins to have an existence of its 
own. takes an honorable place with all 
the other parts of the house.

the breakfast nook is at the rear of 
the house, usually in a space resultant 
from the service entrance zone. This 

out for the de-

11

is just an easy way 
signer and does not help the housewife 
in her desire for a more beautiful and
modernly expressed daily living. It re
quires a lot of study and considerable 
ingenuity and experience on the part 
of the architect to arrange a good 
kitchen with the informal dining space 
near the door to the regular dining 
room. There is also a scientific reason 
for this arrangement. The food manu
facture should always follow the same 
general direction or flow of processes. 
To serve some meals in one direction 
and the informal ones in the opposite 
direction is confusion to start with.

This planning calls for intelligent co
operation on the part of the housewife, 
for she is very likely to give special 
importance to the part of the kitchen 
work that most appeals to her, and 
then phee this in the best location let
ting other things find their places. 
But kitchen things should be otherwise 
ordered. They must be based on their 
mechanical and lime-order relations in 
the complete operation from unpack
ing the market basket to putting away 
the last dish and hanging up the dish 
towel.

Put the correct location of the 
“breakfast” nock first — and then ar
range your kitchen in orderly fashion.

There is another amusing condition 
arising in the larger houses when the 
breakfast nook becomes a “breakfast 
room,” If there is a servant in the 
family so that one or tw-o meals are 
regularly served in this room, the ar
rangement is logical, convenient, and 
an agreeable setting where breakfasts 
are had at various hours and the men 
are not at home for lunch.

But where the ambitions, social and 
decorative, of the servanlless house
wife have a little gotten the better of 
her. we find that a door and the few 
added steps required, even in the very 
best planning of a separate room, 
simply bring u? back to the old din
ing room problem of making extra 
labor. In no time we find, madam has 
retreated from the small separate 
breakfast room to the best table space 
available in the kitchen for the inci
dental meals, and she now has two 
dining rooms instead of one to keep 
clean. Neither of them really work 
naturally into her weekly processes. In 
this arrangement the breakfast room

Anac^dA

ANACONDA BRASS PIPE

FI KM^HIXC A BI DGET
[Continued from page 20]

with it, the whole costing $13.95 com
plete. A smaller vanity with a rigid 
top cost $8.45, also with a stool, and 
for this table there are bottles in sets 
of three, one large and two small, really 
lovely in color, at only 94 cents, to hold 
bath salts, etc. We felt, however, that 
for our small room, which iiad no other 
closet than the small wall medicine 
cabinet, it made for a neater appear
ance if we kept our bottles and cold 
cream jars out of sight, and so we 
selected the table with compartment 
hidden beneath the lid even though it 
cost a little more.

A bathroom without a scale in this 
day of diets would not be complete, so 
a reliable scale was found that weighs 
up to 300 pounds. This matched the 
tub in color, being a pale green, and 
cost $8.75. Two glasses of black com
position < unbreakable) were purchased 
at fifty cents each.

And now we come to our towels. As 
shown, a very high grade of heavy 
toweling was used for the ensemble of 
large bath towel, smaller one for the 
face, bath mat, and face cloth. These 
in cream and peach, place the final 
touch in our softly colorful room. The 
large towel is priced at $1.25, the 
smaller one at 50 cents, the wash cloth 
at 20 cents, and the mat at $2.50. To
day there are most attractive sets to be 
had at unusually low prices so that one 
may find a very well-known make of

could use only three panels, we chose 
a water-lily and cat-tail paper. The 
predominating colors are green, ivory 
and peach so that the room took 

lovely summery feeling with 
charming vistas. These panels are 
waterproof, forty inches wide by sixty 
inches high and cost $1.50 each. Since 

used only three, the cost of this 
attractive wall finish took only $450 
from our budget.

No bathroom is complete today with
out a vanity or toilet table of some 
kind. Even the least pretentious little 
room may fittingly hold one as they 
come in all sizes and at all prices. 
Some that are a happy choice for a 
medium-sized bathroom come in en
amel finish with tops that are a kind of 
celluloid de luxe—a thick marbleized, 
mother of pearl effect, most attractive 
and durable.

Our room was so small that a photo
graph of it complete was difficult to 
obtain so only the top of our vanity 
can be seen in the lower left hand cor
ner. This vanity has its top of the 
marbleized celluloid in a green that 
seems to hold silvery lights so that, 
although the rest of the table is also 
green, they seem of different shades. 
The top opens up like a lid, disclosing 
on its inner side a mirror with com
partments in the table for jars, bottles 
and other toiletries. A comfortable 
low green celluloid-topped stool comes

on

we
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now All i'll WIIJ. IT ItKALLY LOST?
\^Continued from page ii]

I talked at length with Mr. Bros. I 
told him that the lowest figure of $4976, 
approximately $5000, was an absurdity; 
that the house had never been built 
for a price even as low as Bid No. 1, 
and certainly the house could not be 
built for $5000. Mr. Bros said I 
quite wrong, that he could not only get 
it built at that price, but at a lower 
figure. Mr. Bros added, however, that 
if I should say the house should not be 
built at that figure he would heartily 
encore that.

Now this low figure, Bid No. 3, was 
arrived at by the dubious device of 
employing labor that would yield half 
service and by skimping materials 
wherever the specification would per
mit. Let me explain:

Just take one item—the plastering. 
To the uninitiated a plastered wall is a 
plastered wall. A good job looks about 
like a poor job, at least at first. All 
that is seen is a broad expanse of 
smooth or sanded surface. Yet even 
when times of building are good one 
can gel plastering at 40 cents per 
square yard or he can pay 60 cents for 
it. As I say, they look alike externally, 
but the 40-cent plaster will be weak 
from having too much sand in it; little 
pressure will be used to make it squeeze 
between the lath to obtain essential 
keys for that would take more plaster; 
the plaster will be thin, and thus weak 
especially in the mid areas of walls. 
Even though it seems to be worked up 
full to the grounds it will be thin 
elsewhere.

Many other items of this kind that 
represent tricks of the trade will be 
made use of by the 40-cent plasterer to 
avoid losing money. High grade 
plasterers despise this kind of thing. 
Yet you can buy the poor kind of work 
especially from a man who is hungry.

Suppose we characterize the whole 
No. 3 bid list as the “hungry bid.” We 
join with Mr. Bros tp not recommend
ing it. Mr. Bros said. “I would not 
recommend the house be built in ac
cordance with this bid because it would 
soon show deterioration and there 
would be recurring costs that would 
quickly eat up the difference between 
this and the higher bid, and, even 
where there was not depreciation, the 
appearance of things would be so bad 
as to be a constant source of worry and 
dissatisfaction.”

Thus, to epitomize, it is Mr. Bros’s 
opinion that the No. 1 bid is too high 
because it does not represent the figures 
of expert contractors who are accus
tomed to small bouse construction, but 
rather those of larger contractors who 
are trying to get into the small home 
field and whose overhead is too high to 
permit them to do it.

The No. 2 bid would in Mr. Bros’s 
opinion be a fair bid with a leeway of 
5% either way, this under present com
petitive and seasonal conditions which, 
needless to say, will not last forever.

The No. 3 bid shows what can be 
found if one shops too far. It is pre

sented as a warning that excessively 
low costs must produce sub-standard 
qualities.

The specification that was made the 
basis of these figures corresponds with 
the middle grade—the *‘B” specification 
—in cost estimates previously made in 
The Small Home. They represent a 
basis for figuring solely—not necessarily 
the choice of materials and methods of 
the editors.

was

a
City PlumbinqyoA 
Country Homes

Write today for com^eteinformatioB 
on bow San-£quip Mwage Disposal 
Systems permit you to enjoy modem 
plumbing conveniences in any house 
with running water. Leazn how San- 
Equip safely disposes of all waste, pro
tects health, adds to living comfort. 
Learn about San-Equip Certified Sys
tems that assure you against unhealthy 
and annoying breakdowns and provide 
a more durable, dependable service 
than ordinary septic tanks.

San-Equip Certified advantages cost 
no more than you may have to pay for 
uncertain, makeshift sewage disp^osaL 
It will pay you in money saved, i n con
venience, in health to write now for 
complete free details. SAN-EQUIP 
INC., 762 East Brighton Ave.. Syra
cuse. N. Y.

Insulite is used here for insulation. This material is rigid and acts 
as a plaster base for the finishing of the ceiling and walls.

I.YSLLATIAC THE OLD HOME

^Continued from page 79]

a room usually is on the windward 
side, and has excessive infiltration. 
The first thing to do is to apply 
weatherstripping to the windows; of 
this, more later. The next move is to 
apply insulation locally, treating just 
the walls and ceiling of this particular 
room or rooms. In nearly every case 
the infiltration through the walls can 
be reduced to such a point that it is 
not an important factor in preventing 
the room from being heated, and the 
heat loss through the walls likewise is 
greatly reduced. The insulation tech
nique is similar to that described 
above.

The weatherstripping problem is more

involved than is generally assumed; of 
course the best weatherstripping is 
metal, brass being most commonly used. 
This subject is of enough importance

CERTIFIED (EWA6E MtFOML

to warrant a separate article, especially 
in view of the increasing use of metal 
windows and doors.

I want to reiterate a few salient 
points from this and the preceding 
article: Insulation rapidly is becoming 
appreciated as just as much 
sity for the home as it is for the 
refrigerator. It can be applied to the 
old house as well as to the new.

There is a fairly definite economic 
line marking the extent to which a 
house should be insulated; 
sulation is not justified by the economy 
of first cost of heating plant or in the 
savings effected in 
although there may be a justification 
on the basis of greater comfort for 
the occupants in summer, such 
fort not being translatable into dollars 
and cents. There is a definite value in

a neces-

more in-

BE Proud GUARANTEEDits operation,
SMOKELESS

of Your Lawn
Before You Build^Write

At last—a fireplace that really heats 
small homes and camps. Saves light

ing the furnace during coo! spring and 
fall weather. In mild climates will fur
nish all the warmth required. Cirarlates 
heat to all parts of the room and con
nected rooms. Burns any fuel.

The Heatilator is a double-walled 
metal form around which any style fire
place is easily built.
Complete fireplace 
satisfaction guaran
teed.
tional investment off
set by savings in 
labor, materials, and 
fuel. Write today for 
full details. Heati- 
LAToa Company, 612 
E. Brighton Avenue,
Syracuse, N. Y.
MAIL COUPON TODAY/or DETAILS 
Heatilatok Company:
612 E. Brighton Ave., Syracuse. X. Y.

Please send me free, full details of 
Heatilator Fireplaces and nearest dealer’s
name. We plan to build__
(which?). Xo. fireplaces? ...
Name 
.Address-....——-----------------

Good intentions and 
a sack of grass seed 
aren’t enough to insure 
5’ou a velvety lawn, but 
planting and upkeep are 
simple and easy if you 
go at them right.

com-

ihe insulated home due to its greater 
saleability in case the owner wants to
make a quick conversion into cash. In
sulation frequently can add livable 
volume to the house and in this way 
alone justify its cost. Single rooms 
in existing houses that are difficult to 
heat usually can be cured by local 
application of insulation. As a usual 
thing, your healing contractor will 
know little or nothing of insulation, 
from

LAWNS, a new
book by F. F. Rock
well, tells in detail 
just how to lay out 
the lawn, grade, fer
tilize, plant, care 
after planting, con
trol weed.s and pests, [ 
and remake and re- t 
pair old lawns. 96 pages, Illustrated

/.A^ Small addi-

ifi

practical standpoint, but alert 
building material dealers or an archi-44Actually a hook from 

v:hich one may fwork, 
—Florists’ Review.

Only
}> tecl can give you the detailed informa

tion impossible to include in this article 
and tell you all about relative merits 
and costs. I know of no argument 
against house insulation; it is almost 
reduced to two questions: “what 
kind?” and “how much?”

remodel__Order from

The Architects’ Small House Sen-ice 
Bureau, 1200 2nd Ave. So., 

MinneaDolis, Minn. Heatilator FIRE
PLACE
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ENTRANCE, 700 GARDEN STREET.
^ Mr. and Mrs. “K" came to know The 
Architects* Small House Service Rureau 
through a newspaper release. They or
dered The Small Home not knowing what 
to expect. Certainly you have an advantage 
with the magazine in front of you. You 
know its excellence of editorial matter and 
house designs.

Subscribe now—one year for one dollar 
—and the booklet will be sent free. Use 
the coupon on the opposite page.



Garden Street
A TRUE STORY OF HOME BUILDING

ATRUE story, but not one you will find in any book. This 
story was lived by the man and woman who built the 

house you see illustrated here. Mr. and Mrs. “K." of a New 
York suburb, searched long for their ideal plan. As Mrs. "K" 
writes us;

“One Saturday night, the Evening World printed your 
plan 6-K-29. It was the ])lan we had been dreaming of. We 
sent for the plans and ordered a subscription to The Smai.l 

Home. I found the magazine so helpful T sent for back num
bers for a year. 'I'hese I carefully read and found them to be 
just what I needed.

“We visited the show rooms of a woodwork com])anv 
and there obtained the idea for an entrance dififerent from the 
plan. By reading The Small Home, we knew our choice to 
be correct for the period of the house . . .

“W'e gave the plans to only one builder, as his reputation 
was so good. When he gave us the price, it was satisfactorv 
and we signed the contract. He said he never u.sed a finer set 
of plans, nor an easier one to figure.

“If you can use any part of this letter or any of the jhctures 
of this home, you are welcome to them.”

12 » ISSUES » FOR » $100
The experience of Mr. and Mrs. "K" is like that of a great many 

other Sm.m.l Home readers. By reading the magazine over a 

period of months and years, they absorb without effort an actual 
knowledge of design and construction that enables them to build 
and furnish a more beautiful and more practical home than those 
who are uninformed. Read the Small Home—for facts—pleasure.

Yours trulv.
( Signed) Helen “K“

•The original letter from Mrs. “K'' is on file at the Circulation Manager’s 
office in Minneapolis. Because of its length it is quoted here in part only.

FREE PLAN BOOK
The Small Home 
1200 Second Ave. So.
Minneapolis. Minn.

Please accept $1.00 for subscription to start 
with current issue. Send booklet “Distinguished 
Small Houses” at once.

Feb. ‘32
^ “Distinguished Small Houses" is an inexpen

sive booklet of 31 pages illustrating 27 designs of 
small houses of five and six rooms. It will be 
valuable to you not as an addition to your library, 
but because it will bring to you worthwhile 
practical ideas for the design of moderate-sized 
houses. This book is free with a one-year sub
scription to The Small Home magazine. Use 
the coupon. If renewal please indicate.

DISTINGUISHED 
SMALL HOUSES

A ultntd I'Mp e( mil 
k«MI •xtHmUMd
dirtnetioh d««4n<d by

ticluUcI, ksIismI

Xam k
A

.\ddress
THE ARCHmaS' SMALL HOUSE 

SERVICE BUREAU INC.

StateCity
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A Desitfneil for Shevlin I'ine Knnfty Fin’-'h hy 
Louis Boynton Bersliack. A.I.A., Miniiea]>ulis

for character and location of knots and is 
especially chosen for tine interior finish.

Let us send you with our compliments 
the Free Plan of this living room in 
Shevlin Pine Knotty Finish. Fill out the 
coupon below and mail today.

Build This Year — Present low 
prices of building materials make it pos
sible to >ave money either on the cost of 
building a new home or on remodeling 
vour present dwelling.

A reliable average figure for repapering 
and retinishing tlh' room ordinarily is 
forty to fifty dollars.* It may cost much 
more depending on the paper used. Repeat 
this expense every five years and realize 
what upkeep amounts to.

Walls of Shevlin Pine Knotty Finish 
save this expense. The first cost is the last. 
The first cost of this room finished in 
plaster, ordinary woodwork and wallpaper 
is estimated at $350,* and to this constant 
upkeep must be added. The first cost of 
the same room in Shevlin Pine Knotty 
Finish is only two hundred dollars more 
and from this you should deduct cost of 
bookcases, cupboards, radiator enclosures 
and the repeated cost of redecorating.

It is thrifty to enjoy the homelike 
beauty of knotty pine walls. You can save 
money by using them in your new resi
dence or in remodeling. Shevlin Pine 
Knotty Finish is choice kiln-dried pine of 
heirloom quality. It is selected at the mills

T very moderate cost you can 
gratify your desire for the 

mellow charm of a room in Shevlin Pine 
Knotty Finish. In fact if you will com- 
l>are the cost of the living room illus
trated here with the cost of the same 
room finished in plaster, woodwork and 
wallpaper you will be agreeably surprised. 
So that you can make this comparison we 
have prepared the Plan of this room with 
list of materials. Just send the coupon and 
we will mail this Plan without charge.

In considering this room please analyze 
these money-saving features carefully. 
The fireplace wall contains fifteen feet of 
bookshelves. These save the cost of book
cases. Five roomy cupboards in the wall 
eliminate expense for special cabinets. A 
wood closet provides conveniently for fire
place fuel. Knotty Pine radiator enclos
ures do away with the cost of other grilles.

Now figure the most important saving 
of all. This room in Shevlin Pine Knotty 
Finish will never need rcdecoraiing. Actu
ally, these walls improve in beauty and 
value each vear.

y *•

Shevlin Pine Sales Company
Executive Offices, Dept. 1122,

9<V) First Xatioiial-Soo Line Building, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Please send without obligation FREE 
PL.-W and Material List of Living Room.
\Ve plan to build (Please give approximate
date) .......................................................
We plan to remodel (Please give approximate 
date)
Xame ...
Street 

City

•Estimated at Northern Mississii>pi Valley prices. 
Estimates in other localities may vary according: to loca
tion, freight rates, labor costs, etc. State

CHICAdO
Dept. 1122, 1866—208 S<mth LaSa'Ile St. Building

NEW YORK
Dept. 1122,1205 (Ira;>bar Building

S.\N FR.\NCISCO 
Dept. 1122, 1030 Monadnock Ruildiiig

TORONTO
Dept. 1122 1806 Royal Bank Building
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So j New Books of cor^ 
rect woodwork for 
the type of architec' 
ture you prefer

THAT You may be sure 

your home will he architecturally 

correct in every detail I’l

>: •
\

Book Size 8H X II Inches

WOODWORK 
CORRECTLY DESIGNED

PRESENTS

According to architectural style and 
offers a practical guide to its selection

The entrance, the doors, the windows, the fireplace, the 
stairway, the corner cupboard — all are most important parts 
of the architecture of the house. Indeed much of the ultimate 
charm of a home lies in the correctness and beauty of these and 
other details of woodwork. The requirements of good taste 
demand that they be in key with the stvic and atmosphere of 
the house as a whole.

Fine appearance has a tangible value which the market 
recognizes. Beautiful homes command a higher price. Recog
nizing this, the Morgan Woodwork Organization has created 
woodwork to match established architectural styles so that 
your home may have fine architecture down to the smallest 
detail. By following Morgan's guide to correct style you have 
the security and satisfaction of knowing that vour investment 
is backed by good taste and enduring beauty.

Build wisely! Safeguard vour home 
against quick depreciation, low re
sale, and low loan values bv building 
from correct house plans and bv using 
correct woodwork. Be sure that your U 
house is architecturally correct in ' 
every particular.

V To simplify your search for the correct 
woodwork to use in your home, we have 

prepared three authentic books, each showing a complete 
assortment of Morgan truc-to-type woodwork designs for a 
specific style of architecture. These are now available at only 

15 cents each.
If you are going to build a Colonial Home you should use 

the book of Correct Woodwork for the Colonial Home as 
vour guide in making your w'oodwork selection. For an 
English Home use Morgan’s book of English Woodwork, and 
for a Spanish Home use Morgan’s Correct Woodwork for the 
Spanish Home.

BUILDC//p this Coupon and send it in now
YOUR HOME

^yfrchitcctiariUij^

COKRECT
S. H. Jan.Morgan Woodwork Organization 

L187 Blue Island Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois

Please send me as checked below your books of correct woodwork.
which covers cost and postage.I am enclosing S Consult an Architect

j_] Correct Colonial Woodwork, 15 cents. 
□ Correct English Woodwork, 15 cents. 
Q Correct Spanish Woodwork, 2.5 cents.

MORGAN WOODWORK ORGANIZATIONName

Chicago Toledo Oshkosh New York Baltimore Jersey City 
Greensboro Wilmington New Haven

Address

______State.City



EADERS of the SMALL HOME 
CAREFUL BUILDERS and WISE BUYERS

are

A Statement to Manufacturers

The readers of the Small Home Magazine represent a unique 
audience for the building material and home furnishing in
dustries—an audience that is carefully selected, that is receptive, 
that has the desire to own and enjoy homes of architectural dis
tinction, sound value, and real comfort.

The Small Home has no appeal for the casual magazine reader. 
It is rather a monthly reference book that is studied carefully 
by the whole family during the period when the home they 
plan to build is shaping itself. These readers of the Small Home 
are intelligent, discriminating people who already have an ap
preciation of the problem that confronts them. They have 
already determined that the house they build must not be 
ordinary house but the best, the most complete, the most up- 
to-date home that their money will buy.

an

They turn to the Small Home because they know that it is the 
only magazine that has an authoritative technical background— 
the only one that is written by architects to help the home 
builder get a better house. They know that in the Small Home 
the architect talks to them as he would to his own clients, 
frankly, fearlessly and without bias, about materials and their 
proper uses, about equipment, about furnishing, about decorat
ing. about planning and building this house of theirs.

It is at this time while they are studying the Small Home that 
they are most anxious to have news about specific products. 
They have already learned that it pays to use high grade 
materials—they want to be shown what ones are available. 
They turn to the advertising pages of the Small Home with 
confidence because they know that the Architects' Small House 
Service Bureau. Inc., will not publish the advertising of ma
terials or equipment that, as architects, they would not be 
willing to specify. They do their buying for their home while 
they are planning it.

The Small Home invites manufacturers of high grade products 
to join the thousands of fireside planning circles to which it 
holds the key. Here is an unusual opportunity to present the 
merits of good products to a large group of enlightened buyers 
before the specifications for their homes are closed.
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2 A G O O D 
IDEA IS A 
GOOD START

but no more
not acci-Architectural 

dental—it must be built into the 
house from competent designs at the 

beginning. A good idea
and competent

supervision during construction 
absolutely necessary. The Architects’ 
Small House Service Bureau aids the 
builders of small houses by including 
with the actual plans complete build
ing documents.

merit is

ac-very
curate drawings,

are

These carefully prepared build
ing documents go a long way to 

good house. They are 
complete, dependable, and 
curate. They make it easy 
you to specify the materials 
exactly. They tend to lower 
costs, too. because the contractor 

ake close bids when he 
knows exactly what you want. 
Every purchaser of Bureau plan 
service is urged to secure the 
supervisory services of an archi
tect. He is thus in a position 
to get exactly the home building 
he desires. Plans include three 
complete sets of blue prints 
showing elevations, floors and 

are drawn

founded thearchitects
Small House Service 

are un-

msure aLeading 
Architects
Bureau so that people who 
able to employ an individual practic
ing architect may still obtain many 
of the benefits which they would 
otherwise be forced to do without. A 
Bureau design built according to 
plan and specifications assures you of 
a home that will be in good taste and 
of correct architectural design.

AR C HIT E CTS 
DESIGN ALL 
BUREAU HOUSES

ac-
for

can m

Its

special detail. They 
to exact scale, all measurements 

all details indicated. 
Each Bureau plan is accom
panied by its own quantity 
survey listing all materials and 
exact quantities needed. The 
specification form is left blank 

be filled out by the builder 
: in consultation with an architect. 
I It eliminates guess work, costly 

extras, and misunderstandings, A 
Form-of-Agreement (2 copies) 
between owner and contractor 

This is the

Bureau plans cost only $6.00 per
for that small 

ded with working

marlced.

principal room, yet 
sum you are provi_’ 
documents that are complete, 
curate, dependable, and ready to use. 
Think what it will mean to build 
from plans drawn by architects. Y 
home will be economically laid out, 
the space efficiently arranged, it will 
be soundly built, liveable, attractive, 
without extravagance.

ac-

n
ourThe house shoum here has 

.. exterior finish of stucco, 
shingles and half timber. It 

of the latest Bureau
an is also furnished, 

standard Form-of-A_greement ap- 
|( proved by the American Institute 
A of Architects and the Associa

tion of General Contractors.

ts one 
designs.

Every purchaser of a Bureau plan is 
entitled to a reasonable amount of 
free consultation by mail. Remember 
that if a substitution for the services 
of a practicing architect is necessary 
the Bureau plans and service will aid 

you most.

Write for our booklet 
Value Into Your Home—Sent free.

1Working Drawings arid Details

2j; Homr Plan No—

Building

TV '
-4

The Architects’ Small House Service Bureau, I
National Headquarters located at 1200 Second Avenue South, Minneapolis, 

Ask for free booklet ^'Buildins Value Into Your Home.”

nc.
Write to 
Minnesota.
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HOT WATER HEATING
nssmESsm

\

iu<li

Economy is a virtue which has once 
more come into popularity. Folks are 

again figuring the difference between 

ninety cents and a dollar, that is. most 

of them are. Such people will be in

terested in the low installation cost and 

the fuel saving qualities of Thrush 

System.

Fuel Economy is produced through 

even distribution of heat and by 

eliminating the necessity of overheat

ing one part of the house to properly 

heat another. Reduction in pipe sizes 

will often off-set the cost of Thrush 

System.

Ask your Heating Contractor about 

Thrush System.

H.A.THRUJH & COMPANY
• • "Builders of Idol "Ifctfer fieutintj Sifuiptneui' ■

PERU, INDIANA
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^OHie, Murphy 6* Hastings. Archilecls

CONTROL A group of architects 
gathered around a table, 
sing?” one said.

Well it is a complicated thing. You ask thirty 
to assemble enough material to make a house and then 
apply their own labor to the fabrication of it. You 
ask them to do it economically and in haste and to 
come out even all around. Plumbers, electricians.

Depreciation and upkeep rob the house of its con
tentment. A scenery architecture without the essential 
virtue of unyielding construction.

There are a plenty of these. Not 
fied. Who then can control this thing? Who 
four nails where two might go, an inch of plaster where 
a half inch might be applied, tight floors, smooth mill- 
work, paint that is not adulterated. W ho ha 
of soundness of construction?

‘‘W^hat is the matter with housi

of them justi-men one
can get

s a measurecarpenters, painters, paper hangers, plasterers. The 
wonder is that with these diversified talents any house 
‘■‘comes out even.”

Another group of houses takes its toll of harried 
home builders. It is a type which often stands in a 
fine neighborhood, a house that is honestly built by 
competent workmen, but 
violate good taste and 
to make chaos of home management. Stairways that 
are awkward or

As everybody knows, it is organization that does it. 
Tou can get the whole assembly, complicated as it is. 
and as nearly automatic as it is, in the space of three 
or four months.

Yes, but what is it that you get? A well built home in 
a good location, pleasantly designed? Maybe.

Many a finely designed house, soundly built, stands 
alone in a neighborhood of trash, its market value 
marked down by its environment. The man who built 
it could not control what his neighbors would do and 
did. Houses built without expert judgment by specula
tive builders of limited vision shouldered their 
couth bulks against the refinement of this better house. 
It is probably worth more than the others near it for 
its qualities are ail the more apparent, but the 
cannot sell the additional value of pleasant surroundings 
for he does not have them.

Who is going to control that factor of the location? 
Who has a measure of the “trend” of neighborhoods?

Many an apparently finely designed house stands in 
a neighborhood of other pleasant houses, hut keeps 
pace with them only by constant effort and added ex
pense created by unsound building practices.

so unwisely designed as to 
so inadequately planned so as

dangerous, bathroom fixtures displayed 
to the arriving guests, amusement rooms crossed bv 
healing ducts, wall spaces so poorly managed 
leave no proper space for furniture or scheme of de
coration, room arrangements themselves not convenient, 
kitchens wasteful of human

as to

energy.
Who has the Midas hand that will take charge of 

all these warring elements which. 
the dross of architecture, and turn them into gold? 
Houses do not bring full value unless they are well 
built, expertly designed and wisely located.

The deduction is manifest. Have your house designed 
by an able architect. Then it will be well planned. 
Have your worthy architect supervise the construction. 
Then Depreciation and Up-keep will not make shamhl 
of your investment. Locate your house—if 
in a neighborhood closed to designers who cannot 
qualify as architects. Then you retain not onlv the 
values you have created, but share in those created 
by your neighbors.

unorganized, areun

owner

es
vou can—

The Editor.
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IN THE DUNES OF INDIANA

Here is welcome relief frttm the common order of week-end cot- 

tttfies. flimsy and uninspired as they ordinarily are. 

not only substantial in construction but unique in design, and in 

plan perfectly adapted to the requirements of its ttco otcners. Mr. 

Cliftim Tidholm and Mr. Elwood Koch.

This one is
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An Oiil-of^tlie-Ordiiiary Cottage 
for an Lnnsnal i^ite

IIARKY HOME BKNTLEY, Architect

OGDKN Dunes, in the Indiana dune 
district a few miles beyond Gary, 

is the site of this delightful week-end 
cottage. The dunes, from which this 
picturesque district derives its name, are 
of two types. The first are the shifting 
dunes with which we ordinarily connect 
the word. These, having no vegetation, 
gradually move as the sand drifts before 
the wind. The second, the fixed dunes, 
are held in place by trees, grass, and 
shrubbery.

It is on the top of one of these fixed 
dunes that this cottage is located. Like 
many of the dunes of this type this one 
is fairly high, affording a lovely view 
of the lake about quarter of a mile 
away, and in the opposite direction the 
wooded valleys.

The slope of the dune is such that the 
down hill portion of the lower story of 
the cottage is above grade and entirely 
habitable. This is mainly devoted to the 
bedroom, a large room with two broad 
groups of windows, several closets, and, 
greatest luxury of all. a fireplace. A hall, 
bath, and space for heater and fuel rooms 
take up the remainder of this floor. The 
entire second story, with the exception 
of the small, efficiently arranged kitchen 
at one end, is occupied by a large living 
room.

The living room, large, well propor
tioned, handsomely lighted is worthy of 
its name. The atmosphere is one of com
fort and relaxation. There is no stuffy 
overfurnishing, and whatever is here is 
sturdy and very obviously for real use. 
Particularly is this true of the fireplace, 
for the interior, where hangs a stout iron 
crane, is stained with the smoke and 
soot of many fires. Bellows and toast
ing fork hang on the W'all at one side, 
and on a trivet on the hearth below them 
rests a fat, squat kettle of the type in 
use several generations ago. Above the 
broad, brick-bordered opening, and oc
cupying practically the entire chimney 
breast, is a large square hanging of 
Chinese design. Color there is every
where throughout the room, in rugs, bits 
of pottery, table covers, and other fabrics. 
Vt ith French doors on the east and south, 
and a bay window of generous size, the 
room is always light, and sunny through
out almost the entire dav.

(Continued on page 36)

THE BAY ’MVDOW ANU PAVED TERRACE AT THE REAR
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THE COTTAGE ON THE DOWN-HILL SIDE

The ulope of the land leaven a portion of the first story above

This is devoted to a large, wellgrade and entirely habitable, 

lighted bedroom with a fireplace, and bathroom.

THE STAIRWELL AT ONE EM) OE THE LIVING ROOM

THE MLCH USED FIREPLACE





paper of diamond pattern with lines of red on a white hark- 
"round. The woodwork, including the risers 
still ivory, but the hand rail, balusters and newel post 
nut stained. This blends with the cherry and maple wagon seat 
bevond. a piece which carries out the Colonial feeling, and with 
the reddish tone of the (loor covering. The red in these pieces 
is further lied up in the multi-colored pad on the seat, which is 
made of basket wea\e. a coarse, homey material. The shelf and 
randies of the previous illustration have been replaced here by 
an electric fixture which carries out the same idea.

The small silling room be\ond is again keyed to the hall. 
Here the wall pa])er is of old gold and rust red, also with a dia
mond pallern although of a different type. This blends harmon- 
iousl\ with the maple-toned woodwork and dark walnut colored 
floors. The small commode shown against the hack wall is con- 
venietit for main things in the home limited as to closet space. 
But it also makes an interesting grouping with the chair next to 
it. This is covered in rust colored slrie wool frieze. On the com
mode is a Chinese ginger jar lamp in green, with a lined green 
and red j)archment shade, and on the wall above are two small 
framed maps which repeat the same 
chairs \shich show in the illustration are of maple, reproduc
tions of old pieces, and on the floor is an antique hooked rug in 
red. green, and yellow, with a border showing a maple leaf motif.

When the hall was redecorated as shown in the illustration on 
page 11a dado was added. This was j)ainled a soft, creamy tone 
to combine with the medallion paper chosen for the upper part 
of the walls. This paper is an exact reproduction of one found 
al Cape C<»d. Massachusetts, which was made about 1M30. Mul-

In front of this love seat is a varicolored hooked rug. and on the 
stairway is a ]>lain green runner.

A pleasant relief from the stereotyped hall lighting fixture is 
the small shelf with its three brass candlesticks and white candles 
reminiscent of the lime liefore the comfort of convenience. Here 
the ap})ropriate has been applied, sacrificing the modern light 
for the quaint candles and thereby lending some reality of the 
period to the hallway.

The room into which the hall opens is a sort of reception 
room, reallv a jiart of the hall; therefore the colors of the two 
have been carefully blended. A green and white toile paper has 
been used with the same ivory woodwork, and on the floor is a

of the stair, are 
are wal

la rge booked rug with a green center. The early American desk, 
the ladder hack and spindle chairs are of cherry and maple. 
These, ith the red b<»rder of the rug and the red in the striped 
upholstery material on the large easy chair, give the needed 
warmth to the room. As one steps from the entrance hall into 
this room, the owner's personality begins to reveal itself, to a 
large extent because of the happy choice of accessories.

Accessories to a room are as the highlights to an oil painting. 
They are the added notes of charm which eiiqiliasize the more 
important pieces of furniture. In this case they are centered 
largely on and about the desk and include a quaint pewter 
pitcher on top. an interesting ink well of Italian ware, and a 
colorful waste basket. In place of side lights two lamps, 
reproductions of old Colonial oil lamps, are placed on the 
desk. All of these help to create the atmosphere of this room, 
and are as effective as access<n*ies can he when chosen with care.

general tones. Two other

The illustration on page 9 shows the same hall with a wall
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berry and green with a cream background, it blends with the 
figured Wilton frieze carpeting on the floor. The black painted 
cane backed chair and the black lacquered octagonal stand de
corated with Chinese motifs in gold, stand out in definite sil
houette against the plain background of the dado. The crackle 
jar lamp on the table has a plaited Holland linen shade lined 
with the mulberry and green of the wall paper.

Few of us, of course, would have the wherewithal to make 
such radical changes when redecorating, but these illustrations 
furnish a splendid idea of the variety of treatment possible for 
the entrance hall, and of the charming possibilities for even the 
smallest.

Before choosing the furniture for your hallway, consider first 
your real needs. Is your space more than usually limited? What 
is the piece most vitally needed? What are your restrictions as 
to the size and kind of furniture? W hat will be the most ap
propriate finish for the background?

The variety of suitable wall papers is extensive. Three of 
them—a striped, a diamond patterned, and 
stri{)ed combination—were used at different times in the hall 
illustrated. In addition there are certain indistinct all-over pat
terns that are pleasing for this area, and if the hall is not too 
large, a rosette pattern or one of small geometric design. Blocked 
papers which give a tiled effect are also good. So. in some cases, 
is the ])lain painted wall combined with wood trim painted to 
harmonize.

Any type of paper which gives perspective or the illusion of 
distance as do certain scenic designs and foliage patterns will 
give width to the small hall. Papers may also be shellaced or

glazed to give a pleasingly soft effect. This treatment, too, serves 
the practical purpose of making them washable. Where the 
paneled wall is used it may be painted or stained depending 
entirely upon the character of the house.

In the hallway illustrated the door space is verv small, and 
because of the turn of the stairway the furniture in it cannot 
be very high. Besides the loveseats shown, a bench, chair, or 
a desk might have been used. Many types of chests are extremely 
decorative and one might have been used here where a low piece 
was necessary. Likewise a lowboy itself might have been used.

W here height is necessary it can be achieved by a piece such 
as a secretary or highboy, or by hangings placed behind the 
furniture. Pictures, either singly or in groups also serve. In 
many cases groups of objects on the wall, such as a picture or 
mirror complimented on either side by side lights, wall brackets, 
or sconces do more for the space than a single object.

The conventional mirror over a table is always in good taste 
and practical as well, not only as an aid to vanity but in help
ing to create an illusion of space within the restricted area of 
the hall. Another piece equally at home is the grandfather's 
clock. Lacking this, a hanging or wall clock, many of which 
are extremely ornamental, might be used.

I'loors may be varied by the use of carpeting or by scatter 
rugs. \^here flagstone, rubber tile, faience, waxed tile, or lin
oleum is used, it is unnece'^sarv to use other door covering, for 
the texture and pattern of these floorings are sufficient to give 
character to the hall.

Oftentimes questions are asked regarding the treatment of the 

(Continued on pa^e 37)

medallion and
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pigeon-holing our knowledge. “Period 
Furniture.*’ “Peri(»d Decoration.** and the 
like are expressions which freeze up the 
mind and make things seem all too simple.

One of the difficulties in architecture 
loda\ is that we know so much about 
the way people built in past generations 
that we feel we have to classify their ef
forts into compartments, just as we try 
to classify human beings, dogs and cats. 
Thus, if in the march of time, we sud
denly slow the clock down between 1485 
and 1558 and look at what is being built 
in England, we might say something like 
the following:

“Ah. they are building very beautiful 
houses, slightly different from that which 
went before and from that which follows 
after. This way of building. 1 will call 
a stvle. a special kind of one, the Tudor 
style. Now, let me see. how is it different 
from what went before?

“Well, there seems to be a building 
boom on. A lot of newly rich, trading 
families are taking the place of the old 
nobility and each one is trying to es
tablish himself in a luxurious and elegant 
home to make up for the lack of noble 
blood. More and new rooms are being 
added, like the summer and winter 
parlour, the study and the private din
ing room. As peace in the neighborhood 
is now an assured thing, the old fortress 
is not necessary, yet. in memory of the 
good old days, many features are still 
used, placed in homes, like the battle
ments and the fortified gale. A lot of 
entertaining, eating, and drinking is done 
to bolster up social standing and so the

HAT THE

STYLE OF A IIOISE?

True style results in first Imilding to satisfy human

needs and then making all parts relate to the tvhole.

by 11. VANDKRVOOK'I WALSH

ORDS, bv their peculiar power to 
classify facts and put them into 

pigeon-holes, often create confusion in
stead of understanding. There is such a 
one. carelessly used in describing homes. 
It is the brief word that is tacked on 
at the end of the sales talk. “Oh, you 
mean that house in the Dutch Colonial 
'style.'■’ It crops out in conversation, 
“Yes, and they just bought the cutest lit
tle house in the English Cottage 'style. 
And then there is that final, all challeng
ing question charmingly propounded by 
the beautiful young lady who has just 
finished a course in the Fine Arts. “Oh, 
which style do you like best? I just 
adore Spanish.”

In advertising columns, in books, in 
conversation, and in business, this poor 
word is knocked about like a ping-pong 

Very few really understand its 
meaning and the majority have grc»wn 
more confused by using it. for it seems 
to classify and settle certain intangible 
things, when it really does nothing of the 
sort. It was a fatal day for good archi
tecture when this word was applied to it. 
Before we became conscious of styles, de
signs were created, but afterwards many 
were copied.

When our ancestors, before the Renais
sance. created what we call slvles of 
architecture, they were quite unconscious 
of the fact. Our English ancestors who 
built the much loved cottages and the 
more elegant manor houses of the middle 
ages never concerned themselves over 
whether they were designing true to style. 
They merely went ahead and built the 
best kind of houses to fit the needs of 
the day that they could create.

The classification of architecture into 
styles is a result of a pseudo-scientific 
method of thinking, copied from scien
tific methods in vogue in the past gen
eration or two. It has been more or less 
discarded by modern scientists, but still 
lingers on in many other branches of 
learning. A generation ago, ethnologists 
thought they could classify human beings

into three primary races, white, yellow 
and black, but today they know that this 
view is all too simple. Likewise a clear 
distinction was made between animals 
and vegetables, though now the geneal
ogical tree of living creatures is like the 
letter V with animals on one side and 
vegetables on the other and a tracery of 
fine twigs binding the two sides together 
as a symbol of their inter-relation. The 
old method of classifying historical events 
into dated compartments is no longer in 
vogue, for the sini])Ie reason that it de
stroyed the })icture of a continuous and 
ever changing movement of events.

So, too, the classification of architecture 
into styles is a bad habit of thought, es
pecially to one who knows little of the 
meaning of styles. In matters of inter
iors, we use the word “period" with the 
same unjjleasant tendency towards

w

9 9^

ball.

Cingcrbrciid! But unlike the little house of the fairy story this one has 
no Z'irtue since it cannot be eaten. The artist zeho icas haring fun making 
this drazoing could not resist the melting curves that 7oould also melt 
dollars. Sfyle.^ JVj, not unlike much that lines our streets.
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kitchen department is growing with new 
rooms such as the pastry-room, the linen- 
room, the still-room. etc. Instead of the 
small windows of the fortified castle, they 
are now big and open, even some baying 
out from the walls and running up two 
floors in the big central hall/’

Vie might continue thus to remark 
about the houses of the period, making 
closer and closer observations of the 
mouldings, the kinds of window glass, 
the forms of the ornament and a thousand 
other details. The peculiarities thus noted 
would be those of the stvle of architecture 
of the period, and would show some dif
ferences and some likenesses to those
things which went before and those which 
came afterwards. If vou can imagine a 
reel of moving picture film which il
lustrated in one continuous strip the art 
of building as it changed century after 
century and then cut out a strip betw'een 
the vear 1485 and 1558 and label the Can xou hear Bluebeard's calling from flic foot of the to'iocr. "Sister 

.-hmc, Sister Anne?'’ Putting a great fozi'cr on a little house provokes also 
an assault upon the purse, though architecture gets hurt the most. Ab
surdities multiply under the xoarring sun of paraphrased styles of the past.

building work thus portrayed in it “The 
Tudor Style.'* you can get some concep
tion of the true meaning of the word 
style. Here were architects and builders 
going about building mansions for 
wealthv persons as best they could, using 
all the ideas and methods known to them. 
Their work differs from that of the past 
because the life of the people for whom 
they built had changed. The architectural 
adornment was different because it had 
to clothe new conditions. The isolation 
of the community due to poor roads, poor 
records, and inherent stubborness of 
tradition limited the number of ideas 
about architectural decoration. Changes 
w'ere slow^ enough from year to year to 
allow a general character or style of 
architecture to grow' up from these limit
ing conditions of environment.

-Now. today, we are conscious of these 
periods in the history of the past, be
cause we can place before ourselves the 
pictures and drawings of many buildings 
erected within any assumed span of time 
and note the similarity of details. This 
was never possible in the past among 
architects. Being style conscious, we are 
apt to classify all modern work accord
ing to its similarity to some past period 
of architecture. For example, there is the 
house in the English Cottage style, the 
one in the INorman style, the Tudor, the 
Spanish, the Italian Villa, the Mediter
ranean style, the Early Colonial, Late 
Colonial and Classic Revival style. And 
if these are not followed then one is said 
to follow the Modern Style. It is all more 
or less a battle of words and a means by 
which people of little culture can impress 
others with their knowledge of the arts.

It would be a fine thing if we could 
throw out this word and learn to create 
architecture without giving a thought to

its classification. After all the thing 
which we want is harmony between all 
parts, and this is the very essence of 
good style. A building is done in fine 
style if the smaller ornament and the

mined exterior, as with a photograph of 
some old Colonial house, and then seek 
to fit a plan to this exterior is wrong.

True style results as it did in the past 
in first building to satisfy human needs, 
and then making all parts relate to the 
whole. The harmonious relation of one 
part to another and of all to the whole 
is the thing to be sought. Now. when we 
follow' the details of an historic style, we 
make use of this co-ordinating principle 
by using forms that by long experiment 
have been found to harmonize with each 
other. If w'e do not use historic precedent, 
we must do our own experimenting with 
far greater chances of failure. The former 
method may lead to uninspired copying 
of old ideas, often at the expense of 
satisfying modern requirements. The lat
ter method leads to clumsy and incon
gruous forms in the majority of cases, 
but real and inspired ones in the hands 
of a few' leaders. Today, we have these 
two points of view' with a compromise or 
third viewpoint. This last is the sane 
approach to the modern problems of 
architecture. It admits that many old 
forms are still useful todav. but it also 
is ready to invent new forms to clothe 
new' conditions.

So in judging the architectural houses 
of today, instead of inquiring about what 
style they belong to, ask the following 
questions instead:—

Does the plan of the inside repre
sent the most advanced ideas of comfort
able living, or does it correspond to 
requirements of some past generation? 

(Continued on page 36)

larger are similar in character of line, 
rlivthm and motif. Architects may im
press upon all of their details certain 
characteristics that make their buildings 
take on a verv personal stvle. We s|)eak 
of the Adam style, meaning a special, 
j^ersonal touch which an English archi
tect j)ut into all the buildings that he de
signed that were in a general wav Classic 
in style. Likewise a generation of archi
tects may leave a trace on their work
of such similarity that later generations 
speak of it as a national style.

hat we need in the architecture of 
our modern homes is the clear-sighted 
approach to the problem as it is. We 
should plan a house for a modern family 
to live in with the greatest comfort, us
ing any and all ideas to produce this con
dition. Nothing that was done in the 
past should be used, except when it satis
fies modern conditions. Just to insist on 
architectural and structural forms be
cause they are historically correct is 
wrong. On the other hand, we have cer
tain parts to a house that we use today 
which have always been used, and there 
is every reason for searching the past 
for ideas.

The plan, arrangement, and equipment 
of a house is the first thing that should 
be solved. Out of this should grow the 
exterior and the decorations. To reverse 
the process and start with a pre-deter-

1.
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If the houj^ewife craves a clianjrc in her tal)le furnishings, at the
fr«im Italy in deep green. Fnr“Sprafflt<t*'right is wareso me

flowers, fruit, or as ornamental pieces for tlie living room, tliey
will be found both useful and decorative.

The bridge luncliejui table below is set with dishes in the new
art glaze in dull rose. The pitclier on the serving table and the

tlie low glasses and the talllow glasses are part «if one set. or
set without tlie pitcher at an extremelyglasses may be had as one

the flower bowl. Withlow price. The glassware is in pink, as is
white doilies they make a truly inviting picture.

^filings by Courtesy of Cimbel Brothers ILLTSTRATION TWO

rOTTKKV Life forhighh -slrun".folk.—nervous.
them is a serious matter: their school-

LIMITED KIIMpET he excitingwork, their teachers. mav
them more than \ou know. They hurry

all impatience, excite-home athy FXL^:^ D. WA>G>ER noon
atul hilarious—andmiscliie\ousment.

tablesit down atthen if the\glassware h,F lhat prophet of old who said that 
there was nothing new under the 

sun were l<< look at I he modern dishes 
and glas.-ware for the dining lalde of 
todav. he would l>e forced to change his 
mind! \ew shapes, new design.-, 
comhinalions of colors, new gla/es. all 
make this presetit-da\ poUer\ -oittethin 
novel and \er\ heaiUiful.

Todav the simplest as well as the most 
elaborate table is wearing colors: and iti 
this ihe dishes ])lay a major role, h’ven 
the very formal dinner table with it-i 
satinv white damask cloth and clear

I rock-cr\ slal can amav
lhat is a picture land even the simplest 
fan be thaU its influence is calming, up
lifting. character-building.

That this matter of painting a pretty 
talile-incture does not call for a large 
purse is proved b\ the table shown in 
Illuf-tration four. The cloth was in shades 
of powder blue and Itrown. The center 
bowl and short candle holders were also 
in blue and the candles a deep cream 
with the daisies in \ellow. (Candles, of 
course, are not used at luncheon lime but 
this console set matched the color scheme

china in difTerent colors and design for 
eacli course, with the salad and dessert 
on paslel-hned glassware, while even the 
clear crvstal golilets ma\ have stems of 
richest SLij)j)hire. rubv or topaz. We need 
color for cheer and nowhere do we need 
cheer quite so iniuli as when we are 
dining, whether that dining he in bed 
from a breakfa>t tra\ or a simple home 
luncheon when the children rush in from 
school. This last of far more importance 
than many mothers realize!

(Children are impressionable little

jiew

cr
r
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HE LAMPS OF H03IE HI ILDIAO

by WIUJAM GRAY RIRCEIX

Lifihled by the />ersonality and ‘philoMfphy of thotncner a house 

Here the architect speaks of many things— 

of home building and of home liring.

bt'comes a home.

inp satisfying? Does the ])icliire really 
belong where you have it? \^’ould you 
hu\ it for the place if you did not have 
it? Act upon vour answers to the above 
and vou will soon be an artist.

Whore Is The Attic?

I have a great deal of symjiatby for 
the housewife who wants a good big 
attic space—if she really wants it. But 
iny fellow feeling for her needs is usuallv 
a bit hesitant, for I have discovered that 
back of her enthusiasm for the needed 
storage one can always disco\er that she 
some day expects to build two bedrooms 
and a bath up there.

Owner (and owners I. architec-t. and 
contractor should miituallv acknowledge 
that it costs about so much to provide a 

iven amount of useable area in a house 
and there is no use pretending that you 
are going to have three bedrooms and 
bath when all the time you expect to 
nearly double this accomm<)dation for 
the price of a few partitions. It can’t be 
done.

Bedrooms in the attic cost as much, 
often more, than another and better ar
rangement of equal sleeping accommo
dation. We acknowledge that the space 
under the rafters often provides excel
lent storage for the added cost of floor
ing. a folding stairway, and a couple of 
sash, but the minute you begin to enlarge 
the cubic contents of this attic space, lift 
the ridge, throw out the dormers, and 
find an area of fifty square feet on the 
second floor for a stairway up to the 
attic, you have moved into a new house 
type, and there is no use trying to fool 
yourself into thinking that the cost will 
stay "'about the same** if you do not 
finish the rooms "for the present.**

Be content—most people plan too large, 
too large for unburdened dailv living, 
too large for the yearly budget. Don’t 
ruin your house by pushing out the roof 
to get more space until it looks from the 
outside like father’s hat on little Johnnv.

Hehorn Antiques
Kemo\e from any home the j>ersonality 

items and equipment which furnish it 
w ithin, and the nature environment which 
pictorializes it outside: and what remains, 
though created by the greatest of archi
tects. is but an academic husk. It is true 
that you can stultify a fine house with 
ill-considered living equipment, but I 
like to think of some poorly designed and 
verv unpromising houses that were re
deemed for beauty by the cleverness and 
good taste of those who were ol)Iiged to 
live in them. If you want a new home, 
l>egin to deserve it by making the very 
I>est of the place where you now livi 
it is the laboratory of your beautiful 
house to he.

n*

f^^otisnt

"I want something different.’* Be care
ful. Originality may be an attribute or 
qualitv to be commended in a work when 
it is completed. It is an unsafe impulse 
ujjon which to base an action. In homes, 
as in all art. the “different” house is the 
one that really fills the bill, answers 
needs, solves the problem. .All the com
monplace houses tried to be different. 
The only really and permanently original 
house is the house of merit.

William Gray Purcell, the author, is a 
practicing architect of Seattle and a 
member of the .American Institute of 
Architects. He is a man of wide ex- 
])erience in building and knowledge nf 
art in its many phases. Through long 
years of dealing with builders and their 
problems he brings now to <»ur readers 
constructive suggestic*ns which in our 
modem rush are often missed.

People think of an architect as a man 
who manages sticks and stones, who 
struggles with pluml)itig to get it all in. 
but now we see that he is liuman. a 
man of many thoughts concerned with 
the uses to which Ids works are pul. 
Mr. Purcell has consented to write for 
The Small Home for a number <d 
months to come.

all

0/1 Going Modern

A man who knows. Nortnan Bel Geddcs, 
savs. "Modernism at the moment consists 
of a lot of angular gadgets on hoxv look
ing furniture that is not so different in 
appearance from what used to be called 
mission furniture, painted in nursery 
colors,**

Do not be deceived by appearances. 
There is such a thing as contemporary 
architecture, hut it bears no relation to 
these department store fadacies and real 
estate refurherations.

Picturesque

^ou have a number of framed pictures 
on your walls. Have you looked at them 
recently? Do so. Take fifteen minutes 
after dinner this evening. Go to each 
picture and really look at it. .Aside from 
its familiaritv has it a message for you? 
Is its size, shape, color, te.xture. fram-
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coinincin^ liasis of judgment though the 
aj^pearam-e of the houses and gardens 
may speak volumes for the taste of the 
neighbors.

There are however other wavs.

IIEV cannot l>e measured by a 
surveyor nor guaranteed with the 

abstract, those things that make a vacant 
lot a potential homestead. The big oak 
tree or the clump of lilac bushes, the 
neighbors, the school, the traiisp(»rtatioii 
and all the other reasons that make us 
decide on one piece of ground or another 
are not mentioned in the deed, and yet 
they really establish the \alue of the 
property. Since it is these qualities that 
we pav for, thoughtful consideration of 
them all before purchasing will usually 
save Years of regret afterward. For the 
building of a home is an enduring ac
complishment, and the ground on which 
it stands becomes a s\mbol of its role in 
our lives.

Numerous decisions are in\ol\ed in 
the selection of a home site, hut for most 
of us the neighborhood is the most im
portant mailer. .Are the people nearby 
the type we want to live among? Are 
they the kind we want our children to 
grow uj) with? Besides selecting a home 
and a garden for our isolated moods, we 
are selecting an environment and the aura 
that will surround all our home associa
tions. Certainly, one might reply, we all 
realize the importance of these things, 
hut how are we to know the currents in 
the neighborhood before actually living 
there? Of course the ideal condition is 
to reside in the vicinity before buying, 
or have friends there, but this is not 
always possible. A superficial look at 
our prospective street is not an entirely

TTHIi:
ri.OT OF OltOI WO some

what more satisf\ ing. siu'h as visits lo the 
schools and the churches, investigation 
of the clubs and the local civic organ
izations. inspection of the ]>arks and the 
library. We can thus glean a fairly ac
curate idea of the jx*ople who ll\e in the 
districL and if they are of a congenial 
class, we can rest as>ured that we will 
find there all types of individuals from 
whom to select our own little coterie.

// Me can adtl to a desirable location

bit of individual charm, and the possibility

for interesting derelopment. our home

site assumes personality and character.

bx ELIZABETH MacRAE BOYKIN The school facilities, their scholastic 
standards and recognition, their nearness 
and the absence of <langerous crossings 
between our proposed property and the 
school are of primary consideration if 
there are children in the family. Conven
ience to church, park, library and shop
ping are added advantages. A good golf 
club in the locality, tennis courts and 
swimming pools for the devotees of these 
respective sports are inducements, natur
ally. hut they should not he allowed to 
outweigh more fundamental conditions.

Transportation—not only the j)roxim- 
ity of a stop or a station, but the fre
quency of bus, tram or train schedules 
and the cost of fare or commutation 
tickets—is an important angle to investi
gate. For those of the family who must 
use the local transit s\stem daily, its ad
vantages or disadvantages are permanent 
acquisitions with the property.

.1 rock garden and pond and a pleasant 
terrace bring individuality to a plot zeitli 
no outstanding eharaetcristics. If must 
be remembered though that it is difficult 
to build a good rock garden 'leithin the 
confines of the small lot, and that the 
fad sometimes leads to nnnalural and 
au'k'ii’ard settings.
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Machines

by SI SA P. MOORE

HAT will a dishwasher do and what 
saving in time or labor will it give, 

is the question which the housewife asks 
when she first investigates a dishwashing 
machine.

The question, will the dishwasher wash 
dishes clean, is answered by an unqualified, 
\es. It will remove all food from dishes. 
But more than that, the thorough washing 
plus the hot water used in the machine result 
in lessened bacterial count as compared with 
hand washed dishes. A recent impartial in
vestigation reported that the bacterial count 
on machine washed dishes was only 1/80 to 

1 90 of that on hand washed dishes.Vk ill it save time, is another question which 
is frequently asked. The answer to that is 
a difficult one. Methods of hand washing 
vary so much that it is almost impossible to 
give a standard time. One home economics 
writer allows approximately thirty minutes 
for washing and drying the day's dishes of 
four people: another finds that it takes some
what over seventy minutes! But washing once 
a day and not drying the dishes by hand will 
save much time. The efficiencv or inef-

liy Courlfsy The Delineator

Sanitnry sparkling dishes ivith 

less manual labor

The view into the dishwasher above shows the 
position of tall glasses and stemmed glassware. 
f!ups and plates are place<l at the side, and there 
is a compartment bidow for more dishes.

In this di.-hwasher sink at the right the lop 
of the ilishwasher forms one of the drainboards. 
The high jilumbing connection underneath allows 
space for a radiator.

The photographs of dishwashers are shown by 
courtesy of The Conover Company, the Hobart 
Manufacturing Company. Kohler of Kohler, the 
Standard Sanitary Company, and the Walker 
Dishwasher Comporation.
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oil iipcessarx to gel a pan read) for the \va?;her is so 
that it is as easv

precise
to do hand \\ ashing. The problem of pack

ing the pans in the tra\s must be faced, too. ljut undoubtedly 
there are women who wash some, at least. f their pots and
pans in their dishwashers and find it satisfactory.

To the person who has never seen a dishwasher it is a 
vague and complicaled-soiuiding 
could be simpler. First of all. there is a

mechanism. But nothing 
large kettle shaped 

container containing racks—iisuallv two—on which dishes are 
placed. From some ])oint or points in the dishwasher, jets 
of water with considerable force are flung on the dishes-—back 
and front—washing them. Soap powder, or water softener 
or both are added to the water. In one type of dishwasher, 
the baskets move at a slow speed. In the others, they are 
stationary. After the dishes are washed, the water flows out. 
and a rinse water is dashed over them. Then the cover is lifted
and the dishes are left to dry. The silver and glasses may or 
may not be polished by hand. That is, in principle, all there 
is to a dishwasher. But the housewife who is considering the 
purchase of one wants to know the items she should watch out 
for and the merits—and demerits—()f the various models.
Prices are important too.

fn the first place dishwashers ma\' he a part of a sink or 
they may be movable, on wheels like a clothes washer 
(although much smaller and more easily moved, of course). 
The photographs given here show Iioth types, 
said that in all makes of dishw^asher sink, the machine may 
he either at the right or left, according to the buyer's choice. 
Dishwasher sinks are sold through plumbers. Portable dish
washers are sold through various agencies, frequently elec
tricians. because their installation is electrical.

In purchasing a dishwasher sink, it should be realized that 
the huver has four kinds of enamel to consider: white, white 
acid-resisting, colored, colored acid-resisting. Sinks in white 
acid-resisting enamel or in colored enamel (Tegular enamel, 
not acid resisting) are about the same in price. Ordinary 
white enamel is the least expensive, while sinks in colored 

{Continued on page 35)

If the kitclien is too small for a double drainboard 
sink, the housewife can get along with one drain- 
board very nicely, and that may be the lop of the 
electric dishwasher, illustrated at the top of the page.

It should be

The dishwasher below is of the portable type and 
may be installed on any kind of a table from monel 
metal to galvanized iron.
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THE
PAUL REVERE
MOREL HOUSE

Buffalo,I II New York

ETHEL LEE MrBAIN. ARCHITECT

\ the fall of 1929 a model house 
was built bv (develand Hills Pro

perties ill Buffalo. New York, 
course model houses are nothing: new. 
Such houses are constantlv on display 
in all parts of the country, but this 
was unique among its fellows. Because 
the famous Paul Revere house in 
Boston. Massachusetts, furnished the in
spiration for its design, it was called 
the Paul Revere model house, or more 
often, the Revere model house.

The house attracted thousands of 
visitors during all stages of its con
struction. Those who followed its build
ing—and many 
and again, intrigued by its growth under 
the hands of the workmen—saw a con- 
slniction that obe\ed all the tenets i»f 
go(»d architecture. (Corners were rein-

I
Of

THE FIREPLACE, CENTER OF ONE LONG ^ ALL

did. returning again
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Here itt the dtrelling tehich teas in- 

spired by the home of Paul Revere 

in old Boston. Siding sheaths its trails

except tchere tride planks are set up

right in picturesque fashion belotr

the second story overhang. Moulded

drops at the corners, batten shutters, 

and leaded glass icindoics are char

acteristic of the period it represents.

.it either side of the door are old

Colonial lanterns, and orer it is a

large golden spread eagle to trelcome

the visitor.

A I NiyiF MODEL HOLSE

forced, studs doubled over all openings, 
firestopping placed, sheathing and sub- 
rtooring laid diagonally; innumerable 
were the details which make a house 
staunch and which minimize deprecia
tion.

But most of the visitors came after 
the house had been completed. And 
completed it was. down, or rather up. 
to the last shingle, and furnished even 
to the last footstool.

The entire house was built of Arkan
sas soft pine, with the exception of the 
plank floors which were of oak. All in
terior woodwork, which included the
extensive paneling, was of this type of 
pine. The grain of this wood is one 
of its choicest features. Making the 
must of this, the woodwork

THE DIMNT. ROOM

was given
a transparent finish with the mellow, 
aged ajipearance such as early Colonial 
woodwork attained only after years of 
wear and repeated waxing.

The walls of the living room were 
sheathed with wide, V-jointed pine 
boards, the paneling extending from 
the baseboard to the beautiful wide
cornice at the ceiling line. Similar 
jianeling was used in the dining room 
in the dado surrounding the room. 
Here knotty pine was used, because 
knotty pine is characteristically early 
American. Before the days of power 
machinery, when whip sawing was the 
practice, the log was live sawed from 
bark to bark, clear wood, knots and 
all. Although the Colonial builder 
used such knotty lumber of necessity, 
it was his aim to use clear material

THE IT-TO-DATE KITCHEN
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MANY REAL ANTILH’E PIECES FIRMSHEI) THE BEDROOMS

uiien*\er ])(^s^i!)Ie. The contrasting clear paneling of 
the Ii\ing rt)om. therefore, is not incongruous uith the 
period represented.

Not on]\ in its decorations hut in the furnishings 
^elected for its display, the interior refleclcd the charm 
of earlv Colonial days. Anticpies or line reproductions 
were used almost exclusively, \sith onl\ a sufiicient 
t«)uch of modernity to pro\ide an a])i>earance of com- 
hirl and a\oid the look of the museum.

The house has six large rooms. In the li\ing room a 
color scheme of tan and bright red was selected, and 
here were lovelv. old-fashi(uied wing and hanister 
hacked chairs, a beautiful old stretcher base table in 
ma[)le. a sofa, and a curl\ maj)le tambour desk. In 
one corner stood a ])icluresque grandfather s clock, and 
on the door were fine old hooked rugs. \s might be 
expected, the fireplace pro\ed of particular interest. 
This was of stone, surrounded b\ pine i>aneliiig.

A dainty Colonial wallpaper coxered the upper walls 
of the dining room. Here the furniture was of mahog- 
am : shield-haeked ehairs. a lahle w ith liroad drop 
leaxes. a small siciehoard on which were a siher coffee 
set and tall candlesticks. Hangings here were of chintz 
in the \arious autumn shades.

One of the hedrooms is shown in the illuslralion. A 
tall field hed with sheer white drapery occujiii'd a 
prominent position in the room. A fine chest of draw
ers occupied one corner and a delightful slant top desk 
another. Kag rugs on the floor, a quaint dotted jiaper 
on the walls, and colorful draperies at the windows 
furnished a charming background.DOORS TIIROI GUOI T THE HOI SE WERE SIMILAR TO THESE
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as part of the doorway design in small houses today. Formal 
panels over doorways were also introduced and carved archi
tectural embellishment became the over-door decoration. Later, 
ill the -Nineteenth Centur\ door trim became bold in its decora
tion with large panels in the lower half of the door. In the 
Eighteenth Century in Italy carved, paneled and inlaid doors 
were in popularity. Sometimes each of the many panels repre
sented a different subject. Another door in vogue in Italy was 
the entirelv plain surface decorated with a many-colored land- 
sea|>e. Painted over-door panels were also common. In France 
both curvilinear and rectangular patterns above doorways were 
much in use.

So the doors and doorways of past centuries may be char
acterized bv decorated jiilasters and pillars, elaborate carvings 
and decoration of panels, handsome hardware and wrought 
iron. From all this we have inherited many excellent doorway 
designs, effective wrought iron work, and perhaps more prac
tical than beautiful hardware. But with pleasing proportions 
and simplicity in design the doorways of today may be made 
as effective.

Copies and adaptations of New England Colonial. Georgian 
and Southern Colonial doorways are much used in the small 
house architecture of todav. The hooded doorway, the over- 
door fan and panel decorations are commonly found, also the 
Dutch door that permits the opening of the upper half without 
the lower. It is said that the first Dutch doors were so made in 
order to prevent pigs and chickens from entering the house.

Although it is not possible in small house architecture to 
produce the elaborate and decorated doorways of past centuries, 
the small home owner has a splendid opportunitv to obtain 
copies of doors and doorwavs rich in tradition of Colonial, 
Norman French and English architecture through some of the 
mill work organizations that are making special effort to pro
duce copies of the old handiwork. These authentic copies should

-\ T It A A CKS.

II.\LIAV\VS siiiil l>OttC'IIE^i

By BLANCHE ttALBERT, Research Director Belter Homes

in America .

HE entrance of the home should not be characterized as 
architectural detail. In fact, the doorway is often the fea

ture on which the architect depends to individualize his entire 
house. This is quite true in small houses. The house entrance 
is not onlv important in individualizing the house and in 
adding beautv to it. but it should he inviting and should ex
press welcome and hospitalil}. Because there are so many en
chanting doors and doorways that can be copied, there is too 
often a tendency to select a handsome doorway regardless of 
its appropriateness and the size and style of the house. I 
know a family in Washington who obtained a beautiful door 
from an old historic mansion which was being wrecked. The 
door is still beautiful. Its wrought iron strap hinges and hand 
carvings are still there but it does not belong to the modest 
little house where it has been ])laced. So it is for the architect 
to decide the style and type of entrance best suited to the house.

Doors and doorways are much less elaborate today than in 
former times. The doorways of the Elizabethan period for 
instance were rich in ornamentation and detail. Decorative 
pilasters and pillars, carved moldings and even the hinges and 
hardw'are were ornamented. In the early Georgian period, the 
doorwav became more simj)le and the central urn appeared 
over the center of the doorway, which is copied over and over

T
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assist in providing architectural harmony in small house archi
tecture. Examples of Cotswold found in the English half-timher 
houses and examples of doorways of the Tudor Gothic period 
with their rustic lintels, Gothic arched door and other designs 
which were used in the early English half-timber houses are 
obtainable in copy today in mill work which carry out pro
portion and design and much of the interesting detail. The 
actual hand carving and the hand wrought hardware cannot be 
obtained but proportion, all the elements that characterize the 
style, and even detail may be copied. Some of these mill work 
comj)anies have studied, without regard for expense or time, 
the work of the old craftsmen in order that the copies may be 
architecturally correct and that the charm and dignity of some 
of the old handsome doorways may be enjoyed bv families who 
cannot well afford to buy individual pieces.

W hatever design the doorway may be. whether it represent the 
work of craftsmen or a very good mill product, it should be 
in keeping with the style of architecture as well as provide a 
pleasing, hospitable appearing entrance.

In no other part of the house does “form follow function”
more surely than in the entrance hallway, for although the hall 
is commonly believed to he no more than passageway be
tween the entrance and the other rooms it should characterize
the entire house. The real purpose of the hall is to express 
without boldness hospitality and welcome, it should in reality 
become the keynote of the entire house interior, for there the 
first impression of the interior is obtained.

The old Georgian period hallways were indeed elaborate in 
design and in their furnishings. Many of them had chimney 
pieces. Glass stair rails w'ere common as well as extensive and 
elaborate wood carving. So wide were the old Southern Colonial 
halls that it is reported that when Tarleton. the General, made 
his raid he ordered his troops on horseback through these halls 
on his tour of inspection. Perhaps one of the finest old halls 
still to be seen today is that of Westover the home of Colonel 

(Continued on pa^e 37) fan Anita B. F. Chafnian and H. M. Wootsey, Arclutecfs

The entrance above need not 
be cxf<ensi7-c, yet it would be 
difficult to find one more 
pleasing and hospitable and 
more suitable for its place 
than this.

terrace just outside the 
door, preferably at the rear 
for privacy, or screened from 
public vieze. encourages out 
of dour Iking and is an 
asset to home life.

Hewitt

B E T T K K H O .>1 E $ I NT A .M E B I C A S E T T 1 O A'
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The living room is a large, well proportioned room 
lighted from three sides, and with a handst)me stone 
fireplace, at either side of which are open bookshelves 
mantel high. Double French doors open upon the 
side lawn. In the basement, below the living room, is 
a large recreation room also with a fireplace. As shown 
in the sketch, this is of brick and has convenient storage 
closets flanking it.

On the second floor are two large bedrooms, one with 
outside exposure on three sides. Closet space is ample, 
and includes separate places for linen and for towels. 
Floor and wainscot here in the bathroom are of tile.

The house is of wood frame, with an exterior finish 
of stucco and brick veneer combined. The roof is <jf 
shingles, the windows are casements with metal sash.

Ti ici:!Si|rK 
IX TIIK KXIpLI^^II MAXXEII

ERE a number of the most charming features of 
English domestic architecture have been success

fully incorporated in a small home. It is readily 
adapted to lots of various widths, for it may be faced 
as shown in the perspective or as in the plans. On the 
narrow lot the kitchen and dining room will be at the 
front, leaving the living room to overlook the garden 
view at the rear.
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SMALL HOMES of 
ARCHITECTURAL 
DISTINCTION
a handsomely hound book oj 250 small-house plans, 
edited hy Robert T. Jones, Technical Director of The 
Architects' Small House Service Bureau; offered as a 
guide to aid you in building a home of architectural 
distinction. , y
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rOtCM OtI lAUM eiOOMi

LIVING C OOWi4'-6'*i5-a' FOR NARROW LOTSI
a

No matter when or where/ or on what size lot you decide to build, you 
will want a house with the best possible appearance outside and the 
most satisfactory arrangement inside. This new book of 250 carefully 
selected house plans has been published in the interests of the builders 
of small houses. Careful study of the floor planS/ descriptions, and 
illustrations of these houses will profit anyone considering the building 
of a home. Complete blue print plans of all the houses shown here are 
available at a very low cost. The price of the "Small Homes of Archi
tectural Distinction" is $5.00. It contains 800 illustrations on its 275 
pages. It is a large book handsomely bound in cloth, the cover stamped 
in gold and black. Every type house is shown. It cannot fail to furnish 
you with information and ideas worth many times its purchase price.

The narrow-lot house shown above was built from 
design 6-A-78. It is of wood frame construction 
finished in stucco and shingles. The living room is 
exceptionally well lighted. The house shown below 
was built from design 6-A-51.

Architects’ Small House Service Bureau, Inc.
1214 Second Avenue South,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Please send me one copy of Small Homes of Architectural Distinction,
Price $5.00.

Check is enclosed

Send C. O. D.

Name

Address

StateCity,
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DESIGN 6-F-l8

LMOST half of our houses must face 
north. To build for this exposure a 

house designed for a south facing lot is to 
lose an opportunity to have the rooms most 
pleasantly situated. If you ask an architect 
how' a house should face, he will say that the 
living quarters are most delightful with a 
southern exposure and that the dining room 
should have morning light. If prevailing

breezes are from the south or west, as is 
usualh the case, the cooking odors from the 
kitchen will not be wafted through the house 
if the kitchen is north and east. The living 
room. too. will receive direct breezes from the 
southwest in summer to cool it and be pro
tected from the cold northeast winds of winter. 
So you will see that this house has been par
ticularly designed for a north facing lot.

AFIMI TIIF LOT

THAT

AOIITII

.4 /iou.se of shinglpn nnd

stucco, .4 trellis conveniently

screens the service entrance.
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TIKKATED LI MBER MAKEN 
MORE Rl RABLEHOI>»EN

As low an investment as $100 will 
enable the prospective home owner to 
add years of service to his building by 
the use of chemically treated lumber 
in parts exptised to moisture nr in con
tact with the ground where decay and 
insect attack are most likely to cause 
difficulty.

The initial cost of treated lumber for 
important structural parts, such as 
foundations, sills and joists, and for 
“vital spots.’* such as windows and 
door frames, in the ordinar)- small 
house is far less than the expense of 
repairs ami replacements that other
wise might be necessary later.

A current puldication of the National 
Committee on Wi»od Utilization of the 
Department of Commerce, 'Treated 
Lumber. Its Uses and Economies,” 
points itut the merits of this material 
for use in houses and small buildings. 
In discussing the cost, it says:

‘’A surprisingly small investment will 
provide all the treated lumber that is 
re([uired for most buildings. The 
average small house calls for a total 
of approximately 10,000 board feet of 
lumber, only certain parts of which 
should be treated, depending upon the 
construction. As low an investment as 
$100 for treated lumber will often pro
vide protection from decay and ter
mites. and this is a ver>’ small per 
cent of the entire cost of the ^ructure. 
It also is a very small per cent of the 
expense involved in the repair of those 
decayed portions of the building which 
may occur when untreated wood is 
used.”

There are two principal preservatives 
that are especially well suited to lum
ber intended for liouse construction. 
Zinc chloride which does nt)t impart an 
odor nr disccdor the wood is generally 
used for lumber where painting is de
sirable. (^laltar cre<isote. allhough it 
discolors the wood, has certain prop
erties that make it of value in uses 
where painting is unnecessary, but 
where the. danger ilamage by decay 
or insects may be greatest.

In using treated lumber recognized 
methods of treatment must be combined 
with proper preservatives in order tt> 
obtain long time service. The mere 
brushing or spraying of 
lumber will not make it immune to 
either decay c>r insect attack, the prin
cipal reasjin for treatment. The pre
servative must be forced into the wood 
under i)ressure to he effective.

.Although there are 
naturally durable woods upon which 
home owners may rely, preservative 
treatment is intended for the less dur
able species which, nevertheless, find 
wide application in house construction. 
Treatment makes these woods last from 
one to five limes their customary life
time. While the first cost of treated 
material necessarily will be somewhat 
higher, the cost per year service is the 
proper basis on which to figure.

Treated lumber in standard grades 
and sizes suitable for house construc
tion is available in retail luml>er yards 
through a program of distribution 
sponsored by the National Committee 
on Wood Utilization.

piece of

number of

A charming new hom< in Mobile. Ala.. JeiigneJ George B. Rogers, Architect, .^ingles 
and trim are stained u'lch Cabot's famous Cray Creosote Shingle and Ui'ood Seainf.

are Proofs!
Roofs are proofs of what you’ll find inside the home. They 
not only betray the character of those who live beneath 
them but the)- indicate the appearance of the rooms tliey 
protect from tlie snow and rain. Ls your roof a contradic
tion of the beauty of your home interiors?
Then use Calx)t‘s Stains. They are made by the new 
patented Collopake Process. Tliey give your roof a glow
ing, well-kept apiiearance and an armor of lasting beauty. 
The colors ]ienetrate the wocxl with the oil, instead of 
merely lying on the surface, like paint.
In Canada, Cabot’s Collopakes and Stains are made and 
sold only by Brandram-Hexdersox. Ltd.. Montreal.

MORER.N METHORK OE l>ARRAIiiE 
IIINPONAL . . . .

What do you do with your garbage? 
Nobody hut you cares much. The ques
tion is one for you to ask yourself. 
Are you going to depend on garbage 
removal by the city or by private col
lectors? Is this service dependable? 
If so. what sort of garbage receptacle 
will you have? Is it to be an open kind 
set beside the kitchen door or by the 
garage? Probably not, if one lakes into 
consideration the nuisance that is 
created.

The modern garbage receptacle goes 
underground. It is a metal container 
with a hinged cover that cannot be 
misplaced, easily and conveniently 
operated, within wliich is placed a re
movable can. When the lid is down 
it works flush with the turf, is pro
tected from flies. The problem of ap
pearance and nuisance gels a definite 
solution, but in many cases not a com
plete one.

For instance, you have to walk out 
to the back yard to deliver the garbage. 
.Again, if collections are infrequent or 
irregular, this type of equipment is not 
suitable, and then the incinerator offers 
a complete solution.

There are a good many types. The 
principle is to have a combustion cham
ber with a large flue. In the best type 
the chamber is connected conveniently 
with the kitchen, so that all refuse 
from kitchen operations can he easily 
dumped through a tight fitting door in 
the wall. It falls into the basement 
story, where the incinerator proper is. 
Here it is dried by passing a large 
volume of air through it. Tin cans, 
broken bottles, waste of all sorts from 
the kitchen goes into the burner, and 
the wiiole accumulation is fired occa
sionally. The unburnable «il)jects are 
sterilized. They help to separate the 
burnable matter, so that it is aeratefl— 
dries more rapidly. At infrecjuent inter
vals the unburnable residue is removed.

Another type is of metal, a separate 
unit in the basement and gas fired. It 
can be fired automatically from a switch 
in the kitchen. This type is usually 
connected with an available flue in the 
basement—not the house healer flue— 
and requires no additional construc
tion. Its convenience, particularly for 
a house already built, will be ap
preciated by many.

Cabot’s I
Creosote Shingle and Wood

Stains
Use this Coupon

Inc
141 Milk Street, Boston, Mass. 

(gentlemen: Please send me your Stain Booyet

Name

Address SH.1-31
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adds *!<4* 4« 4/

CHARM
to any home

The <‘harm of anv home, new or old. can 
be {rreally enhanced by llie in>tallation 
of a (lONOVKK Electric Dishwasher Sink. 
Il not only beautifies tlie kitchen but 
<'haracterize> tlie owner as a thf*rou;:hIy 
efficient homeniak<*r.

TLLI STR MION SIX

A cottou Zkoz-cu cloth hi yicy tones of green, bron'ii. and beige, 
zeith iiaphins. zi'hicli, zehile matching in color, arc different as to 
texture, something quite permissible this season. The dishes arc 
green and glasses amber.

that cost much less. Linen sets of 
cloth and four matcliing napkins may 
be found for $1.49, while exceedingly 
Stuart cotton crash, hand-blocked chtths 
in yellow, brown, mauve and red may 
be had with four napkins at 
In linens for the tea, britijie. breakfast

with their deep cream surfaces p«dka- 
dotted in blue, red or yellow. When 
the doors of cabinet or iceliox are 
opened and these U'wls and jars are 
seen, there is a sense nf orderliness and 
neatne>> with color conveyed that is 
not expres>ed by similar dishes in solid 
colors. Ami the prii-e of these? Only 
$7.50 for a fifteen-piece cereal set, a 
nest of kilchen bowls prlcetl at $1..S0, 
the small butter crock and pitcher at 
75 fonts each,

.\nd now let us look al some of 
the many tables we liad set for us with 
the art glaze pottery mentioned Indore, 
costing but $3.95 for a 32 piece set. 
W’e had several tables arranged for us 
with this ware for the very simple 

n that there is nothing »iuite like

the tabic from first to last must make 
an harmonious picture based on a 
central cohtr scheme. We may even, if 
we like, use some ftireign or "peasant” 
p<»tlery with the fine products of our 
American kilns. A most unusual ware 
that coml>ines well come- from Italy 
and is called '’Sgraffito.” an unusual 
name for this ware, that is in a solid 
color with tlie design cut deeply 
through making a subtle change in 
color values. We are showing here. 
Illustration one a well-designed flower 
holder and bowl, in dark green suitable 
for nuts, salail or fruit and these addi
tions to the dining room cost hut one 
dollar each. Still another import, tliis 
from Germany, are the pitchers shown 

ustration three, made in orange, 
yellow and black to bring cheer and

lor to breakfast table or for the 
Sunday night supper. Tliis ware, fin
ished in a smooth glaze that len<ls 
delicacy to the bright liue- is most 
practical as il does not cliip easil>. 
As to its price, this is a range from 
59 cents for tlie little cream jug up 

$1.95 for tlie largest pilclier. Hol
land and Spain are also sending us 
some very interesting pottery, one 
piece luncheon set from Holland in 
well-blended tones of blue, orange and 
green on a deep cream background cost
ing but $4.95.

And not only have new wares and 
colors been fashioned for mir dining 
tables but the new kitchen pottery is 
just as gay and pleasing. We are show
ing on page 35 some very new kitchen 
dishes that seem especially desirable

$2.75.

DISH WA S H E R or informal luncheon table, the nmst
as thewellWa.slies, rinses, tiries anti 

is self cleansing

The disagre’cable features of hand dish
washing an* eliminate^! by tlie GoNOVF.n 
anti it saves three It) four hours of kitchen 
w ork every week. Largt* cajiacil}, flexible 
rubber platetl tlisbracks, new motlein 
ft)lorsan<l manv other at Ivaneetl I'eatures.

beautiful this season as 
most serviceable from , 
point of view, are 
sand .shailes,--ecru, eggsliell or ivory, 
all of which make such harmonious

laundering 
those in any of tlie

backgroiintls for any color or style of 
china tir glass.

The dull glazed jiottery shown tm 
this table is of a new texture developed 
by one of New Yt»rk‘s leading shops 
espceiully for the limited budget. It 

excellent, however, botli in finish

Ilivlily Eiul(»rsed
Tested anti approved by Gootl Ht)iise- 
keeping Institute. l)clinealt)r Home Jn- 
slitiile anil ihousuniis of liomcmaker.s.

Sink Models 
and PorlublcH 

The C O N () V K n 
Kl«*«'tric l)i«hw a^li«T 
i-an now ]w* ha<l in 
ami to mri-l
prariically r\»Ty 
ilfiitial rt-quirenirnt.

Sink Modfil CON- OVKKS ore boIiI ox- 
<*Iu>iv<-ly tbroii^h tlie 

plumbing truili*. Port- a hi if ,Wod<»/CON- OV tRS are mild only 
bv Isadini; <l<-panm<'tit 
stores, flectrir lijitil 
ronipanieit and othrr 
t-li-i'tric ajipliam-e 
ili-altrr».

S^nd rnujKiu lor 
Iblilrr.

IS SO
and design, that it is being used on 
countless tables where expense does not 
have to be considered. To match this 
pottery, there are tumblers, sherbets 
and goblets of many unusual styles,— 
stemmed or footed, tall or short, slender

i5i0
rea>o
it to be had today at that i»rice with 
sucli colors, texture anil tlesign. These

m

v-
eo

dishes, moreover, are suitable alike foror squat, many of these selling for as 
low a price as one dollar for six. Singly, 
they co.st 19 cents each. And in speak
ing of this matter of color in glassware, 
pottery or linens, we have given up the 
harsh, bold shades of a seas4>n or so 
ago. Today the hues must be delicate, 
of faintest pastel tones and when one 
can find a quaint squat water pitcher, 
six matching glasses with tray in the 
palest blue at only $4.95, the set witli- 
out the tray for $2.95 with other sets 
in amlter. green or rose for less, tliere 
is no reason why any table today need 
be unattractive.

But to go back to our potter>'. As 
we have said, each course may be served 
on plates of different colors and de
signs. the only requirement being that

the simplest breakfast tray or most 
formal luncheon.

In Illu.-tration two. we liave a bridge 
luncheon table that is very plain and 
simple, its pottery in a dull French rose. 
Vi’itli tliis are pink-fimted tumblers, and 
beside them similarly shaped glasses 
which, at this luncheon, are to be used 
for the sherbet. The glasses to he used 
for sherbet are a part of the set men- 
tionetl above, the pitcher being >hown 

tiu* side table and priced at $4.95. 
Both the tall gla>ses and the sherbets 
without the pitcher may be hat! as a 
set for $3.95. The center flower bowl 
is part of a console sei. tlte tJiree pieces 
costing S1.95. The flowers are freesias 
in a deep cream.

IL
P, 0”^ f̂ At

to
Portable Model CONOVER 32

THE CONOVEK COMPANY
Drpl. Sll-l, 1 K) So. Doaeborn Sl„ Chii-apu. 111. 

/>Mfrtrf Offievs: .Vetr lor^, Phitodflithiu, ituston
-- MAIL TODAY - on

II I’leaite --entl roe the folder rbreked Iwlow:
Q The Kitflii-li ti r Tomorrow ( Uejifrihing I 

CONOVER Sink Model*;. L
The Better Wav to Ho Di»lie* (De-erib- j 

ing CONOVER Portable Model*', 
i Impurlitni: Be *ure to attach vnur name and 

uddre-x. and. if a dealer. Ktate name and | 
nature of vour bu«iite*a.

I

1 I
I
I I

I
I I
I I
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Illustration five shows a breakfast tray, 
the legs of this and its curved front 
edge making it a great sickroom con
venience. For this an art glaze set in 
green was chosen, the tray cloth and 
napkins in ecru with green stripes. 
This twenty piece breakfast set like the 
thirty-two piece luncheon set costs S3.95.

F(»r Illustration six,

material but in the same colors, to show 
the variety permissible in table furnish
ings today, provided the color scheme 
be harmonious. The pottery 
green, the tumblers <a most iinu>ual 
style), in amber at nineteen cents each. 
On the most limited budget, the 
modern housewife may make of her

was in

table an inviting ])icture wlietlier the 
occasion be

a gay woven 
cloth in green, brown and beige was 
chosen, the napkins being of a different

formal one for the in
vited guest or for lier own home-circle.

for the refrigerator •H'hat could be more sanitary and attractive 
than bou'ls and pitchers—each with its cover to keep foods 
sweet and free from contaminating odors. The polka dots 
in red, blue, or green to match the kitchen color scheme. arc

ILLLISTKATIO.N SEVEN

OF CED-A-ROCS
has Character

In beautiful Sauganash, near the Forest Preserves north
west of Chicago, stands this distinctive house—and its 
garage—with roofs of darkK hued. vari-colored Ced-A-Roc 
Shingles.
Rut beautiful color is not a lone trait of Ced-A-Roc char
acter. That character is as deep as the good clear cedar 
shingles that form the cores of this different roof. Those 
fine cedar shingles are coated with asphalt to preserve 
their sturdy qualities. Then the asphalt is surfaced with 
crushed slate or rock to add color, texture, and fire re
sistance.
Ced-A-Roc Shingles are the first roofing in which wood 
is used to be granted the Class ”C’' label of Underwriters' 
Laboratories and to become permissible in fire-restricted 
zones.

Write for Bulletin .4-31
The colors, durability, beauty, and economy of Ced-A-Roc 
Shingles fit them for side walls and roofs of anv l\ pe of 
building in any surrounding. Learn more about them in 
Bulletin A-31. See them at almost any good lumber 
dealer's. Ask for sample, if vou wish, when vou write for 
Bulletin A-31.

BECKMAN-DAWSON ROOFING COMPANY
Tapered Shingle Specialists Since 1908 

223 West Jackson Boulevard. Chicago. Illinois 
Factories at Chicago; Detroit; Lockport, N. Y.; Winona, Minn.

>IA4 HIAES WASH HISIIES
WINTHROP(Continued from page 22)

acid-resi>ting enamel are the must ex
pensive i)ut also the most beautiful and 
far more durable. When vinegar or 
the juice from such fruits as the lemon 
and tomato falls in a sink, it roughens 
the surface and makes it less durable. 
It is this that the acid-resisting ma
terial, as its name suggests, will pre
vent.

All manufacturers have certain stand
ard dishwasher sinks. First, a sink with 
the dishwasher taking the place of the 
drainboard (in two makes the dish
washer top serves as a drainboard). 
Second, the same with an additional 
drainboard at the other side. Third 
and fourth, the same with edges adapted 
to tiling around it. Fifth, a model de
signed to be hung on the wall but 
containing just the dishwasher, that 
is an individual dishwasher. Sixth, a 

{Continued ow page 39)

On the whole, it seems well worth 
while to purchase acid-resisting sinks 
which will keep their impervious sur
face throughout years of household use.

Wirtthroj? Tapered Asphalt Shingles, Argotile (slate surfaced) 
Roo_^ng, Supreme (mica surfaced) Roofing, Waterproof (taJc
surfaced) Roofing.
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All Oul-of-llio-4lr- 
liiiiarv for
nil riiiiNiial Sliv^

or witliout a fence, and it makes a pimcl 
deal of difference in the selection which 
we decide up«m. A pm-ket handkerciiief 
lawn in front and l)ack is usually the 
most decorative from the street view 
anti {lives a parkway effect if all the 
houses t»n the block are also left open. 
But the ccmtincntal custom of enclos
ing the lot in a wall, a high fence or a 
iietlge gives ni<ire privacy to the yard 
and multiplies its usefulness. In an 
enclosed gartlen of this kind, table and 
chairs set beneath a serene and placid 
tree or in the shade of a wall makes 
a pleasant place for light meals or tea 
on languid afternoons and invites hours 
of reading. >ewing and entertaining 
there. Thus may even a very tiny 
garden achieve an intimate charm and 
enhanced U!*efulne>s.

Often a single big tree, a small hro<»k 
fir a gentle slope are invaluable decfira- 
tive afivantages because the plan o 
the landscaping—or even of the archi
tecture—may be made to emphasize the 
irregularity in an interesting way. 
small ravine may he turned from a 
drawback to an asset if it is treated 
as a sunken garden or as a water gar
den (by lining with cement, pijiing 
and filling with water and there cul
tivating a variety of water flffwers. >

Such possibilities Cf>nsidered at the 
time f»f the purcliase and recognized 
in the plans for the house enable one 
to achieve a home that is completely 
harmonious within and w ithout. hen 
we can add to a desirable location a 
bit of individual charm and the po>- 
sibility for interesting development, the 
estate, whether it is a city lot 
suburban tract of several acres, as
sumes personality anfl character.

DREER’S GARDEN
BOOK

(Contlnuffl jrnm pant’ 7)Winter nights in summer gardens! There’s fascinat
ing reading in our 1931 Garden Book, with its hundreds 
of illustrations of dowers and vegetables, helpful 
cultural articles and descriptions of fertilizers and 
garden tools.

Tlie hffuse has a rugged, sturdy ap
pearance as befil.s its site and its pur- 
pffse. In t>rder to avoifi the line of 
tlemarcatlon between foundatif>n and 

occurs when a1 whichsuperstructure, 
frame iiouse is built on a sh»ping site.I’or a free eopy iiienfion tins pub

lication and be sure to 
address Dept. N-3

the arcfiileet used haydite concrete 
blocks for boili walls and foundations.
These blocks are left cx[)osed inside 
aiifl are painted white witli the same 
cement paint use<l on the exleruir. This 
paint applied over exterior walls in 
whicfi the mortar joints have been left 
rough gives a most pleasing texture.

The windows are casements with 
metal sash, and in most cases across the 
openings are heavy wooden lintels Hush 
with the walls. With tlie exception of 
the slightly })rojecting masonry sills 
there is no other trim. These lintels are 
exposed also on the inside. In the 
same way. where the openings are 
arched, as in the case of the window 
which lights the stairs and the door 
beside the fireplace in the living room, 
the bricks h»rming the arch outline the 
oj>ening within the rooms a.s well as on 
the exterior.

HENRY A. DREER 
1306 Spring Garden St. 

Philadelphia, Pa.

f.sh:Li<:rTi>4p riiii; i»i.ot of IpKoi >o
(Continued from page 19)

A
values will be affected in the future 
by the trend of tlie district in which 
the property is located and whether 
or not it is in the line of business, 
apartment or residential development. 
A survey f>f the section ami its zoning 
regulations can be made with this in- 
c[uiry in mind, and while no one can 
know definitely the future of a neigh
borhood. jmlgment based on actual 
facts is less likely to be in error than 
a blind guess.

And not until all these dull details 
of location, title, transportation, 
etcetera, have been verified, may we 
turn to the more interesting part of 
buying our home site, and that is the 
perR<mality of the ground itself.

pleasant lawn and 
always part of our thoughts for a 
home, but once involved in the fascinat
ing details of building, the development 
of the grounds is usually forgotten until 
the last carpenter departs with his 
hammer, until the last painter picks up 
his paint cans, brushes and ladders. 
And well may it be temporarily for
gotten. for there is little one can do 
al)out the yard while the workmen are 
still on the ground. But when the 
house is finished and stands out 
starkly in its bright newness, the work 
of giving to it living, growing beauty, 
of softening it and mellowing it begins.

It is then that we realize most 
poignantly liow’ the topography of the 
ground dictates its final character, even

though it yields gracefully to modifica
tions. An<l this is where a wise selec
tion in the lot asserts itself, as the 
kind of a house and a yard we have 
longed to own gradually assumes the 
form of reality. .Sometimes the archi
tectural style of the house to be built
has governed the choice of the ground: 
sometimes the lot has suggested the 
type of house, but eillier way there 
must be a thorough harmony between 
the two elements. A Colonial house, a 
French Provincial house.

There is electric service in this dis
trict. hut no gas. sewers, or water. This 
has not prevented the cottage from be
ing equipped with all the conveniences, 
for in the kitchen is an electric range; 
water is ^upplied from a small motor

New Eng
land salt box, or an English cottage 

different type ofeach pre-supposes 
surroundings as do any of the period;

driven pump enclosed in a pit at the 
foot of the hill, and sewage disposal is

or a

even the modern! by means <if a septic tank. A cottage 
of similar type of construction equipped 
with

Perhaps it is a terraced lawn that 
will best frame our home and serve 
our needs, and in this case a spacious 
lot offers the most promising material 
for gr(»wing itself a trim green sward 
of grass to be patterned with shrub
bery and trees according to the speci
fic demands of the house. Or maybe the 
picture we liave carried in our mind 
of the place we w'ant is a rustic 
shingled house or a stone cottage that 
fils a tangled hilly spot in the heart 
of civilization yet situated so that the 
front gate latches inside a secluded 
w'orld of our own.

Besides architectural distinctions, our 
own preferences and uses for a yard 
also govern the type of a lot to choose. 
If we would spend leisurely reading 
hours outdoors we look for the promise 
of quiet shady comfort, while the 
amateur gardeners among us search for 
a plot that adapts itself to the grow
ing of a riotous prolusion of flowers.

we want open space fi*r the children 
to play in. or a lawn for tennis, croquet 
nr miniature golf, we seek a lot with 
a fairly level sward for proper grading. 
Those of us who prefer thickly wooded 
grounds to be left in their natural state 
may sometimes find a sequestered but 
accessible footage on the outskirts of 
the city at a reasonable cost. For the 
small city lot. there are two different 
ways of considering it—with a fence

garden are small warm air furnace has 
proved comfortable for winter oc
cupancy in this district.

What the J»»tvl«‘ 
of a ll<»iiso

(Continued from page 13j

2. Does the exterior result from the 
arrangement of the interior, or is it a 
preconceived shajw? into wliich the in
terior ha.« been jambed at the sacrifice 
of practical requirements?

3. Do all of the parts from the door 
knobs to the weather vane on the roof 
harmonize with each other, or do they 
seem to be merely an assorted lot of 
isolated forms?

•I. Does the whole scheme suggest 
all the idealism of wdiat a home should 
be. or does it seem to he strange and 
od«l with no ancestors?

5. Is the whole made up of a uni
fied group of masses, when viewed from 
the distance, or does it jumj) ami jazz 
on the horizon?

6. Is there an air of rest, composure, 
dignity and charm resulting from 
harmonious proportions and colors, or 
is there a restlessness and irritating air 
about it caused by clumsy proportions 
ami clashing colors?

If the first half of all six of the above 
questions can be answered with a yes. 
then the house will have ”style.“ It 
will be a house in the "modem style” 
but not in the ‘’modernistic.”

jUIDE to the best
Trees, Shrubs, Plants
ll08«*s, perennials, bulbs, etc., to 
boumlfy your Iiome, make your 
orchunl and garden proftiable. 
.\ewshrubs, rows and other new 
rare varieties. &5 years «Jevoted 
logrowing the best. Surijrialngly 
low prices. Huy dlreol. W'ritelor 
11181 caTfiliig It's Free!
WOODLAWN NURSERIES 

B79 Carton Avenue 
Rochester, N. Y.

Kt7ND£RD«S
FAMOVS GLADIOU 
FORYOVRGARDEN

64 New Varieties
for 1931

New. sensational, rufUod and la- 
rinated gladiuli origlnate<i by 
•V, E. Kunderd. the foremost 
Gladiolu.s Hybridist. His rarieties 
are universal favorites, his prlmu- 
Ilnus, laciniatc<t and plain pvtalecl 
kinds are outstanding. Sec them, 
read about them, order them di
rect trom Kunderd's Fuee 1031 
Glapiolcb Book, Illuslrates and 
describes 600 kimls. 
in natural colors. Use the coupon.

!Evergreens
Iand Broad Leaf Flowering 

Evergreen Shrubs.
CHOICE PLANTS

If

Write for Price List 52 shown

Nature’s
Rhododendron Nurseries

BERT E. R.\MS

A. E. Krx'DEnn13’ Lincoln U'ay West. Goshen. Ind., U. S. A.
Dear Sir: Please send me Fkbb the 1931 Kun

derd Gladiolus Book.

.Yani0—_______________________SI. or R. F. [>._Elizabethton Tennessee
Citv. ■Stafe.
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stairway, particularly in the (j)hitual 
house. While the-typical white risers 
and dark treads were used in each case 
in the house illustrated, the treatment 
of the balustrade was varied. In the 
second the hand rail and newel post 
were stained dark, the spindles left 
white. In the third case only the hand 
rail itself was dark. In the first illus- 
tralion the entire balustrade, spindles 
and all. was finished with dark stain. 
While this creates a heavier, more 
somber effect than that of the other 
two. this treatment is alsct appnipriale 
anil, in many ways, more practical. 
The stair in every case was carpeted, 
hut this is by no means necessary.

Next to the stairway the landing 
wimlow provokes the most (fuestions on 
tlie part i»f the amateur decorator. 
Needless to say, the architectural ile- 
sign (d tltis window has a great in
fluence over the appearance of the hall 
and is. of course, a feature planned by 
the architect rather than the decorator.

If such window, or windows, are 
leailed or coloreil glass they either may 
or may not have hangings for by their 
very construction they are amply de
corated. In many rases the landing 
window looks out ujHin a closely ad
joining house. Here is w’here a hand 
painted linen shade may he used to 
good effect. Beneath sheer glass cur
tains it creates sometliing of an illusion

if distance ajul compensates as much
as anything may for the lack of view.

Draperies for this window follow the
rules for those in the rest of the hou?>e:
that is. where paper of large pat-a
tern is used on the walls, a plain color

striped fabric is most effective.or
Be Siire of Satisfaction An Italian Fortunay print, with its

iridescent colors and unusual texture is
Send t'lfloy for new valuable book of 

alaiis .‘^howiny: attnielive de
signs andVomplete i-onstruction «ietails 
with plar. and elevations to insure a 
siicceNsfiil fireplace in your home.

Vour a chitec-t or ocjntractor will 
reeommen I a r'olonial T>amper to jiro- 
vide perf 
smoking- - -ompels eorreci formation of 
the firepla e ihroiit, the vital part, and 
avohls miitake.s ttiat ruin a llrepla<-e.

Styl«-s a Ml sizes lo tit every type of 
fireplace.

Write t-Jay, enclose ten cents, coin 
or stamps! for new iiook, “Fireplace 
I’lans and! Kquipment.”

Colonial Fireplace Co.
Manufacturers of 
and Fireplace Furnishings 
(.llo-Hot Electric (Irate.

Chicago. III.

an excellent choice for this locatii>n.
In color the drapes may blend with
ihe background or form a contrast with
it. whichever would seem to make the
halt most effective.ilraft control without-•t

Asitle from the draperies, the hall
window may have its own furnishing!*.
especially if it is recessed. If there is
a seat, it may have a pad or cushions
of gay colors. On the other hand it
may be used for house plants or for

Another charmingan acjuanum.Fircplace.s 
and tlie 

•1623 iioo.se
method of adding interest is to

,-elt Rcl, sen recessed shelves nichesnr
"/ either side of the wimlow whichon\ to place decorative oljjecls.

\ ..f In conclusion it may be well to’I\ _^
emphasize the importance to the de-senrw TO »*isc

' OHiaiWUSMfT *Cl.yCM SCREW corator <if the arcliilectura) design of
5TYL£^-G<i the liouse whole, for wellas a

“■AT»>(0SET SCREW TO «'««Ol.e ANO decorated liome i.s the natural resultKa M LOWER NANOLC INOCATDR-SLIOES IN ANO OV

polohial Hamper^ of a well designed lujuse. And just as
the hall is the entrance to the house.
so it is the link between the exteriorI interior architecture and theand
decoration which follows.

BURPEE'S 
SEEDSGROW KiitmiieoN. llallwsiVK ami Pitrehes

(Continued from page 29)

Byrd of Virginia. This hall is repre
sentative of Southern Colonial houses— 
passing directly through the liouse. Its 
haml.somely paneled walls, the hand
work throughout the fine old Jacobean 
furniture all provide<! an excellent ex- 
am|)le of the halls of Colonial days.

The hall of the small house today 
must necessarily be small and an 
atmosphere of formality should prevail 
in both design and furnishing. This 
formality, however, should not prevent 
an atmosphere of hospitality. The wall 
finish of the hallway should be that 
which harmonizes with the various 
entering rooms. The color scheme of 
these entering rooms should if possible 
be carried out. or the walls of the hall 
should be finished in a neutral tone. 
There are many delightful fl«njr fin- 
i.shes—some of the new composition 
tiles are not only most satisfactory for 
wear but attractive and colorful in 
design. These tiles are prepared in 
various sizes and shapes—some rect
angular and some square—and pro
duce a warm, pleasing effect. There are 
many kinds of hall floor coverings that 
are suitable for houses which are fur
nished more elaborately. For these 
oriental rugs are appropriate. In others,

plain or small figured Wilton rugs are
satisfactory. The quality of these rugs 
should be such that they will stand 
hard wear.

PICTURE in your mind the beauty that 
comes to your home when Hill’s Ever* 

greens are a part of the planting scheme. 
The stately Juniper vies for attention 

must necessarily be few and simple, with the graceful Arborvitae; the dv/arf- 
Formal furniture may be used. Early like Mugho Pine adds a color tone in 
Italian, Tudor and Jacobean pieces, and relief; while the Japanese Yew, the

Red Cedar or Colorado Spruce lend the 
charm of variety.

The hall furniture and furnishings

early types of Chippenjiale, dignified in 
line are appropriate. It is usually neces
sary that the furnilure be placed along 
the walls. If the hallway is larger lhan 
a mere pas.sage-way. such pieces of

It may be a formal effect you are after; 
or a ''careless^' profusion of varieties. 
No matter. With Hill's Evergreens you 
may have any arrangement you desire, 

furniture as a good size table and for here in our 600>acre nursery is
every variety—trees of incomparable 

chest of drawers or chest, and perhaps beauty, that arc the result of 75 years
of Evergreen specialization.

ree
The Vegetables anrl Flowers you 
wmihi like [o se«* growing in your 
garden—re: d all about iliem in

Bi ipee's .\nnual 
' «arden Book

Huvpee’s A inual abounds In help
ful jilantin^ 
valuaide s. 
l)est variet es that will give you 
more beautiful flowers and more 
imi)roved v getal)Ies. Read about 
the new 'Tangerine*’ Tomato, 
new lUjrp' e Sw'eet Heas. including 
“Tile Buri^v” and "Ruffled Or
chid,” and jhe new Oiant Dahlia 
".Asliury Burpee's Annual
is frtM*—wri^ for your copy today.
........................[rear Here ------

W, ATIEZ BffEPEZ CO.
295 Burpee Building. Philadelphia, Pa.

.Seiul me n free kepy of Burpee's .Annual.

mirror, also two or three chairs and

a bench will he found practicable.
Closet space should be arranged for. Shall we send you this season’s catalog?

It is complete —contains 50 illustrations 
in natural colors and a wealth of prac
tical information on Evergreen grouping 
and planting. In writing for catalog en- 

feet. The enliance hall then should be close 25c (coins or stamps),which will 
more than attractive in itself, but the be refunded on first order you send US.

infurmallim. Jt offers 
fiigestion.s aa to the particularly in families where there are 

small children. This may be provided 
without detracting from the general ef-

col(>r scheme jiartirularly should be 
selected with regard to entering rooms.

Few new houses now are provided 
with front porches. In fact the porch 
for tile small house is reported to be 
rapidly disappearing. Families are no 
l(mger content to spend their spare time 
watching the passerby, but provide at- 

(Continued on page 38)

D.HILL NURSERY CO.
EVERGREEN SPECIALISTS

Largest Growers In America 
Box 300 DUNDEE, ILL

EVERGREENS
Nuiih*

It. 1). or St.

StateP, 0,

i
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Hall- Free InformationKnimuvi^Hrn 

wavN anil l*or«*liCNStop
Readers of The Small Home are invited to send in 
their requests for information on any of the subjects 
pertaining to the home included in the list below.

The building of a home involves the selection of 
many different materials, many types of equipment, many 
items of home furnishings. Be sure you have all the avail
able information before you buy.

You will want your home to be up-to-the-minute in 
every respect—to include the latest improvements, ma
terials, methods, and modern conveniences. You will take 
greater pride in your home if you include the new devices 
that save time, labor, space, or expense.

The manufacturer is the best source of information 
for home builders who want the latest improvements. The 
Architects' Small House Service Bureau offers to act in 
your behalf and will secure for you the latest booklets 
published by the most reliable manufacturers. Write the 
numbers of the subjects that you want to know about 
on the coupon below.

(Continued from page 37)

THOSE UNDER DOOR
tractive garden spots or terraces, more 
private and far more pleasing for rest 
and recreation. However, wliere houses 
are architecturally suitable side 
porches are invaluable, particularly if 
there are young children, for the porch 
provides an unequalled sp«q for the 
baby pen and for all sorts of cliild 
play. There arc many opportunities to
day for furnishing porches attractively 
and comfc>rlably. Excellent iron, reed, 
willow and rattan pieces are f>btainable 
which are very pleasing and which als<i 
provide comfort and good use. Keed, 
rattan and willow are desirable for 
outside use. as most of thew pieces arc 

the matr-rials are wet. 
There are on the market excellent wash 
fabrics useful for both porch chairs and 
table covers. These non-fade, wash ma
terials are manufactured in beautiful, 
coli)rful <lesigns and are durable and 
pleasing. The |>orch for summer should 
be fu^ni^hed not only for comfort but 
it should appear cool and inviting ami 
although the furniture should be light 
in construction it shtmld be sufficiently 
solid and sturdy lo prevent annoyance. 
Greens, yellows, tans and oranges as 
well as black anti red if combiiieil with 
other colors are the preferred porch 
colors. I'se the rug also to introduce 
ctdor. The porcli furniture should be 
grouped for the various activities con
ducted there and these activities should 
not be limited, as there are many house- 
hohl duties that may be carried jui on 
tlie jiorch which have formerly been 
confined to the kitchen. Meals out of 
doors are always delightful and a con
venient table for fins purpose should 
he at hand.

W here the architectural design of the 
house does not permit a covere^l porch, 
terraces are good substitutes. This ter
race may be protected by awnings 
plantings may l)e s«i arranged that a 
partial [insertion ami privacy is pro
vided.

.S<*rious thought should be given to 
the entrances of homes, in order that 
a result is obtained that is attractive, 
pleasing, inviting and friendly. Door
ways should be given particular atten
tion—their architectural design, their 
suitability to the style in architecture 
and pleasing effect. It is important 
als4» that the ]>Ianting is attractive and 
well kept if the most effective home 
entrance is obtained. Since millwcirk 
copies of s<une of our liandsome old 
doors and doorways may be obtained 
that are authentic and also attractive, 
the small home owner has an excellent 
opportunity to provide an attractive 
entrance.

DRAFTS

whilemade

43 Metal Lath 
Millwork, Built-in 
Millwork, Woodwork & Doors 
Paint and Varnishes 
Plaster
Plumbing, Fixtures
Plumbing, Materials
Porch Shades
Refrigerators, Electric
Refrigerators, Gas
Refrigerators, Ice
Roofing, Asbestos
Roofing, Composition
Roofing, Metal
Roofing, Slate
Roofing, Tile
Roofing, Wood Shingles
Screens & Wire
Seeds, Bulbs, Plants
Sewage Disposal
Sheet Metal Work
Shingles, Wood for Side Walls
Stains for Shingles
Stairs. Disappearing
Steel Framework, Houses
Stone
Stucco
Temperature Regulators 
Tile, Hollow Building 
Tile. Wall & Floor 
Ventilation 
Wall Beds 
Wall Board 
Wall Covering 
Waterproofing 
Water Heaters. Electric 
Water Heaters, Gas 
Weatherstrips 
Window Frames, Wood 
Window Shades 
Wrought Iron Work

1 Awnings
2 Bath Room Accessories
3 Brick
4 Casement Windows, Metal
5 Casement Windows, Wood
6 Cement
7 Closet Fixtures
8 Electric Washing Macliines
9 Electric Wiring

10 Fences, Garden and Yard
11 Fireplace Accessories
12 Floor Covering, Linoleum
13 Floor Covering, Rugs & Carpets 55
14 Flooring, Tile
15 Flooring, Wood
16 Flue Lining
17 Furniture
18 Garbage Incinerators
19 Garage, Doors & Hardware
20 Glass
21 Hardware
22 Heaters, Fireplace & Room
23 Heating, Hot Water
24 Heating, Radiators
25 Heating, Radiator Covers
26 Heating, Oil Burners
27 Heating, Steam
28 Heating, Vapor
29 Heating, Warm Air
30 Humidifiers
31 Insulation
32 Interior Decoration
33 Kitchen, Cabinets
34 Kitchen, Dishwashers
35 Kitchen, Miscl. Equipment
36 Kitchen, Ranges, Electric
37 Kitchen, Ranges, Gas
38 Kitchen, Ranges, Other Types
39 Laundry Equipment
40 Light Fixtures
41 Lumber
42 Mail Box, Built-in

CHAMBERLIN
weather strips

and IN-DOR-SEALS

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
5163% of this season’s heating expense 

—weather experts say—is still before 
you. Over half of your comfort and 
heating problems are still to be solved. 
Then why suffer—for another day— 
the cold-breeding discomfort of win
dow and door drafts? Why not enjoy 
even, comfortable temperatures in 
every room —in every nook? Stop 
throwing away fuel; stop wasting 
money. Let the world’s largest weather 
strip company— Chamberlin —make 
your home permanently draft-proof— 
much healthier—cozier—easy to heat.

CUT FUEL BILLS 20% TO 40%
In two to five years —fuel savings 
alone will more than pay for Cham
berlin protection —and these savings 
continue undiminished for the life of 
your building.

INSTALLED BY EXPERTS 
There are 100 Chamberlin factory 
branches—and Chamberlin experts 
install Chamberlin Weather Strips. 
Only Chamberlin gives a nation
wide, factory-direct-to-consumer ser
vice to insure the best in workman
ship and maximum satisfaction.

LOW COST—EASY TO PAY 
Chamberlin Weather Strips are really 
an investment and they can be pur
chased on convenient terms.

TeUbhone your local Chamberlin branch, ot
mad coupon direct to factory. Do it today.

52
53
54

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

6667

6869
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83

•SEND THIS COUPON TO-

Service Editor, The Small Home, 1200 2nd Ave. So., 
Minneapolis, Minn. Please send me information or literature 
on the following subjects: (List by number.)

'SmCEI893 THE5rANDARir
ICHAMBERLIN METAL WEATHER , 

STRIP COMPANY. INC., Detroit, Mich. I 
Send booklet ’’Better Homes and Weather | 
Scrips”—and a FREE Chamberlin estimate | 

windows. Idoors.for
Name — 
Address

Name.
I

pr 403Address
L
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ss1 (Continued from page 35)1
n nnportable

one).
The

>1-odel (not all firms make glassware. Another emphasizes the n Q 
point that there is an opening in the 
top rack through which dishes can be 
inserted into or removed from the

pojtable dishwashers cost 
proximately $150 and in buying 
dishwaalieijsink this sum (more or less)

ap-
■I"

lower; thus the upper rack need he 
moved only when empty. Flexibility of 
the individual bars of

ran be all »tted to dishwasher, the rest 
to sink. 1 hat is, in a three hundred 
dollar disl washer sink, $150 will be 
dishwasher and |150 sink. This Is 
merely a r lugh, convenient method of 
judging. Itstallatinn is extra, of course.

In select ng a dishwasher there are 
several poi its to be noted. They can 
best he Judicd by trying out a portable 
model, nutk ng due allowance for differ
ences in fil ing and draining.

Have you a good supply of hot 
water? A disltwasher cannot perform 
efficiently viithout plenty of hot water.

■lirack is ad
vantageous in that it allows for ac- uu 
commodation to the amount of load. II

4. Racks. Racks should be of 
sturdy construction. The botloni rac^k 
in practically all cases is circular with 
divisions radiating out from the center 
at an obtuse angle. Dishes are set on 
edge between these divisions. Accord
ingly, the racks must be sturdy, but, 
as has been said, flexible. One manu
facturer makes racks with a non-rusting 
finish. Another enamels them. Another 
has “rubber-tired” racks; that is, the 
rack wires are covered with a coating 
of rubber which is especially treated 
to withstand heat. If the rubber should 
become cut it can be patched as one 
would a tire, or it can be heated and 
the two edges be pressed together. 
The advantages of the rubber's rush-

]|^ The Ideal Base 
■ Stucco

1.

ENisox Load-Bearing Tile makes 
a stronger and more tenacious base 

for stucco than other building materials 
afford. It also reduces cracking under 
changing temperatures and prolongs 
the life of the stucco finish. Interior 
plastic and plaster finishes also adhere 
best to tile.

D

ioning effect are obvious—especially if 
one has hea>7-handed maid. The 
racks should be so constructed that they 
do not have to be lifted when full of Denison LOAD

BKARIM.Tiledishes. In all but one machine, the 
lop rack must be removed to gel 
dishes from the lower rack. A home constructed of this material will 

stand staunchly after a century has passed. 
It will have afforded its occupants protection 
from the weather and from fire during all 
these years.
Our attractive illustrated circular. ‘"Beautiful Homes 
That Endure," will interest you. Ask for it. You 
will find it to be very valuable and, of course, will 
be under no obligation.

5. Cleaning. The action of the hot 
water will clean the sides and bottom 
of all the machines. But the drain 
should be of type that will catch 
any large particles of foo<l. and that 
can be cleaned easily. Tliat is, the in
terior should be easy to clean, or else 
self cleaning.

6. Filling and rinsing. The matter 
of filling and rinsing is of particular 
importance. Formerly, much of it had 
to be done by hand and so was un
satisfactory, Now. all the dishwasher 
sinks have plumbing connections both 
for inlet and outlet, and so may be 
filled and emptied easily. At the same 
time, there are minor variations that 
should be compared. In all but one 
case, the wash-water is drained off and

nnAnother cahkiet model of dishwasher 
that can be moved from f>lacc to place. !l?

Mason Tily Briek & Tilo <’o.
314 Dc'nison

UU
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MASON ('m\ lA.This means water between 130 and 140 
degrees in lemperalure—entirely too 
hot for one o put the hands in. It 
does not lak« a great deal of water, 
between six ( uarts and three gallons, 
depending on tlie, dishwasher. But the 
hot water mu I be there.

2. Capacity adapted to household. 
A family of »ur obviously uses more 
dishes than oi e of two if their stand
ards of living are similar. Thirty to 
fifty pieces art used to set the average 
dinner for four The average dishwasher 
will hold that many. Some will hold 
more. Dishwa-ping after every meal is 
no particular chore but it should be 
remembered tmit it is cheaper to run 
the dishwasher once a day.

3. Adaptabi ily to odd shaped 
dishes. Will tie dishwasher hold long- 
stemmed glassware; will it hold twelve 
inch dinner phtes? Will it hold soup 
tureens and co rered vegetable dishes? 
Is there enough space for all the silver? 
These points a'e ones which can be 
answered by tie salesman, but better 
still by a trial of the machine. One 
machine in pa licular makes a point 
of its ability t) handle long-stemmed

!l!
UU

a minimum of dust will adhere ti» the 
outside of it. Complicated .structure 
underneath makes for more difficult 
dusting. Switches for turning on the 
motor are located at various places. 
Usually they can he installed where 
desired.

8. Special devices. One dishwasher 
in which the racks revolve at low speed 
can be converted into a clothes washer, 
by removing the dishwasher racks, and 
inserting a small tub. This is not de
signed for a family washing, but rather 
for washing special linens and other 
dainty garments which cannot be sent 
out. Attached to this sink is an electric 
wire in a flexible tube to which can be 
attached an egg healer or a scrub brush 
which will turn vigorously. There is an 
extra charge for the clothes washer tub 
and the electric attachment. But they 
might be well worth the sum—approxi
mately $20 for the tub and $12 for the

flexible hose.
9. In purchasing portable machines, 

additional factors should be considered. 
The matter of filling and emptying the 
unit must be simple and accomplished 
without any hand-lifting of water, for 
if water must be carried, the unit de
feats itself as a labor saver. The unit 
must be small enough not to take up 
undue floor space, also. In many cases 
the washer unit—without the sink— 
which can be purchased and hung on 
the wall and connected with the 
plumbing is just as satisfactory’ and 
little more expensive.

woman who feels that she 
can afford to invest between one and 
two hundred dollars for a dishwasher 
may easily find that she is getting her 
money's worth in saving of her, or 
her maid's, time and labor, in receiving 
sanitary, sparkling dishes, and in gen
eral convenience.

fresh, hot water is run into the machine
and is agitated by the same mechanism 
that propelled the original water. In 
the exception, water is run through a 
hose held over the dishes by hand.
Plumbing connections should be con
sidered. they affect installation 
costs. In one case no extra roughing 
in is necessary and the trap is high 
enough that a low radiator can he set 
under the sink. In other cases, low
traps and extra roughing or connecting 
are required. The local plumber can 
advise about variations in cost.

7. Motors. In all cases, motors are 
standard with a small h.p. and can be 
adapted to either AC or DC current. 
The DC motor, as usual, costs slightly 
more. The motor should be easily 
oiled, and should be so located that

The



a magazinetoo valuable to be thrown away
The Small Home 
Minneapolis, Minn.

Gefirlemcfi:
"Three months ago I purchased a copy of The Small 

Home from a news stand. After reading it 1 laid it 
away for a month, and then, one evening started to 
clip and tile all of the information that I considered 
valuable. To mv surprise when I finished all I hud to 
throw in the waste basket was the cover and ahoLic 
six pages
tile, as is, with a quick reference index pasted to the 
front cover.

. No more of that, the whole thing goes on

NOViMBER 1930
BUILDING ‘How can I atford not to take a magazine that con- 

much wheat and so little chatf ? Enter mv suh-
DECORATING
FURNISHING tains so

scription beginning with the October issue. Inclosed 
please find the check for the dollar.10 CENTSNOW

b M XOCHRKtr
<MAIL MOUU UIVKt

"You doubtlessly receive much deserved praise, but 
I am going to add mine. Of all of the building maga- 

I receive, eight at present, costing as much as
fifty cents a cop\', vours is the most valuable to me.
zines

ACH ISSUE of The Small Home brings with 
Ich of practical aid for the small-house 

builder. From the time your house is only an idea 
until the happy day when you actually move in, 

will hnd invaluable the sound advice of the 
who contribute to the Small Home. More

L. C. Di’nn 
Detroit, MichiganIt a wea

vou
expertsthan that, each month brings several most desirable 
small-house designs prepared by Bureau architects, 
and illustrated by drawings, photographs, and 
floor plans.

Through the entire year 1^31 the contents of The 
Small Home will plav its part as a wise, dependable 
counselor. Its advice will profit you greatly but will

an example, consider

Our advice to those who want to assemble 

ideas that will be indispensable when 

they start to build their own homes is to 

save each copy of The Small Home. Start 

your file no%v. Fill in the coupon on the 

next pa^e i^et our new booklet of house 

designs free.

cost vou verv little. Just for 
the Februarv issue. Katherine M. Kahle will be 
back with a practical article on the selection of 
furniture. Bonita Carleton will stress the furnishing 
of the living room. Mehctabel Thankful Amsdcll 

facts and a great manv beautiful photo-gives us 
graphs of fireplaces.

Then there will be articles on ‘'specifications”, on 
“hedges”, on “bathroom faucets”, -in short, a 
wealth of interesting and valuable information. 
The fact of the whole matter is, everything in The 
Small Home is so valuable that neither Mr. Dunn or 
anyone eJse interested in his home can afford to he 
without, or to throw away, his Small Home file. 12 issues for *1—
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booklet
O USEFUL to be without

n HIS 32--page booklet, '‘Distinguished Small 
Houses”, has just come from the press. Its title 
partly explains its contents, but does not reveal that 
these houses of great merit were especially designed 
to be built at moderate cost. Each house is briefly 
described and illustrated by a drawing of the 
terior, by floor plans, and by a sketch of some im
portant detail such as a 
breakfast nook. The zy plans in this booklet are 
outstanding examples of the four most popular 
styles of house architecture

DISTINGUISHED 
SMALL HOUSES |

A selected sroup of smell 

homes of erchitecturel 
distinction desisned by 

erchitects of national

ex-,iii

doorway, fireplace, orpfommence

I
11' Modern American, 

English, Spanish and Colonial. This book is not a 
de luxe edition. Of far greater importance, it is a 
collection of ideas that will represent actual dollars 
and cents value in a completed house. Its printing 
was speeded to completion to assist those who will 
soon be building. This book is given free with a 
one-year subscription to The Small Home.

i THE ARCHITECTS' SMALL HOUSE 

SERVICE BUREAU, INC.

GIVEN FREE

12 issues of the Small Home 
and this booklet for —

HIS booklet^
Huished St^all Houses*^ will be sent to you with 

your order for one subscription to The Small 

Home. The subscription may be for yourself or 

for a friend. The booklet will be mailed to your

friend or yourself just as you request. Don*t

1delay- fill ^ the coupon now.

t* Distin-\

THE SMALL HOME 
iioo Second Avenue South 
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Circulation Manager:

Please accept my order for 
Small Home to begin with the current issue. Mail the booklet 
at once.

one-year subscription to The

Name..

Address.

City.. ....... State

I
1
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d GARDENSFLOWERS a n
Readers of The Small Home will not want for 

practical articles on flowers and gardening in 1932. 
First will come an enthusiastic discussion of evergreens 
by Arthur Hawthorne Carhart. I'hose who seek to use 
these trees as screens and tor landscape effects will 
welcome his suggestions. Then Mrs. Anderson McCully 
will let you in on some secrets about garden pools. You 
will find that you can have one at moderate cost. Next, 
Mrs. McCully will tell exactly how to plan, prepare, 
plant and produce a cut-flower garden. Mrs. McCully

really understands your garden problems. You will 
profit by following her advice.

Xow you know the major plans for the coming spring 
issues—there will be more of course—all as informative 
and well presented. Xaturally. these articles com
prise an important part of The Small Home but we 
don't want you to forget the splendid house plaiis and 
practical interior decorating articles—they’re all worth 
close studv.

GIVENBOOK FREEPLAN 4 44

Careful planning is half the answer to a successful house. Be sure of what you want be
fore you build. Subscribe to The Small Home. Read every article in it.

Send in your subscription now (if a renewal—please indicate), attach your payment to 
the coupon, and we will send free the booklet, Distinguished Small Houses. Xot an elaborate 
publication—just 32 simple inexpensive pages—BL’T the plans they contain may give you an 
idea worth many times the cost of the subscription to The Small Home. Send for it now.

n
The Small Home 12 ISSUES FOR $1.00 January. 1932
1200 Second Ave. So.

XameMinneapolis. Minn.

Address

Please accept the folhnving subscrii> 
tion order. Start with the current issue. 
$1.00 is enclosed. Please send the free 
booklet, ‘‘Distinguished Small Houses.”

(.'iTV

State
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The Small Home2

In this Colonial entrance «♦' find the typical pilasters, pedi

ment, and paneled door, and here too is the enga^inf! fan light. 

Sometimes in the grand houses dating from the Revolutionary 

period, these fan lights were ornamental. Side lights, often 

a part of the Colonial entrance were omitted in this house.
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FI IIXISIIIXC A Bl D<«KT . . . The Tartfe Itedrooin

permits a dressing room adjoining the 
bedroom, as gailv figured ])aper as one 
could \\ish ma\ well he used there.

In our small bungalow there were hut 
two bedrooms with hath, and one of 
these must be a sunroom in the daytime 
as described in the December issue. We 
therefore used scenic walls in the bath
room. making the room gay with color, 
and kept those of the bedroom plain.

W ith the rest of the little home hold-

instead of unity, there will be a sense 
of confusion. The same general tones 
and furniture fashions throughout not 
onlv create a restful atmosphere in the 
home, but actually make it seem larger. 
Moreover, there is economv as well, since 
chairs and even tables niav be borrowed 
without discord when needed, thus obvi

ELLKN 1). W.VNGNEK 

d MAKY I). <;R0SVHN0K
by
a n

The larger and more imporlaiU bedriM»m of 
ihe Budget House, it was decitle<l. should 
liave S221.10 of the ¥1.200 allowance for 
furnishing the entire house. After furnisli- 
ing the small entrance hall, living room, 
dining room, sun room, and this bedroom 
there remain yet the bathroom and the 
kitchen. For these two rooms there will be 
only S105.92. The February and March 
issues will show how they were furnislied.

ating the purchase of more articles than 
the little budget can afford.

In our living room I described in the 
October issue I the fireplace wall was 
paneled in kiiotlv pine, with the other 
walls in deep cream rough-finished plas
ter. Since the larger of the two bedrooms 
was close to this living room, we painted 
its walls ill an old ivory tone, keeping 
the woodwork also light and attractive, 
hut in a slightly deeper shade to make 
an interesting contrast. Bedroom walls

ing furnishings of simple American in
spiration. the furniture for this room 
must also be of that same general stvie 
and simplicity, and of maple, if we could 
find it within our rapidly-decreasing bud
get.IN PLANNING the furnishing and 

decorating of as small a home as our 
bungalow', each room must play its part 

in making the whole picture one of har
mony. since all the rooms are on one

It is reallv surprising to learn what 
can be found in maple reproductions to
day. The craftsmen of these modern 
times are copying all the old, well-liked 
models and styles, making and finishing 
these pieces so well that our purchases 
of 1931 mav well become the prized 
heirlooms of 1981. There is the same 
good workmanship, the same care as to

floor, and frequently, when doors are 
open, make for a feeling of one large 

broken only by arches and narrow
should be kept plain if possible. If fig
ured paper or wall covering is used, it 
is maddening in case of illness to see 
these motifs become grinning faces and 
to count in endless fashion the rows upon 
rows of dots or (lowers. Vi here space

space 
dividing walls.

Through these open doors there must 
be no sudden change in wall treatment 
or in color or in furniture styles, else.
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Equippt'd with durable, wfell-made 
furnishings, this small bedroom 
gives an impression of space be
cause of the careful placement 
of the furniture. It is a charming 
spot as glimpsed from the adjoin
ing living room. Both rooms are 
in tones of rust and green, both 
suggesting the simplicity of an 
early American home.

A view of the bed in the master 
bedroom, on the opposite page, 
illustrates its simplicity of de
sign and attractive covering.

A commodious receptacle for 
clothing is the dresser, also shown 
on the opposite page, with two 
deep drawers and two small ones 
for smaller accessories. Here also 
is shown the slipper chair that 
though small makes the room 
a comfortable and restful place.

detail. Knowing this, our search was be
gun for the necessary chairs, chests of 
drawers, table, and bed that would make 
this room as hospitably attractive as 
were the other parts of the house. Econ
omy must he the watchword as the living 
room and dining room had taken such a 
very large share of the twelve hundred 
dollars set aside for the house.

After much searching the necessary 
articles were found—a chest of drawers, 
a double bed (since the room was too 
small for twin beds, a matter of great 
regret I. side table, dressing table and 
bench, two chairs, and a dresser, pillows, 
good mattress, and springs for the bed— 
all costing only -$175.75. The furniture 
W’as of maple, a careful examination 
showing that it was well made, of pleas
ing style. The posts and legs of the bed 
and the table were carefully turned, and 
the mirrors over the bureau and the 
dressing table were of simple design. 
There was a slight bit of carving on the

face of drawers and bed. but as this was 
inset it w^as not too ornate but on the 
contrary pleasing. The whole set was a 
very good type for the simple little home.

The easy chair was of particularly 
good value, low enough for a slipper 
chair, yet large and comfortable for use 
when reading or resting. Priced at $14, 
it was covered in green cretonne with 
floral pattern in shades of rust, these 
hues blending nicely with the curtains 
of glazed chintz in rust, green, and 
cream. These draperies, which were well 
made. long, and full, cost $5.50 a pair, 
two pairs being needed. The) were bun 
on swinging brackets at 75 cents each, 
that are a great convenience, as the cur
tains can be swung back against the wall 
and out of the way at window cleaning 
time. For the glass curtains, ready-made 
draperies of white marquisette were found 

at $1.^ a pair, making the cost of window as shown by this table: 
\Con(inued on page 29]

ITEMIZED COST OF 
FIRMSHING BEDROOM.

Easy chair
Draperies, 2 pairs at $5.50
Glass curtains....................
Brackets. 4 at 75c eacli.......
Counterpane ...........................
Mattress .................................
Springs ...................................
2 pillows at $4 eaclt..............
Bed .........................................
Hooked rugs. 2 at $4 each.....
Dressing table ..................
Bench
Pewter candlesticks, per pair
Glass powder jar ..................
Night table ...........................
Lamp for night table ..........
Chest of drawers ....................
Dresser ...................................
Small lamps. 2 at $1 each.......
Small etchings. 2 at SI each.. 
Extra chair, not upholstered..

.....$ 14.00

11.003.00
3.00
6.50

16.50
11.2.5

8.0021.008.0029.00

8.003.95
.95

9.00
4.95

21.00fT

r 30.00

2.002.008.00
$221.10

If the candlesticks, small lamps, 
small pictures, powder jar. and large 
lamp are omitted, there will be a 
saving of S13.85. making the total 
cost $207.25.

fitting 817.30.
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The fabric illustrated directly be- The chintz below is also copied frrim an
old print. It has one of the rare darklow carries a design reproduced
backgrounds difficult to find in inexpen-from an old print in the Melrojx)!!-
sive materials. Witchin Fabric.tan Museum, called '.Antique

Passion Flower." The modern
fabric i.s a fine percale rather than
the heavy c<iarser cottons which
usually carry such designs. It

with semi-glazedcomes or un
glazed finish in five cnmliina-

f VCitchin Fabric.tion-. coictr.

The fabric above is a fine percale with
a rose design. The background carries a
small all-over scroll design, which is not
visible in tlie reprn<iuction. Either semi-

Fabric.glazed unglazed. Witchinor

FA II Kir^iHO V IMMp Foil
CHARLOTTE L I LI E N T H A Lb V

ABRICS give zest to decoratiou. With their rolor. pattern, and 
texture they may add “atmosphere**: create a livable, cozy, or 

quaint look—all this and more. At the window, a gay length, if 
rightly chosen, may raise a room from mediocrity. On the other hand, 
has anyone forgotten the ghost-like presence, was it just \esterday, of 
grayish-white dust covers that haunted our homes in summer?

Since fabrics have such potency, any woman needs knowledge of 
them to eke out a slim purse, to create the dreamed of room, whether 
she has trained assistance or not. hut more espe^'ially if she has not. 
Just because fabrics give such delight, are so effective, no woman 
wants to be at the mercy of "hargains.** of unintelligence, her own 
or another s, of false standards of aping her neighbor. Tucked awav 
in her mental pigeon-holes when she goes a-shopping should be the 
following practical facts about fabrics and suggf'stions for using tliem.

F
cotton print with a \ ally 

Wieselthier design. The interesting things about this print 
are, first, that it is inexpensive, second, that the design is 
geometric rather than floral, and third, that it is attractive 
in its shades of reddish brown on tan. Thibaul, Inc.

The illustration below is of

CAMBRIC
Cambric was woven originalh iti Canibrai. France. W hen it is u.sed 

for decorative purjtoses. it is a good 50-inch quality with a high glaze. 
Decorators call it. then, '’glazed" cambric. .A fairly recent innovation 
is to leave it unglazed also—in the same cohms. However, its par
ticular interest is its glaze, (ilazed cambric will he more familiarly 
known to the shopper as “plain chintz." an incorrect term, however, 
for which some manufacturers and some decorators are responsible. 
Chintz, nevertheless, means “variegated** so that, it is evident, “plain 
chintz*' is a ridiculous contradiction. Though it is one of the moder
ately priced drapery fabrics, women often question the reason for 
its expense. The cost is due to its hnish.

(dazed cambric is. furthermore, that interesting, stiff, quaint, dust- 
repelling material wliich is so suilahle and increasingly popular for 
living and dining rooms of small homes and suburban ones, also 
bedrooms. Because of its starched finish its fold is better in lomr 
curtains and those not meant to draw, as it hangs better thus and 
drawing may be hard upon it; it is also better as permanent cover
ings than loose as the latter may slip and wrinkle unless a separate 
cushion is used upon it. However, both the use of glazed cambric 
for draw curtains and slip covers is popular. It is good for bright
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The Toile de Jouy, illustrated below, is Below is another toile with vig-
unusual because it has a floral design nettes of French provincial life.
rather than scenic. It comes in a number a more familiar type of pictorial
of color combinations. Witchin Fabric. fabric than the one at the bottom.

Although it is a reproduction of
fine old print originating in this

country, the modern counterpart
is not as expensive as one would
suspect. It also comes either in
glazed or semi-glazed, printed on
fine percale, in a number of color
combinations. Witchin Fabrics.

In the cretonne above, the wide lattice
design and the floral motif are in ivory

a backgntund of a soft rose color,on
useful for early American or cottage

Sundour ‘'Colonial Print.'decoration.

fabrics for the smallThis article is the beginning of a netc series on
home^ dealing with the somewhat technical phases of less expensive 
materials, for which every housewife with a limited budget is searching.

reed and willow furniture, for pleated lamp shades,seal cushions on
and closet shelf and bureau or dressing table drawer mats. Its clean 
color makes strong contrasting accents for trimmings, and its stiffness 
lends itself happily thus to pipings, folds and bands. All these one 
may buy ready-made to apply as 
banding for curtains and lamp shades, and folds for pillows and lamp 
shades.

The toile shown below is unusually full of pictorial interest. 
The ship coining head-on makes a graceful picture, ami 
the men plying the boats are full of life. In the cloth itself 
tliere seems to be a naive curiosity on the faces of the women. 
Copy of an Eighteenth (ientury design. Witchin Fabric.

pipings for pillows and slipcovers.

PERCALE
that it isGlazed percale may be mistaken for glazed cambric so 

discussed at this time, but it is a papery, lighter weight, finer 
quality material than the former. Ask to see the two for comparison. 
Percale is not as long-wearing as 
expensive bettause it is made of a very fine yarn. The former comes 
in 31 and 36 inch widths as well as in the 50 inch width of caml)ric. 
Percale’s colors are fast and more delicate. Its texture is smooth 

Its finish is sometimes semi- or demi-glazed. It. too.
chintz pattern, sometimes to

cambric, but is generally more

and pleasing.
may be plain or the background for 
match the color of the plain, and. in addition, a cretonne.

use may be for bedroom over-curtains. Its especial 
appeal, for the limited purse, is for effective, less expensively draped 
dressing tables since it may be gathered, has a softer fold than glazed 
cambric.

Plain, its

pgests the crispness and smoothness of taffeta, but is 
more suitable with simple furnishings and more practical because it 
does not soil. When furnishings have as delicate an appeal as 
fabric, and the color and pattern are right, glazed percale is also 
appropriate for more formal rooms.

SUSI

the

CHINTZ
Chintz comes from the Hindu word, “chint.” Many decorators 

loosely call all printed fabrics, such as cretonne and printed linen, 
‘'chintz.” but this is misleading. Chintz, correctly speaking, is the 

for a charming characteristically narrow width printed cloth
as narrow as 24 inches, usually 31

name
of English or domestic make, 
inches, but 30 inches and sometimes 50 inches. (The imported are 
generally belter and more expensive.) Chintz, moreover, is of a fine 
texture with usually light background, [Continued page 28]on



certain so-called ’architects' and builders began producing 
a many-gabled, overly decorated type of front, which seemed 
to catch the public fancy. Many of these houses were decorated 
with stone sprinkled into the brickwork. To the small home 
owner, this ‘architecture’ seemed to fill a real need, which he 
had felt but could not readily express. Hundreds of homes of 
this type have been built and the extremes to which these deco
rative tendencies have been carried have been limited only by 
the imagination of the designers.

“A little over a year ago, I showed my friend. Eugene Klein, 
now president of the Saint Louis Chapter of the American 
Institute of Architects, a photo of one of these homes. I rather 
expected some complimentary response but. instead, he seemed 
highly amused. After a moment, his remark was. *\ou don't 
call that architecture, do you?* I asked. ’What is it. then?’ 
’That's just plain jazz,’ w'as his rather undiplomatic reply. 
’All right.' I answered, ’where can I send the builders, whom 
we are financing, for better plans?* He suggested The Archi
tects Small House Service Bureau, and after several months’ 
effort. I finally got one builder to try the little English cottage, 
design 5-K-6. This plan, it soon became obvious, was used 
only because I practicallv insisted upon it. The house pro
gressed very slowly. Many times work had to be done over 
because the contractor felt it was too plain and needed ornamen
tation. which he took it upon himself to supply. In fact, it was 
even nicknamed ’the barn' until, when it was practicallv complet
ed. the appealing simplicity and coziness finally won over every
one connected with it to an appreciation of its charm.

"Completely and appropriately furnished for display, it sold 
on the first day it was open for S9.500. the price asked, and I felt 
completely vindicated.

The story of the small cottage illustrated on this page is 
best told by Delbert S. Wenzlick. Vice President and 
Treasurer of the Albert Wenzlick Real Estate Company of Saint 

Louis, under whose direction it was built.
.■\ short time ago. Mr. Wenzlick wrote the editor as follows: 

“During the past fifty-four years, rny firm has financed hun
dreds of small homes. These houses have been substantially 
constructed and. in most cases, were readily sold. Until a few 
vears ago. most of these homes consisted of four straight walls, 
very frequently having a flat composition roof with some sort 
of an ornamental mansard or fake gable on the front. Several 
years ago. the public tired of this uninteresting similarity and
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The love seat may be any one of a number of popular types and 
do for a simple hall what the popular Lawson model does in the 
way f>f filling space interestingly, as shown in the upper of 
the two lower illustrations. A grouping before the fire as shown 
at the bottom of the page is an especially pleasant arrangement.

The standing screen placed behind the Early American love seat 
illustrated above, gives a pleasant suggestion of a quiet, private 
nook for a teatime tete-A-tete. Although this furniture does not 
replace the davenport for solid comfort, but as an adjunct to it, 
it has something real in charm and usefulness to contribute.

We have Hepplewhite settees, increasing in formal
ity as they lengthen their classic lines through adding 
a chair back or two. (The original Hepplewhite settee 
not uncommonly involved as many as five elegantly 
proportioned chair backs.)

We have Sheraton sofas, or settees, distinguished 
by caning. And we have Empire sofas, short but amaz
ingly satisfactory from the standpoint of grace and 
comfort.

Lovely love seats for inspired grouping and gra
cious use in present day interiors are not far to seek. 
The recentness of their return to favor since a post- 
^ ictorian ousting, has prevented many unscrupulous 
manufacturers from yet getting tui the market traves
ties on handsome old patterns. Good love seats are 
so far the rule.

And good love seats are being used with a Hair these 
days. In the era of ill-heated dwellings, w'hen settees 
were high-backed and sometimes winged for purposes 
of excluding drafts, their placing was guided by neces
sity. The modern positioning of love seats depends 
not upon necessity but upon nicetv—nicety of apprecia
tion for line and comfort.

‘'Love seat** is somewfial of misnomer for the 
short sofa that is so frequently used in duplicate these 
days. For everyone knows that in heart affairs, more 
than two is indeed a crowd! The name persists, how
ever. and lwo-])as.senger sofas complement one another 
in manv distinctive interiors.

A grouping before the fire, of matched love seats 
disposed at right angles to the hearth, is an especially 
j)leasant "conversationar*' arrangement for winter 
months.

In the case of a large room, this is not the only 
possible arrangement for duplicate settees. They may 
he. and are often seen set apart to effec't symmetrical 
balance in an entirely different manner. A cross-corner 
placing is found to be not in the least distasteful when 
the test pieces are short sofas of trim character.
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in Winter Windoirs
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Cacti are Ihe spice of gardens—strange 
forms, unknown ways, attractive fruits, and 
blooms of exquisite waxy loveliness, often bear

ing a delicious fragrance. Add to all this, an 
independent disposition willing to make the best 
of things, and quite delighted with the reviled 
drv atmosphere of the average living room.

Cacti have just one drawback. Tlieir names 
are difficult, and sometimes they have to be 
used. \\ hile rarer kinds do mount high in price, 
it is scarcitv or import troubles that cause this. 
The plants mentioned here may be purchased 
for from twenty-five to fifty cents apiece unless 
otherwise noted, for we have very fine deserts 
of our own in the Southwest, and Dame Nature 
is no respecter of man-made boundary lines. If 
the day does come when you feel you must
have the rarer plants, seed may in most cases 
be had for from five or ten cents up to one 
dollar a pod or packet for the types that sell 
around ten to twenty dollars a plant. It takes 
some years for most cacti to reach blooming 
size; hut they are quaint and interesting from 
the beginning, and while small, make delightful 
dish gardens.

Those of you who have grown the crab, 
Christinas, and Easter cacti will need to forget 
a little of tlieir treatment in dealing with cacti 
in general, as these are 
jungles, reveling in humus and moisture. The 
vast majority of cacti are desert plants, each 
one a small reservoir in itself, taking a deep 
drink wlien rains do come, then living on the 
stored-up moisture. Once established, they will

LACE CACTUS

TUCHOCEREUS SPACHIANUS
The blossom of the lace cactus, 
shown above, is light purple and 
fragrant. The short fine spines sit 
closely interlocking, giving all the 
plant a softened appearance. Claret 
cup. illustrated below, has waxy red 
flowers, which remain open at night.

plants of Brazilian

CLARET CUP
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summer robes the landscape with 
leaves we are so intrigued by color and 

similar summer beauty we often disregard tex
ture. But after winter has stripped the deciduous 
plants of leafage and blooms fade from peren
nial beds, texture becomes more forceful in the 
landscape. There is the rough rug of the brick 
wall, the shaggy bark of the nine bark, the 
smooth terra-cotta which forms the coping of the 
pool, and the burlappy tangle of the grass on the 
lawn.

In this medley of winter textures the most 
powerful type is twig and branch lacery, A 
maze of interlocking patterns is formed. Every 
individual plant has its own character; each 
shrub, vine, and tree has different quality in its 
twig and branch forms.

A dinosaur skeleton, with its giant vertebrae 
is an awe inspiring thing. The steel girders of 
a new building are dynamic and inspiring when 
seen against the sky. Any skeleton, lacking the 
softening covering of flesh, plaster, or leafage 
is rather stark and compelling. And that is 
why we find the plant framework of interest in 
the winter landscape. It holds a certain intrin
sic power of form, of dynamic lines, that the 
plants lack when draped in the robes of mid
summer.

Have you ever taken time to look at these 
plant frameworks before? Perhaps not. But 
now, with branches and twigs bare, is a fine 
time to study the skeletal framework of your 
garden.

As you look at the bare branches and twigs 
you will be impressed with the discovery that 
for the first time you see why certain plants 
give certain effects during the summer. It is 
because of their basic framework. For example 
you comprehend why the staghorn sumac (Rhus 
typhina) is more picturesque than the golden 
spirea (Spirea ar^iula). Their bones are ex
posed and you will find the spirea a fine, wiry 
framed shrub while the sumac is a coarse, rough 
fellow.

As you study these plant frames, it will 
abruptly occur to you that they form the largest 
single force in your winter home landscape. 
Perhaps it has never been called to your atten
tion that there is a field of garden design in 
so arranging plants for winter twig textures that 
they will give interest and good composition to 
your garden. But that is just w'hat can be done 
by some arrangement of shrubs and trees with 
reference to tlieir twig and branch forms.

Let us take tw’o extremes in twig and branch 
forms—the fine textured, almost plumey form 
of the golden spirea and the very opposite, the 
staghorn sumac. Viewed from a little distance 
the winter dress of the golden spirea is lacy, 
almost cloudy. Its twig textures are thready.

w

ZIGZAG BUDS OF FLOWERING ALMOND

ELDERBERRY MAKES A STRONG TWIG PATTERN



and fine. It is as fine in twig texture in winter 
as- it is fine in leaf and flower texture in the
summer.

The staghorn is a rough customer; craggy, 
angular, blunt. The tw'igs jerk away from the 
trunk at angles. They end abruptly. There is 
none of the fineness of the golden spirea about 
the staghorn sumac.

general rule the finer textures should 
be planted nearer the house, largely because 
their finer detail can be seen better and appreci
ated when the beholder is closer to them.

As

Following this rule then, the golden spirea is 
a shrub that lends itself to plantings near the 
house both in summer and in winter. It is 
lacy enough when flowering, when in leaf, even 
when bare, to be good softening and blending 
material.

The staghorn may 1^ fairly soft and lacey 
in the cutleaf varieties in the summer, but when 
it is stripped of leaves it is forceful, asserting 
its character in lines of the branches. It is a 
force in line design that can be used in sharp 
contrast to finer twig textures. Or it may be 
planted so it bec?omes a major force in line 
design of winter months by affording a strong 
vertical line to oppose the strong horizontal 
lines of eaves or a pergola timber.

Here we have indicated the significance of 
twig textures. They are lines, lacy and inter
locking, or blunt, hard, uncompromising and 
powerful. The whole countenance of the garden 
is changed when the leaves fall—from foliage 
masses to interlocking lines. You need winter 
line accents such as the staghorn sumac affords. 
Or you get a strong vertical in the trunk of a 
poplar. The branches of a hawthorn may give 
strong horizontal elements. With these stronger 
definite lines there is need of blending material. 
A certain amount of mass is secured by the

THE SUMAC HAS A BOLD FRAMEWORK

lacier-twigged shrubs planted in tight clumps. 
You will not want all winter twig and branch 
composition to be formed by jerky, powerful 
lines such as would result if you planted nothing 
but staghorn sumac, 
entire border of

Can vou visualize the
small home garden planted 

with sumac? In summer it might be pleasing 
but in the winter it would be a queerish tangle 
of over strong lines. On the other hand, the 
winter garden where all the twigs are of fine 
textures may become quite filled with monotony 
liecause it lacks some decisive lines for emphasis.

There are all sorts of twig textures to study 
and work with. We will look at the more
powerful and striking types first. The Kentucky 
coffee tree (Gymnocladus dioica), the staghorn 
sumac, (Rhus typhina), the shining 
/R. copallina). the devil’s walkingstick (Aralia 
spinosa). and the tree of heaven (Ailanth 
glandulosa) all possess that gruff sort of branch 
texture that gives picturesqueness and emphasis 
to a spot in the shrub border or in the shrub 
groups or base plantings near the house. There 
are no fine twigs on the stubby branches and 
they form strong, assertive lines, mostly in the 
vertical.

sumac.

us

Designers all think of the hawthorn tree
[CoTitinued on page 29]

as
HAWTHORN IS HORIZONTAL AND LACY
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just as senseless. People of refinement 
and discriniination don't like living in 
the cheapest house in the neighborhood. 
Such properties are frequently hard to 
sell at a reasonable price. It is easier to 
remodel or enlarge an underbuilt prop
erty, however, provided the general ar
chitectural set-up will permit it.

‘’Sometimes we see a one-story cottage 
erected on a street where dignified two- 
story dwellings prevail. The cottage 
eternally looks out of place and like a 
poor relation at a fine wedding. Owners 
of the larger houses either consciously 
or unconsciously feel resentment when 
they gaze at the cottage and wonder why 
someone foisted it on their nice neigh
borhood. It never can be rebuilt to 
match surrounding houses and goes down 
through a generation as a misplaced im
provement. The occupant of the cottage, 
just like a poor relation, mav be dis
criminated against socially. It just can't 
be helped. The error can be traced back 
to the architect, builder, or real estate 
man who made a mistake in placing it 
there. That’s why I'm trying to avoid 
making a mistake in your case. Mr. Rob
ertson.

BITBBETTHE B1 ILDIXB
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was in the air and the 
argument promised to wax hot. The 

architect was firmly convinced that his 
client was headed for trouble by the de
mands he was making, while Mr. Robert
son, the client, was just as firm in his 
convictions.

“Tve got the money, haven't I?” de
manded Robertson. “It's my home, isn’t 
it? I’ve got to live in it and pay on the 
investment. What’s wrong with figuring 

a house costing S20.000 on that lot 
of mine?”

“Well,” observed the architect, “there 
isn't anything wrong with doing some 
figuring on it. In fact, you are an un
usual individual. Most home builders 
are nagging at us architects all the time 
to underbuild a property. You want to 
overbuild. You will make a mistake if 
you do so. I haven't any objection to 
your building a S20.000 house—but not 
on that lot. My professional conscience 
protests against the idea and I don't want 
that kind of a monument hanging around 
staring me in the face in years to come.

“I don't get you,” declared Robertson 
somewhat heatedly. “Here I buy a nice 
lot for S3,000 and come to you and tell 
you I want to spend S20.000 on a new- 
home to be erected on it. You tell me 
I’m all wet, or something to that effett.
I should think the finer the house I would 
put on that lot the better it w'ould be for 
everybody concerned.'’

Everybody but you!”
“How do you get that way?”
“Well, my friend, if you ever wanted 

to sell that house, you would never be 
able to realize your money on the project. 
It would be a case of your lot being 
‘overbuilt.’ You would have the finest 
house by far in the neighborhood. Any
body who wanted to put that much 
money in a house would go to a classier 
neighborhood and invest. You would 
probably have a hard time selling the 
house, although it might be a fine one. 
Your building budget just doesn’t bal
ance!”

“There should be a ratio,” continued 
the architect, “between the value of the 
lot on which you are going to build and 
the amount of money actually invested 
in the building to be placed thereon.

rpENSIOX Sav. you wouldn't wear a S5 tie with a 
S15 suit of clothes, would you? You 
w'ouldn't pay $15 for a pair of shoes to 
wear with the same suit! \ot unless 
vour feet were deformed. Well, why not 
use good judgment in determining the 
relation existing between the value of 
the house and the lot on w’hich it is to 
be placed?

“Two very definite mistakes can be 
made in home building and these are 
entirely apart from costs of the lot and 
building, or the architecture and setting 
of the dw^elling.”

“Well, what are they?
Robertson.

‘'You can either overbuild or under
build your lot. Either one is a mistake 
and an economic error. You may be 
satisfied with the result but you always 
want to remember that you may some 
day desire to sell the property and then 
you are going to run slap bang into 
trouble. Lovingly you plan and build 
a house, thinking you are going to squat 
right down on that spot and remain until 
they carry you out in a box. Five or 
ten years later your economic 
status changes, usually for the 
better. You want to move upwards 
and go to a better or quieter 
neighborhood. Then you desire to 
sell your house and trouble cer
tainly begins if you have over
built or underbuilt your lot.

“You might think that this is 
none of my business and that I 
should be tickled to spend your 
money and collect my percentage 
on the deal. Good architects, how
ever, don't do business that way.
They should head off a client 
from plunging into economic 
error. An overbuilt residential 
property is a disgraceful monu
ment to any architect. One glance 
about a neighborhood, if there are 
houses there, will instinctively 
convey to him about the kind and 
cost of a house he should build 
for his client. That's part of his 
training, or should be.

Underbuilding a site is per
haps not as dangerous as over
building it, but is, nevertheless.

on

demanded ^9
Robertson mulled over the argument 

a few seconds.
All right.” he finally admitted. “Grant

ing you are right, how much should I 
spend on the house?

Not more than $12,000. for the

for
a

n aver
age community,” was the reply. “That’s 
a ratio of four to one. It holds good in 
most cities throughout the United States, 
except perhaps in Southern California 
and in Florida where buildings do not 

[Continued on page 30]

Ratio Between Cost oj Land and 

Improvements for Residence.

Cost of Land Cost of Total
Improvement Investment 

SAOOO
56.000
58.000 

S 10.000 
$15,000 
$17,000 

$20,000 $22,500 
$25,000 
$27,500 
$30,000 
$35,000 
$40,000 
$45,000 
$50,000 
$55,000 
$60,000

Ratio

Sl.OOO
$1,500

$2,000$2,500
$3,000
$3,500
$4,000
$4,500
$5,000
$5,500

$6,000$7,000

$8,000$9,000

$10,000
$11,000
$12,000

$3,000
$4,500

$6,000$7,500

$12,000$14,000
$16,000
$18,000

$20,000
$22,000$24,000
$28,000
$.32,000
$36,000
$40,000
$44,000
$48,000

3 lo 1 
3 to 1 
3 to 1
3 to 1
4 to 1 
4 to 1 
4 to 1 
4 lo 1 
4 to 1 
4 to 1 
4 to 1 
4 to I 
4 to 1 
4 to 1 
4 to 1 
4 to 1 
4 to 1

For properties where land costs exceed $12,000 
the ratio widens according to specific conditions. 
Considerably more must be spent on such enter
prises for planting, landscaping, etc., also drives, 
roadwrays and walks.

The above table was prepared by Stanley L. 
McMichael, student of real estate and land 
nomics. and the author of a number of standard 
books on real estate, and is elaborated on in the 
accompanying article.

ti

eco-
a
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TO TONNE IIVE HEAT

b y P . E . F A N S L E R

HAVE just been reading a book on 
winter sports. In a chapter on cloth

ing, the writer, a man of long experience 
in the northern woods, says, ^‘Cold is a 
negative condition and heat a positive; 
therefore, cold does not penetrate, as is 
commonly supposed, but simply makes 
itself felt after the heat has passed 
away.” He then goes on to describe the 
merits of various kinds of clothing for 
winter wear in the great north woods. 
I must say that he knows his clothing— 
but he does not know his physics.

The words “cold” and “heat, as we 
commonly use them, are merely terms 
for expressing relative conditions. If we 
fail to check the heating plant at the 
right time and the room temperature 
mounts to 80°, we say, “It’s terribly hot 
in here.*' and open a window. The same 
80° temperature is “cold” to the man 
who is drying wood in a kiln, colder to 
the blacksmith forging his iron, of no 
consequence to the blast-furnace opera
tor. and outside the consideration of the 
man who is working with an electric fur
nace.

I nature is that unequal conditions lend to 
become equal; “water seeks its level. 
Here are a few simple cases: Consider a 
perfectly-insulated room containing air 
at 70°. The air will remain at this tem
perature indefinitely if the insulation of 
the room is perfect. But. if we should 
introduce a mass of iron heated uni
formly to 500°, we would have another 
condition. Immediately there would be 
a tendency for the iron to give up its 
heat to the air, and for the latter, there
fore. to become hotter until both reach 
the same temperature. It would take 
quite some time. First the film of air 
close to the iron would have its tempera
ture raised, and this would tend to cause 
an upward movement of the air film, 
allowing a new film of 70° air to sur
round the iron. This process could be 
greatly stimulated by causing the air to 
be blown against the iron—the common 
temperature would be reached much 
sooner.

Again, consider this same perfectly- 
insulated room with a thin plate of sheet 
metal dividing it in half, and with one 
end filled with air at 70° and the other 
with air at 100°. If the plate could be 
withdrawn we would find a slow-mixing 
of the air continuing until the entire 
volume would be filled with air at a 
common temperature—^85°. .Again, a fan, 
stirring up the air would greatly hasten 
the change.

Suppose, however, that the metal plate 
were allowed to remain. We ultimately 
would reach the same condition, although

The illustration at the top of the page. left, 
shows “Cabot’s Quilt.” Here it is set between 
the studs of the dormer and in other places 
where the roof planes break into the second 
story ceiling.

All temperatures are relative, and 
many of our every-day phenomena are 
concerned mainly with differences in 
temperature which we. in technical lan- 

uage, refer to as “temperature differen
tials.” Thus, if we are in a room having 
an air temperature of 70°, and if the 

outdoor air is at 22°, we say that a temperature differential of 48° exists 
(70°—22°=48").

One of the most common facts in

The second photograph at the top of the 
page shows “Celotex,” board-like, rigid, 
and porous, over which plaster may be applied 
directly.

The illustration below is of ‘insulite,” 
other board-like, porous insulating material. 
This also may be used as a plaster base.

an-
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opened doors. If ^\e have a poorly-insu
lated home—and nearly all of the older 
homes were built without regard to insu
lation—we have to continually replenish 
the fire in order to offset this constant 
attempt of nature to bring about a con
dition of temperature equality. The de
gree to which a home should be insu
lated is largely an economic problem, 
equating the interest on the cost of insu
lation against the fuel thereby saved, 
until a degree of insulation is found that 
capitalizes at the value of the fuel saving. 
More insulation means an initial cost 
that is not justified by fuel saving, al
though it may he by other considerations.

There are two distinct jihases to the 
insulation problem. One concerns the 
home to be built, and the other the exist
ing building. This article will deal with 
the former—the home that its builder 
wants to make as nearly perfect as pos
sible within the limits of his pocketbook.

e can look at a house as at a box. 
Due to the tendency of air to move up
ward. we usually find the upper floors 
warmer than the lower, and the attic 
warmest of all. That is. it would be if 
we didn't find, in average construction, 
the line around the eaves the poorest, as 
far as tightness goes, in the entire build
ing. Consequently this is the place where 
heat escajies at the highest rate; equali
zation is being accomplished with little 
hindrance. Heat losses from the roof 
tend to be excessive because the attic 
temperature is high and the differential 
between inside and outside air therefore 
is high. Losses through the side walls 
are just what the specified construction 
permits; here the windows play an im-

it would take a longer time. One end of 
the ])Iale w'ould be at a higher tempera
ture than the other and, of course, the 
lendencv would he for the heat to trans-

Editor's .\ote: There are scores of pood
insulatinp rnaterUUs. 
show them all. Those shoun 
as representatiiv types.

.Manifestly we cannot 
were chosen

fer from one side to the other, heating 
the air on the other side until a stable 
condition existed. Again, a fan blowing 
air against the plate on either side would 
stimulate action. The rapidity of lieat 
transfer also would partially depend 
upon the ease with which the metal trans
mitted heat or, as we say technically, its 
"’heat conductivity, 
would transfer heat much faster than 
iron; so would one of aluminum.

had

.\t the bottfim of the page, right, is an illus
tration of “Balsam as if is tucked
helueen the ceiling joists.

At tlte left at tlie l)»)ttom of the page is shown 
“Bi-Flax.” which is really ’*Flax-li-num'' 
combined with metal lath, and used for both 
insulation an<l plaster base.

\ copper plate5?Above is "Flax-li-num,” without the metal 
lath, semi rigid in form, and readily fitted 
into odd-shaped corners.

a plate of in
sulated material. (Of course this simply 
means that the plate has a tendency to 
prevent heat conduction or transfer 
through the material.) We would find 
the same tendency for the two bodies of 
air to equalize in temperature, and the 
time element would depend upon how 
good the plate is as an insulator—which 
means how had it is as a conductor of 
heat. The better the insulator, the slower 
the heat transfer.

Now we have a concept of the elemen
tary physics involved in the problem of 
insulating a house against the winter's 
cold. We heat the air. and the materials 
of W'hich our home is constructed, to a 
temperature providing comfort to the 
body, and we want to prevent the equali
zation of the temperature of this volume 
of air and mass of materials with that 
of the outside air, which may he at zero. 
If we had a per/ecf/v-insulated home, we 
could heat it once for all in the fall, 
and would need to replace only the heat 
that tended to neutralize through the

But, suppose that we
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portant part. Losses through the bottom 
of the box—the floor of the first floor— 
are low. particularly if the basement is 
reasonably tight, because the average 
floor temperature is low and the differ
ential therefore is low.

Let us see. now, what materials are 
available for insulation. The best heat 
insulator is a vacuum. This is so impos
sible to obtain in building construction 
as to be beyond consideration. The next 
is still air. The difficulty is that air, 
when heated, tends to move upward. The 
answer to the problem, then, is to utilize 
air. and to keep it from moving by hav
ing no “upward” to which it can move. 
That simply means air in tiny spaces, so 
small that the air must remain still. 
Nature accomplishes this end beautifully 
in the fur and feathers of the animals 
and birds, probably reaching the ulti
mate in the down of Arctic birds. But 
eiderdown is too expensive for house 
(‘onstruction. \^hat has man developed 
to meet the requirement?

One class of material is board-like in 
that it comes in sheets or blocks that are 
self-sustaining and can be nailed or 
otherwise fastened to surfaces or fram
ing. such as cork board, which has long 
been known as a good insulator since it 
consists of minute air cells with thin, 
light partitions. There are a number of 
boards of this kind made from wood 
fiber, roots, and cane. These units are 
light, rigid, porous, and thus effective 
insulating media.

A first cousin of these is made in 
sheets or rolls and is flexible and quilt- 
like. For this purpose we have flax straw' 
made into a kind of mat. also hair, or eel

grass, or a fluffy wood fiber, that is 
secured within sheets of heavy paper and 
then tucked into wall and ceiling spaces.

Another entirely different class is a 
fill which may be poured or blown be
tween studs or joists. One of these is a 
plaster-like material that is mixed with 
water and poured into the spaces be
tween inner and outer walls, and stud
ding, chemical reaction causing it to set 
in a condition very much like bread, but 
with an internal structure of very thin 
walls separating tiny air spaces.

Another of these is a flaky material 
that is poured dry between inner and 
outer walls or floors. Yet another in this 
class is a unique method of insulation 
which consists of spraying minute pieces 
of wood fiber and a silicate binder at 
high pressure through a nozzle. This is 
done when the outer walls are up, but 
before plastering, and the sticky mate
rial hardens and forms an effective pre
ventative of heat loss and cold air in
leakage. Similarly, a fibrous material, 
wool-like in substance and made from 
melted rock, is blown into stud and joist 
spaces to form a blanket-like mass.

Few of us realize the fine insulating 
qualities of the lighter varieties of wood. 
Late last fall I sp>ent a couple of weeks 
in an old log cabin in the north w'oods. 
The ease with which this could be kept 
warm in bitter weather with a single 
stove started me thinking. When I got 
home I looked up the “dope.” I found 
that white pine, a very similar wood to 
the spruce used in this log cabin, had 
heat-insulating qualities about 49% of 
corkboard. which is one of the best of 

I Continued on page 31 ]

Al the left above, “Gimco Rock Wool,” a 
fleecy material, is applied to the walls by 
packing it into place between the studding 
before the lathing is done.

Al the lop, right, “Cabot’s Quill” is applied 
to the outside of the studs, over which will 
go the sheathing.

Below, Armstrong Corkboard” is applied to 
the roof of an attic, which is to be used for 
living purposes.
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in Your n'oor//ro/*l»‘ Safe From Moist nrr Chonff0*si

After-effects of too much moisture in the 
woodwork at the time the floor was laid 
are illustrated above. \^oodwork in the 
unfinished house is peculiarly exposed to 
mtdsture changes and needs proper care 
to prevent damage.

T . J . M O S L E Y Dryness, of course, is a relative mat
ter: What would rate as thoroughly-
seasoned stock in the Canal Zone would 
be too “green"’ to use in Phoenix. Ariz. 
Also one man’s house differs from his 
neighbor’s in dryness, according to the 
type of heating plant and the way it is 
run to meet different ideas of Avinter com
fort. Even different parts of the same 
house maintain their individual moisture 
atmospheres; perfectly natural to our 
common language are the expressions 
‘“damp cellar” and “dry attic.”

Such are the complications faced by 
the architect, the builder, and the owner 
in looking forward to satisfactory ser
vice of the woodwork in Mr. \^illiam 
Brown's new house at 17 Columbia Ter
race, Eagleton, U. S. A. Just how are 
thev to be sure that the woodwork is 
“’dry enough” when it is put in place, so 
that it shall retain that smoothness, 
beauty, and perpetual newness that are 
the hallmark of a successful interior?

L. V. Teesdale and E. C. Peck, of the 
Forest Products Laboratory, have been 
studying this question from technical 
and geographic angles for several years 
and have recentlv presented findings that 
should go far toward answering it.

Mr. Teesdale has published his recom
mendations in U. S. Department of Agri
culture Leaflet No. 56, ‘“Preventing 
Cracks in New Wood Floors.” Floors are 
onlv a part of the woodwork installation, 
but they are a critical part demanding 
special care, and it is evident that con
ditions that safeguard laying the floor 
also favor the production of a satisfac
tory job for the entire finish. The recom
mendations. which are on the safe side

by

For the private citizen, dignity of 
living attains its most practical ex

pression in a home graced with well- 
fitted and well-finished woodwork. In 
the sober opulence of good floors and 
interior trim the useful and the aesthetic 
are strongly blended, clothing the affairs 
of daily life with a certain extra value, 
as the medal is enhanced by its polished 
case.

and make no special allowance for cli
matic variations, are as follows:

Assure yourselj that the dealer has 
properly protected the stock from the 
weather while it has been in his hands.

Do not allow it to be delivered on a 
damp or rainy day.

Make sure that the plaster or masonry 
walls are dry before the flooring, is de
livered.

Eliminate all badly-warped or crooked 
pieces.

Maintain some heat in the house from 
the time the flooring is delivered until 
finished by the painter. The house in
terior should be maintained at least 
15'^ F. above outdoor temperatures and 
should not be allowed to cool, below, 
say, 70° during the summer or 62° to 
65° when the outdoor temperatures are 
below freezing. While temperatures a 
little higher than this will do no harm, 
any severe overheating must be avoided. 
After receiving the protective coat of 
finish, temperatures comparable with 
those occurring in the house during occu
pancy should be maintained.

\ ery little heat, of course, is required 
in warm, dry weather, the Teesdale bul
letin points out. but spells of damp or 
cool weather are likely to occur in any 
month in the year. Whenever possible 
the heating plant should be placed in 
the house before the interior trim goes

On the other hand, careless installa
tion and faulty adaptation of woodwork 
to its moisture environment can rob the 
home of most of its interior charm and 
much of its actual comfort. Drying-out 
of wood that is installed too moist means 
shrinkage cracks. It is a shock to the 
architect on visiting a house a few 
months after its completion to find places 
where the trim has shrunk, glued and 
mitred joints have pulled apart, cracks 
have opened in floors, and dgor panels 
reveal unfinished margins that once fitted 
snugly. These troubles are usually caused 
by moisture changes in the wood after 
it is in place, at which time the only 
remedy in serious cases is extensive re
placement and refitting that may cost as 
much as the original job. The best, 
easiest, and most economical “cure” for 
spoiled woodwork is prevention of the 
damage at the outset.

This means, in the simplest possible 
language, that the woodwork must be 
properly seasoned when it is put into the 
house, its condition of dryness approach
ing that which it would attain later in 
service. Thus the shrinkage trouble can 
be reduced to a minimum.
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in. in which event it will be available as 
a means of supplying the necessary heat.

Furthermore, the foregoing tempera
ture conditions will tend to offset care
lessness that may have obtained in the 
preliminary seasoning or storage of the 
flooring after manufacture. This is es
pecially true if upon delivery the floor
ing bundles are broken and the stock 
spread out in the heated house for sev
eral days before it is laid. An additional 
and very important reason cited by Mr. 
Teesdale for keeping down moisture in 
the house nearing completion is the fact 
that better and smoother floors are ob
tained with mechanical sanders when the 
floor and the atmosphere are dry.

Mr. Peck’s contribution to the wood
work-moisture study has had to do with 
the normal moisture content wood will 
retain upon exposure for long periods 
in average dwelling houses located in 
different climatic regions of the country. 
The question at issue may be put in this 
form: “How dry will the wood in my 
new house be after I have lived in it six 
months or a year?”

Obviously, wood when built into the 
house should be no wetter and no drier 
than it will he ultimately in service. If 
this ideal can possibly be attained, both 
swelling and shrinking of interior wood
work will fall into the category of old, 
unhappy, forgotten things.

The definite regional determination of 
w'ood moisture content in service there
fore offers a desirable standard for the 
lumber producer's guidance in seasoning 
his stock, for the dealer’s in handling it. 
and for the builder's in using it. Most 
important to the owner, it sets a specific 
moisture content for at least

were accurately weighed in situ at intervals 
of one month throughout a period of 16 
months, so that the moisture content and 
changes in moisture content of each block 
could be followed.”

In summer, we open windows; in win
ter, we close windows and stoke the fur
nace. The colder the weather, the heavier 
the stoking. This simple pattern of human 
behavior brings about a remarkable cor
respondence between the moisture content 
of interior woodwork and the United 
States weather map, according to the Peck 
report, which states:

“During the winter, the moisture con
tent is controlled by the difference between 
the outdoor and indoor temperature. Dur
ing the summer, when no heat is required 
and doors and windows are open, the 
higher the outdoor relative humidity, the 
higher the moisture content of the interior 
woodwork. Consequently, although the 
moisture content of woodwork w'as studied 
in six cities only, the average moisture 
content of interior ivoodwork for any time 
of the year in any city of the United Stales 
may be generally indicated by the use 
weather maps that give the temperature 
during the u inter and relative humidity 
during the summerT

Not only is the variation of moisture 
content in woodwork regional and sea
sonal: the investigation showed definitely 
the manner of its variation within the 
individual house.

Coming to grips, then, with the central 
problem of moisture content as related to 
swelling and shrinking of woodwork, the 
question must be asked, how can all these 
variations be tied together in a specifica
tion for lumber for a particular house? 
The lumber which is produced at one place 
must be used in many places. Manufac
tured in one season, it must last the owner 
through all seasons. Ideal, perhaps, in 
its moisture content for use in the hallway, 
it has to be used in bathroom and attic as 
well. How, then, can the architect or own

er demand any particular degree of sea
soning in any one plain matter-of-fact lot 
of lumber?

It can be done, provided reasonable 
generalizations are made. The investiga
tion plainly showed the impossibility of 
building each piece of wood into the house 
with a final, sealed-in-grain guarantee 
against any moisture change. But it showed 
also the regional trends, and the moisture 
conditions obtaining in the innermost 
privacy of the house itself, matters hither
to left mostly to speculation.

First, conditions in the “living” portion 
of the house (living room, bedroom, bath, 
kitchen) may be taken as a criterion of 
the moisture cycle for the more important 
woodwork in a house. Secondly, since the 
moisture content of wood for use inside of 
houses in any one city must obviously 
be somewhere about midway between the 
seasonal extremes, an initial moisture con

tent of 8 to 9 per cent would satisfy requirements for the principal woodwork in 
houses throughout the United States, ex
cept in arid western and southwestern 
regions and in warm, damp coastal areas. 
In the former, a moisture content of about 
5 per cent is advisable; in the latter, about 

11 per cent.Starling, then, with material delivered 
on the basis of this specification, the owner 
may look forward to a long and satis
factory life for his woodwork, providing 
he takes the proper precautions as to 
dryness during its installation. One final 
suggestion arising from the recent re
search should, however, be pointed out 
simply as a reminder: the shrinking and 
swelling capabilities of wood continue 
through the years, and the whole theory 
of equating moisture-content-delivered to 
moisture-content-in-service depends on the 
owner’s maintaining the best possible at
mospheric conditions within the house. 
By “best possible ” conditions is meant 
the avoidance of both extreme dryness and 
extreme dampness.

of

maximum
range of moisture content) that he can 
demand for wood delivered at the site
of his new house. The only question is, 
how narrowly and in what detail the re
gional moisture content can be defined.

In pursuing this regional determination, 
the Forest Products Laboratory had the 
cooperation of the National Lumber Man
ufacturers* Association, the Western Pine 
Manufacturers’ Association, Region 3 of 
tlie U. S. Forest Service, and the Southern 
Forest Experiment Station. The technique 
of the study is indicated in Mr. Peck’s 
report, just issued, as follows:

“From six to eight houses were selected 
in each of six widely separated cities 
throughout the United States: W'ashing- 
ton, D. C.; New' Orleans, La.; Albuquer
que, N. Mex.; San Francisco, Calif.; Port
land. Ore.; and Madison, Wis. These cities 
have widely different climates fairly repre
sentative of their respective regions.

“Small blocks of wood were placed in 
various parts of each house in such a man
ner that the moisture content of the blocks 
approximated that of the interior wood
work in the various rooms. The blocks
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Range of moisture content of woodwork in dwellings located in typical climatic regions of the 
United States. The co-operation of some 40 householders was given in obtaining these data, the 
first on a large scale ever collected. Madison with furnace heat is almost as dr>’ as Albuquerque in 
summer heat. Portland and New Orleans are most nearly uniform throughout the year.
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L. RAY RALDKRSTONby

BUILDER once said: “You know women look only at 
the Irving room and dining room; a kitchen or laundry 
sells a house.” Fortunately that time is past, and todayA

neverthose of us as consultants in centers where housewives feel 
that it is not embarrassing to ask questions arc set thinking 
hv the innumerable inquiries: “How can I make over my 
kitchen and put in the helps and comforts that are practical 
and that will make mv work easier?”

Oftentimes it takes two people to do it —the woman expert 
in household affairs to interpret, the architect to produce. The 
focal point seems to be arrangement for better conditions of 
work in the kitchen, as it affects work-hours of the housewife. 
The arrangement of the kitchen really ought to begin wdth 
the blue-prints showing where sinks and stoves are to l)e con
nected or piped. To us again come these questions:

explain this blue-print to me? What does that cross
blue-print is to cut 

small pieces of cardboard of different color from the print, 
and place them on 
relative size of room, walkin

“Will
you
mean?” One wav to visualize such a

Side light from a window, two drain-boards, and combined liot 
and cold faucets make this siink good even though rather small. 
The deeper the sink the lower it must be set.

the floor plan. These cut to scale can show 
spaces, and also arrangement. 

Remember after the housewife moves in, it is too late to
route the work, to change the heights of working levels, to 
establish shelves or cupboard storage. Routing is an engi
neer's term, but in the language of housewives it means how' 
far we walk, how many times we need to retrace our steps, 
how many times we advance in doing a special task. The 
man at a work bench may do just one job; the woman pre- 

a meal with its many processes needs and asks for

illy-arranged storage closets. Shorten the string, better the 
Improvement in the arrangement or routing may be 

tested by a string of another color. Measure this arrange
ment and what has been saved.

plan.

Engineers call it “routing”. Housewives may well use some 
of their technical ideas and call their job labor-saving. An 
old-fashioned housekeeper was finally persuaded by her 
daughter to try to make dish-washing easier. It was a big 
kitchen, very old-fashioned, and as it was too costly to move

study was made of her dish-washing 
was. It really was a 

walk of 137

paring
help. If every woman in the building of her own house wmuld 
actually try out her own plan—prelend she is doing some 
special process in food preparation or washing dishe.«—^and 
prove the relationship of the job to the workshop; she w'ould 
see for herself how much energy was lost. Try to make a 
custard, beginning at the very beginning; literally walk to get 
the double-boiler. How far is it necessary to go for the eggs, 
the sugar, the egg-beater? Tliese suggestions may prove their 
worth by using a ball of string and some pins, and each time 
that the housewife stops to get needed equipment, or to go 
after vanilla or the custard cups, knot the string and fasten 
it by a thumb tack. It will be more than a game—a glaring 
fact of waste lime and energy because of poor planning and

the place of the sink, a 
journey, testing out the kitchen as it 
journey, for as it was it averaged for one meal 
feet. It was impossible to move the sink, so how could we help 
matters? It ended with getting from the attic a sturdy book
case and establishing it as a storage place for the many regular 
dishes and bowls, sui'h as are commonly used in getting a 
meal. The molljpr bad thought that these belonged in the 

long distance awa). The rack for dishtowels 
was put hy the window at the sink ]^Contimied on page
dining room—a

// A I

i\
\

¥

Sink jKJsition goud. ln«orrecl position 
at waslitub.

(!itrrt*ct position 
at waslitub.

Table heiglil good. Good ironing board 
No strain anywhere, height, htw for pres

sure on iron.

Table too low. Note 
w«irker's back.
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slang, full oi life, thus carries us clear 
around the great circle of the ages, pass
ing on the way the Kentucky of Daniel 
Boone, where a shed was called a “lean-

XhE LAMPS OF HOME BIIILDI^Cp

to.by WILLIAM GRAY PI Rt:ELL tWhen you see a Chinese 
character on the gift of 
bronze or embroidery 
which your San Francisco 
friend or world traveller 
sends you at Christmas, the 
chances are that it is the 
same as the illustration at the right.

To write a message of “happiness” to 
you, and say it well, what better could a 
Chinaman wish you than (1) a 
(the crossed square at bottom of symbol) 
the original source of food and clothes, 
wealth, “own-your-own-home”;
MOUTH, good appetite, ‘^mahlzeit, 
the Germans say, health of the kind to 
enjoy your food: (3) with ONE, unity, 
harmony, honor, completeness — the dash 
means this and much more; and (4) 
ROOF’, all under ones own roof, the 
universal sense of protection, worshipful 
shelter.—the mien of our analysis diagram 
in the first column.

By this time you may have guessed that 
the initial ideograph at the b^inning of 
this story means The Small Home and 
will agree that there seems to be a great 
deal to know about this one little word 
“house” in China, but I shall have to tell 
you that we have only made a small be
ginning.

Who can follow the shuttles of thought around the tcorld or down the ages? Phoenicians 

got tin in Britain and left ideas. Aero trod Chinese rugs because Alexander and Ronxe 
had bartered art for news. Baltic barbarians carried their amber to Egypt and brought 
back ideas. The Caesars slew Greece with the sword and carried back school masters who 

conquered Rome, and through Rome. Florence, and so in part all of us today, 
wonder most of us are afraid to think. ISo tool so sharp, no weapon so effective as an idea.

Small

Dynamic describes do
ing. Static labels being. 
Dynamic energy pictures 
the youthful hunting ani
mal. Static energy is the 
store of power from which 
the ancient and untiring 
camel must draw. The 
character of America is 

youthful, dynamic. Chinese culture is 
static, potent with reserves stored up 
through ages.

The Chinese say that a picture tells 
more than a regiment of words. Suiting 
action to the proverb, they make every 
word a picture, and such a picture! por
traying the idea in all its shades of 
meaning, marking down its history, 
draughting, in beauty, an art form ready 
to absorb new and subtile distinctions. 
You may wonder what the Chinese people 
have thought about the small home and 
the meanings they have built into these 
words since the beginning.

You will note in the illustration below 
the wav vou have always seen America's

Remember the ni and n, forget that fe, 
because consonant sounds and the marks 
which we use to record them MMmm- 
(ee)enii are the unchanging backbone 
of language— while the vowels sing one 
tune or another with changing fashions 
and tribes, like this: Raab rubs rube 
Reb*s ribs, and robs. A, e. i, o, u. sing 
tunes with the same consonants. Rrr/bb 
words should all be variants of the same 
rb root to make these changes in the vowel 
tune a perfect illustration, but they will 
set you speculating. Neither you nor I 
know enough dialects in common to ring 
a complete change on the vowel series 
in. for example, “house,” — “hlaugh)s, 
as we say; “h(oo)s,” in Scotland; Saxon 

Danish “finis” (wheece), and
so on.

So please listen to these words; say 
them; don't look-read at these inade
quate sound symbols; and keep your eye 
and your ear on the m. n: Chinese mien or 
Miie)eN M (ai) s (o) N, French 
rnnison = English M(a)N(sion) (man
sion), which is a house of “maison-ry”
I masonry)—that is, built of mansion 
making stuff. In English you see we 
clung to the n in the middle of the word 
and at the end as well. But probably 
the la.«t n is the mein n of old, and the 
middle is just for euphony, or perhaps 
a bit of raillery at the Frenchman who 
says his n in his nose. However, you 
now' see that our word “mansion” is as 
old as Tutankamun’s tomb, basically un
changed through the ages and very little 
modified in all its handing down from 
lril>e to peoples and from migrating 
clans to modern nations.

And then following in our diagram is 
“shed.” What is more reasonable than 
to picture it a “m.fen-with-one-side-miss- 
ing!” They say it “yen.” Of course, their 
writing picture of it was, as you see, un
consciously influenced by their particu
lar thinking of mien, a roof-over-your- 
head, cover, protection above; and of yen, 
well, one-good-side-is-left-us! So many 
of the Chinese words have a sly twinkle 
in them. An amusing sidelight is the 
Hollywood slang, “I ‘yen' to Sally, or 
“I ‘yen’ to oyster tomato souffle.” mean
ing I have a strong or favorable leaning 
toward Sally or oyster souffle. Modern

FIELD,
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OUR WYYS BEST?
Our little excursion this month into an

cient Chinese culture, father and mother 
of all wisdom, with just a peep into their 
ideas about house and home, reminded 
me that so many of the common ideas 
and daily practices of the Orient are 
diametrically opposite to ours.

We set four posts, one at each corner 
of a structure- and rest the roof upon it; 
thev are as likely to put one post in the 
middle and hang the building around it, 
a verv modern” idea of the steel age. 
We have clay tile walls and paper 
roofs; they have paper walls and tile 
roofs. We have glass windows that let 
in light and keep out the healthy fresh 
air; they have patterns of clay tubes for 
windows that let in the wind and exclude 
a good deal of light. We have many 
rooms under one roof: they like many 
roofs for one room. The Chinese lad 
whittles toward himself, and the Chinese 
carpenter pulls his plane and saw in
stead of pushing it. These are but a few 
differences.

Our first thought makes such ways seem 
preposterous, but we are a very young race 
and their systems have served them well 
for milleniums. It will do us no harm to 
do a little thinking “upside down” with 
the Chinese.

STRUCTURAL' tLCMENTS 
inFtRMANcirr

KIN6?bST''\
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simplest house idea perching in our 
children's minds, awaiting more perma
nent days, but beside it you will see how 
the Chinese small house idea is portrayed 
bv them as rooted in the soil for ages. 
The roof of branches or sod or thatch 
may crumble and be renewed, but the 
thick walls remain firm through it all. 
The beam and ridge post stand unweak
ened through generations of agricultural 
families, whose calling in China is the 
upper layer of society, with the mere 
merchant near the bottom.

Now, when they look at that word of 

theirs, whose history 1 have sketched in series al)ove, they say “mien'’ (house).
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tliese g^lasses. many-colored dots ballooning to
ward the edges. They're 35r each, and may he 
ordered through The Small Home Shopper, 
postage collect.

Make RADIATORS 
ORNAMENTAL 

as well as USEFUL

w ITH help like this in the kitchen, the cook 
may run out to call the children in for their 
nap. baste the chicken, or ponder the gold 
standard, while her cake is being beaten light 
in the mixer. Or she may be a Miltonian 
heroine who also serves while she stands and 
waits for the cream to be whipped. This Uni
versal mixer mixes, whips, and squeezes. Notice 
the reamer attachment, ranged alongside. The 
mixer is detachable from the stand, and so, 
easily washed. The price, complete, is S19.75, 
express collect. It may be ordered from The 
Small Home Shopper.

PROTECT WALLS AND DRAPERIES 
From radialor-smudse

Beautify your Homo by Using
MILLER RADIATOR COVERS

A p*lr or strong, adjustable steel Brat-kets 
(easily attached to thu radiator) and an Attroc- 
tire Shelf or Seal i>T warp-proof wootl with 
rounded corner* and edges, nicely sanded all 
ready for paint or stain to match your wood
work. Brackets hold lops securely to radiator.

Brackets, only $1.50 per pair. Shelves iir Seats, 
1 fool wide by any length required, only 50e 
per foot. Special widths on request.

Write for attractive folder.

The Miller Specialties Co.
Qeft. I. VAN WERT, OHIO

Healthful Humidity
IN THE modern spirit—these cradle cande
labra with their U-Waxels are a fresh and 
lovely note for your dinner table. Here their 
circular arcs and parallel planes are shown in 
a modern table setting. But if you have a flair 
for combinations, and your tableware is of a 
provincial type, it will be fun to set this flash 
of modern urbanity among pewter or silver, 
glass and earthenware of simple, sturdy 
character.

The satiny-finished candle burns with a steady 
flame, without smoke or dripping. It is one 
inch in diameter. Notice that its shape is cylin
drical, instead of tapered to the wick. These 
U-Waxels may be had in old ivory, black, red. 
green and yellow. The price of candle and 
holder, complete, is $13.75. express collect. 
U-Waxel re-fills are $1.75. The Small Home 
Shopper will order them for you.

)

K

in a graceful ornamental urn
Humidity for the living room, sick room, 
office. New principle of forced evapora
tion. No motorizea parts—shuts itself 
off. Essences evaporated with water 
neutralize cooking and tobacco odors. 
Volatile oils relieve nasal, throat or 
Iiing congestion. .At your dealer's or 
direct, postage paid, from 
IvCwis Air Conditioners. Inc.
847 2nd Ave. So.. Minne
apolis. Ask for frecbcjoklet.

ONLY
B REATHES there a bride or fastidious house
keeper to whom this blanket cover would not 
be a joy? It is made of heavy, durable muslin, 
seamless, with hand-nhipped Irem, The three- 
initial monogram is hand appliqued. It may be 
ordered in green, peach, yellow, blue or orchid, 
with a contrasting color for the monogram.

For the single bed size. 72x90, the price is 

$6. In the 72x108 size, it is $6.50. For the double bed size blanket. 90x90. the price is $
In the 90x108 size, it is S7..S0. It may be 
ordered from The Small Home Shopper.

THE LEWIS Portable 
Electric HUMIDIFIER

^ A PLAN i.

for Your Home Inferior
is as necessary to a balanced 
and harmonious effect as for 
the house itself... It is a fea
ture of our decorating service 
to evolve for our clients a Dec
orative Idea to which may be 
added, from time to time, indi
vidual items of furnishing to 
enhance the original plan.

let US be gay, in spite of two years of-you- 
know— And since there was never a more 
ingenuously gay decorative motif than the 
frivolous polka dot, let’s have it on the glasses 
in which we serve our favorite beverage. Who 
knows why a polka dot suggests light-hearted 
spontaneity? Perhaps it's because it's like a 
balloon... or a bubble. Anywav. it's here on

A. french
Decorators of Interiors

MINNEAPOLIS
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Here are

GAY RIBBONS
For Everyone

• i iiEOLD MAPLE SUGAR PLACE"

MAPLE SUGAR
fry HILDEX MAPLES and taste 
the difference! Pure unadulterated 

sugar-syrup-sprcad-candy.

Special Sampler Jlssortment
I jar spread

Boxed in alluring wanted col
ors. and with the distinguishing 
marks of quality and value, 11 
pieces in 10 colors. Modestly 
priced at $1.00.

Postage prepaid i» U. S. A.
Check Zi’ith order.

1 quart syrup
1 pound candy

$3.50 ($4-00 west of \fiss. River)
H ERE is one oi those fine old English patterns of Spode ware 
in which a whole dinner service for eight may be bought, at less 
than a hundred dollars. This is Spode’s ‘’Rose Briar” pattern, 
on the Chelsea Wicker shape. The garlands in fine old reds, 
yellow and lavender, are from the famous drawings of an 
eighteenth century artist, immortalized in Spode ware, 
dinner plates are $19 a dozen; cream soups. $33 a dozen; cups 
and saucers, $19 a dozen. Order from The Small Home Shopper, 
express collect.

Send no money — just pay the postman. 
Moneyhtuk lt>taraniee. Price List on Request.

HltDMfAMSUiGAltJULVN.Hl

PRISCILLA BRAIDi COMPANY
Dept. S.H., P.O. Box 173, Central Falls, R. I. !

r
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BRICK HOMES
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House

Designswhether you think of this
copper pitcher in terms of dec
orative or of useful possibilities, 
one feature recommends it for 
both—the generous, widely curved 
mouth, that makes it a perfect 
flower holder and a pitcher that 
pours well. Moreover, it is lined 
with pewter, to make it perfectly 
safe for table use. The barrel- 
stave bands are polished brass. It 
may also be had in hand beaten 
brass, with bands of copper. The 
quart size is 9 inches high, and 
costs $3.50; the two-quart size is 

12 inches high, and the price is $4.75, postpaid. The Small 
Home Shopper will order it for you.

inBRICK HOMES

one book

Small Homes of Architectural 
Distinction

Edited by Robert T. Jones. A. I. A.

a new booklet 25i The beat plans created by Bureau archi
tects. Originated in all parts of the country. 
Show all styles, and sizes up to six principal 

Each design illustrated by photo-

32 pages showing perspective drawings 
and floor plant oi an extremely select 
group of modern brick-house des^n.s. 
Two-story houses and bungalows. E~f 
lisb. Colonial and Georgian in style. A 
general description accompanies each de
sign. A valuable guide b(K»k to correct 
architectural style. Order from The 
Architects’ Small House Service Bureau. 
Inc.. 1200 Second Avenue South, Min
neapolis, Minn.

rooms.
graphs or perspective drawings, 
and floor plans.

ng-
Postpaid

THE ARCHITECTS’ SMALL HOUSE 
SERVICE BUREAU 

1200 Slecond Ave. So.. Minneapolis, Minn.

THE original of thiscricket 
was a Puritan concession to 
comfort—but it took the 
ingenuity of a much more 
comfort-loving age to com
bine the model with a rack 
for both magazines and 
books. By grace of the 
handle cut-out at the top, 
the rack may be pulled 
close to your chair with 
one sweeping gesture. It 
may be ordered in any of 
three finishes: mahogany.
Colonial maple, walnut. It 
is 19 inches high and the top measures 10x16 inches. The 
price is $7.50. express collect. The Small Home Shopper will 
order it for you.

IF your new home is 
nearing completion ., 

or you plan to remodel the 
present one ... or "do over 
one room only, we should 
be pleased to show you how 
a harmonious decorative 
scheme can be developed and 
adapted to your requirements. 
A study of your plans, and sug
gestions, incurs no obligation.

The Real Log Cabin
By ChiUon D. Aldrich

1/
Build a log cabin. Read this well writ
ten and well illustrated book. Shows 
diagrams, plans and photographs, a 
reliable guide to useful cabins—large 
or small. All details, choosing site, 
making gable ends, windows, porches, 
fireplaces, and furniture, are discussed
fully.

$4.00Now Only

A. french LS9:THE ARCHITECTS’ SMALL HOUSE 
SERVICE BUREAU 

1200 Second Ave. So. Decorators of Interiors
Minneapolis, Minn. MINNEAPOLIS
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have since been broken up into a 
number of groups, and you will find 
them listed both ways in the catalogues. 
Their names look almost as though the 
baby had been playing with the 
printer's type, but unfortunately no 
one seems to have given them every
day ones. Coryphantha and Neonurm- 
miliaria are two of the new divisions 
you will most meet, and you will find 
them in general very safe choices all 
the way through for small window 
plants. They form small globes or 
cylinders, the majority three inches or 
less in diameter, and mostly under six 
inches in height, many being only one 
or two inches high. Placed in very 
small pots, they can he especially at
tractive when grown on the narrow 
glass shelves that may now be had to 
fit across our windows. As they are 
so worth while as a class, only a few 
of wider contrast in size and appear
ance are mentioned here.

Coryphantha vivipara is hardy under 
heavy freezing, covered with white 
spines, and bears comparatively very 
large pink flowers. C. arizonica makes 
clumps of sizable cylinders with shorter 
fine spines and small nipples. The 
flowers are pink. Neomammillaria mac- 
dougli has yellow flowers in a crown, 
and makes usually a single globe. This 
is somewhat like a large N. heyderi, 
and sells for one dollar. The smaller 
pink-flow'erod relative is delightful in a 
dish garden. N, dioica is very free 
with its creamy bloom marked with a 
streak of rose, and sometimes grows as 
high as eight indies. A. denudata is 
only an inch or two across, but has 
large flowers, white with jiurple centers, 
and many light spines.

that do even better in our windows at 
times than the native types. They 
make spherical or cylindrical growths 
rather similar to the foregoing group, 
though the ribs are usually more prom
inent and sharp-angled. The flowers 
are very long trumpets. Echinopsis 
multiplex with pink blooms is prob
ably most used. E. turbinala (E. gem- 
mata) is striking with its nine to 
ten-inch clear white flowers growing 
out of a dark green cylinder not more 
than one foot high, often much less, 
and only four to six inches in diameter.

The hedgehog cactus belongs to a 
lonely group, and is an encouraging 
plant to raise from seed, as it usually 
blooms the second year. This is an 
afternoon flower, opening about noon; 
and it blooms from early spring on 
into the late fall, rairying lemon-yel
low flowers with red hearts, some
times singly and again clustered. Crim
son fruits follow.

The barrel cacti are large and not 
usually so happy indoors, but there 
is an exception in the golden cactus. 
This eventually makes a very large 
globe of strong ribs, and is so densely 
clothed witli thick golden spines it is 
called golden cactus. The blooms are 
red and yellow. This is a Mexican 
species and priced at one dollar for a 
one inch seedling; larger plants are 
priced according to size. Seeds may be 
had at fifty cents a packet. Start it 
off in a dish garden and eventually 
move it on to a tub!

There is one most splendid group of 
small cacti for dish gardens or grouping 
in pots. They were all formerly called 
MaTranillaria in reference to their 
nipple-like (tubercle t surfaces. They

Bloomjii in Winter Windows
'^Continued from page J3]

ing their spines on low ribs. The 
flowers are shortly funnel form and 
usually very large for the plant. While 
E. rigidissimus is the official rainbow 
cactus, the yellow-flowered E. dasyacan- 
thus and the carmine E. mojavensis 
also pass under that name at times, 

well as the light purple, fragrant 
lace cactus. The short fine spines sit 
closely interlocking, giving all the plant 
a softened appearance, while the various 
bands of color—while, yellow, rose, and 
brown—bring the rainbow name. E. 
caespitosus is also somewhat similar 
with while spines and large pink flower. 
Of the same group, but of very differ
ent appearance is one of the strawberry 
cacti (E. stramineus) with many long 
light spines completely hiding the 
cylinders, and bearing large dark 
purple-red to scarlet flowers, and red 
fruits that can be eaten.

The claret cup grows most often in 
clumps. It differs from these others, 
having only from five to eight ribs, and 
these deeply marked. The spines are 
rather few. The waxy red flowers re
main open at night, and begin bloom
ing about the middle of March. It 
also has edible fruits.

mixture ofsometimes effective, 
voick and fish oil soap emulsion ap
plied underneath the spines with a 
small long-handled paint brush.

or a

Cactus catalogues of necessity give 
the Latin names, and few of them add
descriptions, so that the majority look 
very much like some strange ritual of 
meaningless words. Mastering the 
group ideas will help considerably in 
choosing these.

The prickly pears (Opuntias) are one 
large group. They are jointed plants, 
the flat types appearing like large 
thickened leaves, while cylindrical 
joints look like stems. The differing 
arrangements and colors of the spines 
have so much to do with the general 
appearance of the plant that they 
should be considered in choosing 
cacti for the window garden, 
curious growths if well contrasted 
furnish interest through long months 
when blooms are absent. Color also is 
to be observed, for there are many 
shades of green, and others with tinted 
markings of rose, purple, or yellow, 
while the spines run from white to 
black, and include red. purple, and 
yellow tints.

It is rather difficult to find a prettier 
flat-leaved spineless prickly pear than 
Opuntia basUaris nana, 
variety of the bcavertail cactus. This 
is rather prostrate, with thick blue- 
green “leaves,” with just a suggestion 
of rose tints sh(*wing. The flowers are 
listed as purple, but those I have seen 
have considerable rose in their make
up. They bloom for .several months 
beginning in late winter or early spring. 
0. polyacantha is one of the hardier of 
the flat-leaved spiny kinds, bright green, 
with large golden blooms sometimes 
touched with red towards the center. 
The grizzly bear cactus belongs to the 
prickly pear group, and is remarkable 
for its long, wavy, slender white spines 
that completely hide the plant, making 
an extremely good contrast plant.

Of the cylindrical jointed prickly 
pears there is the tall, slender branch
ing Opuntia tetracantha with joints in 
size and shape much like a lead pencil. 
The greenish-purple flowers 
followed by attractive briglit red fruits. 
It is a good contrast plant. For pot 
growth I believe it safe to suggest 
0. u'hipplei also as a contrast plant, 
though I woulfl he a little uneasy about 
its possibilities in 
garden. This grows in a densely spiny 
cylindrical-jointed mass, with small 
greenish-yellow flowers. The white 
spines are botli numerous and ferocious. 
Prickly pears are not so often grown 
indoors, but I have found them always 
happy, and they give g<K)d form 
variety.

The rainbow cactus and others of 
its group are more popular as window 
plants. They belong to the Echinoce- 
reus division and are cylinders that 
grow either singly or in clumps, carry

as
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THK IIETTKK .>IAM AL
Edited by Blanche Halbert

TIHOUSANDS of articles are pub
lished yearly by government depart

ments, state colleges, professional 
organizations, and periodicals on the 
various phases of home ownership and 
home management. Some are bad, 
some merely indifferent, but among 
them also, could one but finrl it at 
need, is much of the best contempo
rary advice and the most valuable in
formation available on these subjects.

Belter Homes in America some time 
ago undertook the task of winnowing 
the wheat from the chaff among the 
unwieldy bulk of this material and 
making it available to the home-inter
ested in Usable and convenient form. 
The result is embodied in the “Belter 
Homes Manual” just published, a book 
nf readings on housing subjects by 
outstanding specialists in the field. 
Miss Blanche Halbert, Research Di
rector of Belter Homes in America is 
the editor.

Here many of the thousand and one 
questions of the home owner and those 
who wish to become home owners are 
answered; the results of large numbers 
of scientific and authoritative studies 
and experiments constantly being 
carried on in the field of home manage

ment are made accessible to house
holders and home-makers.

The book is divided into three parts; 
the first, and by far the larger, is of 
particular interest to the individual 
home owner; the second, “Progress in 
Improving Housing Conditions”, and 
the third, “Organizations Engaged in 
Housing and Home-improvement Work,” 
are of invaluable assistance to teachers 
of home economics, home demonstra
tion leaders, and better homes com
mittees.

In part one, “The Requirements for 
a Good Home.” are many articles on 
home ownership and home financing, 
on the costs of a home and methods of 
reducing them. Architectural styles, 
house planning, building materials, the 
furnishing and mechanical equipment 
of the home are also considered at 
length.

Many of the articles in the Better 
Homes Manual are reprinted from 
stories tliat have appeared in The 
Small Home, but this is not the sole 
reason for which The Architects* Small 
House Service Bureau recommends this 
book. Recommend the book we do, be
lieving that it offers valuable help to 
the home owner.

are

Southern open

RAINBOW CACTUS

The lady finger cactus seems difficult 
to pass by with its large, dainty-pink 
to reddish-purple, slender-petaled 
flow'ers with paler centers, about four 
inches across and three long, coming in 
late March. The stems eventually reach 
one foot in length, but are not more 
than an inch in diameter.

The sea urchin cacti (Echinopsis) 
are a small group from South America
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ARE YOU FAIR ^ 
TO YOUR HOME?

Are you giving it the proper 
background ? No house can look 
its best unless it has the correct 
setting. Proper planting will 
emphasize the sweep of its lines, 
develop its personality. The 
beauty of trees and shrubs will 
immeasurably increase the 
charm and value of your home.

Plan the setting as you 
planned the house, let the sur
roundings be in harmony. The 
Gardeners’ Chronicle will help 
you. It is a magazine for those 
who take their gardening ser
iously. It is written by those 
who know how to garden.

$2,00 will bring you 12 issues, 
containing sound, seasonable 
advice. Subscribe now and com
plete the plans for your grounds 
before it is time to plant.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
5S2-V Fifth Av«. New York City

LITTLE GIANT AUTOMATIC HOSE REEL
The little giant reel is in

stalled in ba.‘'empnt, connected to 
the water supply. It protects the 
hose frt>m rough usage, kinking, rot
ting, freezing. Easy lo pull out to 
desired length. To rewind, simply 
turn the key. and the hose auto- 
maiicalh returns to the reel. Out
side. all you can see is a neat metal 
plate. Reel, moderately priced— 
capacity 100 feet of hose. Write for 
free booklet.

LITTLE GIANT MFG. CO. 
im Thirl Ate. U.

GIVE YOUR SMALL DOG AIR. 
LIGHT, .\ND KEEP HIM OUT OF 

YOUR GARDEN WITH THIS
KANINE KORRALSUBURBAN

C-ARDENThis book
brings both 

enjoyment 
and profit! JANUARY is the hardest month of all for the amateur 

gardener and flower lover. It's too early to start the cold 
frame or peruse spring catalogs for early ordering. Yet, the 
January thaw days make one restless. One wants to get at it— 

back to the dirt again, 1 mean.It was during one of these mild January days a few years 
ago when I became so desperate, that I decided to experiment 
with a few' of my house plants. I doubt if there is any home 
today—-especially a garden lover's home-—that doesn't have a 
pot or ball of English Ivy, a Cyclamen, Primrose, Boston 
Fern. Rubber Plant. Philadendron Vine, or several other popu
lar varieties of polled plants. Think of the strain placed upon 
these plants in our modernly heated homes.

fi'IRST of all, your English Ivy. It will look dusty and life
less. In many cases some of the leaves will he yellow and sick 
looking. You’ll be surprised at the wonders a good bath will 
do for your Ivy. Here's the way lo do it. Make a heavy suds 
of water and good castile soap. Holding each Ivy leaf in 
the palm of your hand, brush or wash it thoroughly with 
the castile suds. A small sponge or piece of cotton is ihe best 
thing to use. Pull off the loosest yellow leaves and when 
vour Ivy is relumed to its proper place in your home, you'll 
he amazed at the new life and fresh color it takes on. There 
is just enough oil in the castile soap to brighten up the leaves 
a hit without clogging the liny pores. That's why you should 
use this method in preference to the oil method. Oiling the 
leaves with any oil will clog the pores and cause them to die.

YOUR Cyclamen. Primrose. Ferns, Rubber Plant. Geranium. 
Coleus, or whatnot need a bath, too. Why not? That's the 
way they're treated in a greenhouse where they are sprayed 
each dav. Put a piece of paper on the bottom of your hath 
titb or sink. Place the plants thereon and spray them well 
with your bathroom spray brush. A whisk broom will work 
hut it takes a little longer.

Most homes haven't proper humidity for plants. If you 
have a fernery, tuck a jelly glass or two in the bottom and 
keep these filled with water, but be careful not to let water 
collect in the bottom of a jardiniere. This will sour the soil 
—and you cannot expect good results if this happens.

ADVENTURES IN A 
SUBURBAN GARDEN

By Lovi»e Beebe Wilder 

Price ^3.50 postpaid 
By one of America's best practical 
gardeners and writers; a gold mine 
of information on uses and be
havior of 500 varieties of plants. 
Gives actual experiences with bulbs, 
roses, annuals, perennials, alpines, 
wildlings, color schemes, and care 
of the garden.

19 illus.; 26$ pages; and 
paper maps; cloth binding

THE ARCHITECTS’ SMALL 
HOUSE SERVICE BUREAU 

1200 Second Ave. So.
Minneapolis, Minnesota

4 paneLs form an enclosure 8 feet 
s(|uare—one panel swings as a gate and 
lias a strong latch that holds it clc»^. 
Specially electrically welded 14-gauge 
1” X 2" wire fabric is fastened to IVi" 
reenforced angle frame. The Kanine 
Korral is rigid, durable and .sanitary. 
Available in 3'2" height at $20.00. weight 
144 lbs.: and in the 4'2" height at $21.50, 
weight 176 lbs. Can also be used as a 
play yard for baby. Send for free 
catalogue.

CROWN IRON WORKS COMPANY
1303 Tyler St. N. E. 809-W Graybar Bldg. 
Minneapolis. Minn. New York Ciry

GUIDE TO THE BEST 
Trees, Shrubs. Plants/Roses, perennials, rhododendrons, 

bulbs, etc., to beautify your home 
and make your orchard and ganlen 

V prohtable. New shrubs, rosea and 
' rare varieties. 58 yean devoted 

to grow'ins the best atsurprialiu;Iy 
low prices. Buy direct. Write for 
li'32 catalog. Free!

Woodlawn Nurseries, |7| Garson Ave.. Rochester. N.Y.

Do You Grow Roses?
Here is the latest 
practical information

HOW 
TO GROW 

ROSES Kunderd
Gladiolus Latalog

is now ready!^ By Pyle, McFarland and Stevens » ■■ ■■ EntirelyNewGladiulueCoi- 
lections. New varieties. Su
perb Colors and Types. 

NEW LOW PRICES and New Com
bination Offers are featured in Kun- 

i derd's 1932 Catalog containing the 
I world's highest quality Gladioli. 
I Kunderd Gladioli Stand Supreme. 
1 Ctae-third of all the ftrat prizes 
I awarded have been won by Kun- 
^ deni Gladioli. This munificent 
j book of 100 pages fittingly de- 
■ Bcrd>e8 600 of the world's premier 
I Gladiolus varieties. Many kinds 
5 are shown in natural colors—this 
f bwk is FREE to those who would 
' like to grow magnificent, prize- 
winning Gladioli at no greater cost.

A. E. KUNDERO. 3W Uijcoki Wav West.
. Plc«»e seiul me the FRKh 1932 Kanderd

i Every step in growing roses success
fully is made clear in this new "how- 
Co-do-ii'’ book. It gives you the life
time experience of three famous 
growers.

138 illustrations, the most complete 
and beautiful in any rose book. 80 
illustrated methods: 45 show leading 
varieties in 
natural colors.

4
i
i
i
i
i full $2.004

THE ARCHITECTS’ SMALL 
HOUSE SERVICE BUREAU 

1200 Second Ave. So.
4 GlsUtolUB Book.

4 a. or R. F.D^.Minneapolis, Minnesota4
A

Cf(».
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sirable in informal and simple living 
rooms and dining rooms to contrast 
witli plain walls and rugs. Sometimes 

draperies for doors, when

most frequently with floral patterns in 
dainty, soft colors. It is unglazed, glazed, 
and semi-glazed.

Because of its typical light ground 
and its designs, it is. therefore, par
ticularly appropriate in bedrooms for 
fresh, homey over-curtains and slip
covers. In Sf)me of the rarer dark back
grounds. however, like maple color, the 
now smart brown, blue. jade, and 
lacquer and in suitable pattern it is 
unable for unpretentious living and 
dining rooms, for instance, in cottages, 
informal or suburban homes, particu
larly when glazed, in some patterns for 
kitchens and breakfast rooms to give 
cheer, possibly for bathrooms. These 
designs, brighter when glazed, make 
chintz especially useful for shades in 
sunrooms and breakfast rooms in place 
of ordinary undecorative ones, but ex
cessive dampness affects its glaze. In 
selecting glazed chintz it ought to be 
held up to the light in the room where 
it is to be used because light some
times makes the pattern splotchy. 
More often though light shining 
through the cloth brings out the 
color and the design brilliantly and 
sharply in a way that is its chief char
acteristic. anil which usually enhances 
the fabric.

Other uses are the popular one for 
pleated lamp shades, the covering of a 
radiator floor screen, and sometimes hat 
and shoe boxes.

its use IS as 
curtains of cretonne hang to the floor

Fremh ones, and for loose seatover
Decorators are particularlycushions,

enthusiastic over cretonnes for simple
living rooms, but too many housewives 
do not even yet appreciate them suf
ficiently for their living rooms. They 
are too prone to think them only a 
bedroom material and ’‘cheap.*’

Jl is sometimes possible to find real 
bargains in discontinued pallerns of 
higher price ami short stocks.

The thirty-six inch Sundour chapter cloth illustrated above is a rougher 
textured fabric than most casements, but not exceptionally rough. It makes 
excellent upper and lower sash curtains, is guaranteed unjadable. and is 

Green, helio, rose, yellow, and apricot are some of itslong wearing, 
appealing colors.

TOILE
Toiles (the French word meaning 

“cloths” t generally narrow, 31-inch. 
34’i;-inch, 36-inch, may be classed as 
cretonne, but nobody would ever call 
them that. They are too individualized. 
“Toiles" they are named by everyone. 
Those cloths printed in the town of 
Jouy. France, are always known as 
Toiles de Jouy. Toiles are easily rec
ognized by their scenes of pastoral 
and simple village life, which make for 
a ((uaint. romantic appeal and a very 
great deal of distinction ami charm. 
These qualities are due. as well, to 
their simplicity. They are further rec
ognized by their primitive use of one 
color: a blue on a while ground, an 
entrancing rose-red on white, a subtle 
mulberry or a rare green also on white.

Toiles are either reproduced from 
old hand blocks, lliriftily preserved by 
the French, or the new American 
photographic process, here illustrated. 
Toiles. when first introduced, were so 
admired by peasantry, bourgoisie, 
nobility, and even 
romantic-loving queen. Marie Antoin
ette. that it threatened to destroy the 
silk trade and was banned, but used 
nevertheless.

Somewhat in a class by themselves are 
the American historical toiles that 
American manufacturers have originated

that, all in all. buying mercerized fabrics, 
though more expensive is wise buying.

Casements were formerly in ecru 
only but are now in color, and are 
generally .50 inches wide but may be 
31 inches, 32 inches. 36 inches. 44 
inches, and 48 inches also. They are 
adaptable, serviceable, washable, simple, 
dignified, and desirable. Not only their 
neutral tints, their interesting textures, 
and particularly useful shading quality, 
but also their good color line, account 
for their desirability.

They are, therefore, in better taste 
because of their neutral tints, for 
curtaining windows that face the street, 
ami they are a heaven-sent material to 
lake the place of ugly shades. For 
sunrooms. they may subilue the glare 
of sun and. if tlie sunroom is away 
from the street, may flirt colorfully in 
the breeze in a less familiar guise as 
upper ami lower sash curtains on 
windows that are not casements. They 
are the logical thing for the oulswing- 
ing or the inswinging casements and 
a money-saver thus by doing double 
duty where shades are useless when the 
windows are open.

In general, in deciding value for value 
received, it is reasonable to expect to 
pay more for wide width, better quality, 
sunfasting and tubfasling. excellent 
drawing, intricate weaves, and special 
finishes as well as size of pattern and 
number of colors mentioned. Certainly 
price alone or lower price is not a true 
standard for comparison. Moreover, in 
comparing prices it is fair to let price 
decide the matter only when exactly the 
same qualities, as enumerated, have been 
found in each fabric or, in brief, the 
same quality unless, of course, price 
must of necessity be the first consider
ation. However, it costs just as much to 
make up cheap material as better. Even 
if a woman makes up her own fabrics 
she should value her time. Besides, 
cheap buying is poor buying when, after 
a short time, fabrics have faded, do not 
{ilease her or others, nor express her 
tastes, are not worthy or right.

• Writer’s note: Since space does
not permit, a second article will con
tinue the subject of cotton fabrics for 
the home.)

in imitation of the American historical 
scenes the French manufacturers printed 
to stimulate American trade. The chief 
asset of many of these is their tubfast 
quality. The background is the well 
known Indian head dress material. The 
vogue of toiles is due to their exquisite
ness of design. Though old, they have a 
modern feeling, in fact an ultra-modern 
feeling.

Decorators especially recognize their 
charm and are keen to use them. As 
toiles are generally inexpensive if of 
cotton, they are chosen, where distinc
tion without formality is wanted, for 
coyering a woman's chair, for use as 
over-curtains and as wall hangings es
pecially when of East Indian patterns, 
for use in bedrooms for draped dress
ing tables, screens, hat boxes, waste
baskets. and slipper chairs.

CRETONNE
Right here we will not mind our 

p*s and q‘s but step out of line, as 
with percale, to discuss cretonne to 
better contrast it w'ith chintz. Cretonne 
generally 31 inches or 50 inches but 
with in-between widths, is the French 
word for cotton printed cloth of 
heavier texture than chintz, with larger 
pattern and stronger coloring. It takes 
its name, the dictionarv' says, from the 
Frenchman who first made the cloth. 
Cretonne may be imported from France 
or England, or be domestic.

To give the cheaper cretonnes more 
“character*’ and body, adulterants of 
either clay or jute are used. The dust 
that flies when a sample is torn is in
dication of china clay and the gunny 
sack odor of jute reveals its presence. 
The odor sometimes may not be enough 
to annoy but jute cretonnes, when hung 
and exposed to dampness for a long 
time. lose their fold. (It is well known 
how’ a damjiened gunny sack disinte
grates. It is entirely of jute.) The 
drawing, too. of these cheap cretonnes 
is likely to be poor so that, altogether, 
buying the very cheap cretonne may 
be throwing money away. Size of 
pattern and number of colors increase 
cost to produce.

Like chintz, cretonne may be used 
in bedrooms as bright over-curtains, 
especially to draw; for charming bed
spreads an<l decorative floor screens; 
and for dry-cleanable, gay loose rovers. 
When the pattern, however, is suitable 
and not too large, it is especially de

CASEMENT CLOTH
Originally this was the English va

riety of expensive, rich silk and wool 
material for Tudor casement windows, 
but now it applies also to a multitude 
of varying textures, which are not 
transparent, and which are of medium 
weight. Cotton casement cloths, though 
“characterful” and refined among 
cottons, still “aristocrats’* in drapery 
stuffs, are not always prr>hihitive in 
price. They may be really an unglazed 

poplin texture, sometimes 
mercerized 

cotton such as the excellent broad
cloth. occasionally a fancy or open 
weave, nr a cotton shantung called 
Chapter cloth.

Tile cost of producing mercerized 
cotton yarn is three times that of ordi
nary cotton. However, it is stronger, 
takes dye better, wear.s well, and is some
times sunproof. It has a silky look and 
“feel.” .^t night it almost looks like 
real taffeta. In fact, because it is as 
lustrous as many silks, the latter are 
sometimes adulterated with mercerized 
cotton.

The lustre is due to the quality of 
the cotton. J^a Island and Egyptian, atul 
also because tlie mercerizalion process 
makes the cotton fibre rounded so that 
light reflects from it, Mercerizalion also 
makes the cotton stronger and heavier so

capricious and

percale, 
called English casement.

Thirty-six inch Sundour fine poplin is a 
casement cloth quality which has the 
same use as the chapter cloth shown 
above. It is guaranteed unfadahle, as 
are a number of other manufacture. .4 
good green, rose, yellow, and orange 
make up most of its color line.
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2 pairs of over-draperies,
$5.50 per pair...............

2 pairs of glass curtains,
$1.65 per pair...............

4 brackets, 75 cents each.

placed the dressing table directly in 
front of the double windows, the little 
group making a charming picture. For 
this table, we f<>und two pewter candle
sticks at $3.95 per pair and a low 
green glass powder jar. to bring the 
needed bit of color, costing 95 cents. 
At the left of this dressing table and 
near the head of the bed. stan<ls a 
small night table priced at S9, on 
which was placed a squat copper 
finished lamp with a paper shade with 
rust colored bands and stars. This 
lamp took $4.95 from our budget.

In photographing this ro<im. it was 
impossible to show the chest of four 
drawers that .stands against the wall 
at the left side of the bed. Tliis che.st, 
priced at $21, is an excellent piece of 
furniture as the drawers are wide and 
deep. The dresser with mirror that 
stands near the large easy chair and 
against the side wall near the en
trance door cost $30. but it 
worth this amount as it is well made 
with its mirror wide and high, 
the dres.ser top we found two green 
glass lamps com[)lete with chintz-type 
shades at one dollar each.

To break the plain walls and to add 
a little touch of color, we used two 
small colored etchings that cost 
dollar each.

And

.$11.00

3.30
3.00

$17.30
To give unity to the room picture 

by means of fabrics, we decitled to 
cover the bed with a counterpane that 
would match either the covering of the 
large chair or the window draperies, 
preferring the latter fabric because of 
its smaller pattern. Fortunately we 
found a spread of this in full bed size 
and at a cost of only $6.50. well made 
and with plain binding. For the bed 
itself there must be 
and springs. Since sleep plays .such a 
very’ important part in keeping us well, 
it was essential that these two articles 
be of good quality. This is of far 
greater moment than the mere style 
of the bed or the wood of which it is 
made. .\ji excellent mattress was 
found at SI6..50. coil springs at $11.25, 
and pillows of fine quality with ven
tilators in the ends at $4 each. With 
the bed itself priced at $21.00 the 
total cost of the sleeping equipment 
was S56.75 not including the counter
pane.

.‘^ince the actual floor space was 
small we decide«l that one or two 
small rugs would fill the need of flcM^r 
covering, so we found two hooked rugs 
in tones of cream, rust, green, orange, 
and black, that cost $4 each. We were 
now ready to find the right place in 
the small room for the dressing table, 
which wiil» mirror cost $29.00, the 
matching bench priced at 18. To ob
tain the best light for milady as well 
as to leave the necessary spaces for 
the chest of drawers and dresser,

good mattress

was

For

one

now our master room was 
finished—a well equipped room with 
furniture that will last a lifetime, its its
total cost including furniture, rugs, 
chairs, lamps, curtains and pictures, 
$221.10. By omitting the extras such 
as candlesticks, pictures, glass powder 
jar and lamps, which the homemaker 
might very easily have on hand, and 
which amount to $13.85, the cost of 
the room would be $207.25 for durable, 
well-made, and bome-Iike furnishings.

element in the winter landscape it 
tells as winter color rather than as 
mass or line.

The buckthorns (Rhamnus cathartica 
and R. frangula) are without force in 
their twig textures. These with the 
shrubby dogwoods typify an intermedi
ate shrub class with unpowerful twig 
textures. In a rather heavier manner 
the elderberries belong in this same 
group although the stems form fairly 
strong verticals.

now turn to those billowy shrub 
types that are represented by the 
golden spirea. Quite wiry and stiff 
in its general habit, it gives a general 
effect of laciness largely because of its 
finer twigs. This is even more true of 
the spirea Anthony \^'aterer. The snow- 
berry fSymphoricarpos racemosus or S. 
mollis), and the Indian currant (S. vul
garis) are fine textured in both winter 
and summer. So is the hugonis rose. 
It is so fine that it is a brownish cloud 
in winter if the observer is a little dis
tance from it, while it is still lacy and 
fine when viewed at lesser distances.

By the time you have studied these 
trees and shrubs in their winter phase, 
you will have reached the conclusion 
that the presence or absence of small 
twigs is largely responsible for the 
effect of each species during the winter. 
The sumac has no small twigs; only 
gangling branches. The golden spirea 
has an abundance of tiny twigs that 
would cover strong, ramroddy lines 
even if they were present.

Variety and interest secured through 
well organized twig textures is a phase

very' limited consideration. It does not 
merit a great amount of intensive study. 
Yet twig texture, even though it is a 
minor phase, does hold a relatively 
high position in the winter garden. 
Almost, it is the basis of winter design. 
Thick, interlaced, finely divided twigs 
produce an effect of mass. Strong, bare 
branches are line elements, forming 
either pleasing or disturbing patterns, 
depending on how they are placed, 
either alone or in combination with 
other twig and branch elements.

As a general rule a coarse textured 
plant is coarse both in winter and 
summer. Consider as an example the 
catalpa tree <CaXalpa speciosa). Usual
ly shrubs and trees that are fine tex
tured in summer are fine textured also 
in the winter. Here again we refer to 
the golden spirea, the hugonis rose or 
the snowberry.

But the Kentucky coffee tree is fairly 
lacy In the summer and angular and 
stiff in the winter. So is the cutleaf 
sumac. The rule does not always apply.

Beyond the idea that you might find 
an interesting field of study in a 
neglected phase of design when you 
start to study twig textures, there is 
this angle: you become well acquainted 
with the winter characteristics of the 
shrubs and trees. When you get to a 
point where you know a shrub or tree 
in the dormant stage you can count 
them genuine year-around friends. And 
in the knack of recognizing them, even 
though leafless, you will have a valua
ble asset when you attempt to re-group 
them at transplanting time.

we

TWIG TEXT1 IIE§
[Continued from page i5]

the typical horizontal form. There are 
many hawthorns, but the one with the 
most pronounced horizontal branching 
is the cockspur thorn (Crataegus crus- 
galli). The dotted thorn (C. punctata) 
also tends toward this habit. The 
growth of the camperdown elm (Ulmus 
ramperdouni) and ihe sour or black 
gum of the south (Nyssa sylvatica) are 
very pronounced in the horizontal.

In the shrubs there is a group of 
fairly strong vertical twigged types of 
medium height that disclose this dis
tinctive form after leaves are gone. 
The viburnums are particularly repre
sentative of this type. They are ably 
accompanied by the mock orange 
(Philadelphus in variety), and the 
yellow currant (Ribes aureum). The 
aralia (Acanthopanax pentaphyllum) is 
a right bundle of strongly vertical twigs.

There are no shrubs that have the 
force of horizontal lines so pronounced 
as the hawthorns. Actually there is not 
so great a need for the horizontal lines 
in shrub and tree during the winter, for

at that .season the lines of fences, 
bricks, walls, and similar horizontal 
structural elements are more clearly 
revealed.

An intermediate, rather strongly 
angled group of .shrubs might be well 
represented by Regals privet (Ligu- 
strum regelianum). The twigs take off 
from the branches abruptly; there is 
a strongly asserted individual charac
ter; and a certain rhythm is found in 
the serried twigs, precisely placed along 
the main stems.

The flowering almond has distinctive 
twig texture. The twigs ate long and 
curving but the thick flower buds 
duce a zig-zag effect that is not in
herent in the twig itself. The twigs 
wiry, stiff, definite in their course even 
though curved.

The red osier dogwood (Cornus alba 
siberica) is a sprawly shrub. It lops 
and spreads, has curving branches, 
twigs that are not quite wiry, not quite 
fluffy and lacy. But it makes up for 
lack of twig character by displaying

pro-

are
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always made in erecting a structure 
noticeably larger than its neighbors as 
to general outlines. Possibly the 
has fancy ideas as to interior design 
and decoration. He causes to be in
stalled elaborate wooden panelling in 
living or dining rooms. He stipulates 
that the architect shall spend twice as 
mucli for ornate lighting fixtures as the 
site and building justify. Perhaps he 
installs marble or tile floors when 
wooden ones would be more in keep
ing with the type of buihling. While 
these things may please the owner they 
may not seem so necessary to the pros
pect who is invited to purchase the 
property and he will refuse to pay the 
extra cost involved. Thus the original 

builder becomes the victim of

llALAXriMi THE HI ILIIIAT. HI IMiET for every prospective home builder
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ters the cslates class and no fair ratio 
can be maintained there. One might 
buy five acres of land and pay $50,000 
for it and still erect a very imposing 
residence for $20,000 or $25,000, ac
cording to the design adopted.

It is not intended in any sense that 
these ratios should be iron clad in 
their application. As in all other affairs 
of life good judgment should be used. 
There are exceptions in all things and 
doul)tless there will be found varying 
exceptions in this table of ratios. It is 
intended as a general guide. One who 
follows it will not go far astray.

Mr. Robert Jemison, head of the 
Jemison Companies of Birmingham, 
Ala., wlio ha.s developed 
beautiful subdivisions in tliat city, and 
whose operations have involved the 
erection of hundreds of homes of dif
ferent costs and standards, was asked 
to look over the accompanying sched
ule.

have to withstand frost and cold weath-
lowerer, where building prices 

because workmen in the construction 
trades labor all the year ’round, and 
where other peculiar conditions exist. 
In Southern California the ratio is con- 

Elsewhere, however,

are

In their eagerness to get into the new 
abode they rush to an architect, or ac
quire house plans, without devoting 
to the entire project the careful thought 
to which such an important enterprise 
is entitled.

Be sure, therefore, to buy a lot in 
a locality where you will have all of 
those advantages to which you desire 
to be exposed. Be certain to study 
carefully the kind of a dwelling you 
plan to place on the lot. Consider the 
type of architeelure. the materials to 
be used, the needs of your immediate 
and prospective family and the finan
cial load you are subjecting yourself 
to. -\nd. finally, before going ahead 
with the project, give a little earnest 
thought to the economic side of the 
proposition am! determine carefully if 
the residence you are planning to build 
or buy is developed along lines which 
indicate that a projier proportion ex
ists between the amount of money 
which is being spent upon the land 
and that which is being devoted to the 
building itself.

siderably lower, 
the trained architect would advise you
to establi.sh a ratio of four to one— 
that is $3,000 for your lot, $12,000 for 
the dwelling, making a $1,5.000 invest
ment in all. Then you will have a
balanced building budget. Get me?” 

responded Robertson who 
was beginning to see tlie light.

"Real estate brokers, 
architect, "find that in selling houses 
their greatest problems come in con
nection with the resale <if liomes which 
have been overbuilt or underbuilt or 

They show such

‘1 d»),' owner 
overbuilding.

Exactly the reverse may occur in 
the house that is considered an under
built improvement. Skimping here and 
there, installing cheap floors when bet
ter ones are required, cutting down on 
the size of moms, the elimination of 
closets, restricting the number of elec
trical outlets, and generally playing 
havoc with good judgment and design 
w'ill result in a property which is dis
tinctly unrlerbuilt and which may lan-

went on the

number of

which are freaks. 
houses to dozens of pro-pects, who fail 
to spark. Buyers of homes know when 

property does not harmonize, either 
as to cost or design, with a neighbor-
a "I have ma»le a careful study of your 

table of ratio.s,” replied Mr. Jemis<m, 
"using as a basis sites which we have 
sold ranging from $3,000 to $12,000 in 
price. Results. I find, run exactly with 
the table. Dwellings actually erected 
in Mountain Park, for instance, run 
four to one until lots were reached 
costing $12,000 or more, where the 
ratio increased relatively to five to 
one.”

hood wherein it is located. They per
haps won't come right out and tell you 
what is the matter. They really may 

know but subconsciously sense the 
trouble. There is a lack of harmony, 
and when harmony does not exist look 
out for trouble! fundamental factor 

f real estate development of all kinds, 
and particularly of architecture, is 
harmony. There is no happy medium, 
no substitute for it.”

The subject discussed by the archi
tect and his client is one of genuine 
interest to every prospective home 
builder. It is a fundamental condition 
that affects home occupancy and the 
ability to realize on one’s home should 
he be required to dispose of it at some 
future date—and this is most impor
tant. It is a topic to which some 
thought has been given but little re
search ever conducted. I have for years 
had it in the back of my head to 
buckle down and study the subject 
some day and recently I have done so 
in connection with the writing of a 
book on “Real Estate Subdivisions,” 
which I now have well under wav. The

guish on the owner's hands should he 
desire to dispose of it.

I have no quarrel wilh those who 
seek to be original in their thinking. 
When originality comes into conflict 
with good taste and sane practice, how
ever. it becomes time to call a halt and 
soberly consider the outcome.

Is the ratio, listed herewith, likely 
to change? That is problematical. 
That the ratio is apjiroximately cor
rect is testified to me by many builders. 
Lowering building costs which are not 
accompanied by lowering land prices 
may tend to lower the amount of 
money which it will be necessary to 
spend for the improvement itself. 
Building prices seem more susceptible 
to adjustment than do land prices in 
many cities. Material and labor costs 
are constantly subject to the law of 
supply and demand. Land rides along 
at prices which owners believe they 
Ji'i/l get soon or at some future date. 
Human faith is eternally vested in 
land. In particular cases where land 
ownership is subject to economic dis
tress there may be lowering in price. 
For the most part raw land is likely 
to remain static until a later demand 
naturally inclines to higher prices. It 
is one of those things which must be 
studied out in individual cases. One 
might fortunately buy a high class, ex
pensive lot at a bargain price. In this 
case he would be justified in putting 
more money in the house to make it 
conform with its neighbors. The gen
eral character of the neighborhood 
should be a barometer of the type and 
cost of the house to be constructed.

Too few home builders give intensive 
enough thought to the problem of the 
construction of a dwelling in which 
they may live for years. They hur
riedly buy—or have sold to them—a 
lot in a neighborhood which looks all 
right in most respects but with which 
ihev are sometimes not verv familiar.

not

0
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WOIKKKHOI*^*Jesse C. Nichols, creator of the 
Country Club District, at Kansas City, 
Mo., one of the finest subdivision en
terprises in America was asked to ex
press an opinion. His companies 
erected hundreds of houses and sold 
lots on which hundreds of others have 
been built by owners, builders, etc.

“Ratios,” declared Mr. Nichols, “are 
very difficult things to determine, and 
should be subject to variation. In more 
imposing homes and estates many con
tend that landscapes and garden devel
opment should run from 20% to 25% 
of the cost of the lot. This, of course, 
is a difficult thing to determine, except 
in individual cases.

Mr. Nichols is right, of course, in 
declaring that ratios are difficult to de
termine and it is in no sense intended

^Continued from page 22]

instead of out of doors on the back 
porch. The real step-saver was a 
wheel table, not a fancy tea-table, but 
a light and sturdy one with swivel 
rollers. This may seem of small con
sequence—but a true story neverthe
less with many others like it—that the 
137 feel per meal were reduced to 47 
feet, and in the year the 26 miles 
became 9 miles.

The practical outcome of any study 
can be tiie suggestions that show ways 
for help, and then the willingness of 
every woman to improve by trial. 
There is always a way out. but she 
must be ready to try new ways and 
prove which is better. Sometimes the 
old kitchen can be wisely changed so 
that the big room is closed in at one 
end for an extra room. This is a 
good place for a small laundry which 
is all too often down in the cellar or 
basement. It might be a gootl place 
for the children's playroom, thus re
lieving mother while .«he is busy.

No matter whether big nr little, old 
or new. every kitchen must have its 
work units. There are permanent 
factors like tlte sink and stove, but

A
study consisted of talking with sub- 
dividers, builders, architects, and home 
owners. I took occasion to communi
cate with a number of large subdi
viders who maintain house building 
departments and who had sensed the 
importance of a proper relation be
tween the cost of the lot and the value 
of tlie improvement lo be placed there

that cast iron rules shall be adopted to 
the end that every $3,000 lot shall be 
improved with a house costing exactly 
$12,000. One architect might design 
a fitting and architecturally beautiful 
house for $10,000 while the owner of 
another $3,000 lot might feel himself 
justified in spending $14,000 for a 
dwelling. The point is that the nearer 
one can stay to maintaining a reason
able ratio between lot and building 
the better the economic background 
one will have to later dispose of the 
property at a reasonable price and to

on.
The result of the study may be found 

in the figures in the box on page 16, 
which are a part of this discussion. It 
will be noted that for most parts of the 
countrv' for hits varying fn»m $1,000 
to $2,500 the ratio between lot and 
house is three to one; between $3,000 
and $12,000 it is four lo one; and 
above $12,000 it is five lo one. When 
one reaches the point where he makes 
an outlay of $15,000 or more for land 
on which to erect a residence, he en

with manufacturers presenting 
combinations, such

new
question as this 

'Should I have a dish-
a logical buyer. The table of ratios 
must be considered guide rather 
than an absolute rule. Reasonable ad
herence will be found wise, radical 
departure foolish.

In overbuilding the mislake is not

comes now; 
washing machine in my new sink when 
I alter my kitchen?” This is a problem 
for the housewife rather than the

as a

[Continued on page 32]
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manufactured products. In other words, 
these log cabin walls, with a minimum 
thickness of about six inches, were 
equal to about 2Ms inches of corkboard 
—and two inches of corkboard is con
sidered to be good insulation for side 
walls. No wonder that cabin was 
warm; it was equivalent to the best 
modern practice, and it was built fifty 
years ago.

In the average frame home the great
est losses are due to infiltration of cold 
air and exfiltration of heated air 
through the cracks and crevices around 
the periphery of the house and under 
the eaves line. Obviously the first 
thing to do is to see that these cracks 
are closed up. In belter built houses 
this characteristic fault is largely re
duced.

In all homes there is a primary con
sideration—whether or not the attic is 
to be used for living purposes. If it 
is not, the economical and proper 
method of insulating is on the attic 
floor line. If the attic, or any portion 
of it, is to be utilized, the insulation 
must be applied to the attic roof.

Savings can be eflfected through the 
use of insulation in two distinct ways; 
the first cost of a home can be re
duced because a smaller heating plant 
can be used. By reducing the heat re
quirements 30^, which is possible, the 
home builder may be able to save 20%

of the cost of the healing plant, and 
this will buy a lot of insulating mate
rial. The total cost of the home is not 
reduced; what is saved on one item 
is applied to another. The other sav
ing is in the annual cost of fuel. If 
this approximates 25% or 30%, it is 
not difficult to estimate that. Capital
izing it and adding it to the saving 
in capital co.st, see how much can be 
applied against the insulating cost. 
Suppose that the cost of the heating 
plant is $1,800. Twenty per cent of 
that is $360. If coal costs $15 a ton 
and, if an analysis of conditions shows 
that the insulated house can be heated 
with nine tons against eleven tons for 
the uninsulated house, that means an 
annual saving of $30. And, if money 
costs 6%, you can borrow $500 with 
the first season's savings. That would 
give you $860 to put into insulation, 
and when you are ready to spend near
ly a thousand dollars insulating a small 
home, you can do a beautiful job.

Keep in mind the unquestioned fact 
that insulation for any home is worth- 
while. The only question is the extent 
to which insulation should be carried, 
and that is a matter of comparatively 
simple calculation. There are. liter
ally, dozens of good insulating mate
rials available, and the manufacturers 
of any one of these, or your local build
er can tell you how much the material

A house with a steel frame and brick veneer finish is in the process of being 
insulated with “Armstrong Corkboard.”

The “Sprayo-Fiake” process of insulation is shown below. It consists 
of forcing through a hose flakes of fibrous material, which have been 
coated with an adhesive binder, against surfaces and 
such a manner as to form high class insulation. crevices in

In this house, which may be either old or new, “Thermofil.*’ a flaky, gypsum 
material, is used between the ceiling joists to prevent heat from passing into attic.

will cost per square foot, or yard, and 
how mucli it should cost, in your local
ity. to apply it. Then you can figure it 
out for yourself—but let the architect 
or heating contractor check the figures 
for you. if you are the average layman.

Naturally, the owner of an insulated 
home has a much more comfortable 
domicile in summer, as the insulation 
will prevent much of the heat absorp
tion common to the uninsulated house.

1 just want to tell one story to illus
trate the degree of refinement in the 
research that is being carried on by 
a national engineering society in its 
laboratory in Pittsburgh. A heat-flow 
meter has been devised that is clamped 
to a wall or ceiling, or roof, for the 
purpose of measuring the in-flow or 
out-flow of heat, in this attempt of 
nature to equalize unequal conditions. 
Heal energy from the sun flows through

a roof in proportion to its state of 
uninsulation, and the heat flow causes 
the deflection of a .sensitive needle. 
So delicate is the apparatus that a 
passing cloud, or the drift of smoke 
from a passing train, causes a very 
noticeable “kick” in the needle. The 
heat-flow meter was exhibited at a 
technical convention in New York, 
some time ago, and its sensitiveness 
was demonstrated when it recorded the 
radiant heat from a (country) girl's 
cheek. (The rouge of the city girl was 
found to be an insulator to the extent 
that it prevented this radiation from 
the skin.) So, with such delicate meas
uring instruments, devised to measure 
heat flow, investigators have developed 
the essential data from which can be 
«!etermined efliciency of house-insulat
ing materials, and the best quantities 
to employ.
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development of cabinets, most closets 
had one shelf up high and big waste 
spaces in shelf spacing. Measuring the 
height of a pile of 12 plates and 12 
saucers is the housewife’s part towar<ls 
even better use. Even now cleats can 
be nailed in, and portable shelves will 
make housekeeping easier, because it 
divides and subdivides, hence systema
tizes closets, 
shelves be shortened for hmer closets 
and make it possible to see more 
quickly the preserving kettle needeil 
or to make a survey of supplies at hand.

The housewife witltoul help shotild 
have some kind of a wheel-table, but 
in a new house (less than a year old > 
a bride had to have the rotl of her 
table taken to the blacksmith’s and 
shortened, because the doors had been 
made narrower than standard, and her 
labor-saver had to stand idle. In fact, 
in tliis house <»nly one door would 
allow the passage of the wlieel-table.

Light in the kitchen is a great neces
sity. One is surprised at the number 
of limes this question is brought to 

kitchen be rear-

architect. Is the family large enough 
to warrant this? Mer argument was
good: ‘‘I Want to wash dishes only once 
a day; then in the summer my hu.*band 
and I have lots of guests.” Such a 
question of the installment of a new 
device and its economic use deman«!s 
careful weighing by the particular
housewife for her particular family. 

To go back to the constant factors, 
there ought to be a food unit with its 
refrigeration, sink, and always shelves.

cabinet storage places for
or beaters. A mixing

Let the depth of the

hooks, or
bowls, spoons 
machine may spell efficiency along witli 
the dishwasher. Sometimes the 
questi»«n comes. “Have I mom?” There 
are dishwashers that have g«M»d table-

This sink is set so low for the worker that its efficiency is greatly reduced.

tops, and mixing machines whose cabi- 
increase storage. As to space andnets

to Storage, the final decision i.s in the 
hands <if the housewife.

Everyone must have a garbage con
tainer. belter still an incinerator. This 

question of many pros and cons, 
and W()rthy of study. A person who 
finds di.shwashing a bug-bear can meet 
it by having good drain boards. “Yes. 
I want one at each side of the sink.” 
Small drain-boards, or none at all, 
make messy work: in fact, a sink 
squeezed into a small space with cup
boards projecting forward, is cramped 

woman. There

IS a

us—*1 low can my 
ranged so that I will not stand in my 
own light?” Perhaps the best rule is 
to watch the body shadows of the
worker, not so much by daylight as 
when depending on artificial lights. It 
can so easily be adjusted, why wait. 
An electrician will wire extra lights— 
this should be done .so all attachments 
are safe from cross wires—and place a 
light at the sink and one at the stove. 
One big light with a reflecting globe 
in the ceiling and a light painted 
ceiling may be all that is necessary. 
Lights at sinks in front of windows are 
often very trying, and to have two 
sources of light in one place is a 
hindrance.

After planning for the ease of the 
housewife at work from the point of 
ventilation, light, and placement of 
equipment, there are added factors that 
need more real con.sideration by the 
architect. The little, less-expensive 
houses are the ones most likely to 
suffer—and here again come to us as 
consultants numbers of times questions 
on “How can we better heights of 
working surfaces?” In old houses all 
surfaces need the lifting of working 
surfaces: we worked at low levels in 
early days, but now we ought to know 
better, though it is still a puzzle to 
many women how to belter their 
existing conditions.

The sink can, and ought to be, the 
highest set working surface in the 
kitchen. The answer has been that 
every housew'orker requires a different 
height. Most sinks are so low set that 
spatters and spills result. “How can 
I know how high?” A yard-stick is 
the answer. Thirty-eight to forty inches 
from the floor is a very good sink 
height. Wash-basins have shown an
other hindrance for good work in being 
set so low, but constant demands by 
housewives for improved levels are 
bringing good results from builders.

working place for 
is no question but that they are one 

for chipped dishes. Drain-boards 
mean sink law and order—a place for 
the soiled dishes, and on the other side

rea.snn

spot for those ready for storage. 
Order creates pleasure in work. With 
such drain-boards, with a good wire 
rack for draining dishes, plenty of hot 
water, we may answer, partially at 
least, the question of dishwashing ma
chines for small families—little need to 
dry many dishes.

.\exf to the sink can be the table 
as a connecting link with the refrigera
tor. Across the work space put the 
stove, for then the hot food is ready 
for its journey to be served. The 
thought used to be that it was not 
economical to have the ice-box and the 
stove in the same mom: cheaper to 
save ice than the worker. Not long 
ago, a combined refrigerator and stove 
pnived otherwise. The test, of 24 
hours duration, with the stove on top 
of the refrigerator, all of the burners 
operating in the stove, resulted in the 
loss of only one degree in the refrigera
tor. Who wouldn't be willing for that? 
With a good insulated refrigerator 
these tests can be proven.

The ,«tove opposite the sink means 
that an extra closet should be planned. 
It makes it so much easier to have ac
cess to a kitchen cabinet near, or a 
small wardrobe or set of shelves for 
saucepans and all small utensils. The 
point must be made that a kitchen 
well-planned must have storage that 
adequately meets the worker's needs.

Kitchen cabinet makers have taught 
us so much in showing adjustable 
shelf levels, for up to the time of the

a

One working surface and three workers. The height of the regular kitclien 
table is suited only to the one worker who is abnormally short.

ironing b<*ards are generally so low set 
as to necessitate a dropping of the 
shoulders. This means shoulder ache, 
and can be the cause for round shoul- 
ders and {>ains in the feet. Table work 
should be done with the arm almost at 
right angles as at the sink. Tabletops 
can be easily adjusted, because hospi
tals have long made it possible to buy 
wooden or metal blocks to lift beds 
for nurses, and this same kind of base 
may be used for table legs. W'ith the 
ironing board it is the iron’s handle 
added to the height of the board that 
is to be measured.

Some suggestive measurements for a 
woman of medium height (5'5”)

sink ....................
tables, standing 
tables, sitting .....
ironing boards.....

or 5" for iron) 
wash tubs

not wash in the bottom of 
the tub, but at the side. 
These tubs may be raised by 
using gas piping instead of 
regular legs.)

With a study of three years’ dura
tion, with each housewife a person of 
experience, it is interesting to note that 
only two women (>ut of 125 could not 
use the new measurement—38 
42"—^and tJiese women were so under
sized as to need a platform of five 
inches to do comfortable work, proving

to

marked improvement in the modern 
heights. Before these new levels in 
homes, testing was done, and the 
women reported backache when they 
had worked at a low washtub for five 
minutes, or at a low sink, and the un
conscious reaction was to throw the 
body out of balance and drop on one 
leg. putting all weight on one side. 
This standing at low working centers 
will react with shoulder and backache, 
and the constant strain of standing out 
of balance spells fatigue. This same 
idea carries for dishwashing and iron- 

A sink is well set when the

38"^2//
......36"—38"
...... 31"—34"
32" (plus 4"

.36" (We doing.
worker's wrist is in straight line with 
the elbow, not above it, for then the 
water runs dowm hill from the elbow. 
Along with the study of heights of 
working surfaces, kitchen tables and
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THIS NEW BOOK EDITED BY ROBERT T. JONES, TECHNICAL DIRECTOR OF THE ARCHITECTS’ SMALL 

CONTAINS A COMPREHENSIVE COLLECTION OF TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTYHOUSE SERVICE BUREAU,

SIX DISTINCTIVE HOUSE DESIGNS.

D
O YOU KNOW exactly what kind of a home you 

wish to build—the plan, the exterior, all the materials 

and architectural details that will make it what you 

would have it? Probably like thousands of others you have 

a general idea, but are not certain of the many elements that 

will give your home its quality. Here, then, is a book that will 

help you choose. In “Small Homes of Architectural Distinction” 

you will find plans and illustrations of many types of small 

home architecture. As a source of ideas and inspiration, this 

book will be invaluable to you. Even after you have built your 

home, you will prize this volume as an addition to your library. 

And for your friend who thinks of home building, it will make 

a very acceptable gift.

tinction” is a large volume, handsomely bound, con

taining over 800 illustrations. The price, post 

prepaid to your address, is only .....................

Architects’ Small House Service 
Bureau, Incorporated 
1200 Second Avenue South, 
Minneapolis, Minn.

January, 1932

Check is enclosed n 
Send C. O. D.

Please send me immediately one copy 
of Small Homes of Architectural Dis
tinction. Price $5.00.

□

A'ame.... .

.-Address
Small Homes of Architectural Dis-

City

*5 State

Please Note: Any of the plans shown in this 
book may be obtained in blue print form to
gether with quantity survey, specifications and 
forms of agreement at moderate cost from 
the Architects’ Small House Service Bureau.
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